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Preface

What this manual is about
The Oracle Express Objects User’s Guide describes how to use Oracle® Express Objects 
to create applications and briefings for analyzing multidimensional data.

Intended audience
This manual is directed at developers who want to create applications and briefings 
to distribute to end users. 

It assumes that readers have experience in the following areas:

■ Programming in a Basic language, such as Visual Basic

■ Object-oriented programming

■ Understanding database concepts

In addition, readers might have experience in the following areas:

■ Programming in the Express Language

■ Working with multidimensional data

Before you begin
Before you use Oracle Express Objects see Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express 
Analyzer Installation Guide for information about the software that you must install.
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Runtime environment for Oracle Express Objects applications
Oracle Express Analyzer (hereinafter referred to as “Express Analyzer”) is the 
runtime environment for applications and briefings that you create with Oracle 
Express Objects. Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express Analyzer Installation Guide 
provides instructions for installing Express Analyzer.

Oracle Express Objects documentation set
For a full description of the Oracle Express Objects documentation set and how to 
access it, see Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express Analyzer Installation Guide. You 
can also view the full table of contents online.

Structure of this document
The Oracle Express Objects User’s Guide is structured as follows:

■ Chapter 1 highlights topics in the Oracle Express Objects documentation that 
can help you to become productive quickly.

■ Chapter 2 through Chapter 7 describe the Oracle Express Objects object model 
and give information about programming in Express Basic. 

■ Chapter 8 through Chapter 14 provide basic information about building Oracle 
Express Objects applications. They also describe objects commonly employed in 
a user interface, including data-aware objects such as tables and graphs.

■ Chapter 15 through Chapter 19 provide information about using Express Basic 
to work with data in the Oracle Express Objects environment.

■ Chapter 20 describes different ways that you can arrange for end users to print 
parts of your applications.

■ Chapter 21 through Chapter 23 describe tasks involved in distributing your 
Oracle Express Objects applications, including documenting and localizing 
applications.

■ Appendix A through Appendix C give information about tasks that do not fall 
in the common workflow of creating an Oracle Express Objects application, 
such as using aggregation functions in formulas or using Express data in an 
OCX.
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Conventions

Text conventions
You will find the following text conventions in this document.

Mouse usage
Always use the left mouse button unless you are specifically instructed to use the 
right mouse button.

The term “left mouse button” refers to the dominant button. If you have 
reconfigured your mouse to reverse the functions of the left and right buttons, then 
you will need to use the reverse button when you follow the procedures in this 
manual.

Convention Usage

Boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons, options, field names, 
and hyperlinks.

Bold text is also used for notes and other secondary information 
in tables (for example, Result).

Fixed-width text Indicates folder names, file names, operating system 
commands, and URLs. Also indicates examples and anything 
that you must type exactly as it appears.

For example: If you are asked to type show eversion, you 
would type all the characters exactly as shown in the 
fixed-width font.

Italic text Indicates variables, including variable text. Variable text is used 
when dialog boxes or their components are unlabeled or have 
labels that change dynamically based on their current context. 
The wording of variable text does not exactly match what you 
see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis, for new terms, and for titles 
of documents.

UPPERCASE text Indicates Express commands and objects and acronyms.
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Formats for key combinations and sequences
Key combinations and key sequences appear in the following formats.

IF you see the format . . . THEN . . .

Key1+Key2, press and hold down the first key while you press the second 
key. 

For example: “Press Alt+Tab” means to press and hold down 
the Alt key while you press the Tab key.

Key1, Key2, press and release the keys one after the other. 

For example: “Press Alt, F, O” means to press and release the 
Alt key, press and release the F key, then press and release 
the O key.
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1
Becoming Productive Quickly

Chapter summary
This chapter suggests paths through the documentation that can help you become 
familiar with Oracle® Express Objects quickly.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Purpose of This Chapter

■ Questions from New Users

■ Tips for Designing an Application

■ Tips for Developing an Application

■ Tips for Project Managers

Purpose of This Chapter

To address the question “Where do I start?”
After you obtain installation and other general information from Oracle®Express 
Objects Getting Started, you face the question of where you start, given the wealth of 
information that is available.

This chapter identifies portions of the Oracle Express Objects User’s Guide and other 
Oracle documentation that might be of particular interest to users with specific roles 
and experience levels. 
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To provide shortcuts through the documentation
This chapter highlights specific parts of the documentation for readers who want to 
increase the speed of their learning process. Frequently the highlighted areas 
include examples that summarize the content of a chapter.

Questions from New Users

How object-oriented is Oracle Express Objects?
Oracle Express Objects supports the three key object-oriented features: inheritance, 
encapsulation and polymorphism. 

The product uses a prototyping object model, which can be learned easily, instead of 
a class-based object model. In class-based systems, developers create objects by 
defining abstract object classes, then generating instances of those classes. In a 
prototyping system, developers create objects directly, then derive additional 
objects from the original “prototype.” For detailed information about the object 
model, consult Chapter 2.

What objects are available?
In the Toolbox, you can find an icon for most built-in objects that you can create. 
Each icon has a tooltip that displays the name of its object.

Objects that do not have an icon in the Toolbox can be accessed in the Inheritance 
Browser. To display the Inheritance Browser, choose the View Inheritance icon in the 
Object Browser toolbar. 

The following kinds of objects do not have icons in the Toolbox:

■ Objects that Oracle Express Objects creates for you automatically. Examples 
include the Express object, DatabaseList object, and DataDictionary object.

■ Objects that do not have a visual representation. Examples include collections 
and resource objects.

For complete information about built-in objects, consult the “List of Objects” Help 
topic, which contains an alphabetic list with jumps to individual topics for each 
object. The object topics are especially useful since they not only describe the object 
but also provide access to the object’s property, event, and method topics.
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Is the Toolbox limited to built-in objects?
In addition to the built-in objects that are provided by Oracle Express Objects, the 
Toolbox can also contain the kinds of objects that are listed in the following table.

How are objects programmed?
You can use both visual and event-driven programming to create objects and to 
specify actions to be performed in response to events. 

QuickActions, which are predefined event handlers that perform common tasks, 
provide an efficient means of visual programming. For complete information about 
QuickActions, search for the Help topic “List of QuickActions.”

Using visual programming to create objects is an easy way to learn how to build 
applications. However, for performance reasons, it is wise to learn how to create 
objects dynamically at runtime. 

For suggestions about programming objects efficiently, consult the “Performance 
Tips” Help system.

How are data queries formulated?
To formulate data queries, use the Selector, which is a set of tools for developing 
multidimensional queries. For detailed information about the Selector, consult 
Chapter 14.

What language is used for developing applications?
The programming language used to develop Oracle Express Objects applications is 
Express Basic. This language is compatible with the syntax of Visual Basic for 
Applications. If you know Visual Basic (VB), you can use your VB knowledge to 
write Express Basic code although there are some differences.

Kind of Object How the Object is Added to the Toolbox

OLE controls (also called OCX 
controls). In 32-bit applications, an OLE 
control can be an ActiveX control or a 
Java bean

Use the Install dialog box as described in the 
Help topic “Installing Objects.”

User-defined objects (including OLE 
insertable objects).

Create an object and follow the procedure in the 
Help topic “Adding User-Defined Objects to 
the Toolbox.”
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Additionally, applications can be extended by DLLs and the objects that can be 
installed in the Toolbox.

Can I compile Visual Basic code in Oracle Express Objects?
You cannot recompile an existing Visual Basic application in Oracle Express Objects, 
for the following reasons:

■ VB applications will not know about the many unique objects, properties, 
events and methods used in the OLAP applications built by Oracle Express 
Objects.

■ The file structure of a VB application is different from the structure of an Oracle 
Express Objects application.

If you are a VB developer, be sure to consult Chapter 3 for comparisons between 
Visual Basic and Express Basic.

Tips for Designing an Application

Gaining familiarity with the object model used in Oracle Express Objects
In order to take advantage of the prototyping object model in your design, consult 
Chapter 2 for significant concepts.

Learning about the structure of applications
In Chapter 8, you can find the following topics about the structure of the 
applications that you develop with Oracle Express Objects:

■ “Application Building Blocks” on page 8-2

■ “Structure of Projects” on page 8-6

■ “Structure of Briefings” on page 8-14
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Understanding the structure of data aware objects
To understand the visual interface of data aware objects, consult the following 
topics:

■ For tables — “Structure of a Table” on page 10-8and “Table Components and 
the DataCube” on page 10-10

■ For graphs — “Structure of a Graph” on page 11-7and “Graph Components and 
the DataCube” on page 11-10

■ For dimension list boxes — “Example: Using a Dimension List Box to Set Table 
Dimension Values” on page 13-12

Learning how Express interacts with Oracle Express Objects
The following sources provide helpful introductory information about Express 
databases and their interaction with Oracle Express Objects:

■ Chapter 5 — Provides a short introduction to multidimensional data in an 
Express database.

■ Chapter 15 — Describes how Oracle Express Objects facilitates interaction with 
Express. This chapter includes information about attaching databases and 
executing Express commands. 

Tips for Developing an Application

Suggestions for experienced VB developers
Examine the comparisons between Visual Basic and Express Basic in Chapter 3 so 
that you can apply your VB knowledge as you develop Oracle Express Objects 
applications. 

Important information for experienced Express developers
If you have worked with Express, it is important for you to realize how much 
database access Oracle Express Objects handles for you. In order to take advantage 
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of the automatic database interaction in Oracle Express Objects, consult the topics 
listed in the following table.

Advanced Express developers can benefit from reading the following additional 
topics:

■ “Fetching Data” on page 15-22

■ “Examples: Two Ways to Fetch Data into Two Grids” on page 15-25

Shortcuts to productivity with Express Basic
The topics listed in the following table provide a rapid introduction to using 
Express Basic.

Subject Topics

Bridging from Express All topics in Chapter 4 

Communicating with 
Express

■ “Attaching Databases” on page 15-7

■ “Executing Express Commands” on page 
15-20

Subject Topic Titles

Key concepts ■ “Example: Taking Advantage of Method 
Propagation” on page 2-23

■ “Example: Passing an Event to a Container” on 
page 2-23

Entering code “Structure of Modules” on page 6-2

Referencing objects “How Express Basic Resolves Object References” on 
page 7-2

Coding techniques ■ “Storing Global Information in a BaseObject” on 
page 8-27

■ “Displaying Pages” on page 8-22

■ “Programming Briefing Pages” on page 8-16

■ “Creating Dialog Boxes from Pages” on page 8-23

Working with menus “Example: Programming a Menu” on page 9-12
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The following Help topics contain procedures that allow you to take advantage of 
essential features in Oracle Express Objects:

“Adding and Modifying User-Defined Methods”
“Adding and Modifying User-Defined Properties”
“Extending and Replacing Method Behavior”
“Specifying Handlers for Events”

Programming data-aware objects
If you are interested primarily in creating tables and graphs, you can get started by 
reading the following topics:

■ “Creating Views” on page 18-2 — Compares runtime and design-time creation

■ “Populating Views” on page 18-4 — Compares runtime and design-time 
population

■ “Sharing DataCubes” on page 18-7 — Allows multiple views to display the 
same data

■ “Responding to User Selections” on page 18-9 — Determines where the end 
user clicked

If you want to allow end users to control the data that is displayed in tables and 
graphs, you should become familiar with dimension list boxes. The following 
examples show common uses of the Dimension List Box:

■ “Example: Using a Dimension List Box to Set Table Dimension Values” on page 
13-12

■ “Example: Using Two Dimension List Boxes to Show Related Dimensions” on 
page 13-19

Topics for advanced developers
Advanced development with Oracle Express Objects requires the following skills:

■ The ability to manipulate the DataCube associated with a view 

■ An understanding of selection objects

■ An understanding of what happens during aggregation
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The topics listed in the following table identify important topics that can help you 
obtain these skills.

Tips for Project Managers

Implementing applications
Chapter 21 describes the role of the Deployment Wizard in preparing applications 
for distribution and identifies the programs and files that end users need to run 
applications:

Chapter 22 presents guidelines for providing customized Help for end users.

Preparing applications for translation
Chapter 23 describes the localization process and the tasks that are performed by 
developers, project managers, and translators.

IF developers want to . . . THEN they should consult . . .

obtain full control over data-aware objects, the following topics:

■ “Structure of a DataCube” on page 
16-3

■ “Ways to Edit a DataCube” on page 
16-11

control the values of a particular dimension in a 
view or dimension list box,

the following topic in Chapter 17:

“Example: Saving and Restoring a 
Selection” on page 17-10

provide a customized interface for the 
aggregation of data

the following topics in Chapter 19:

■ “Example: Breaking Out an 
Aggregation” on page 19-10

■ “Example: Aggregating 
Hierarchical Dimensions in Express 
Basic” on page 19-27
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2
Key OOP Concepts in Oracle Express

Objects

Chapter summary
This chapter presents the underlying object-oriented programming concepts for 
developing applications with Oracle Express Objects. It describes the object model 
and terminology that is used in the remaining chapters of the user’s guide.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Objects and Their Members

■ Developing Objects without Classes

■ Use Inheritance to Improve Productivity

■ Objects Reside in Containers

■ Properties Specify an Object’s Characteristics

■ Sharing Objects by Linking

■ Associating Actions with Events

■ QuickAction Objects: Predefined Event Handlers

■ Propagation: Passing Work to Parent Objects or Containers

■ Example: Taking Advantage of Method Propagation

■ Example: Passing an Event to a Container
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Objects and Their Members

Definition: Object
An object is a self-contained unit that combines both a data structure and the 
programming code that processes that structure. An object either represents a 
concept or it models something from the real world. Briefings, graphs, and buttons 
are examples of objects in Oracle Express Objects.

Structure of an object
The following illustration shows the parts of an object. The unshaded parts are 
well-defined members that enable an object to interact with its environment.

The following table describes the parts of an object.

Part Description

Properties Data variables that specify an object’s characteristics (such as size 
and color) or its condition (such as enabled or disabled).

Methods Predefined units of code that can be called from an event handler. 
Methods determine the actions (such as print, run, or stop) that an 
object can perform. 
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Viewing the members of an object
The Object Inspector contains tabs that correspond to the members of an object. Use 
these tabs to view lists of the properties, events, methods, and contents for a given 
object. 

You can also obtain context-sensitive Help for any member that you select in the 
Object Inspector.

When do objects have properties?
All objects must have built-in properties; that is, properties that are members of the 
object as it is delivered with Oracle Express Objects. Every object must have at least 
the five properties that are described in the following table.

Events An action (such as the clicking of a mouse button) that is 
recognized by an object. An object responds automatically to one of 
its events if the event has a handler defined for it.

Implementation Units of code that serve as event handlers, overrides to methods, or 
new user-defined methods. 

Contents Objects that are defined within an object or links that refer to 
objects that are defined elsewhere.

Property Name Description

Name The identifier of an object. This name can be used to refer to an 
object in an event handler, method, or Express Basic procedure.

LocalName An alternate identifier that is expressed in a local language. This 
name can be used to refer to an object in an event handler, 
method, or Express Basic procedure.

Description A brief description of an object. This description appears in the 
browsers of Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer.

Parent The identifier of the object from which the current object was 
derived. 

Container The identifier of the object that contains the current object.

Part Description
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When do objects have events, methods, and contents?
Events, methods, and contents are not always present in an object. The following 
table explains when these members are present.

Customizing objects
In the Object Inspector, you can customize objects by performing any of the 
following activities:

■ Adding user-defined properties to the object

■ Adding user-defined methods to the object

■ Adding support for an event to an object by making a selection from the list of 
events that are available in the product

How objects interact with their environment
Objects are event-driven. This means that an object acts in response to the triggering 
of an event for which it has an event handler. Events can be triggered by user 
actions, programming code, or the system.

Member When Present in an Object

Events Most objects include support for a subset of the events that are 
available in the product. A few objects that exist only during 
runtime (such as the Express object, the application object, and the 
collection object) do not support events. Additionally, the 
BaseObject does not have events.

If an object does not include support for events, then it cannot 
respond directly to events in its environment. Such an object, 
instead of interacting directly with its environment, stores data that 
is useful to other objects. 

Methods Most objects include some built-in methods.

Contents Only objects that are containers can have contents. Examples of 
containers include projects, pages, group boxes, splitters, and 
picture boxes.
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The following illustration shows how the members of an object interact with their 
environment.

How developers control objects
As a developer, you control objects primarily through the following activities:

■ Testing or setting property values for the object 

■ Calling (that is, invoking) methods of the object from an event handler

■ Providing method implementations including user-defined methods

■ Associating handlers with the events of an object

■ Adding or removing content members from objects that are containers

Added or Removed
Tested or Set

Triggered by 
users, code, 
or the system

Object responds 
by executing its 
event handlers

Called
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Related information
To learn how to customize an object, search for the following Help topics:

“Adding and Modifying User-Defined Methods”
“Adding and Modifying User-Defined Properties”
“Adding and Removing Support for Events”

Developing Objects without Classes

Traditional object-oriented characteristics
Oracle Express Objects is a full object-oriented development environment. Its 
objects have the traditional object-oriented characteristics that are listed in the 
following table.

Characteristic Description

Encapsulation The bundling of data structure and code into a single logical 
unit called an object.

Inheritance The creation of new objects by extending existing objects. This 
means that you can derive one object from another and modify 
or augment the members of the derived object.

Polymorphism Changing how a particular method operates, depending on the 
object being used.

Example: If an object can print itself, then you can choose to 
modify another object that is derived from the first object so that 
it prints itself in a different manner. An application that uses 
both objects only needs to know that all objects in this family 
can print. The differences do not matter.
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Attributes beyond traditional characteristics
In addition to the traditional object-oriented characteristics, the objects in Oracle 
Express Objects also share the following attributes:

■ There are common and consistent ways to perform standard operations for all 
objects. These operations include creating, deleting, renaming, moving, 
copying, browsing, deriving, and setting properties for objects.

■ Objects that contain other objects do so in a consistent manner. There are 
common ways to add, remove, and reference the contents of any container.

■ Operations that can be performed on objects through visual programming can 
also be accomplished through Express Basic programming. 

Object-oriented programming without defining classes
In many other products, “object-oriented” means that you can only create a new 
object if there is a class (or template) that is already defined for that type of object. 
In Oracle Express Objects, you never have to define a class, because you are only 
concerned with objects. Every object can serve as the basis for creating new objects. 
Stated a different way, every object can serve as a class.

When there is no distinction between classes and instances of objects, you can refine 
your work incrementally. All of the built-in objects that are provided with the 
product and all of the objects that you create from them can be used directly as the 
basis for new, enhanced objects. This approach to object development is often called 
prototyping.

Techniques for creating objects
You can use either of the following techniques to create a new object:

■ Derive from a built-in object or an existing object

■ Duplicate an existing object
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The following table compares a derived object and a duplicated object.

When you create an object by derivation, the new object inherits all data and 
programming code from the original object. However, you always have the option 
to override properties, methods, or event handlers that you want to be different in 
the new object.

Examples: Derivation and duplication
In the following diagram, solid lines connect parent objects with child objects.

Condition Derived Object Duplicate Object

Initial state of the 
new object.

Has the same members and event 
handlers as the original object.

Has the same members and 
event handlers as the 
original object.

Relationship with 
the original object. 

Original object is called the 
parent. Derived object is called 
the child.

No relationship.

Changes to the 
original object.

Inherited by the child object 
unless the member or event 
handler has already been changed 
in the child.

No changes applied.

Page2

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Page1 Page1 PageA Page1 PageA

Page PagePage
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This diagram shows the creation of the following objects:

■ Page1 — Derived from the built-in page object; inherits all members from the 
built-in object.

■ PageA — Duplicated from Page1; receives the same members as Page1 but 
retains no relationship with Page1. 

■ Page2 — Derived from Page1; inherits all members from Page1. Changes to a 
member of Page1 will automatically be reflected in the corresponding member 
of Page2, unless that member has already been changed in Page 2.

To show the effect of derivation, assume that after Step 3 the BackColor property of 
Page1 is set to green. In this case, Page2 inherits a BackColor of green, provided that 
its BackColor property has not been set explicitly.

Use Inheritance to Improve Productivity

Concept of inheritance
Inheritance is the creation of new objects by extending existing objects. When you 
create a new object by deriving it from an existing object, you create an inheritance 
hierarchy (or tree structure) that represents the relationship between the parent 
object and the child object. 

Inheritance provides a powerful way to speed application development, because it 
involves reuse of all members of the parent object, including its programming code.

Viewing the inheritance hierarchy
You can display the inheritance hierarchy for your application by using the View 
Inheritance button on the Object Browser toolbar. The inheritance hierarchy has an 
entry for each built-in object and each user-defined object. A drill icon appears 
beside any object that has derived objects. You can use the drill icon to expand or 
collapse the list of child objects under a parent.

If you have multiple projects open, then the inheritance hierarchy shows all the 
objects in all the projects. The list is sequenced by object.
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Rules for inheritance
The following rules apply to inheritance in Oracle Express Objects:

■ A parent can have any number of children.

■ Any object can be a parent, including a child object.

■ A child object includes all the members of all its parents. You cannot delete an 
inherited member from a child object.

■ You can override an inherited member in an individual child object. The value 
of the member in the child takes precedence over the value in the parent and no 
longer reflects changes to the parent. You can also restore the inherited behavior 
of a member by using the Revert button on the Object Inspector toolbar.

Objects Reside in Containers

Concept of containership
Some objects serve as containers for other objects, that is, they list other objects as 
integral members that are part of their contents. 

For example, the page object is a container. All objects (such as buttons or text 
boxes) that you place on a page become part of the page’s contents. As you build 
your application and place objects in containers, Oracle Express Objects constructs a 
containership hierarchy. The containership hierarchy shows the relationship 
between containers and their contents.

Viewing the containership hierarchy
You can view the contents of an individual object in the Contents tab of the Object 
Inspector.

To view the containership hierarchy, use the appropriate elements in the Object 
Browser. The following table describes the portion of the hierarchy that you can 
view with each element.

IF you click . . . THEN the containership hierarchy shows . . .

the View Projects toolbar button, all open projects.

the View Briefings toolbar button, all open briefings.

Drill icons, Various portions of the hierarchy in expanded or 
collapsed form.
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The containership relationship plays a significant role in identifying an object. In 
Chapter 6, you will learn that the fully qualified name of an object in Express Basic 
includes the object’s name prefaced by the name of each of its containers.

Rules for containership
Inheritance and containership are mutually exclusive. This means that objects 
cannot contain their parent, their children, or references to themselves. 

Generally, the names of content objects must be unique within a container.

Persistent containers
A project is stored in a disk file and is, therefore, a persistent container, which exists 
beyond the running of an application. Because it is the largest container that can be 
stored, it is also called a root container. 

The application object is not stored in a disk file, because it exists only when the 
product is running. However, when running, the application object contains all 
loaded projects and, therefore, serves as the nonpersistent root container. 

How containers support their content members
Containers organize their contents into a collection. Each object that is a container 
has a number of methods to support its contents collection including Add, 
AddLink, Remove, Count, Item, and Index.

Properties Specify an Object’s Characteristics

Definition: Property
A property is a data variable that specifies a characteristic of an object. For example, 
a property can specify an identifier, a description, size, color, or behavior of an 
object (such as whether the object is enabled).

Properties are typed
Properties have the same data types as other variables. If you select a property in 
the Properties tab of the Object Inspector, then its data type is displayed in the 
status bar.
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Property sets: Convenient groupings of properties
A property set provides a convenient way of grouping related properties. For 
example, the Rectangle property set groups properties that determine the size and 
location of rectangular objects. The Rectangle property set consists of the Left, Top, 
Width, and Height properties.

Only some properties belong to property sets. In the Properties tab of the Object 
Inspector, you can recognize a property set by the appearance of a plus or minus 
drill icon beside its name. You can expand or collapse the list of properties in the set 
by clicking the drill icon. Property sets do not have values; only properties have 
values.

What does <> mean in the Object Inspector?
In the Properties tab of the Object Inspector, the setting for an object property (that 
is, a property that references another object) is enclosed in angle brackets. For 
example, the Font property of a banner object might have a setting that appears as 
follows.

<Font1>

Angle brackets indicate that the setting for this property is not the string “Font1” 
but rather another object whose Name property is set to the value “Font1.”

Setting object properties
In the Object Inspector, when you want to use an existing object to set the value of 
an object property, you cannot type in the object’s name; instead you must drag the 
object from the Object Browser and drop it in the Value column beside the property 
that you are setting. Before you perform this drag and drop procedure, you must 
lock the Object Inspector so it remains fixed on the currently selected object while 
you drag the other object.

In Express Basic programming, you must use the keyword Set when you specify the 
value of an object property as shown in the following code excerpt.

dim fntFontX as new font
fntFontX.FontItalic = Yes
set pgPage1.Font = fntFontX

Definition: Ambient property
An ambient property is a property whose value can be passed from a container to 
any of its content items that have the same property.
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An ambient property is passed from a container to only those content items that do 
not have a setting (explicit or inherited) for that property. Ambient properties are 
passed to all lower levels of the containership hierarchy. This means that if an item 
in the contents is also a containing object, ambient properties are propagated to its 
contents.

Recognizing an ambient property
You can determine whether a property is ambient by searching the Help system for 
the property name. If a property is ambient, then its Help topic specifically 
identifies that property as ambient.

Example: Taking advantage of an ambient property
The BackColor property is an ambient property. Assume the following situation:

■ Page pgPage1 has its BackColor property set to blue.

■ Text box txtName is added to pgPage1.

■ txtName does not inherit a setting for its BackColor property from a parent 
object.

■ txtName does not have an explicit setting for its BackColor property.

In this example, txtName receives a background color of blue from pgPage1, which 
is its container.

Sharing Objects by Linking

Why link objects?
Linking is the technique of using an object by referencing it. Through linking, a 
single object can be shared across multiple containers. The object resides in only one 
container; all other locations are references to the object.

The following benefits are obtained from linking objects:

■ You can reuse an object in multiple locations without storing it multiple times, 
thus improving performance.

■ Changes to an object in any container affect that object in all containers where it 
exists or is referenced.
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Ways of linking objects
You can link objects in the following ways:

■ Briefings can contain pages that are references to pages in other briefings.

■ Collections can contain objects that are linked from other containers.

■ Objects can have properties (such as Picture, Font, or DataCube) whose values 
reference other objects.

Techniques for linking objects to containers
The techniques available for linking objects to a container depend on the container, 
as indicated in the following table.

Example: Linking an object
Suppose that you want your company’s logo to appear on every page (that is, 
window) in your application. Assume that a picture object that contains the logo 
exists at the project level. You can link this logo to each page by specifying the name 
of the picture object in either of the following properties:

■ The Picture property of each page

■ The Picture property of an object (such as a banner) that appears on each page

IF you want to link . . . THEN . . .

a page to a briefing, use visual programming or call the AddLink 
method in Express Basic.

an object to a collection object, call the AddLink method in Express Basic.

Note: Because a collection object must be 
running before you can add contents to it, 
you cannot use visual programming to link 
objects to a collection. 

an object that can serve as a property 
setting to any object with a corresponding 
property,

use visual programming or the 
Set propertyname = objectname 
statement in Express Basic.
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Associating Actions with Events

Recognizing when an event will be triggered
In accordance with the conventions of OLE controls, the name of each event begins 
with a qualifier that indicates when the event will be triggered relative to its 
associated action. The four event qualifiers are described in the following table.

Examples: Event names
The following table shows a sample event for each event qualifier.

Support for standard Windows events
In addition to the events that belong to built-in objects, Oracle Express Objects 
supports a number of standard Windows events that are not included as members 
of any built-in object. All such events are “Do” events. Their names begin with the 
“Do” qualifier followed by the characters “WM” and the name of the Windows 
event. 

Event Qualifier Event Triggered Comments

Request Prior to an action Allows the action to be canceled. The last 
argument for all Request events is Cancel.

Do Prior to an action Allows the default behavior of the event to be 
overridden or supplemented. The last 
argument for all Do events is EnableDefault.

Before Prior to an action Provides notification only. The action cannot 
be canceled.

After After an action Provides notification only. The action cannot 
be canceled.

Event Name When the Event Is Triggered

RequestDetach A user asks to detach a database file, but before the 
file is actually detached

DoRun A project is about to enter run mode

BeforeStop A page or project is about to stop running

AfterMouseDown A user presses the mouse button over a control
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The names of these standard Windows events appear in the list of available events 
that is found in the Add Event dialog box. This is the dialog box that you use when 
you are customizing event support for an object.

Example: Windows event included in Oracle Express Objects
The WM_MOVE Windows event appears as DoWMMove in Oracle Express 
Objects.

For information about these events, consult your Windows documentation. The 
return values and arguments that are used by these events are also described in 
Appendix C.

Multiple events related to one action
Sometimes there are multiple event qualifiers that are related to a single action. 
Such cases allow you to choose precisely when you want to trigger an event handler 
for the situation.

For example, the events in the following table belong to the Express output object 
and are related to the execution of the object’s Express command.

Event Event Triggered Comments

DoExecute Before an Express command is executed 
by an Express output object, and before 
any values from the Arguments property 
set are substituted into the command.

Allows you to prompt the 
user for values for the 
arguments of the Express 
command.

BeforeExecute Before an Express command is executed 
by an Express output object, but after 
values from the Arguments property set 
are substituted into the command.

None.

AfterExecute After an Express command is executed by 
an Express output object, but before the 
results are displayed.

Allows you to control the 
appearance of the results, 
for example, by appending 
text to the output.
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Types of event handlers
If you want an object to be able to respond to one of the events it recognizes, then 
you must provide an event handler that performs the desired response. In Oracle 
Express Objects, you can use any of the following kinds of event handlers:

■ Express Basic event procedure — A procedure that you program using Express 
Basic statements, functions, and calls to methods.

■ Predefined QuickAction object — A reusable object that requires no procedural 
programming and performs a common application operation. It is implemented 
in C++ and can be customized in Express Basic.

■ User-defined QuickAction object — A reusable object that you program using 
Express Basic statements, functions, and calls to methods.

Whenever possible, use a predefined QuickAction object as an event handler 
because of the efficiency of its C++ implementation.

QuickAction Objects: Predefined Event Handlers

What is a QuickAction?
A QuickAction is a predefined unit of code that is implemented in C++ to perform 
common application operations. A QuickAction object is associated with the events 
of another object.

Kinds of QuickActions
QuickActions can be divided into the categories that are described in the following 
table.

QuickAction Category Description

General Provides briefing or application operations such as 
running, printing, launching an application, or showing a 
Help topic

Express Data and View Provides data access operations such as creating, resetting 
or synchronizing views; swapping dimensions or edges of 
data cubes; and formatting measures

Multimedia Provides multimedia operations such as playing CDs, 
sound, or videos
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How to make a QuickAction object
When you specify a QuickAction as an event handler for another object, then a new 
QuickAction object is created automatically. 

The following steps present an overview of how you specify a QuickAction as an 
event handler:

1. Drag the QuickAction icon from the Toolbox and drop it on the object that 
needs an event handler.

2. In response to prompts, take the following actions:

■ From a list of events for the object, select the event that you want the 
QuickAction to handle.

■ From the list of QuickActions, select the action that you want the 
QuickAction to perform.

■ Specify the arguments that are required for the selected action.

How to customize a QuickAction object
When you are associating a QuickAction with an object, you can also indicate that 
you want to customize the QuickAction. The following steps are an overview of the 
steps that you must take to customize a QuickAction:

1. Specify how or when you want your custom code to be executed. The following 
choices are available:

■ As a complete replacement for the predefined QuickAction.

■ Before the predefined QuickAction.

■ After the predefined QuickAction.

2. Write the custom code in Express Basic.

Example: QuickAction object
Suppose that you want to allow users to be able to change the background color of a 
page by clicking a button. You can use the Show Custom Inspector QuickAction for 
this purpose. This QuickAction displays the dialog box that is associated with a 
specific property of a specific object.
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You can take the following steps to accomplish this task:

1. Create a button in the page and set its Text property to a meaningful string, 
such as “Change Page Color.”

2. Associate a QuickAction with the AfterClick event of the button.

3. From the list of QuickActions, select Show Custom Inspector for the action.

4. Use the following arguments for this QuickAction:

■ For object name, specify the value of the Name property of the page.

■ For property name, specify BackColor.

Example: Executing multiple QuickActions
Suppose that you want to provide users with a button that navigates between pages 
of a project. In particular, assume that you want this button to close Page2 and open 
Page3.

Generally you choose only one action to be performed by a QuickAction. In this 
case, however, you want to execute multiple QuickActions in response to a single 
event. To do this, use the ExecuteActionList QuickAction. Each argument for this 
QuickAction is itself another QuickAction.

In this example, you must specify the QuickActions that are shown in the following 
table as the arguments of the ExecuteActionList QuickAction.

The QuickAction that runs Page3 must be specified in the list before the QuickAction 
that stops Page2 from running, because if no page is running, then the application 
will terminate.

QuickActions Arguments

Run Object name: Page3

Stop Object name: Page2
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Related information
For more information about working with QuickActions, search for the following 
topics in the Help system:

“Associating QuickActions with Objects”
“Customizing QuickActions”
“List of QuickActions”
“Specifying Handlers for Events”

Propagation: Passing Work to Parent Objects or Containers

The concept
The term propagation refers to the broadcasting of methods and events through 
inheritance and containership.

The following table shows some of the uses of propagation for methods and events.

In Express Basic, you can also program objects to call methods and explicitly send 
events to:

■ Parent objects through the Parent property

■ Container objects through the Container property

■ Any objects through an object reference or an object name

Propagation of methods
A derived object (also known as a child object) inherits the methods that belong to 
its parent object. When the method of a child object is called, the default behavior of 
the product is to search the inheritance tree for an implementation for that method, 
beginning with the child object and continuing up to the built-in object.

Member Uses of Propagation

Methods Objects can override, extend, or suppress the methods of a parent 
object.

Events Objects can pass the handling of an event to a parent object or to a 
container.
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The following process allows propagation to change the default behavior of a 
method when it is called for a particular child:

1. Express Basic code for the new behavior must be written for the method in the 
child object.

2. The Call Method column in the Methods tab of the Object Inspector must 
indicate when the code for the method should be executed.

The following table shows the Call Method codes that accomplish propagation.

Propagation of events
An object does not respond to an event that it recognizes unless it has a handler for 
that event. By default, the product searches objects for an event handler in the 
following sequence:

■ The current object

■ Any parent object in the inheritance hierarchy, starting with the immediate 
parent

■ The container of the current object

Call Method Description of the Propagation

Normal Replaces the parent’s method. Only the code in the child’s method 
will be invoked when this method is called. (Default)

After Parent Extends the parent’s method. The parent’s method is called before the 
child’s method. 

Before Parent Extends the parent’s method. The child’s method is called before the 
parent’s method.

None Suppresses the method. No code will be executed in the child or the 
parent.
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When you write an event handler, you can control propagation of the event by 
using one of the routing codes that are described in the following table.

Triggering events explicitly
The following table contains Express Basic statements that allow you to trigger 
events explicitly for other objects.

When you use the BroadcastEvent statement for an object that is a container, the 
event is propagated through the containership hierarchy.

Related information
For more information about propagation, search for the following topics in the Help 
system:

“Adding and Modifying User-Defined Properties”
“Extending and Replacing Method Behavior”
“Specifying Handlers for Events”
“Taking Advantage of Ambient Properties”

Routing Code Description

Normal Only one event handler will be executed. The product searches for 
an event handler first from the current object to the top of the 
inheritance hierarchy. If unsuccessful, then it checks the container of 
the object for an event handler. (Default)

After Parent The parent object’s handler for the event is executed before the 
current object’s handler.

Before Parent The current object’s handler for the event is executed after the parent 
object’s handler.

None No event handler is executed.

Express Basic Statement Description

FireEvent Triggers an event for a single object

BroadcastEvent Triggers an event for an object; if the object is a 
container, also triggers events for each object that it 
contains recursively
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Example: Taking Advantage of Method Propagation

Assumptions
Assume the following situation:

■ You are adding items to a list box called lstProducts. 

■ As the list box fills up, you want the most recently added item to be visible. This 
means that you want the list box to scroll automatically as items are added to it. 

Approach
The following steps describe how you can extend the AddItem method of 
lstProducts to accomplish this task:

1. Select lstProducts.

2. In the Methods tab of the Object Inspector, specify After Parent as the Call 
method for AddItem. 

Result: This causes the normal behavior of the AddItem method to occur before 
the scrolling takes place.

3. In the AddItem method of lstProducts, write Express Basic code that sets the 
TopIndex property to point to the most recently added item.

Code for the AddItem method of lstProducts
Use the following code for the AddItem method of lstProducts.

Function AddItem (Item as string, InsertAt as variant)  as integer
’NOTE: TopIndex is 0-based and ListCount is 1-based   
lstProducts.TopIndex = lstProducts.ListCount - 1
End Function

Example: Passing an Event to a Container

Assumptions
Assume the following situation:

■ A group box called grpRegion is the container of several option buttons.

■ The purpose of each option button is to run a briefing for a different region.
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Approach
You can write an AfterClick event handler for grpRegion to handle the AfterClick 
event for any contained objects that do not have their own handler for this event. To 
make this work, you need a way of identifying the region that is represented by 
each option button and a technique for recognizing which button actually received 
the click. 

The following steps describe how you can accomplish this task:

1. Add a user-defined property called Region to each option button for the 
purpose of identifying the region that the button represents.

2. Set the Region property of each option button to the appropriate region value: 
“North,” “South,” “East,” or “West.”

3. Write an AfterClick event handler for the group box using the Express Basic 
variable It to refer to the object that actually received the click.

AfterClick event handler for grpRegion
The following code serves as the AfterClick event handler for the container 
grpRegion. 

Sub AfterClick ()
select case It.Region
   case "North"
       call brfNorth.run()
   case "South"
       call brfSouth.run()
   case "East "
       call brfEast.run()
   case "West "
       call brfWest.run()
   case else
       msgbox "Invalid region " & It.Region
End Select
End Sub
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3
Bridging From Visual Basic

Chapter summary
This chapter compares standard operations and terms that you use in the 
development of a Visual Basic application to the corresponding operations and 
terms that are used in Oracle Express Objects. 

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Running and Stopping Applications

■ Forms Are Similar to Pages

■ When Events Are Triggered

■ Creating and Customizing Objects

■ Some Unique Features of Express Basic
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Running and Stopping Applications

Structure of an application
In Oracle Express Objects, an application can consist of multiple projects. The 
project that you want to run first is called the root project.

Running an application
To run an application, execute the Run method of its root project. This project can 
call the Run method of additional projects, thus allowing multiple projects to be 
running as part of the same application.

Stopping an application
The following table compares the statements that stop an application from running 
in Visual Basic and in Oracle Express Objects.

Forms Are Similar to Pages

Comparison: Forms and pages
A page object in Oracle Express Objects is similar to a form in Visual Basic. 

The file storage for forms and pages differs as follows:

■ Forms — Each form and its objects are stored in a single file.

■ Pages — All the pages of a project and their objects are stored in a single file.

Statement in 
Visual Basic

Statement in Oracle 
Express Objects Comments for Oracle Express Objects 

End Application.Stop A quick way to exit an application. Stops 
all running projects and triggers no events.

(not applicable) Project3.Stop Triggers the BeforeStop event and stops 
the project on which the method is called.
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Loading and unloading pages
The following table shows events that are related to forms in Visual Basic that 
correspond with events that are related to pages in Oracle Express Objects.

In Visual Basic, referring to a property of an object automatically loads the form that 
contains that object, although the form remains invisible. In Oracle Express Objects, 
referring to a property of an object does not load the page that contains the object.

Displaying pages
The following table compares ways to display and unload pages in Visual Basic and 
in Oracle Express Objects.

Centering a page on the screen
In Oracle Express Objects, you can use the StartPos property of a page to center it 
on the screen without writing any Express Basic code.

Visual Basic Event Oracle Express Objects Event

Load AfterRun

QueryUnload RequestClose

Unload BeforeStop

Statement in Visual 
Basic

Statement in Oracle 
Express Objects

Comments for Oracle Express 
Objects 

Form3.Show Page1.Run To hide the page, set its Visible 
property.

Unload Form3 Page1.Stop If Page1 is the only page that is open, 
then the Stop method not only closes 
Page1 but also stops the application.

Form3.Show 1 Page1.ShowModal Also returns a value in the PageResult 
property that indicates the user’s 
response (such as OK or Cancel).
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When Events Are Triggered

Kinds of events
In Visual Basic all events are “After” events. In Oracle Express Objects, all event 
names begin with qualifiers that indicate when they are triggered. These qualifiers 
are: Request, Do, Before, and After.

Calling event procedures directly
In Oracle Express Objects, all event procedures are public. This means that you can 
call an event procedure directly as long as you use appropriate name qualification. 
However, when you call an event procedure directly, you do not receive the benefit 
of event propagation, because the event has not been triggered formally.

Triggering events explicitly
In Oracle Express Objects, you can trigger events explicitly by using the following 
Express Basic statements:

■ FireEvent statement — Triggers an event for one object.

■ BroadcastEvent statement — Triggers an event for a container and all the 
objects it contains, recursively. 

When you trigger events with either of these statements, event propagation takes 
place.

Support for Windows events
A number of standard Windows events are available in Oracle Express Objects. 
None of these events appear as members of built-in objects, but you can add 
support for these events to any object that you create. Windows events always have 
the “Do” qualifier in contrast to the Visual Basic events, which are “After” events. 
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Examples: Windows events
The following events are among the Windows events that are supported by Oracle 
Express Objects:

■ DoWMSetFocus — The standard Windows event WMSetFocus. You can use it 
in a similar way to the GotFocus event in Visual Basic.

■ DoWMKillFocus — The standard Windows event WMKillFocus. You can use it 
in a similar way to the LostFocus event in Visual Basic.

Related information
Consult the following sources.

Creating and Customizing Objects

Creating objects at runtime
At runtime in Visual Basic, you can create a new object only from an object that 
already exists in your application. In Oracle Express Objects, this requirement does 
not apply. Using Express Basic, you can create an object from any of the following 
sources at runtime:

■ A built-in object

■ A user-defined object

■ An OLE control

IF you want information on . . . THEN see . . .

event qualifiers, Chapter 2.

adding support for events, the following topic in the Help system: “Adding 
and Removing Support for Events.”

statements that trigger events, the following topics in the Express Basic Help 
system:

“BroadcastEvent Statement”

“FireEvent Statement”
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Adding object members
During design, you can customize any derived object, including objects that are 
derived from an OLE control. The following customization is possible:

■ Adding user-defined properties to the object

■ Adding user-defined methods to the object

■ Adding support for events that are available in the product

If you want to add a custom event (that is, an event that is not on the list of 
available events in the product), then you can accomplish this by creating a new 
method for the object.

At runtime, you can also add and remove user-defined properties.

Some Unique Features of Express Basic

Name property
In Oracle Express Objects, you can use the Name property of an object in an Express 
Basic statement. This is not allowed in Visual Basic. When you use an object’s name, 
you must observe the rules of name scoping.

IsDerivedFrom function
Because there are no classes in Oracle Express Objects, every object can serve as its 
own class. This means the TypeOf function that exists in Visual Basic is not useful in 
Oracle Express Objects. Use the IsDerivedFrom function instead of the TypeOf 
function.

SetItems method
In Oracle Express Objects, you can add multiple items to a list box, a combo box, or 
a grid object by using the SetItems method.

Event procedure names
When Visual Basic generates the name of an event procedure, it includes the name 
of the object as part of the procedure name. Express Basic does not include the 
object name, because all procedures for a given object are contained in a single 
module. This means that changing the name of an object does not require that you 
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change the name of its event procedures. This characteristic of Express Basic 
promotes the reuse of code.

FindObject and GetFullName functions
In Express Basic, you can use the FindObject and GetFullName functions to assist 
you in referencing objects. See “Using Express Basic Functions for Referencing 
Objects” on page 7-5 for information.

Functions and statements that are unique to Express Basic
The following table describes functions and statements that are found in Express 
Basic, but not in Visual Basic.

Function Description

$Cstrings Tells the compiler to treat a backslash character (\) inside a string as 
an escape character.

$NoCstrings Tells the compiler to treat a backslash as a normal character. 
(Default)

$Include Tells the compiler to include statements from another file.

FireEvent Triggers an event for a single object.

BroadcastEvent Fires an event for an object. If the object is a container, also fires the 
event for each object contained by the original object recursively.

It Informs a container where a propagated event originated; refers to 
the object that originally received an event, independent of the 
inheritance hierarchy. See Chapter 7 for more information.

GetField$ Returns a substring from a delimited source string.

SetField$ Replaces a substring with a delimited target string.
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4
Bridging from Express

Chapter summary
This chapter describes Oracle Express Objects for users who are familiar with 
Personal Express, Express Server, or Express/EIS.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Comparing Express/EIS to Oracle Express Objects

■ Status and Scope of LIMIT Commands

■ Communication Between Express and Oracle Express Objects

Comparing Express/EIS to Oracle Express Objects

Express/EIS objects versus objects in Oracle Express Objects
The following table lists the basic objects used to create Express/EIS applications 
and their counterparts in Oracle Express Objects.

Express/EIS Object Oracle Express Objects Object

Screen Page

Data window Table object, Graph object

Action window Button

Form Page (with PageBorder property set to Dialog)

Briefing Briefing
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Oracle Express Objects is object-oriented
With Oracle Express Objects, you can copy and reuse pages as you did with 
Express/EIS screens and windows. However, because Oracle Express Objects is an 
object-oriented programming environment, you can also derive pages. Derived 
pages are like copied pages except that there is a continuing connection between the 
original (parent) page and the derived (child) page. When you make a subsequent 
change to the parent page, the change is reflected in the child page.

Chapter 2 describes the key concepts of the object-orientation in Oracle Express 
Objects.

Oracle Express Objects is event-driven
In Express/EIS you could define preprocessor and post-processor programs for 
your objects. In Oracle Express Objects, each object supports a number of events to 
which you can respond by providing handlers called event procedures. 

The following table lists Express/EIS preprocessor options and analogous events to 
handle in Oracle Express Objects.

You write code in Express Basic
In Oracle Express Objects, you write event procedures in Express Basic, which is a 
Basic language. Chapter 6 describes Express Basic syntax rules.

You can call Express from Oracle Express Objects. You can send a single command 
or a series of commands. You can also call Express language programs. You write 
these programs in Personal Express or in Oracle Express Administrator (hereinafter 
referred to as “Administrator”).

Express/EIS Preprocessor Option Oracle Express Objects Event

Once per session DoRun or AfterRun event of the first project

Each time an object is activated AfterActivate event of a top-level page

Each time an object is deactivated AfterDeactivate event of a top-level page

Every time the user clicks while the 
object is active

AfterClick event

AfterSelect event of tables and graphs
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You use Administrator to create Express data objects
When you created applications with Express/EIS, you created databases and 
database objects in Express/EIS. 

When you use Oracle Express Objects to create applications, you use Administrator 
to create and maintain databases and database objects. Administrator provides an 
easy way to build databases.

Related information
Consult the following sources.

Status and Scope of LIMIT Commands

LIMIT commands in Express
In Express, you use LIMIT commands to limit the status of each dimension. That 
status then remains in effect for every table, report, or graph that you display, until 
you issue another LIMIT command.

Multiple statuses in Oracle Express Objects
In Oracle Express Objects, each object that displays data maintains a separate status 
for its dimensions. For example, if you display Sales data in a table and in a graph, 
the table can display data for the top five cities in Sales while the graph can display 
data for the bottom five cities.

Where the status is set for each dimension in a view
Each view uses a DataCube, which defines the content and structure of the data that 
is displayed in the view. The DataCube includes selection objects, which specify the 
status and the sorting for each dimension that is displayed in the view.

IF you need information on . . . THEN see . . .

object-oriented programming with 
Oracle Express Objects,

Chapter 2.

Express Basic syntax, Chapter 6.

creating databases the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.
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The StatusScript property of a selection object contains the LIMIT command (or a 
call to an Express program) that specifies the status of that dimension in that view.

Why one LIMIT command does not affect all views
In Oracle Express Objects, you can issue a LIMIT command in Express, and it limits 
the dimension status. However, each time a view runs, its DataCube is evaluated — 
the StatusScript of each selection object is run to limit each dimension — before the 
data is fetched.

This means that, if you have three tables that display a variable that is dimensioned 
by Month, then each table sets the Month dimension status whenever it appears or 
when any change is made to cause re-evaluation of the DataCube. The DataCube is 
evaluated whenever anything happens that can change the number of its rows, 
columns, or pages. For example, the DataCube is evaluated when a user drills in a 
dimension, uses the Selector to edit a selection, or rotates the view. 

How to make a LIMIT command affect more than one view
You can share selection objects and DataCubes among several views. This allows 
you to have one LIMIT command set the status for multiple views, as follows:

■ Sharing a selection shares the status of one dimension.

■ Sharing a DataCube shares the status of all the dimensions, as well as the 
rotation of the dimensions.

Related information
Chapter 16 describes the DataCube. Chapter 17 describes selection objects and 
explains how to work with them. Chapter 18 gives programming information for 
assigning DataCubes to views.

You can also get more information about the DataCube and selection objects by 
searching for the following topics in the Help system:

“DataCube Object”
“Selection Object”
“Sort Property Set”
“StatusScript Property”
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Communication Between Express and Oracle Express Objects

Automatic communication
Oracle Express Objects automatically communicates with Express in the following 
ways.

How you can communicate with Express explicitly
You can explicitly communicate with Express. For example, you can:

■ Connect to Express Server or Personal Express

■ Disconnect from Express

■ Attach and detach databases

■ Get information about Express database objects

■ Loop over a list of Express database objects

■ Fetch data into a grid or list box

WHEN . . .
THEN Oracle Express Objects 
automatically . . .

you populate a table, graph, or dimension list 
box with data (using the visual interface or 
Express Basic),

fetches data for the view, using default 
selections and rotation.

a user drills, rotates, or selects data in a data 
view or dimension list box,

evaluates the DataCube (for a view) or 
the selection (for a dimension list box) 
and fetches data.

you start an application or briefing that has a 
DataCube saved in it,

initiates a connection to Express and 
attaches the database that contains the 
data that is specified in the DataCube.

you start an application or briefing that has an 
Express output object in which an Express 
command is set to execute,

initiates a connection to Express (but the 
database is not attached automatically).

an application or briefing that attaches a 
database stops running,

detaches the database.
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Oracle Express Objects has a number of objects for communicating with Express. 
The following table lists some of the primary objects for communicating with 
Express.

Related information
For more information about communicating with Express, see Chapter 15. For more 
information about each of the individual objects and their properties, events, and 
methods, search for the object topic in the Help system.

Guidelines for Express Programmers

Access to Express as you design applications
As you design applications, you can enter commands directly to Express, in the 
Express Window. The Express Window serves much the same purpose as the 
command line interface, that is, the blue screen, in older versions of Express.

Object Description

Express object Manages the connection to Express

Express command object Allows you to issue a command in Express and store the 
result; used especially for fetching data

DatabaseFile Represents an Express database

Dimension Represents an Express dimension

Formula Represents an Express formula

Relation Represents an Express relation

Variable Represents an Express variable
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The following figure shows the Express Window.

Do not rely on the current structure of Express metadata
Developers who are familiar with Express and who understand the current 
structure of Express metadata should be careful not to rely on this metadata 
structure. Whenever possible, use Oracle Express Objects objects or programs to 
interact with Express.

For example, rather than issuing a LIMIT command that sets a dimension to the 
current value of p0.levelrel, call the XP_SLLIMIT program, which will continue to 
work even if the structure of metadata changes.

Response box
Command box
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For information about the Express Window, search for the following topic in the 
Help system: “Express Window”

■ For information about the Express language, see the Express Language Help 
system.

■ For information about the XP_SLLIMIT program, see the XP_SLLIMIT Program 
Help system.
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5
Introduction to Multidimensional Data

Chapter summary
This chapter describes multidimensional data in an Express database.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Why Multidimensional Data?

■ How Multidimensional Data Differs from Relational Data

■ Express Data Objects

■ Hierarchies and Aggregate Data

Why Multidimensional Data?

Relational databases are optimized for transaction processing
Relational databases are best suited to recording individual transactions. The data is 
stored to optimize fast creation and storage of individual transactions — not for fast 
retrieval of the information.

A database designed primarily for online transaction processing (OLTP) does not 
lend itself easily to the analysis of that information. 
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Multidimensional databases are optimized for analysis
Multidimensional databases are designed specifically to support online analytical 
processing (OLAP). Using a multidimensional database, corporate decision makers 
have access to information that can change the way their company does business.

For example, when data is stored in a well-structured multidimensional database, a 
CEO can quickly find answers to questions such as the following:

■ In which markets did we meet our sales quotas for CDs last quarter?

■ Which products are selling better in Japan this year than they did last year?

■ How does revenue growth this quarter compare to that of the same quarter a 
year ago?

■ Which colors of clothing are selling best this year? Which colors sold the best 
last year?

Can I use both relational and multidimensional data?
Oracle Express Objects applications and briefings can display data from both 
relational and multidimensional databases. However, to end users, all the data 
looks as if it came from the same source; they cannot tell whether the data comes 
from a relational or a multidimensional database.

It is extremely useful to be able to store data in a relational database, yet perform 
the high level, complex analyses available in a multidimensional environment. For 
example, you might want to create a briefing that allows users to analyze business 
trends and perform other decision support tasks, yet also drill down to look at the 
details.

Important: Accessing relational data
To display data from a relational database, you must use Relational Access 
Manager. See the Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s Guide for 
information about installing and using Relational Access Manager. 

This document also describes Relational Access Administrator, which you must use 
to create and configure relational databases for use with Relational Access Manager. 
Databases created with Oracle Express Administrator will not work with Relational 
Access Manager.
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How Multidimensional Data Differs from Relational Data

Relational data storage
A relational database stores information in tables organized by rows and columns. 
Each row in the table contains one or more key columns, which identify the row, and 
one or more fact columns, which contain the row’s actual data.

Example: Relational table
The following table shows a sample relational table.

Multidimensional data storage
In Express, data is stored in multidimensional arrays rather than in rows and 
columns. These multidimensional arrays are called variables.

Variables are organized by dimensions, which are lists of values that categorize data. 
Dimensions have the same function as the key columns in relational tables.

ITEM (key) CUSTOMER (key) MONTH (key)
SALES 
(fact)

COST 
(fact)

Envoy Standard Computer USA 
Tempe

January 1995 26195.40 3742.20

Envoy Standard Computer USA 
Tempe

February 1995 27648.80 3860.40

... ... ... ... ...

O/S Documentation 
Set - English

Royal Air Force 
Wellington

May 1996 2440.10 872.50

O/S Documentation 
Set - English

Royal Air Force 
Wellington

June 1996 2590.90 896.60
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Example: Multidimensional data
The following figure shows how sales data might be organized in a 
multidimensional database. This figure assumes that costs vary by customer.

How data is accessed in relational databases
To look at the data that is stored in a relational database, you query the data using 
Structured Query Language (SQL) and run the query on the data. After the query is 
run, you can look at a report of the data.

How data is accessed in multidimensional databases
To look at the data in an Express database, you specify the values of each dimension 
that you want to consider. Then you view the data in a table or a graph.

For example, to look at the Envoy Standard sales data for the last three months, you 
would select the Product dimension value Envoy Standard and the last three 
months in the Month dimension.

In an Oracle Express Objects application or briefing, you can view default selections 
of data in a table or graph and then select different values of each dimension, by 
using the Selector, a powerful set of data selection tools. This allows you to interact 
with the data. You do not have to rerun a query each time you want to look at 

Sales Variable

Jan95
Feb95

May96

June96

Computer USA Tempe

Royal Air Force Wellington

Envoy Standard

O/S Documentation Set - English

Month

Item

Customer
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different data. Instead, you use the Selector to choose different dimension values; 
your table or graph is immediately updated with the data for these dimension 
values.

Express Data Objects

Definition: Variable
A variable is an Express database object that stores data. It is basically an array 
whose cells hold individual data values. The data type of a variable indicates the 
kind of data that it contains.

Each variable is organized, or dimensioned, by one or more dimensions. Express 
variables and formulas can have as many as 32 dimensions. There can be an 
unlimited number of variables and dimensions in the Express database. 

It is not necessary for all variables to share the same set of dimensions (that is, to 
have the same dimensionality). 

If a variable has dimensions, those dimensions organize its data, and there is one 
cell for each combination of dimension values. If a variable has no dimensions, it is 
a single-cell variable, which contains one data value. Single-cell variables are most 
commonly used in Express language programs.

Definition: Dimension
A dimension is an Express database object that is a list of values that provide 
categories for data. Generally, a dimension represents physical objects, events, or 
processes for which there are one or more pieces of data. Dimensions in a sales or 
marketing database might typically represent products, geographic areas, and time 
periods; other types of databases might have additional dimensions or an entirely 
different set of dimensions. A financial database, for example, might have 
dimensions such as budgetary categories, time, cost centers, and budget scenarios.

The values that make up a dimension are known as dimension values; these values 
act as keys in a multidimensional array. Thus, dimensions are the basis for 
organizing variables in a multidimensional array. 
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Example: Dimensionality of two sample variables
The following figure shows an example in which the variable Sales is dimensioned 
by Product, Geography, and Time, whereas the variable Population is dimensioned 
by only Geography and Time.

Dimensionality of a variable
In a given variable, each unique combination of dimension values represents a 
unique data point, which may or may not actually contain data. For example, if the 
variable Sales is dimensioned by the dimensions Product, Geography, and Time, 
each unique combination of the dimension values for these dimensions has a 
corresponding data point that can contain a single piece of sales data (if data exists 
for the particular combination of dimension values). 

Definition: Formula
A formula is an Express database object that represents a stored calculation, 
expression, or procedure that produces a value. A formula provides a way to define 
and save complex or frequently used relationships within the data without resaving 
the data itself. Each time you use a formula, Express performs the calculation or 
procedure required to produce the value.

You might, for example, have a Profit formula that subtracts cost data from sales 
data. When you display the formula in a table or graph, Express subtracts the value 
of each Cost cell from the value in its corresponding Sales cell and displays the 
result.

Sales Population
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P
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Definition: Relation
A relation is a database object that describes a correspondence between the values 
of a given dimension and other values of that dimension or between the values of 
that dimension and the values of other dimensions in the database. For example, 
you might have a relation between cities and sales regions, such that each city 
belongs to a particular region.

Relations support analysis features in Oracle Express Objects, such as aggregating 
data or selecting dimension values that share a color or size.

Definition: Measure
The term measure is used to refer collectively to variables, formulas, and relations. 
Measures represent data that can be examined and analyzed. In Oracle Express 
Objects and Express Analyzer, you can display measures in tables and graphs.

Hierarchies and Aggregate Data

How relational databases handle levels of aggregation
Relational databases use different schemas to handle hierarchical relationships in 
their data. For example, in a star schema, you might have a lookup table like the 
following to organize Geography data.

CUSTOMER (lowest 
level data

TERRITORY (first 
level of 

summarization)

REGION (second 
level of 

summarization)

TOTGEOG 
(highest level of 
summarization)

Computer USA Tempe Western United States North America All Customers

Computer Warehouse 
San Jose

Western United States North America All Customers

Computer Warehouse 
Detroit

Eastern United States North America All Customers

KLM Enterprises 
Boston

Eastern United States North America All Customers

Ministry of Finance 
Sorbonne

Total France Europe All Customers

Ministry of Finance 
Paris

Total France Europe All Customers
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In a snowflake schema, you might use a series of normalized tables, such as the 
following, to organize the Geography data.

How Oracle Express Objects handles levels of aggregation
In Oracle Express Objects, hierarchies organize dimension values by level of 
aggregation.

Definition: Hierarchy
A hierarchy is a definition of parent-child relationships among the levels in a 
dimension. Hierarchies define how data is to be rolled up — that is, how data is 
totaled from lower levels to higher levels. Hierarchies also define how the users can 
navigate when drilling in data or when using Selector tools.

The levels Year, Quarter, and Month in the Time dimension are an example of a 
typical hierarchy. Each dimension value at the Month level has a parent at the 
Quarter level, and each dimension value at the Quarter level has a parent at the 

Computer Warehouse 
London

Total United Kingdom Europe All Customers

Royal Air Force 
Wellington

Total United Kingdom Europe All Customers

CUSTOMER (lowest 
level data

TERRITORY (first 
level of 

summarization)

REGION (second 
level of 

summarization)

TOTGEOG 
(highest level of 
summarization)

TOTGEOG
TOTGEOG

REGION
REGION
TOTGEOG

TERRITORY
TERRITORY
REGION

CUSTOMER
CUSTOMER
TERRITORY
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Year level. You could define a hierarchy that includes these three levels, and name it 
the Standard hierarchy in the Time dimension, as shown in the following example.

Definition: Level
A level represents a particular level of aggregation within a dimension. Each level 
above the lowest level represents the aggregated total of the data from the level 
below. 

Example: Levels in dimension hierarchy
Suppose that the Time dimension has three levels: Year, Quarter, and Month. The 
Month level represents the lowest level. The Quarter level represents summarized 
totals for Month, and the Year level represents summarized totals for Quarter. 

The following figure lists the dimension values, the corresponding levels, and the 
totals represented by each level in this example.

Standard Hierarchy (Time Dimension)

Year

    Quarter

        Month

Dimension Value Level Represents Total Of:

1996 Year Q1.96, Q2.96, Q3.96, Q4.96

Q1.96 Quarter JAN.96, FEB.96, MAR.96

Q2.96 Quarter APR.96, MAY.96, JUN.96

Q3.96 Quarter JUL.96, AUG.96, SEP.96

Q4.96 Quarter OCT.96, NOV.96, DEC.96

JAN.96 Month —

FEB.96 Month —

... ... ...

DEC.96 Month —
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Multiple hierarchies in a dimension
A single dimension can have multiple hierarchies defined for it. Consider a 
situation in which the Geography dimension consists of the following levels.

The dimension might have two hierarchies, one that is primarily used by the sales 
department and another that is primarily used by the marketing department, as 
shown in the following example.

Levels in common between multiple hierarchies
Different hierarchies in the same dimension might have some levels in common, or 
they might have completely different sets of levels. If there are levels in common 
between two or more hierarchies in a dimension, the relative order of the levels 
(from highest to lowest level of summarization) must be consistent among the 
hierarchies.

Definition: Family
A family is a group of dimension values that correspond to the levels of a 
dimension hierarchy. Dimension values within a family can relate to each other as 
ancestor, parent, child, and descendent.

Geography Dimension Levels

Total Company

Sales Region

Sales District

State

City

Account

Sales Hierarchy Marketing Hierarchy

Total Company Total Company

    Sales Region     State

        Sales District         City

            Account             Account
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The following example shows family relationships for the dimension value 
“France” in the GEOGRAPHY dimension.

Dimension Value Family Relationship

Regions of the World Ancestor

     Europe Parent (and ancestor)

        France Value itself

            Lyon, France Child (and descendant)

            Paris, France Child (and descendant)

                 Ministry of Finance Paris Descendant
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6
Express Basic Rules

Chapter summary
This chapter discusses some of the rules that you should follow when you write 
code in Express Basic.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Structure of Modules

■ Working with Code Modules and Library Modules

■ Naming Conventions

■ Qualifying Object References

■ Setting Properties in Express Basic

■ Specifying the Subscripts of an Array

■ Working with Data Types

■ Working with Expressions

■ Passing Arguments

■ Indicating Comments and Line Continuations
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Structure of Modules

Definition: Module
A module is the unit of compilation for the Express Basic language. Oracle Express 
Objects supports the three kinds of modules that are described in the following 
table.

Storage of modules
Modules are stored in the disk file of the project that contains them, not in 
individual files. This means that a project file contains the code modules for all the 
objects in the project, all library modules in the project, and, optionally, one global 
module.

Definition: Procedure
Procedures are blocks of Express Basic code that are contained in code modules or 
library modules. You can write the two kinds of procedures that are described in the 
following table.

Type Creation Code Contents

Code Created automatically by the 
product whenever you create an 
object.

Holds the Express Basic code that you 
write for an object. A code module is 
encapsulated in the object.

Library Created by clicking the module 
icon on the Toolbox and dragging 
it to the desktop.

Holds Express Basic code that you can 
access globally throughout an application. 
It is stored at the project level. There can be 
any number of library modules in a 
project.

Global Created automatically the first 
time you choose Globals from the 
Express Basic Window menu to 
code a global variable.

Holds only global declarations. It does not 
contain procedural code. There is at most 
one global module in a project.

Procedure Return Value Coding

Sub Has no return value Coded with the Sub and End Sub statements

Function Has a return value Coded with the Function and End Function 
statements.
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Comparison of code modules and library modules
The following table summarizes and compares the characteristics of code and 
library modules, which can contain procedures. These modules are described in 
more detail in other topics in this chapter.

Working with Code Modules and Library Modules

Overview of code modules
Oracle Express Objects automatically creates a single code module for each object. 
The code module is identified by the name of the object. When you program an 
object, you insert or edit procedures in the object’s code module. 

Declarations and procedures in code modules
A code module can contain declarations and the following types of procedures:

■ Event procedures — Procedures that are triggered when a specific event occurs

■ Methods — Procedures that are called to perform an action on an object

■ Local procedures — Procedures that are available only within their own module

Important: Recognizing event procedures and methods in code modules
In a code module, you can easily recognize procedures that serve as event 
procedures or methods, because they have a read-only lock indicator as the first 

Criterion Code Module Library Module

How created? Automatically, when you 
create an object

Manually, using the Toolbox icon 
for the module object

How many? One per object As many as needed per project

Can contain event 
procedures?

Yes No

Can contain methods or 
method overrides?

Yes No

Can contain other 
procedures?

Yes, private to the module Yes, public by default within an 
application

What is the container? Container of the 
associated object

Project
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character on their beginning and ending statements. These lines are read-only to 
prevent their accidental change or deletion, because the procedure names are 
registered in the object.

Referencing procedures in library modules
The procedures that you create in a library module are treated like methods. They 
are available, without declaration, to all code modules and library modules in your 
application unless you use the keyword Private. 

Because library modules are accessible globally, it is not necessary to qualify a 
library module name with the name of the project that contains it. For example, to 
reference procedure p1 in library module Lib1, use Lib1.P1 with no reference to 
the container of Lib1.

Avoiding name conflicts with library modules
Library modules are always contained by a project. Within a container such as a 
project, Oracle Express Objects ensures that content items use unique names. 
However, if an application has multiple projects that contain library modules, 
potential name conflicts can occur between library module names. To avoid name 
conflicts, consider using one of the following techniques:

■ Adopt a naming convention that prevents library modules in different projects 
from having the same name.

or

■ Create all your library modules in one project.

Naming Conventions

Valid characters in names
Names of objects, constants, and variables in Express Basic must observe the 
following rules:

■ The first character of a name must be alphabetic.

■ Only letters, digits, and the underscore character can be used in a name. Spaces 
are not allowed.

■ The name must be unique within 31 characters. 
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Because certain objects have additional restrictions on length, consult the Help topic 
for the Name property.

Referencing the members of an object
When referring to the members of an object (such as its properties or methods), use 
dot notation to separate the object and the name of the member. The following 
formats refer to a property and a method respectively.

objectname.propertyname
objectname.methodname

Example: Referencing the members of an object
The following example includes references to the Enabled property of the button 
named Start and to the Print method of the Main page.

btnStart.Enabled
pgMain.Print

Identifying reserved words with Syntax Coding
When Syntax Coding is enabled in the Express Basic Editor and you enter a word 
that the compiler considers a keyword or a reserved word, the word is 
automatically coded in a color. Syntax Coding is an option on the Express Basic 
Tools menu. When this menu item is checked, color coding is turned on.

Referencing reserved words with square brackets
Sometimes the name of an object, property, or method might also be a keyword or a 
reserved word in Express Basic. When this happens and you want to code this name 
by itself, you must put square brackets around the reserved word to prevent a 
compile error. For example, the word “Width” is a reserved word in Express Basic. 
Therefore, in the following statement, to refer to the Width property of the default 
object, you must use square brackets

msgbox format$([Width])

If, however, you qualify the Width property with the name of an object, you do not 
need to use square brackets. So the following example is also valid

msgbox format$(pgMain.Width)
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Names for properties that are objects
Some objects can serve as values of another object’s properties. For example, the 
DataCube is an object that serves as a property for table and graph objects. To refer 
to the DataCube of a particular table or graph, you can use the table or graph’s 
DataCube property instead of the Name property of the DataCube. 

Example: Setting an object property
Assume that the table tbSample has its DataCube property pointing to the 
DataCube dc4. To call the RefreshData method of tbSample’s DataCube, use the 
following statement.

call tbSample.DataCube.RefreshData()

This statement also refreshes the data in any other table or graph that has dc4 as its 
DataCube, because the RefreshData method applies to the DataCube object.

Names of elements in a record
You identify elements in a record by using dot notation to separate the record name 
and the element. The following example refers to the Factor element in the Statistics 
record.

statistics.factor

However, you should use objects rather than records in object-oriented 
development to take full advantage of the benefits of objects.

Qualifying Object References

Fully qualified object names
A fully qualified object name consists of the name of the object’s containers as well 
as the name of the object. 

Example: Name qualification
For example, the following is a reference to the Move method of button btnSample, 
which is contained in page pgSample of project pjSample.

pjSample!pgSample!btnSample.move
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In this example, the exclamation points indicate containership, and the period 
indicates membership.

Object references within a code module
Within the code module for an object, you can refer to that object’s properties, 
events, and methods without qualification. This means, for example, that it is not 
necessary to include the object’s name or the name of its containers when you call 
one of the object’s methods. You can simply use the name of the method.

In Oracle Express Objects, rules exist for name scoping, which is the referencing of 
an object and its properties, events, and methods with enough qualification so that 
the compiler can locate the object. The details for name scoping are described in 
Chapter 7. 

Calling event procedures and methods across code modules
Event procedures and methods are public within an application. This means that 
you can make cross-module calls to any event procedure or method in an 
application without using declarations. However, when you refer to an event 
procedure or method that belongs to a code module other than the one you are 
working in, you must qualify the reference as required by name scoping.
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Setting Properties in Express Basic

Assignment statements for setting properties in Express Basic
To set a property in Express Basic, use one of the assignment statements described 
in the following table.

Guidelines for setting properties in Express Basic
The following information applies to Express Basic assignment statements:

■ The left side of the equation must contain the reference to the property.

■ The right side of the equation can contain a specific value, a variable, an 
expression, or even a function. 

Specifying the Subscripts of an Array

Statements for specifying subscripts
When you create an array, you specify a subscript for each dimension in one of the 
following statements:

■ Dim statement — Declares a fixed array 

■ Redim statement — Declares a dynamic array

Statement Purpose Example

Let For properties that have a 
numeric, string, variant, or 
record data type. Do not use Let 
for properties that are object 
variables. The keyword Let is 
optional.

The following statement sets the Height 
property of the default object.

Height=500

Set For properties that have an 
object data type. To set this 
property, you must use an object 
variable or a function that 
evaluates to an object.

The following statement sets the DataCube 
property of grSample by deriving a child 
of an existing DataCube object named 
dcSample.

set grSample.DataCube = 
dcSample.Derive
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Formatting subscripts
Place the subscript for each dimension of an array in parentheses after the array 
name. Use commas to separate multiple subscripts. 

The following syntax refers to an element in an array with the three dimensions a, b, 
and c.

arrayname(a,b,c)

Default lower bound of subscripts
By default, the lower bound of an array’s subscript is zero. This means that the 
following syntax declares a 1-dimensional integer array with 10 elements.

Dim iTotalSums(9) as integer

Changing the lower bound
If you prefer not to use zero-based subscripts for arrays, you can change the Express 
Basic default as described in the following table.

Related information
See the topic ““Passing Arguments” on page 6-16” for information about 
restrictions on passing arrays.

For more information about specifying subscripts for an array, search for the 
following topics in the Express Basic Help system:

“Dim Statement”
“Option Base Statement”
“Redim Statement”

IF you want to apply a change . . . THEN . . .

in a module, use the Option Base statement in the module.

to only one array, specify a lower bound when you declare the array. 

Tip: The specification of upper and lower bounds 
is optional when you declare an array.
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Working with Data Types

List of data types
In Express Basic, you can declare the data types shown in the following table.

Express Basic does not support the date data type; it supports the variant date data 
type.

Numeric data types
Numeric values are always “signed quantities;” they have an implied plus or minus 
sign. 

Data Type Size Lower Bound Upper Bound

Integer 2 bytes -32,768 32,767

Long 4 bytes -2,147,483,648 2,147,483,647

Single 4 bytes For negative values:

 -3.402823e+38

For positive values:

 1.401298e-45

For negative values:

 -1.401298e-45

For positive values:

 3.402823e+38

Double 8 bytes For negative values:

 -1.79769313486232d+308

For positive values:

 4.94065645841247d-324

For negative values:

 -4.94065645841247d-324

For positive values:

 1.79769313486232d+308

Currency 8 bytes -922,337,203,685,477.5808 922,337,203,685,477.5807

String 0 to 

32767 bytes

0 characters 32767 characters

Object N/A N/A N/A

Record N/A N/A N/A

Variant 20 bytes Depends on the value 
stored

Depends on the value stored
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You can specify integer constants in decimal, octal, or hexadecimal notation. Specify 
decimal constants by simply using the decimal representation. To represent an octal 
value, precede the constant with “&O” or “&o” (for example, &O177). To represent 
a hexadecimal value, precede the constant with “&H” or “&h” (for example, 
&H8001).

Boolean values
Express Basic has no true Boolean variables but considers 0 to be False and any 
other numeric value to be True. Only numeric values can be used as Boolean values. 
Comparison operator expressions always return 0 for False and -1 for True.

In the Help system, the term “Boolean integer” is used for properties that accept 
True and False values and for methods and functions that return True and False 
values. Oracle Express Objects declares Yes and No and True and False as global 
constants for the Boolean values -1 and 0. Therefore, you can use Yes and No or 
True and False for property values and for method and function return values.

Record data types
A record, or record variable, is a data structure that contains one or more elements, 
each of which has a value. Before declaring a record variable, use the Type 
statement to create a user-defined data type. Once you define the data type, you can 
declare the variable to be of that type. Reference record elements using dot notation. 
Records can contain elements that are also records.

Tip: Use objects instead of records in object-oriented development
In an object-oriented development environment, you can use records, but you will 
sacrifice many of the benefits of object-oriented programming, such as inheritance. 
Consider using an object derived from the BaseObject object and add a user-defined 
property for each element that would appear in a record. Appendix 8 provides 
information on the BaseObject.

String data types
Express Basic strings can be either fixed or dynamic. When you define a fixed 
string, you specify its length, and this length cannot be changed. The length of a 
fixed string cannot be zero. Dynamic strings have no specified length. Dynamic 
strings can vary in length from 0 to 32,767 characters. 
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There are no restrictions on the kinds of characters that you can include in a string. 
For example, you can embed the character whose ASCII or ANSI value is 0 in a 
string. 

Variant data type

Data types allowed for variants
 Express Basic automatically stores a tag with the variant data to identify the type of 
data that it currently contains. You can examine the tag by using the VarType 
function. The following table shows the available values for this tag in the Type 
column.

Empty variants
A newly defined variant defaults to Empty, signifying that it contains no initialized 
data. An empty variant converts to zero when used in a numeric expression and to 
an empty string when used in a string expression. You can test whether a variant is 
uninitialized (empty) with the IsEmpty function.

Null variants
Null variants have no associated data and serve only to represent invalid or 
ambiguous results. You can test whether a variant contains a null value with the 
IsNull function. Null is not the same as empty, which indicates that a variant has 
not yet been initialized.

Type Description

0 Empty

1 Null

2 Integer

3 Long

4 Single

5 Double

6 Currency

7 Date

8 String

9 Object
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Data type conversions
Express Basic supports numeric, string, and variant conversions, as described in the 
following table. No other implicit conversions are supported. In particular, Express 
Basic does not automatically convert between numeric and string data. Use the 
functions Val and Str$ for such conversions.

Arrays and user-defined data types
You can create arrays in which every element has the same data type. For example, 
you can create an integer array or a string array. In addition, Express Basic allows 
you to create variables of a user-defined data type.

Working with Expressions

Definition: Expression
An expression is a collection of two or more terms that perform a mathematical or 
logical operation. The terms are usually either constants, variables, or functions, and 
they are combined with an operator to evaluate to a string or numeric result. You 

Conversion Explanation

Numeric Automatic conversion between any two numeric data types. 

When converting from a larger type to a smaller type (for example, 
loss of precision is not a runtime error (for example, when converting 
from double to single or from a floating point type to an integer type).

String Automatic conversion between fixed strings and dynamic strings. 

When converting a fixed string to dynamic, Express Basic creates a 
dynamic string of the same length and contents as the fixed string. 

When converting from a dynamic to a fixed string, Express Basic 
might have to make some adjustment. If the dynamic string is shorter 
than the fixed string, the resulting fixed string will be extended with 
spaces. If the dynamic string is longer than the fixed string, the 
resulting fixed string will be a truncated version of the dynamic string. 

No runtime errors result from string conversions.

Variant Automatic conversion between any data type and variants. 

Express Basic converts variant strings to numbers when required. A 
type mismatch error occurs if the variant string does not contain a 
valid representation of the required number.
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use expressions to perform calculations, manipulate variables, or concatenate 
strings.

Precedence order
Expressions are evaluated according to precedence order. Use parentheses to 
override the default precedence order. In Express Basic, precedence order (from 
high to low) for operators is as follows:

■ Numeric operators

■ String operators

■ Comparison operators

■ Logical operators

Numeric operators
Express Basic supports the numeric operators shown in the following table, in 
precedence order from top to bottom.

String operators
Express Basic supports the string operators shown in the following table.

Operator Description

^ Exponentiation.

-, + Unary minus and plus.

*, / Numeric multiplication or division. For division, the result is a double 
data type.

\ Integer division. The operators can be integer or long.

Mod Modulus or remainder. The operands can be integer or long.

-, + Numeric addition and subtraction. 

Important: The + operator is also used for string concatenation.

Operator Description

& String concatenation.

+ String concatenation. 

Important: The + operator is also used for numeric addition.
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Choosing an operator for string concatenation
Because the plus sign (+) signifies both string concatenation and addition, using the 
plus sign can cause unexpected results. For example, if you use the plus sign to 
concatenate two variants, but one variant is a numeric data type, and the other 
variant is a string that can be interpreted as a number (such as “456”), the plus sign 
may add the two variables rather than concatenating them. Use the ampersand (&) 
to make sure that you always get concatenation.

Comparison operators
Express Basic supports the comparison operators shown in the following table.

How comparisons work
For numbers, Express Basic widens the operands to the least common type (integer 
is preferred over long, which is preferred over single, which is preferred over 
double). For strings, the comparison is case-sensitive and is based on the collating 
sequence used by the language specified by the user in the Windows Control Panel. 
The result of a comparison is 0 for False and -1 for True.

Logical operators
Express Basic supports the logical operators shown in the following table.

Operator Description

> Greater than

< Less than

= Equal to

< = Less than or equal to

> = Greater than or equal to

< > Not equal to

Operator Description

Not Unary Not — operand can be Integer or Long. 

The operation is performed bitwise (one’s complement).

And And — operands can be Integer or Long. 

The operation is performed bitwise.
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Passing Arguments

Passing arguments by value or by reference
When calling Sub procedures or Function procedures, you specify the arguments, if 
any, to pass to these procedures. Whether you enclose an argument in parentheses 
depends on how you want to pass it — by value or by reference — as described in 
the following table.

You cannot pass a read-only property by reference.

Or Inclusive Or — operands can be Integer or Long. 

The operation is performed bitwise.

Xor Exclusive Or — operands can be Integer or Long. 

The operation is performed bitwise.

Eqv Equivalence — operands can be Integer or Long. 

The operation is performed bitwise. (A Eqv B) is the same as 
(Not (A Xor B)).

Imp Implication — operands can be Integer or Long. 

The operation is performed bitwise. (A Imp B) is the same as 
((Not A) Or B).

Pass Type Description Example

By value The variable used for that 
argument retains its value when 
the subroutine or function 
returns to the caller.

If the variable X contains the value 5, 
and you pass X as an argument to a 
subroutine named MySub, the value 
of X is still 5 when MySub returns 
control.

By reference The value of the variable that 
you pass can, and probably will, 
be changed when control returns 
to the calling procedure.

If the variable X contains the value 5, 
and you pass X by reference to 
MySub, the value of X can be 5 or any 
other value resulting from the actions 
of MySub when control returns to the 
calling procedure.

Operator Description
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Syntax for passing arguments
Express Basic assumes that you will pass arguments by reference. Therefore, if you 
want to pass an argument by value, you must use an additional set of parentheses 
around each argument. The following table shows the syntax for all the ways that 
you can call a subroutine or function and pass arguments either by reference (as in 
the first column) or by value (as in the second column).

Passing arguments for externally declared subroutines and functions
If you are using externally declared subroutines and functions (such as DLL 
functions), their declarations can indicate byVal arguments. When this is the case, 
arguments of these functions are always passed by value.

Restrictions on passing certain data types
When Express Basic compiles a code module associated with an object, it uses 
dispatch binding for resolving references. Dispatch binding leads to the following 
restrictions: 

■ Do not pass an argument that has an array data type.

■ Do not pass an argument that has a user-defined data type.

When Express Basic compiles a library module, it uses direct binding, not dispatch 
binding. Therefore, these restrictions on the passing of data types do not apply to 
library modules.

Specifying named arguments
When you call a Sub or Function procedure that takes arguments, you usually 
supply values for the arguments by listing them in the order shown in the syntax 
for the statement or function. For example, assume that you want to call a function 
that is defined as follows.

myfunction(id, action, value)

By Reference By Value 

call mysub(x,y) call mysub((x),(y))

mysub x,y mysub(x),(y)

y=myfunction(x,y) y=myfunction((x),(y))

call myfunction(x,y) call myfunction((x),(y))
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When you call this function, you expect to specify the three arguments id, action, 
and value. In Express Basic, you can choose to identify arguments by name rather 
than by position in the syntax. To specify a named argument, use the following 
syntax.

named_arg := value 

Advantages of named arguments
An advantage of using named arguments is that you do not have to remember the 
original order of specification for the arguments. For example, a call to myfunction 
might look like this.

myfunction action:="get", value:=0, id:=1

Another significant advantage to named arguments can be seen when you call a 
Sub or Function procedure that has a mix of required and optional arguments. If 
you identify arguments by position in the syntax, you must insert commas as 
placeholders for optional arguments that you do not use. With named arguments, 
you specify only the arguments and values that you want to identify, and you can 
list them in any sequence. 

Related information
For more information about calling subroutines and functions, search for the “Call 
Statement” topic in the Express Basic Help system.

Indicating Comments and Line Continuations

Comment indicators in Express Basic
You can use either of the following comment indicators in Express Basic:

■ A single quote followed by text

■ The REM command followed by text

Rules for comment indicators
The following rules apply to comments:

■ You can insert comments at the end of any line of code.

■ You can create a line that consists only of comments.
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Example: Comments in Express Basic
The following lines show examples of comments in Express Basic.

call tbSales.SelectData() ’Comment at end of line
’This entire line is a comment.
REM And this line is also a comment.

Line continuation indicators in Express Basic
You can continue an Express Basic statement across more than one line by entering 
space plus an underscore character at the end of a line and continuing the statement 
on the next line after pressing Enter.

Express Basic also allows you to add a comment after the continuation character so 
you can have a portion of a statement, followed by a line continuation character and 
a comment, on a single line.

Avoid line continuation indicators within double quotes
Avoid including line continuation indicators within strings of characters, that is, 
anything within double-quotes, such as Express commands. If you need to enter a 
long string of characters and you would prefer to break the string across lines, use 
the ampersand (&) for concatenation, as shown in the following example.

dim cmd as string
cmd = "limit CITY to BORDEAUX, AMSTERDAM, "
cmd = cmd & "FRANKFURT, SEATTLE, BOGOTA"

Example: Line continuation in Express Basic
The following lines are an example of line continuation in Express Basic.

set objBrf = Application.OpenProject(pjReadOnlyOK or _
pjSilent, "mybrf.xbr")
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7
Referencing Objects and Writing

Reusable Code

Chapter summary
This chapter describes how to write reusable code.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ How Express Basic Resolves Object References

■ Using Express Basic Functions for Referencing Objects

■ Referring to an Object from Its Code Module

■ Referring to an Object from Another Module

■ Taking Advantage of Containers

■ Accessing Objects Using Collections
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How Express Basic Resolves Object References

Constructing a fully qualified object name
To construct the fully qualified name of an object:

■ Identify the object and all of its containers, starting with the top-most container.

■ Use an exclamation point (!) to indicate containership.

For example, assume that you have a project (pjSales) that contains a page 
(pgRegion) that contains a button (btnSummary). The fully qualified name of this 
button is as follows

pjSales!pgRegion!btnSummary

Guidelines for qualifying object names
If you use a fully qualified object name in an Express Basic procedure, then the code 
in which this name occurs is not reusable for any other object.

To make your code reusable, specify only the amount of qualification that is 
necessary for Express Basic to recognize which object you want to reference. Use the 
name scoping algorithm to determine the amount of qualification needed.

Summary of the name scoping algorithm
The name scoping algorithm uses the containership hierarchy of the current object, 
that is, the object in whose code module you are writing a procedure. The algorithm 
consists of the following general rules:

■ If Express Basic can locate an object variable either by searching the contents of 
the current object or by searching up the containership hierarchy of the current 
object, then you do not need to qualify the name of the object variable.

■ If, at some point, Express Basic needs to search down the containership 
hierarchy to locate the object variable, then you must use qualification that 
identifies the point where the downward search begins.
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Process: Name scoping algorithm
When resolving an object reference, Express Basic uses the following process for the 
name scoping algorithm:

1. Checks whether the name refers to the current object.

Initially, the current object is the object that is associated with the module that is 
being compiled.

2. Checks whether the name corresponds to an object that is contained by the 
current object.

3. Locates the current object’s container and makes it the new current object.

4. Checks whether the name corresponds to the current object.

5. Repeats Stages 2, 3, and 4 until the top of the containership hierarchy is reached.

6. Checks whether the name is a built-in object reference (that is, one of the 
predefined objects that is supplied with Oracle Express Objects).

Tip: If this algorithm fails to resolve the name, then the compiler generates an 
“undefined variable” error.

Example: Resolving a reference to an object name
This example makes the following assumptions:

■ Project pjSales has two pages: pgRegion and pgProfits.

■ You are writing Express Basic code for the AfterClick event of button btnB1, 
which is contained in a group box grpChoices in the page pgRegion. This 
means that btnB1 is the current object.
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■ Page pgRegion contains the text box txtInfo.

■ Page pgProfits contains the text box txtAction.

The AfterClick event handler for btnB1 consists of the following Express Basic code

Sub AfterClick()
’btnB2 is a content member of the same container
’   and therefore does not need qualification
btnB2.Enabled = No
’txtInfo is a content member of a higher container
’   and therefore does not need qualification
txtInfo.Text = "Prepared to Calculate"
’txtAction is a content member of an object that is not 
’    in the containership hierarchy of btnB1. The
’    downward search begins at page pgProfits.
pgProfits!txtAction.Text = "Calculate"
End sub

Because btnB2 and txtInfo are content members of either the same container or a 
higher-level container in btnB1’s containership hierarchy, qualification is not needed 
for the names of these objects.

Because txtAction is not a member of a container in the containership hierarchy of 
btnB1, its name must be qualified when referenced from btnB1.

Page: pgRegion Page: pgProfits

grpChoices

btnB1 btnB2 btnB3

txtInfo
btnNext

txtAction
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Levels of scope for variables
In addition to name scoping, Express Basic also recognizes the following levels of 
scope for variables.

Related information
For more information about variables and modules, search for the following topics 
in the Help system:

“Coding Declarations”
“Module Object”

Using Express Basic Functions for Referencing Objects

FindObject function returns an object reference
The FindObject function converts a string that contains the fully qualified name of 
an object into an object reference. When calling the function, you can specify where 
FindObject should begin searching. By default, the search begins from the projects 
collection. 

GetFullName function returns a qualified object name
The GetFullName function takes an object reference as input and returns the fully 
qualified name for the object. This function is useful when you want to set a 
property that requires the fully qualified name of an object. For example, you need 
the fully qualified name when you set the ViewName and ObjectName properties, 
which are used in several QuickActions.

Level Where Declared Availability

Procedure-level variable In a procedure Only to its own procedure

Module-level variable In a module, but external to the 
procedures of that module

To any procedure in the 
module

Global variable In the Globals window

Note: Do not code Global 
statements in any module other 
than a global module

To every procedure and 
module within the 
application
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Related information
For more information about and examples of the FindObject and GetFullName 
functions, search for the following topics in the Express Basic Help system:

“FindObject Function”
“GetFullName Function”

Referring to an Object from Its Code Module

Take advantage of the default object to make code reusable
The object that is associated with a code module is called the default object. You do 
not have to use the name of this object when you reference its properties or 
methods. In fact, your Express Basic code can be reused in any module if you do not 
reference the name of the default object.

For example, the following references to the Enabled property and the Print method 
of an object will work in the code module of any object whose members include 
Enabled and Print.

’Set the Enabled property of the default object.
Enabled = Yes
’Call the Print method of the default object.
call Print()

Write one event handler for parent and child objects
When you create an object by deriving it from another object, the new object 
inherits not only the members but also the code of the original object. The code 
continues to reside in the parent object, but it can run on behalf of the parent object 
or the child object.

If you are writing an event handler in the code module of a parent object, then do 
not take advantage of the fact that the parent object is also the default object. This 
warning is necessary because omitting the name of the parent object when you 
reference properties or methods produces an event handler that works only for the 
parent. Instead, use the Express Basic variable Me to refer to the object (parent or 
child) that received the event.
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For example, the following code in an event procedure of a parent object works for 
parent and child objects.

’Set the Enabled property of the object that received 
’    the event.
Me.Enabled = Yes
’Call the Print method of the object that received the
’    event.
Call Me.Print()

Write one event handler for a container and its content members
A container is an object that can handle an event not only for itself but also for 
objects that are content members, if they support the event in question. In the code 
module of the container object, use the variable It to refer to the object that received 
the event.

For example, the following Express Basic code in the code module of a container 
object works for the container and for its content members that support the same 
event.

’Set the Enabled property of the object that received 
’    the event.
It.Enabled = Yes
’Call the Print method of the object that received the
’    event.
Call It.Print()

Important: The following guidelines apply when you are referencing objects in an 
event handler for a container that will also be triggered for content members:

■ Do not use the variable Me to refer to content members. Me has meaning only 
within the inheritance hierarchy. 

■ Do not omit the object name when you are referencing content members. If the 
object name is omitted, then the statement applies only to the object that is 
associated with the code module, namely the container object.
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Summary of ways to refer to an object from its code module
The following table gives examples that summarize the ways that you can refer to 
an object from its code module. The table uses a sample object that is a group box 
named grpChoices.

Referring to an Object from Another Module

Getting an object reference to a parent object
The Parent property lets you reference an object’s parent without coding the 
parent’s name explicitly, thus making the code reusable. For example, the following 
code that is placed in an event handler of a page obtains an object reference to the 
parent of that page.

dim pgTemplate as page
set pgTemplate = Parent

Express Basic Reference in 
an Event Handler Description Object That is Referenced

Enabled = No Only a property name; the 
object name is omitted

The default object. 

grpChoices.Enabled = No Object name with a 
property name

Only an object named 
grpChoices.

Note: This code cannot be 
reused for an object with a 
different name.

Me.Enabled = No Object variable Me with a 
property name

A parent object or its child 
object, depending on which 
object received the event.

It.Enabled = No Object variable It with a 
property name

A container object or one of the 
objects that it contains, 
depending on which object 
received the event.
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Getting an object reference to a container
The Container property lets you reference an object’s container without coding the 
container’s name explicitly, thus making the code reusable. For example, in the code 
module of an object that is contained directly in a page, the following code obtains 
an object reference to the containing page.

dim objPage as page
Set objPage = Container

When you must account for several levels of containership, you can use the 
Container property multiple times in an object reference. For example, in the code 
module of a button that is contained in a page of a briefing, the following code 
obtains an object reference to the briefing, which is two levels above the button.

dim brfSales as briefing
set brfSales = Container.Container

Referencing any object from another object’s code module
If you want to refer to an object that is neither a parent nor a container, then you can 
specify the object’s name as an argument for the FindObject function, as described 
in “FindObject function returns an object reference” on page 7-5.

Important: Do not use the variable It in a library module
The variable It is valid only in an event procedure of a container. Event procedures 
occur only in code modules. 

Sometimes in the event procedure of a container, you might call a procedure in a 
library module to operate on the object that received the event. You can pass the 
variable It to a library module, but you must use a different object variable in that 
module.

For example, the following code calls a utility procedure in a library module that 
will operate on the variable It.

Sub AfterClick ()
call modLibrary1.Util(It)
End Sub

In the library module, the utility procedure could consist of the following code.

Sub Util (objIt as Object)
msgbox "The object that was clicked is " & objIt.Name
End Sub
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Note: If you code the variable It in a library module, then you get an error when 
you compile.

Taking Advantage of Containers

Services that are performed by containers for their content members
Containers keep track of the name and positional index of each new object that is 
added to them. Unless a positional index is supplied when a member is added, that 
member is inserted at the end of the Contents list of the container.

Every container has a number of methods that facilitate the management of its 
content objects.

Because of event propagation, an event handler in a container will handle the same 
event for all content members that do not have their own event handler. When you 
write this event handler, you must use the variable It to refer to the object that 
actually received the event. Taking advantage of event propagation can reduce 
development time significantly. 

Managing the contents of a container
The methods that are listed in the following table facilitate managing the content 
members in containers.

Container Method Description

Add Adds a new content member to a container

AddLink Adds a link to another object as a content member

Count Calculates the number of content members in a container

Index Determines the positional index of an object within its container, 
based on the name of the object or a reference to the object

Item Gets an object reference to a content member, based on either its 
name or its positional index in the container

Remove Removes a content member from a container
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Accessing an object that is added to a container at runtime
At runtime, if you create a new object and then add it to a container, then the local 
variable that you used to refer to the new object goes out of scope as soon as the 
procedure ends. If you want to be able to access this object again, then you can use 
either of the following approaches:

■ Store the value of the new object’s Name property in a user-defined property of 
its container or another object in the application. 

■ Set the new object’s Name property to a specific value after you check that the 
value is not used for an object that currently exists in the container.

Example: Adding an object to a container at runtime
The following assumptions apply to this example:

■ The current page of an application contains a check box (ckCalculate) that, 
when checked, adds a button (btnCalculate) to the page to let users perform 
calculations. If this button is added, then the application needs to enable and 
disable the button at various times. This means that other event handlers must 
be able to get an object reference to the button.

■ The current page has a user-defined property (CalcButton) to allow quick access 
to the button that performs calculations. The data type of this property is 
Object.

The following code excerpt is the AfterClick event handler of the check box 
ckCalculate.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim btnCalculate as button
’create the new button from a template button
set btnCalculate = pgTemplate!btnCalculate.Derive()
’add the new button to the current page, which is also 
’the container of the check box
call Container.Add (btnCalculate)
btnCalculate.Left = 1000
btnCalculate.Top = 4500
’the page contains both the check box and the button
’set the page property CalcButton to hold an object
’reference to the newly created button
set Container.CalcButton = btnCalculate
End Sub
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Future references to the newly created button from other event handlers can use the 
CalcButton property of the containing page. 

Operating on the objects in a container
If you want to operate on the objects in a container, then you can loop over the 
content members using the container’s Count method to control the number of 
iterations. Since a container might have more than one kind of object in it, you can 
use the IsDerivedFrom function in Express Basic to test whether a given object 
belongs to the inheritance hierarchy of a specific object.

Example: Clearing the check boxes in a page
The code in this example is the AfterClick event handler of a button that clears all 
the check boxes that are contained in a page. To get an object reference to a content 
member, the example uses the positional index of a content item as the argument for 
the Item method of the containing page.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim i as integer
dim iLoop as integer
dim pgCurr as page
dim objCurr as object
’The current page is the container of the check boxes.
set pgCurr = Container 
’The Count method of the page controls the For loop 
’but must subtract 1 since the index starts at 0
iLoop = pgCurr.Count - 1
For i = 0 to iLoop
objCurr = pgCurr.Item(i)
’Clear only the check boxes on the page
if IsDerivedFrom (objCurr, CheckBox) then
pgCurr.Item(i).Value = chkVLUnchecked
end if
Next i
End Sub

Tip: Since the code in this example does not specifically mention the value of the 
Name property of the page or the individual content members, this code is reusable 
on any similar page.
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Accessing Objects Using Collections

What does a collection object contain?
A collection object is a generic container for other objects or links to other objects. 
The contents of a collection are available only when an application is running. 
Therefore, collections do not store information on a permanent basis.

How does a collection object differ from other containers?
In addition to offering the services that are provided by other containers, collection 
objects maintain a last-in, first-out list of their content members, one of which is 
considered to be active. The order of this list is independent of the actual order of 
the content members in a collection.

The collection object considers the most recently added member to be the active 
member or active item. The collection object provides methods for retrieving 
contents in the order of their activation and controlling which item is active.

Managing the active list of a collection
The following table describes methods of the collection object that you can use to 
manage its list of items.

Collections that are maintained automatically
The Application object, which represents the running task, maintains several 
collections that you can use to navigate among open objects while an application is 
running. For example, these collections let you identify the open projects, open 
briefings, or objects that are currently selected in your application. The topic 
“Structure of the Application Object” on page 8-3 provides details about collections 
that are maintained automatically.

Method Description

Cycle Lets you iterate through the items in a collection object’s list, changing 
the item that is currently active.

GetActiveItem Returns the active item from a collection object’s active list.

SetActiveItem Controls which content item of a collection object is currently active.
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Example: Displaying a list of new objects
The following assumptions apply to this example:

■ Throughout an application, the user has the option of adding new objects to 
page pgGraphics, and you want to keep track of these new objects separately 
from the other objects that are already in the page.

■ After adding the new objects, you want the user to have the option of viewing a 
list of the new objects in the sequence that they were inserted. To do this, the 
user clicks the button btnShowList.

To accomplish this task, the following line of code should appear in the AfterRun 
event handler for the project in order to create the collection.

dim clNewObjects as new collection

In the event handler that adds each object to pgGraphics, you can also add a link to 
the new object in clNewObjects. The following line of code shows the syntax if the 
variable that refers to the new object is objNew.

call clNewObjects.AddLink(objNew)

Finally, the AfterClick event handler for btnShowList includes the following code.

dim i as integer
dim objGraphic as object
’get an object reference to the active item
set objGraphic = clNewObjects.GetActiveItem()
’add the active item to the list box lstGraphics
call lstGraphics.AddItem(objGraphic.Name)
’add the remaining new objects to the list box
’using the Cycle method for iteration
for i = 1 to (clNewObjects.Count()-1)
set objGraphic = clNewObjects.Cycle(1)
call lstGraphics.AddItem(objGraphic.Name)
next i
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8
Building Applications

Chapter summary
This chapter focuses on the application building blocks that are used in Oracle 
Express Objects.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Application Building Blocks

■ Structure of the Application Object

■ Structure of Projects

■ Running Applications with Multiple Projects

■ Creating Projects at Runtime

■ Example: Creating a Project at Runtime

■ Structure of Briefings

■ Programming Briefing Pages

■ Structure of Pages

■ Displaying Pages

■ Creating Dialog Boxes from Pages

■ Example: Using a Password Dialog Box

■ Storing Global Information in a BaseObject
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Application Building Blocks

Primary building blocks created by developers
The objects described in the following table are the primary building blocks that 
you can create during application development.

Building block provided automatically
In addition to the primary building blocks, Oracle Express Objects also provides 
access to the application object, which represents the running task for Oracle Express 
Objects. A single instance of this object is created automatically when the product is 
launched. This instance always has the name “Application.”

Utility building block
The BaseObject object is an especially useful tool for building object-oriented 
applications. From the BaseObject object, you can develop entirely new objects that 
are not visible but that can be used for storing data variables and user-defined 
methods. 

How the building blocks fit together
The following process outlines the application building steps for the primary 
building blocks:

1. Determine the number of projects required. 

Related information: See the Performance Tips for Oracle Express Objects Help 
system for information about planning the number of projects.

Object Description

Project Organizes and holds all other objects that you create. A project is a file that 
serves as the unit of storage in Oracle Express Objects. Therefore, a project is 
also the persistent main container.

Briefing An ordered collection of pages that make up a presentation. A briefing is 
always contained in a project.

Page A window that forms an integral part of an application. A page serves as a 
canvas on which you lay out other objects during design. The page object 
can be used to create top-level pages, embedded pages, briefing pages, and 
dialog boxes.
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2. Create each project and specify its project type.

Result: If you choose Briefing as the type of project, then a briefing object is 
automatically added to the project.

3. Add pages to projects or briefings as required.

4. Save projects to create disk files.

In the application building process, when information needs to be shared among 
objects, the following solutions are available for storing this information:

■ Add user-defined properties to an existing object

■ Derive a new object from the BaseObject object and add user-defined properties 
to the new object.

Structure of the Application Object

Contents of the application object
When an application is running, the application object is the root container for all 
open objects. The application object contains the following items:

■ A single instance of the Express object after a connection is made to Express

■ A single instance of the DataDictionary object after a database is attached

■ Several collections that keep track of open objects

Collections in the application object
The application object contains the collections listed in the following table.

Collection Name Items in the Collection

AddIns Open add-in projects

Briefings Open briefing objects

BuiltInObjects Loaded built-in objects

Clipboard Objects that have been cut or copied

Projects Open project objects

SelectedObjects Objects that have been selected

Windows Open pages and briefings
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Using the methods of the collection object, you can navigate through these 
collections. The topic “Running Applications with Multiple Projects” on page 8-9 
contains an example that shows how to use the Projects collection to determine 
whether a specific project is open.

Navigating among open projects
When an application is running, you can use the Projects collection in the 
application object to navigate among the open projects. The following diagram 
shows the containership hierarchy for open projects.

Inspecting the application object
To inspect the Application object, use the Object Inspector to access the object at the 
top of the containership hierarchy. 

You can climb the containership hierarchy of any object by double-clicking its 
Container property in the Object Inspector. Each time you double-click a Container 
property, the Object Inspector shows you the containing object. You can repeat this 
process until you reach the application object.

APPLICATION

(The Application object)

PROJECTS
(Collection of open projects)

PROJECT1 PROJECT2 PROJECT3
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For example, the following table shows the object that is displayed for inspection as 
you climb the containership hierarchy from an open project named ProjectX.

Properties of the application object
The properties of the application object hold the current product-wide option 
settings. The values for these properties also appear as entries in the Options section 
of the xobjects.ini file. Oracle Express Objects reads these settings at startup 
and updates them when you exit. 

Methods of the application object
In addition to standard methods such as Add, Run, Print, and Stop, the application 
object also implements methods that can be grouped in the categories shown in the 
following table.

Object that is Displayed for Inspection Container

ProjectX Projects collection

Projects collection Application object

Application object None

Method Category Examples

Methods that are related to the 
SelectedObjects collection

■ AddSelectedObject

■ ClearSelectedObjects

■ IsObjectSelected

■ RemoveSelectedObject

■ SetSelectedObject

■ ToggleSelectedObject

Methods that are related to moving 
objects (not text) to and from the 
clipboard

■ Copy

■ Cut

■ Paste
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Related information
For more information about the application object and setting system-wide options, 
search for the following topics in the Help system:

“Application Object”
“Inspecting Objects”
“Options Dialog Box”
“Setting User Options”

Structure of Projects

Purpose and size of projects
Projects can vary considerably in size and purpose. For example, a project can be 
used in any of the following ways:

■ As a stand-alone application

■ As a main project for a multiple project application

■ As a dependent part of an application that will be run from another project

■ As a library that holds objects, a global module, or methods that will be used by 
other projects in an application

■ As a part of an application that must be merged with other projects before it can 
be run as a single project

To obtain best performance in an application, minimize the number of objects 
loaded in memory at one time. You can accomplish this by building multiple small 
projects that you can load and unload upon demand.
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Types of projects
The following table describes the two types of project that are available in Oracle 
Express Objects along with their file extensions.

The setting of the ProjectType property determines the type of a project. By default, 
projects are standard. Therefore, to create a briefing type project, you must 
specifically set the ProjectType property to Briefing.

While you are designing a project, you can change the setting of its ProjectType 
property. However, if you have already saved your project, you will not see a 
corresponding change in the file extension. If you want to change the file extension, 
you can use operating system commands.

Important: Allowing projects to be opened in Express Analyzer
If you want a user to be able to open a project for editing in Express Analyzer, then 
you must set the ProjectType property of the project to Briefing. 

Number of briefings in a project
The ProjectType property controls the number of briefings in a project as shown in 
the following table.

Usually a standard project does not contain briefings. One reason you might put 
briefings in a standard project is to simplify the distribution process for briefings 
that are dependent upon one another. However, as the project file increases in size, 

Project Type Description
File 

Extension

Standard An application for which you must create event 
handlers to perform navigation among pages. 

.xpj

Briefing An application that automatically provides an ordered 
sequence of pages, a navigation toolbar, and a Run 
Window in which pages are displayed.

.xbr

Setting of the ProjectType Property Number of Briefings in the Project

Briefing One and only one

Standard None, unless you add briefings to the project
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the time to load the project also increases. Therefore, the impact on performance 
might outweigh the value of a simpler briefing distribution process.

Contents of projects
Generally you add one or more of the following content items to a project.

If you create an application that consists of multiple projects, then you can use the 
Edit Associations dialog box to associate related projects with the main project. 
Establishing these associations lets you work with an application rather than with 
several separate projects. Similarly, you can use the Edit Associations dialog box to 
relate external files with their appropriate projects. 

Establishing associations in the Edit Associations dialog box results in the automatic 
creation of the collections that are listed in the following table.

Tip: Use a single global module in an application
Each project has at most one global module. This module is created automatically as 
soon as you declare a global variable in the project. 

Content Items Description

Pages Serve as windows to be displayed or as templates.

Briefings Contain a collection of pages that make up a presentation to be 
displayed in a Run Window.

Library modules Contain Express Basic procedures that can be accessed globally 
from within the project without qualification.

Global module Contains global variables and constants; does not contain 
procedures.

BaseObject objects Store data and code to be of service to other objects; available 
globally within the project.

Collection Description

AssociatedProjects object A persistent collection that is created in a main project when 
you associate related projects with the main project. This 
collection consists of one AssociatedProject object for each 
related project.

ExternalFiles object A persistent collection that is created in any project when you 
associate related external files with that project. This collection 
consists of one ExternalFile object for each external file.
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If you are developing a multiple project application, then consider using a single 
global module for the entire application, rather than having a global module for 
each project. This approach allows you to avoid naming conflicts.

If you decide to use multiple global modules, then be sure to establish and use clear 
naming conventions to avoid name conflicts.

Events that control how a project runs
The following table lists some events of the project that enable you to control how a 
project runs.

Related information
For more information about the collections that a project can contain, search for the 
following topics in the Help system:

“Associating External Files with a Project”
“Associating Related Projects with a Main Project”

Running Applications with Multiple Projects

How to run an application with multiple projects
When an application consists of multiple projects, one project must serve as the 
main project, namely the project whose Run method will be executed first. From the 
main project, you can load and run other projects on demand. When you are 
finished using a project in the application, stop it from running and unload it by 

Event Time When the Event is Triggered

DoRun Before a project begins running. If the associated event handler sets the 
EnableDefault argument to No, the project is not run.

Tip: Use this event when you want to cause a page other than the first 
physical page in the project to be displayed when the project starts. For 
example, you could use this event to display a password dialog box.

AfterRun After a project begins running.

BeforeStop Before a project stops running. 

Tip: This event is triggered when the Stop method of the project is called. 
It is not triggered if you call the Stop method of the application object.
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calling its Close method. This approach improves performance by minimizing the 
number of objects that are in memory. 

Opening all projects in an application at once
If you want to open all the projects in an application whenever the main project is 
opened, then you must first associate the related projects of the application with the 
main project. To accomplish this task, use the Edit Associations dialog box and 
indicate when you want related projects to be opened by completing the AutoOpen 
column. 

Determining whether a project is open
You can use the Projects collection of the application object to determine whether a 
project is open by calling the Item method of the Projects collection and passing it 
the name of the project as an argument.

The return value of the Item method is an object reference. If the project is not open, 
the value returned is Nothing, which is the value that object variables have when 
they do not point to an object. The following code excerpt checks to see whether the 
project MyProj is open.

Dim objProj as Object
Set objProj = Projects.Item("MyProj")
If (objProj is Nothing) Then
    Msgbox "MyProj is not open"
End If

Running a project using a QuickAction
You can use the Run QuickAction to run a project simply by associating this 
QuickAction with an event of an object (such as a button) in the application. In this 
QuickAction, the information that you must supply for the name of the object to be 
run differs depending on the current state of the object, as shown in the following 
table.

State of the Project Required Information

Open The name of the project without its file extension.

Not open The name of the project with its file extension.

Important: It is necessary to enter a full file specification (drive, 
path, and extension) if the file is not in a folder in the product’s 
search path.
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While defining the QuickAction, you can also specify the name of the page that you 
want to be displayed initially when the project starts running.

Loading and running a project using Express Basic methods
Before a project can be run, it must be loaded. To load a project, you can invoke the 
appropriate method of either the application object or the project object as shown in 
the following table.

When you invoke either of these methods, you can specify the name of the project 
that you want to open. If you do not specify a name, then the Open Project dialog 
box is displayed to allow the user to choose a project.

After a project is loaded, you can run it by calling its Run method.

Example: Loading and running a project
This example assumes that an end user of the current project has clicked a button to 
start a project named Q1Sales. The AfterClick event of this button includes the 
following code excerpt.

dim pjSales as project
set pjSales = Application.OpenProject("q1sales.xpj")
if (pjSales is Nothing) then
    Msgbox "q1sales.xpj was not found"
else
    call pjSales.Run() 
end if

Related information
For additional information about using QuickActions, search for the following Help 
topics:

“Associating QuickActions with Objects”
“Run QuickAction”

Object Method Return Value

Application object OpenProject Object. A reference to the opened project.

Project Open Boolean integer. Yes (any nonzero value) 
indicates success. 
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Creating Projects at Runtime

Methods that create projects
To create a project at runtime, you can invoke the appropriate method of either the 
application object or the project object as shown in the following table.

Technique for accessing a project that was created at runtime
If you create a new project at runtime, then the object variable that refers to that 
project goes out of scope as soon as the event procedure ends. In order to access the 
new project in another procedure, you can store one of the following pieces of 
information in a user-defined property:

■ An object reference to the new project

■ The value of the Name property of the new project

If you store the name of the new project in the user-defined property, then you can 
specify that property as the argument for the Item method of the Projects collection 
when you want to obtain an object reference to the project.

Testing whether a project that was created at runtime has been saved
When you create a project at runtime, a disk file does not exist for the project until 
you call either the Save or Save As method. If you need to test whether a project has 
been saved to a disk file, then call the IsNew method of the project. If the return 
value is Yes, then the project is new and has not been saved to a disk.

Example: Creating a Project at Runtime

Setting up the example
In this example the main project (pjMain) creates a new project (pjNew) at runtime. 
The main project has a user-defined property called NewProj for storing the name 

Object Method Return Value

Application object NewProject Object. The new project.

Project object New Boolean integer. Yes (any nonzero value) 
indicates success.
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of the new project. The example shows Express Basic code for the buttons that are 
described in the following table.

AfterClick event of btnCreateProj
The AfterClick event handler of btnCreateProj performs the following tasks:

■ Calls the New method to create a new project

■ Stores the Name property of the new project in the NewProj property of the 
current project

The event handler has the following Express Basic code.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim pjMain as project   ’current project
dim pjNew as new project
’pjMain contains the page that contains this button
set pjMain = container.container 
’Create the new project
call pjNew.New()
’Store the name of pjNew in the NewProj property
pjMain.NewProj = pjNew.Name
End Sub

AfterClick event of btnSaveProj
The AfterClick event handler of btnSaveProj performs the following tasks:

■ Obtains an object reference to the new project by using the Container property

■ Saves the new project 

■ Refreshes the NewProj property with the current value of the Name property of 
pjNew in case the user changed the name during the Save process

The event handler consists of the following Express Basic code.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim pjMain as project
dim pjNew as project

Button Description

btnCreateProj Creates the new project

btnSaveProj Saves the new project
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’pjMain contains the page that contains this button
set pjMain = Container.Container 
’Use the Item method of the Projects collection to
’   get an object reference to the new project
set pjNew = Projects.Item(pjMain.NewProj)
’Save the new project
call pjNew.Save()
’Refresh the name of the new project
pjMain.NewProj = pjNew.Name
End Sub

Structure of Briefings

Purpose and size of briefings
Briefings can vary considerably in size and purpose. For example, a briefing can be 
used in any of the following ways:

■ As a stand-alone briefing

■ As the first briefing of a multiple-briefing presentation

■ As a dependent briefing that is started from another briefing and that can 
potentially run additional briefings

■ As a briefing that stores physical pages that are linked to from other briefings

Similar to that for standard projects, the goal, when working with briefings, is to 
minimize the number of objects that are loaded at one time by creating multiple 
small briefings rather than one large briefing. 

Contents of briefings
Typically briefings contain the following content items:

■ Briefing pages — Embedded pages that are displayed in the briefing Run 
Window

■ Menus — Command items whose display is controlled by the properties of the 
Menus property set of the briefing.

Tip: Because pages are not the only content items in a briefing, the positional index 
of a page in the list of the briefing’s contents does not necessarily relate to its logical 
page number in the briefing. For more information on this subject, see the topic 
“Programming Briefing Pages” on page 8-16.
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Getting an object reference to a briefing
Briefings are always contained by projects. If you have an object reference to a 
project, then you can obtain an object reference to the first briefing in the project by 
calling the project’s GetBriefing method.

If you are dealing with a project that contains more than one briefing, then you can 
obtain an object reference to the desired briefing by calling the Item method of the 
Briefings collection while providing the briefing name as an argument.

Controlling the appearance of the Run Window
By setting properties of the briefing object you can control the appearance of the 
Run Window in which briefing pages are displayed. The following table shows 
several briefing properties and property sets that control the appearance of the 
briefing Run Window.

Property or Property Set Description

BackColor property Controls the background color of the Briefing Editor and 
Run Window

InitialState property Specifies the state of the Run Window that displays 
briefing pages

Menus property set Controls the menus that appear in the Run Window

PageMargins property set Determines how much of the background color or 
picture can be seen when a page is displayed in the Run 
Window

Picture property References a picture object that specifies a bitmap 
picture to be used for the background of the Briefing 
Editor and Run Window

RunTimeToolbar property set Identifies a user-defined toolbar and controls the 
appearance and location of this toolbar in the Run 
Window

Toolbar property set Controls the existence, location, and characteristics of 
the Briefing toolbar, which provides automatic 
navigation among briefing pages
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Programming Briefing Pages

Logical and positional page numbers
The physical sequence of briefing pages that are shown in the Briefing Browser is 
the default order in which pages will be displayed when the briefing is running. 

There are two kinds of numbers associated with each briefing page as shown in the 
following table.

Adding pages to a briefing
In Express Basic, when you use the Add method to add a page to a briefing, the 
page is inserted at the beginning of the briefing unless you specify an Index 
argument. 

If you want to insert a page at the end of a briefing, then you can use the return 
value of the Count method of the briefing to specify the next available index in the 
content list. This technique works because the positional index for the content list in 
the briefing is 0-based, while the return value of the Count method is 1-based. For a 
briefing that contains 10 items, the positional index of the last item is 9, while the 
Count method returns a value of 10. 

For example, to add PageX to the end of the brfSales briefing, use the following 
code excerpt.

Call brfSales.Add(PageX,brfSales.Count()) 

Getting an object reference to a briefing page
When a briefing is running, its CurrentPageNumber and CurrentPageIndex 
properties contain the logical page number and the positional page index of the 
current page, respectively.

Numbers for Each 
Briefing Page Description

Logical page number Indicates the logical number (1-based) of a page within its 
briefing. The first page to be displayed is logical page 1.

Positional page index Indicates the physical position (0-based) of a page in the content 
list of its briefing. The first physical page has an index of 0.
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The following methods of a briefing are useful in calculating page numbers and 
indexes and for obtaining object references to a page.

Example: Finding a briefing page number based on the name of the page
The briefing in this example has the following characteristics:

■ Briefing pages are organized by sales region.

■ The first page of each sales region has its Name property set to the name of the 
region.

At the start of the briefing, users click an option button to indicate the sales region 
they want to see. Each option button has a user-defined property (SalesRegion) that 
is set to the name of the region that it represents.

The AfterClick event handler of the group box that contains the buttons finds the 
briefing page number, based on the page’s name.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim brfSales as briefing
dim strPageName as string
dim iPageNumber as integer
dim iPageIndex as integer
’Get the name of the page from the option button
strPageName = it.SalesRegion
’The briefing contains the page that contains this
’   group box 
set brfSales = container.container
’Get the positional index of the page in the briefing
iPageIndex = brfSales.Index (strPageName)
’Get the logical number of the page in the briefing
iPageNumber = brfSales.GetPageNumber (iPageIndex)

Briefing Method Return Value Argument for the Method

GetPageIndex The positional page index of a 
briefing page

Logical page number

GetPageNumber The logical page number of a 
briefing page

Positional page index in the 
briefing’s Contents

Index The positional index of a 
content member (such as a 
page)

Name of the content member or 
an object reference to it

Item An object reference to a content 
member (such as a page)

Name of the content member or 
its positional index 
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’Display the briefing page
call brfSales.GoToPage(iPageNumber)              
End Sub

Related information
For information about navigation among briefing pages, see the topic “Displaying 
Pages” on page 8-22.

Structure of Pages

Definition: Page
A page is a window that serves as a container for other objects (such as buttons, list 
boxes, and text boxes). Pages are contained in projects, briefings, and even in other 
pages.

Types of pages
The PageType property of the page determines the type of the page as follows:

■ Top-Level — A page that is not contained by any other page.

■ Embedded — A page that exists only within the boundaries of its container 
page. The embedded page follows the life and state of its container — that is if 
you minimize or delete the container, the same action is performed on the 
embedded page. 

Important: Briefing pages are embedded pages
Briefing pages are always embedded pages because they are embedded in the 
briefing Run Window.

Comparison of top-level and embedded pages
The following table compares the characteristics of each type of page.

Characteristic Top-Level Page Embedded Page

Container Project Another page or a briefing

Owner Another top-level page or the 
desktop

No owner
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Properties that control the appearance of pages
The following table lists page properties that control the appearance of the page 
and, in some cases, the appearance of objects on the page.

Boundary 
restrictions

None Limited by the physical 
boundaries of the container page

Title bar Optional at runtime (can include 
a Control menu, maximize 
button, and minimize button)

Not available at runtime; visible 
only during design

Deletion Deleting owner page does not 
delete owned pages

Deleting the container page 
deletes the embedded page or 
pages

Minimizing Minimizing owner page 
minimizes all owned pages

Minimizing the container page 
minimizes the embedded page or 
pages

Page 
Property Description

BackColor Specifies the background color for the page and for all objects that it 
contains (except for objects that set a specific background color).

Picture References a picture object that displays a bitmap picture in the 
background of the page.

AutoSize Specifies whether objects in the page should resize and maintain their 
relative position in the page when the page is resized.

ScaleUnits Specifies the units of measurement for the page and all objects in the page.

Characteristic Top-Level Page Embedded Page
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Properties that specify Express Commands for pages
The properties in the following table specify Express commands to be run for a 
page.

Key events for pages
The following table shows the relative sequence of some key events that are 
triggered for the page object.

Page 
Property Description

BeforePage Specifies Express commands to be run during the page’s initialization; that 
is, when the page is being loaded into memory. A page must be 
reinitialized whenever you close and reopen it during design or at 
runtime.

Note: When the page is displayed at runtime, the Express commands that 
are specified in the BeforePage property are run before any event handlers 
for the page are executed.

AfterPage Specifies Express commands to be run when the page closes during design 
or at runtime. 

Note: When the page closes at runtime, the Express commands that are 
specified in the After Page property are run after any event handlers for 
the page are executed.

Page Event Time When the Event is Triggered

BeforeRun Before the page’s initialization.

Tip: This event is triggered before the top-level page performs database 
access for any views that it contains. A handler for this event can 
change the data that will be used in a view on the page without 
causing additional database access.

AfterRun After the page’s initialization but before it is displayed.

Tip: This event is triggered after the Run method of a top-level page 
has performed the required database access for the views that it 
contains. Do not write a handler for this event that changes the data 
needed for a view on the page because it might cause additional 
database access before the page is displayed.
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Related information
For information about creating pages, search for the following topics in the Help 
system:

“Creating Embedded Pages”
“Creating Top-Level Pages”

BeforeShow Before the page is displayed or before the page is hidden. The 
WindowState argument of this event indicates whether the page is 
becoming displayed or hidden.

Note: Since embedded pages (such as briefing pages) are not run but 
rather displayed and then hidden, this event is usually triggered twice 
for each embedded page.

AfterActivate When a top-level page gets focus.

Tip: A handler for this event should not include code that causes the 
page to lose focus (for example, by displaying a message box or a 
dialog box), because the AfterActivate event will be triggered again 
when the page regains focus. This leads to an endless firing of the 
event.

AfterPaint After the client area of a page is initially painted and whenever it is 
repainted. Therefore, an event handler should not include statements 
that cause painting (such as displaying a message box) because 
looping can occur.

Tip: This event is useful when you want to call drawing methods 
(such as DrawCircle, DrawLine, or DrawText) to put graphics in a 
page.

AfterDeactivate When a top-level page loses focus. This can happen when a user clicks 
another page or switches to another application.

RequestClose Before the page is closed. An event handler can cancel the request to 
close the page.

BeforeStop Before the page stops running.

Page Event Time When the Event is Triggered
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Displaying Pages

Displaying the initial page in a project or briefing
The initial page that appears when you invoke the Run method of a project depends 
on the value of the ProjectType property as described in the following table.

Controlling page navigation
In a standard project, pages are not organized in a specific sequence; only the 
position of the first physical page is significant. You need to create event handlers to 
navigate among the remaining pages.

In a briefing project, pages are organized in a specific sequence. The Briefing toolbar 
provides a means of navigating among the pages of the briefing. Thus, event 
handlers for briefing navigation are optional. 

Express Basic techniques for displaying pages
The following table shows the Express Basic techniques for displaying different 
kinds of pages.

Project Type Initial Page

Standard The first physical page in the project 

or 

The page that is specified in the StartingPage property of the 
briefing or the first physical page in the briefing

Briefing The page that is specified in the StartingPage property of the 
briefing 

or 

The first physical page in the briefing

Kind of Page Express Basic Technique

Top-level page (not a dialog box) Call the Run method of the page.

Top-level page used as a dialog box ■ For a modal dialog box, call the 
ShowModal method of the page.

■ For a modeless dialog box, call the Run 
method of the page.
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QuickActions that display pages
The following table shows QuickActions that can be used for displaying pages.

Important: One page must always be displayed
If an application does not have at least one page that is currently displayed, the 
application terminates. Therefore, if you have only one page displayed and you 
want to navigate to a different page, use the following procedure:

1. Display the next page that you want to view.

2. Close the previous page 

Creating Dialog Boxes from Pages

Building a dialog box
The following process outlines the steps for building a modal dialog box and 
responding to user input:

1. Create a page to serve as a dialog box.

2. Add objects to the dialog box to accept user input, if any, and provide a means 
of dismissing the page.

3. Save user input, if any, before the dialog box closes.

4. Determine the button that was used to dismiss the dialog box.

Embedded page in a project Set the Visible property of the page to Yes.

Briefing page Call one of the navigation methods (such as 
GoToPage or GoToNext) of the briefing.

Kind of Page QuickAction for Displaying the Page

Top-level page (not a dialog box) Run QuickAction

Briefing page GoToPage QuickAction

Kind of Page Express Basic Technique
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Characteristics of a page that is a dialog box
The property settings in the following table are required for a page that serves as a 
dialog box.

Requirements for modal dialog boxes
A modal dialog box requires buttons that allow users to dismiss it. These buttons 
must have a setting in their PageResult property to identify the way that the dialog 
box is dismissed. For example, the PageResult property of a button can be set to OK, 
Cancel, Abort, Retry, Ignore, Yes, or No.

Saving user input before a dialog box closes
If you use the ShowModal method to display a dialog box, then the window of the 
dialog box is closed before you receive the return value of this method. At that time 
it is too late to capture some volatile information such as user input in a text box or 
a selection made by a user in a list box.

For this reason, before dismissing a dialog box, the system triggers the 
DoPageResult event of the button that is causing the dialog box to be dismissed. To 
save user input before the dialog box closes, write an event handler for the 
DoPageResult event to store the user input. This event handler can store the user 
input in one or more user-defined properties of an object that will be available to 
the procedures that require the data.

Determining the button that dismissed the dialog box
To determine which button a user clicked to dismiss a modal dialog box, you can 
test either of the following values:

■ The return value of the ShowModal method

■ The value of the PageResult property of the dialog box

Related information
Search for “Creating Dialog Boxes” in the Help system.

Page Property Setting

PageType TopLevel

PageBorder Dialog
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Example: Using a Password Dialog Box

Setting up the password dialog box example
Assume the following situation:

■ The pjSales project requires a user ID and password security check.

■ The pagPassword page serves as the security dialog box.

■ If the security check is successful, then the project’s initial page (pagMain) 
should be displayed.

The pagPassword security dialog box contains the objects listed in the following 
table.

Displaying the security dialog box
Use the DoRun event of the project to display the security dialog box before the 
project performs its default behavior of displaying its initial page. The ShowModal 
method that displays the dialog box returns the value OK only if the security check 
is successful.

Function DoRun (Flags As Integer, EnableDefault As Integer) As Integer
’Display the security dialog box and test for failure
if (pagPassword.ShowModal() <> pgPROK) then
’  Validation failed -- do not run the project
   EnableDefault = FALSE
end if
End Function

Objects in the Dialog Box Description

txtUserID A text box labeled “User ID”

txtPassword A text box labled “Password”

btnOK A button with its PageResult property set to 
OK.

btnCancel A button with its PageResult property set to 
Cancel.
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Performing the security check
Use a handler for the DoPageResult event of btnOK to test the user input before the 
dialog box closes. If the security check fails, set the EnableDefault argument of this 
event to No so that the dialog box remains visible.

Sub DoPageResult (TopPage As Object, EnableDefault As Integer)
dim bUserIDCheck as integer
dim bPasswordCheck as integer
bUserIDCheck = (LCase$(txtUserID.Text) = "Admin"
bPasswordCheck = (LCase$(txtPassword.Text) = "Pass"
’If user ID and password are OK, let the project run
if (bPasswordCheck and bUserIDCheck) then
    ’IMPORTANT
    ’Must run another page before pagPassword closes
    pagMain.Run
    Exit Sub  ’Closes pagPassword
end if
’If either security check fails, display a message
if (Not bUserIDCheck) then
    Msgbox "Invalid User ID" qaMBIconStop
    txtUserID.SetFocus
else
    Msgbox "Invalid password" qaMBIconStop
    txtPassword.SetFocus
end if
’Keep the dialog box visible
EnableDefault = FALSE
End Sub
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Storing Global Information in a BaseObject

Structure of the BaseObject
The BaseObject object is a minimal object that is not visible. The following table lists 
its members.

When to consider the BaseObject object in building applications
Whenever you find that your application needs global variables or records, consider 
using one or more objects derived from the BaseObject to store the information to 
which you want global access.

For example, in a regression application you might use the BaseObject to create a 
regression object. In this case, you could add user-defined properties that represent 
elements such as the dependent variable, the independent variable, and the weight. 
Since this new object is created at the project level, you would not have to qualify its 
name when referring to it from within the project.

Creating and customizing a new object from the BaseObject
The following process outlines the steps for creating and customizing a new object 
from the BaseObject:

1. Derive a new object from the BaseObject in the Inheritance Browser.

2. Set the Name property of the new object.

3. Customize the new object, by adding a user-defined property for each variable 
to which global access is required.

Member Type BaseObject Members

Properties The five properties required for all objects: Name, LocalName, 
Description, Parent, and Container

Events None

Methods A few standard methods such as AddProperty, RemoveProperty, 
Delete, Derive, and Duplicate
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9
Creating the User Interface

Chapter summary
This chapter describes objects that are available for building the user interface.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Adding Objects to Projects or Briefings

■ Common Properties in the User Interface

■ Using Menus

■ Using Toolbars

■ Adding Commands to Menus and Toolbars

■ Example: Programming a Menu

■ Customizing Default Popup Menus

■ Using Common Dialog Objects

■ Constructing Path Names from File System Controls

■ Displaying Pictures

■ Grouping Objects Using the TabControl

■ Displaying Lists and Selecting Items

■ Hierarchical Lists: Working with a TreeView

■ Objects for Displaying Data
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Adding Objects to Projects or Briefings

Objects that are available for building the user interface
The following sources of objects are available for building the user interface:

■ The Toolbox

■ User-Defined objects

■ OLE objects

The Toolbox contains icons that you use to create objects in Oracle Express Objects. 
The Toolbox can contain up to four groups, depending on the objects that you have 
installed, as described in the following table.

Although insertable OLE objects and user-defined objects can be added to the 
Toolbox, you can also use them as sources for creating objects even if they are not in 
the Toolbox.

Group of Objects in the 
Toolbox Description

Built-in objects The objects provided by Oracle Express Objects including:

■ Stand-alone objects such as briefings, pages, tables, 
graphs, Express output objects, and OLE objects

■ Controls with a visual representation such as combo boxes 
and option buttons. Objects that are related to either 
menus or toolbars including menus, toolbars, and 
command item objects

■ Controls without a visual representation such as the timer

OLE controls Objects that you added to the Toolbox through the Install 
dialog box.

Insertable OLE objects Objects that you added to the Toolbox by creating an OLE 
object and adding it to the Toolbox.

User-defined objects Objects that you created and added to the Toolbox.
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Process of adding objects to projects
The following process outlines the process of building the user interface by adding 
objects to the main building blocks of an application:

1. Creation of objects through visual programming during design or dynamically 
at runtime.

2. Addition of newly created objects to the appropriate pages or other containers.

3. Setting properties and adding user-defined properties as necessary objects.

4. Associating actions (event handlers or QuickActions) with events.

5. Replacing or extending built-in methods and adding user-defined methods.

Comparison: Creating objects visually or dynamically
The following table compares the features that are available when you create objects 
during design and at runtime.

This table shows that you cannot add methods or event handlers to an object that 
you create dynamically at runtime. This means that you must do one of the 
following if you want to run code from a dynamically created object:

■ Derive or copy the object from a user-defined object that already has methods 
and event handlers defined for it.

■ Add the object to containers that have code to handle the appropriate events.

Features Used for Creating and Enhancing 
Objects

Available at 
Design Time?

Available at 
Runtime?

Deriving or duplicating from a built-in object Yes Yes

Deriving or duplicating from a user-defined object Yes Yes

Setting properties Yes Yes

Adding user-defined properties Yes Yes

Adding support for events Yes No

Adding event handlers Yes No

Replacing or extending methods Yes No

Adding user-defined methods Yes No
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Performance guidelines for creating objects dynamically
Performance improves when you observe the following principles:

■ At startup time, limit the number of objects that need to be loaded.

■ When an application runs, limit the number of objects in memory.

Therefore, for performance purposes, consider using the following approaches:

■ Derive new pages from template pages at the point in the application where 
they are needed so that they do not have to be loaded at startup.

■ Reuse objects by moving them to the desired page at the appropriate time to 
minimize the number of objects.

■ Divide your application into multiple projects that you can load and unload as 
necessary to minimize the number of objects in memory.

Designing for multiple screen resolutions
Follow these guidelines when you design a project for multiple screen resolutions.

Related information
For information about creating objects, search for the appropriate Objectname Object 
topic (such as “List Box Object”) and for the following topics in the Help system:

“Adding and Modifying User-Defined Methods”
“Adding User-Defined Objects to the Toolbox”
“Creating Objects”
“Extending and Replacing Method Behavior”
“Installing Objects”
“List of Objects”

IF you want . . . THEN . . .

the layout to appear 
the same on all screens,

design the briefing in the lowest resolutions that any user will 
use, such as 640x480.

bitmaps to appear the 
same on all screens,

make the following settings:

■ Set the pages’s ScaleUnits property to Twips

■ Set the page’s AutoSize property to Yes

■ Double-click the ellipsis to the right of the page’s Picture 
property to display the Picture Viewer dialog box, and then, 
in the Scale box, select Scale.
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“Setting Properties”
“Specifying Handlers for Events”

For information about performance issues, see the Performance Tips for Oracle 
Express Objects Help system. (You can access this Help system from the Contents 
screen of the Oracle Express Objects Help system.)

Common Properties in the User Interface

Overview of common properties that relate to the user interface
The following table lists a number of properties that have an impact on the user 
interface and exist as members of many objects.

Comparison: Visible and Enabled properties
The following table compares the effect of the Visible and Enabled properties.

Property Description

Enabled A Boolean property that controls access to an object and its events

Text A string property that contains the text that identifies an object

Visible A Boolean property that controls whether an object or component can 
be seen and selected by the mouse

TabIndex An integer property that specifies the position of an object in the tab 
order list (that is, the order in which objects get input focus when the 
user presses the Tab key) that is maintained by containers other than 
projects or briefings

TabStop A Boolean property that can exclude an object from the tab order list of 
its container

Property Setting Impact During Design Impact When Running

Enabled = No None. Object is visible but it does not 
respond to keyboard or mouse input. 
No events are generated for the 
object.

Visible = No Components (such as a 
footnote in a graph) are 
invisible. 

Objects (such as a button or an entire 
graph) are invisible.
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You can select an invisible object or component in the Contents Tab of the Object 
Inspector for the container of the object or component.

Using the tab order list
The tab order list identifies the sequence in which objects get focus when an 
end-user presses the Tab key to move among objects in the user interface. The 
following information applies to the tab order list:

■ A separate tab order list exists for each container.

■ The index for the tab order list is zero-based. 

■ When you add a new object to a container, the product automatically sets the 
object’s TabIndex property with a value that places the new object last in the tab 
order list for its container.

If you change the value of the TabIndex property for an object, then the TabIndex 
property of all the other objects in the same container are renumbered 
automatically.

If you exclude an object from the tab order list by setting its TabStop property to No, 
the object will not be given input focus when the user presses the Tab key to move 
among objects in the container or when the user attempts to move directly to the 
object by using a mnemonic key. Instead, input focus is given to the next object in 
the tab order list.

Using mnemonic keys in the Text property
Most visible objects have a Text property that contains the text that appears on the 
screen to identify the object. In the Text property of the following objects, you can 
designate a letter to serve as a mnemonic key for quick keyboard access:

■ Buttons

■ Command items on menus

■ Check boxes

■ Group boxes

■ Labels

■ Option buttons
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Use the ampersand (&) before a character in the Text property to designate that 
character as a mnemonic key. At run time, the character preceded by an ampersand 
appears underlined. 

For example, if you set the Text property of an object to “E&xit”, then you can use 
the keyboard shortcut Alt+x to reach the object at run time as indicated by the 
underlined letter in the following example.

 Exit

If a mnemonic key is allowed in the Text property of an object, then you need to use 
two ampersands to specify the ampersand character as part of the text that will 
appear on the screen.

A few objects (such as group boxes and labels) have the ShowMnemonic property 
that allows the developer to determine whether a mnemonic key will be allowed in 
the Text property of an object. 

Using Menus

The function of a menu object
A menu object participates in the user interface at runtime in one of the following 
ways depending on the setting of its MenuStyle property:

■ As a menu bar — Appearing at the top of a page or the briefing Run Window 
when the page or Run Window is displayed

■ As a popup menu — Appearing when the user clicks the right mouse button in 
a page or the margin of the briefing Run Window

Where can you create a menu?
Using visual programming, you can create a menu on the desktop, in any page 
(top-level or embedded), or in the page margin of the Briefing Editor. If you create a 
menu on the desktop, it will be contained in the currently active project. Later you 
can associate the menu with one or more pages or briefings in the project.

Using Express Basic programming, you can derive or link an existing menu object 
and add it to a page or briefing. You can also create a new menu and add it to the 
desired container.
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Associating a menu bar with a page or a briefing
If you add a menu bar to a top-level page or a briefing, the TopLevelMenu property 
of the page or briefing is set automatically to point to the menu bar. Menu bars can 
be displayed only in top-level pages or briefings.

Nested pages (that is, embedded pages and briefing pages) do not have a 
TopLevelMenu property. Therefore, if you add a menu bar to a nested page, no 
property is set automatically. To inform the containing top-level page or briefing 
that a menu bar in a nested page should be used when the nested page is displayed, 
set the UseNestedMenus property of the top-level page or briefing to Yes. 

Associating a popup menu with a page or a briefing
When you add a popup menu to any page or briefing, the PopupMenu property of 
that page or briefing is set automatically to point to the popup menu. 

At runtime, popup menus are displayed automatically when a user clicks the right 
mouse button in a page or a briefing that has its PopupMenu property set. If you 
prefer to display a popup menu explicitly by calling its Run method, you must first 
set the RunPopup property of the page or briefing to Manual.

Function of command items in a menu object
Menus contain command items that can serve any of the following purposes:

■ Menu titles

■ Standard menu items

■ Menu items that can be checked

■ Submenus

■ Horizontal separators

A command item on a menu can be shared (that is, linked) with a toolbar when a 
button on the toolbar serves as a shortcut for a menu item.

Related information
See the topic “Adding Commands to Menus and Toolbars” on page 9-10 for more 
information about command items.
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For additional information about menus, search for the following topics in the Help 
system:

“Adding Menu Options”
“Adding Menus to Briefings”
“Adding Menus to Pages”
“Creating Menus”

Using Toolbars

Function of a toolbar object
A toolbar object is a container for buttons that provide shortcuts for performing 
common tasks on any page.

Function of command items in a toolbar
Toolbars contain command items that can serve any of the following purposes:

■ Standard toolbar buttons 

■ Toolbar buttons that can be toggled

■ Toolbar gaps

A command item on a toolbar can be shared (that is, linked) with a menu when a 
button on the toolbar serves as a shortcut for a menu item.

Controlling the behavior of a toolbar 
The properties described in the following table control the behavior of a toolbar.

Property Description

ButtonSize Specifies whether toolbar buttons are small, large, or large with 
text.

Locked Specifies whether a toolbar is locked in place or whether an end 
user can change its position at runtime.
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Adding buttons to a toolbar
There are two sources for adding buttons to a toolbar:

■ The Toolbar Gallery — Provides predefined buttons (that is, buttons that have 
bitmaps assigned)

■ The command item object — Allows you to create buttons to which you can 
add your own bitmaps

You can rearrange buttons after they are on a toolbar by dragging and dropping 
them in new locations.

Related information
For more information about working with toolbars, search for the following topics 
in the Help system:

“Adding Toolbar Buttons”
“Toolbar Gallery”

Adding Commands to Menus and Toolbars

Sharing command items in menus and toolbars
The command item object is a polymorphic object. Its container determines how it 
appears in an application. 

A command item that is contained by a menu object can appear as a menu item, 
while the same command item that is contained in a toolbar object can appear as a 
toolbar button. The polymorphic nature of a command item makes it possible to 
link a single command item from a menu object to a toolbar object.

PopupTipsDelay Specifies the number of milliseconds that should elapse before a 
popup tip is displayed for a command item on a toolbar, or zero 
for immediate popup tip display.

PopupTipsEnabled Specifies whether to display popup tips for command items on 
the toolbar. Specify the text for a popup tip in the PopupTip 
property of a command item.

Property Description
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Controlling the behavior of a command item
The ItemStyle property of the command item determines the kind of command that 
appears on a menu or a toolbar. For example, this property specifies for a menu 
item whether it should appear as a normal menu item, a menu item that users can 
toggle, or a horizontal line separating menu items.

After setting the ItemStyle property, you have the option of setting the ItemState 
property to indicate the visual state of a command item at runtime. For example, 
you can specify that a command item on a menu should appear checked or 
unchecked. For a toolbar button, the setting of the ItemStyle property controls 
whether the button appears in the “up” position (that is, not pressed down) or the 
“down” position (that is, pressed down).

Containers of command items
The container of a command item can be a menu, a toolbar, or another command 
item. 

A command item that serves as a menu title is an example of a command item that 
acts as a container. This command item is the container of the command items that 
appear under the menu title.

Command item properties
Because the command item object is used for both menus and toolbars, not all 
properties of this object apply at all times. For example, when the command item 
serves as a menu option, the PopupTip property does not apply. However, when the 
same command item serves as a toolbar button, the PopupTip property is relevant. 
If you are using a command item for both a menu and a toolbar, you can set its 
PopupTip property and the product uses this information in the appropriate 
situation.
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Command item events
Because the command item object is used for both menus and toolbars, not all 
events of the command item object apply at all times. The following table lists the 
events of the command item object in the relative sequence that they are triggered.

Programming command items
If a command item serves as an option on a menu or a button on a toolbar, then you 
can write handlers for any of its events, or you can allow the command item’s 
container to handle an event. 

A container can handle an event for its content members if the container supports a 
similar event. For example, you can specify an event handler for the AfterItemClick 
event of a toolbar, and that handler will be executed when the AfterItemClick event 
occurs for any button on the toolbar that does not have its own handler.

Example: Programming a Menu

Setting the context of the example
Make the following assumptions regarding a menu bar in an application that can 
run a variety of demos:

■ The command item that serves as the first top-level menu on the menu bar is 
named ciDemos and has its Text property set to “Demos”.

■ The container for the menu items under “Demos” is the command item 
ciDemos.

Command Item 
Event Description

Other Objects That 
Support the Event

AfterItemSelect Triggered after a user selects a command 
item in a menu or a toolbar; triggered 
before the AfterItemClick event

Menu and toolbar

BeforeItemActivate Triggered only when a command item has 
contents and is about to display a 
submenu

Menu

AfterItemClick Triggered when a user clicks a command 
item in a menu or a toolbar

Menu and toolbar
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■ The command items for each item under “Demos” have their Prompt properties 
set with the text that should appear in a status bar when they are selected.

■ An event handler is needed for the AfterItemSelect event to display the prompt 
text in the first pane of sbStatusBar when a user selects a menu item.

Rather than create a handler for the AfterItemSelect event of each command item 
under ciDemos, this application takes advantage of propagation by using a handler 
for the AfterItemSelect event of the container ciDemos.

AfterItemSelect event handler
The AfterItemSelect event handler of ciDemos contains the following Express Basic 
code.

Sub AfterItemSelect ()
Dim tMsg as string
’Since this procedure handles events for multiple
’objects in a container, use IT to refer to the item
’that was actually selected.
If (It.ItemStyle = ciSTYHSeparator) Then 
tMsg = " "
ElseIf (It.Prompt = "Exit") Then
tMsg = "Exit the Demo"
Else
tMsg = "Displays a demo on " & It.Prompt
End If

sbStatusBar.Pane1 = tMsg
End Sub

Customizing Default Popup Menus

Objects that have default popup menus at runtime
Only the following objects have default popup menus at runtime:

■ Dimension list box

■ Briefing

■ Table

■ Graph
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What kinds of customization are available?
The following table shows the customization options that are available and the 
properties that are related to the option.

Characteristics of the PopupMenuAttributes object
The PopupMenuAttributes object is an object that has the following restrictions: you 
cannot derive, duplicate, or link it. However, you can display it in the Object 
Inspector by double-clicking in the Value column of the PopupMenuAttributes 
property of an object.

The PopupMenuAttributes object supports the same events as the menu object. 
Additionally, it has methods that allow you to hide or show a menu item, add a 
menu item, or eliminate a menu item from the system popup menu of an object.

You can associate Express Basic code with the events of any PopupMenuAttributes 
object.

Related information
For detailed information about customizing popup menus, search for the following 
topics in the Help system.

“Customizing Runtime Popup Menus”
“Popup Menu Attributes Dialog Box”
“PopupMenuAttributes Object”

Customization Option Related Property

Eliminate the display of the default 
popup menu for a given object

ShowDefaultPopup property

Note: When this property is set to No, you can 
create a custom popup menu and call its Run 
method

Eliminate the display of popup 
menus for individual components 
of a view

ShowComponentPopup property

Note: When this property is set to No for a view, 
only the view’s main popup menu appears 
regardless of where you click the right mouse 
button

Change the text of an item on a 
popup menu; add or eliminate an 
item on a popup menu

PopupMenuAttributes property

Note: This setting of this property is an object that 
contains the text to display for each item and an 
indicator of whether an item should appear at 
runtime
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Using Common Dialog Objects

Kinds of common dialog objects
You can make use of common Windows dialog boxes that you can create using the 
objects listed in the following table.

You create these common dialog objects as you create any object by using its icon on 
the Toolbox. When you create a common dialog object, it appears as an icon in the 
page. To view the dialog box during design, right-click it and choose Show.

Displaying common dialog objects
Frequently, you might want to display a common dialog box when an end user 
chooses a certain option on a menu or clicks a toolbar button.

You can display a common dialog object by calling its Show method in an event 
handler.

Accessing user input in common dialog objects
The information that an end user enters in any of the common dialog objects is 
stored in the properties of that dialog object. For example, the RGB value of the 
color selected in the Color dialog box is stored in the Color property of the color 
dialog object. Similarly, the font settings selected by an end user in the Font dialog 
box are stored in the appropriate properties of the font dialog object.

Object Description

File dialog object Displays either a Windows Open dialog box or a Save As 
dialog box, depending on the setting of the object’s DialogType 
property

Font dialog object Displays the Windows Font dialog box for specifying the 
format of characters

Color dialog object Displays the Windows Color dialog box for selecting colors
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Constructing Path Names from File System Controls

Objects that serve as file system controls
The objects listed in the following table serve as file system controls in the user 
interface. They are listed in the sequence of a path name (that is, drive, folder, and 
file).

Connecting a set of file system objects
You can connect or synchronize a set of file system objects so that the path specified 
in the Directory property of both the DirectoryListBox object and the FileListBox 
object is updated automatically when a user selects a new drive or folder. The 
following diagram shows how to accomplish this task by setting the 
DirectoryListBox property and the FileListBox property.

Object Description

Drive combo box Shows accessible drives in a Windows combo box

Directory list box Shows graphical folder lists in a page

File list box Shows the files in a specified folder in a Windows list box

dvDriveComboBox1

drDirectoryListbox1

Set to

Set to

fiFileListbox1

Properties

Properties

Property

Drive
DirectoryListbox

Directory
FileListbox

Directory
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Example: Retrieving the entire path selected by a user
This example uses the following set of file system objects:

■ dvDriveComboBox1 — A drive combo box whose DirectoryListBox property is 
set to the object drDirectoryListBox1.

■ drDirectoryListBox1 — A directory list box whose FileListBox property is set to 
the object fiFileListBox1.

■ fiFileListBox1 — A file list box whose Directory property is updated 
automatically when a user selects a different drive or folder. The MultiSelect 
property of this file list box is set to prevent multiple selection.

The following objects are also contained in the same page as the file system objects: 

■ txtPath — A text box for holding the entire path name

■ btnFinish — A button that the user presses after selecting the desired drive, 
folder, and file

The following Express Basic code puts the entire path name in txtPath after 
btnFinish is clicked.

Sub AfterClick ()
’clear the text box
txtPath.Text = ""
’get drive and folder info from file list box
txtPath.Text = fiFileListBox1.Directory
’append a backslash after the last folder
txtPath.Text = txtPath.Text & "\"
’GetSelectedItems returns the name of the file selected 
’in the file list box
txtPath.Text = txtPath.Text & fiFileListBox1.GetSelectedItems()
End Sub
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Displaying Pictures

What is the picture object?
The picture object defines a picture including the full path name of the file that 
contains the picture. It also specifies criteria such as the following:

■ The type of scaling to be applied when the picture is used 

■ Whether the picture should be stored in the current project file or accessed from 
its picture file whenever it is displayed

Kinds of picture objects 
The Type property of the picture object specifies whether the file that contains the 
picture is a bitmap, a metafile, an icon, or a cursor file. 

Function of the picture object
The picture object can function in either of the following ways:

■ As the value of a property in another object — Many objects have properties 
whose data type is picture object. For example, the banner object has a Picture 
property and a MouseIcon property with a data type of picture object.

■ As a stand-alone object — You can store a picture object once in a project and 
then link it to the properties of other objects as needed.

Uses of the picture object
How the picture is used depends on the object and property it is associated with. 
The following table shows a variety of uses for the picture object that is referenced 
in the Picture property of different objects.

Object Use of the Picture Object in the Picture Property

Banner Appears on the face of the banner

BaseControl Fills the window of the object

Briefing Fills the background of the Run Window of the briefing

Button Appears on the face of the button

Combo box or list 
box

Allocates space for the pictures that are specified in the ItemPicture 
property
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Suggestions for displaying a picture in a portion of a page
If you want to display a picture in a portion of a page in an efficient manner, 
consider using the Picture property of one of the following objects:

■ BaseControl — A minimal object with a window; provides a simple picture 
display

■ Banner — An object that can provide the special effects of a border, a raised 
surface, or a shadow

You can also use the picture box object for displaying a picture in a portion of a 
page. However, since the picture box object is a container, it is a less efficient 
approach for simply displaying pictures.

Purpose of the picture box object
The picture box object has drawing or graphics methods such as DrawLine, 
DrawText, DrawRectangle, and DrawCircle.

When you want to display a picture and use graphics methods in a portion of a 
page, then you should consider using the picture box object.

An additional advantage of the picture object is its hDC property, which can be 
used in calls to Windows API functions.

Tip: Using hotspots in a picture box
If you specify a picture object for the picture box, you can also create hotspot objects 
on the picture so that you can detect the location where an end user performs an 
action such as clicking a mouse button.

Related information
For details about working with pictures, search for the Help topic “Using Pictures.”

Page Fills the client area of the page

PictureBox Fills the window of the object

Object Use of the Picture Object in the Picture Property
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Grouping Objects Using the TabControl

What is the TabControl?
The TabControl is an object that allows you to group several dialog boxes or other 
objects in separate tabs that can appear on one page. The TabControl object is a 
container.

Structure of the TabControl
A TabControl consists of multiple tabs each of which represent a content member. 
Tabs can be displayed in multiple rows as specified by the MultipleRows property.

The TabControl has one content member for each tab. For example, if you add a 
graph to the client area of a tab, then that graph fills the entire client area of the tab. 

If you want to store multiple objects in a tab, add a page to the tab and place the 
objects in the page.

Creating tabs automatically
You can specify that you want the TabControl to create tabs automatically for you 
by setting the properties in the following table.

You can also set the text that appears on each tab by setting the TabCaption 
property. This property is an array of strings that holds the caption for each 
individual tab.

Properties and methods used in editing tabs
The ActiveTabIndex property identifies the tab that is currently active.

Property Comments

CreateDefaultTabs If you set this property to Yes, then the TabControl creates tabs 
automatically for you

DefaultTabCount The number of tabs that will be created automatically by the 
TabControl when CreateDefaultTabs is set to Yes

DefaultTabObject The content object to be added to each tab that is created 
automatically (the default object is the page)
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The methods listed in the following table allow you to manipulate tabs.

Displaying Lists and Selecting Items

Objects that can display lists
The objects that are listed in the following table display a list of items in various 
ways and provide users with the ability to select one or more items as indicated.

Another object that shares some characteristics with these list objects is the 
TreeView. For more information about the TreeView, see the topic “Hierarchical 
Lists: Working with a TreeView” on page 9-24.

TabControl Method Comments

Add Adds a tab to the TabControl

Count Returns the number of tabs in a TabControl

Remove Removes a tab from a TabControl

Object Multiple Selection? Description

Combo box No Consists of a list box and a text box that reflects the 
current selection or can allow user input depending 
on the style of the combo box.

List box Yes Displays a list of items arranged in one or more 
columns.

ListView Yes Displays a collection of items arranged in any of the 
following styles:

■ An icon list that shows only icons and labels 
that can be rearranged by the user

■ A small icon list that shows only small icons and 
labels that can be rearranged by the user

■ A small icon list arranged in columns

■ A detail list with each icon on one line 
accompanied by multiple columns of subitem 
information
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Setting initial values for a list during design
Objects that display lists do not save their list item information when they are not 
running. However, list information stored during design in the DefaultList property 
of one of these objects is an exception and is always saved with the object. This 
information provides initial values for the list when the object is displayed. 

Keeping track of the items in the list at runtime
The properties that are described in the following table reflect the current condition 
of the list at runtime. These properties can be accessed only through Express Basic.

Modifying the list at runtime
The methods that are described in the following table allow you to maintain the lists 
in a list box, combo box, or ListView object at runtime.

Accessing the current selection
At runtime, the ListIndex property specifies the index of the currently selected item 
in a list. A change to the value of this property triggers the AfterClick event for the 
list box, combo box, or ListView object.

Property Description

List Specifies a string array of items in a list box or combo box (not 
applicable for the ListView object)

ListCount Specifies the number of items in a list

ListItem Specifies an object array of items in a ListView object (not applicable for 
list box or combo box). The items in a ListView object are ListItem 
objects.

Method Description

AddItem Adds an item to the list. Using this method, you must add items one at 
a time.

SetItems Adds multiple items to a list.

RemoveItem Removes an item from a list. Using this method, you must remove 
items one at a time.

Clear Removes all the items from a list.
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Determining the selection status of items in a list
In Express Basic, you can use the Selected property to get or set the selection status 
of items in a list box. 

Accessing selected items in a list
The properties that are described in the following table provide access to the 
selected items in a list. Because the combo box does not allow multiple selections, it 
does not have these properties.

Retrieving items in a list
The methods that are described in the following table allow you to get items from a 
list.

Property Description

SelectCount Indicates the number of items selected in a list box or a ListView. 
This number changes as users interact with the list.

SelectedList An array of the currently selected items in a list box. (Does not 
apply to the ListView.) Use the SelectCount property to determine 
the size of this array.

SelectedListItem An object reference to the currently selected ListItem for a ListView. 
(Does not apply to the list box).

Method Description

GetItems Gets all the items in a list box, combo box, or ListView.

GetSelectedItems Gets a string that contains all the selected items in a list box or a 
ListView in the order that the items appear. (Does not apply to a 
combo box because multiple selections are not possible.)
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Hierarchical Lists: Working with a TreeView

What is a TreeView?
The TreeView displays a collection of items in a hierarchical list. The TreeView is not 
a container. The TreeView keeps track of the nodes in its list through the TreeNode 
property, which is an array of TreeNode objects.

Users can expand or collapse TreeNodes that appear in a TreeView by clicking 
them.

Choosing a style for a TreeView
When you set the TreeViewStyle property, you can choose from a variety of styles 
for a TreeView. These styles include combinations of the following elements: text, 
image, plus or minus sign, and lines.

Can you initialize the items in a TreeView during design?
TreeNodes must be specified at runtime. 

Maintaining a TreeView
The methods that are described in the following table allow you to maintain a 
TreeView.

Method Description

AddTreeNode Adds one new TreeNode to a TreeView

RemoveTreeNode Removes one TreeNode and all of its children from a 
TreeView

Clear Removes all the TreeNodes and their children from a 
TreeView
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Accessing the TreeNodes in a TreeView
The properties that are described in the following table allow you to access the 
TreeNodes in a TreeView.

Related information
For information about displaying Express hierarchical dimensions, see Chapter 13.

Objects for Displaying Data

What data-aware objects are available?
The following table lists the data-aware objects that are available in Oracle Express 
Objects.

Property Description

TreeNodeCount A read-only property that returns the number of TreeNodes 
in the TreeView

TreeNodes An object array of the TreeNodes in the TreeView

Selected Sets or returns the selected state of a TreeNode

SelectCount A read-only property that indicates the number of TreeNodes 
selected in a TreeView

SelectedTreeNode Identifies the currently selected TreeNode

Data Aware Object Description

Table Presents data in report form.

Graph Presents a graphical view of numeric data.

Dimension List Box A list box that displays the values of a single dimension. It has 
built-in support for displaying hierarchical dimensions.

Selector A set of tools for choosing the dimension values to display in a 
table, graph, or dimension list box. 
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Why use data-aware objects?
Use data-aware objects rather than calling Express directly and displaying data in 
controls such as the list box. Data-aware objects provide the following advantages:

■ Automatic fetching of data

■ Automatic support for hierarchies

■ Easy to use formatting of data and dimension labels

■ Ability to save data displays and to share the same data across different objects

Related information
For more information about data aware objects, see the chapters referenced in the 
following table.

Data Aware Object Chapter

Table Chapter 10 and 
Chapter 18

Graph Chapter 11, Chapter 12 
and Chapter 18

Dimension List Box Chapter 13

Selector Chapter 14
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10
Introducing Tables

Chapter summary
This chapter introduces you to tables in Oracle Express Objects and Express 
Analyzer. For information about programming tables, see Chapter 18.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Is a Table?

■ Characteristics of Table Data

■ Comparing Tables with Other Data Presentations

■ Analysis Features in Tables

■ Adding and Replacing Features

■ Structure of a Table

■ Table Components and the DataCube

■ Formatting a Table

■ Formatting Measures in Tables

■ Enabling What-If Analysis
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What Is a Table?

Definition: Oracle Express Objects table
An Oracle Express Objects table is a view (that is, a presentation) of the 
multidimensional data that is stored in an Express database, arranged as the data is 
defined in a DataCube. The table presents data in the form of a report.

Oracle Express Objects tables are designed for data analysis. Table features allow 
users to arrange the data in a number of ways so that they can see its different 
aspects. 

Example: Table
The following figure shows a typical table. This table shows Sales values. The 
Dimension Bar at the top of the table shows the arrangement of the data.
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The next figure shows the same table, but with a layout that emphasizes the 
difference in sales numbers by channel. 

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For information about creating tables programmatically, see Chapter 18.

■ For more information about tables, search in the Help system for the following 
topic:

“Table Object”

You can jump from this topic to lists of the table object’s properties, events, 
methods, and components.

Characteristics of Table Data

Data that a table can display
Tables can display numeric, Boolean, date, and text data.

Where the data is stored
In most cases, data is stored in the Express database or is calculated on the fly. A 
DataCube object specifies the structure and the content of the data that you display 
in a table.
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If you are using Relational Access Manager, you can also display relational data in a 
table. This data is cached in Express as you access it, but it is stored in the relational 
database.

How current the data is
Unlike a report that is created from a relational database, Oracle Express Objects 
tables display live data. Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer fetches data 
from the Express database each time a user runs the briefing or application that 
contains the table.

Tables have an ongoing connection to the Express database. Whenever the product 
fetches data, it fetches the most up-to-date data.

Table data is multidimensional
The data in tables in Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer is 
multidimensional. It is arranged in rows, columns, and pages.

You can see several rows and columns of data at once, but tables display only one 
page of data at a time. 

Related information
Consult the following table to find more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

the DataCube, Chapter 16.

the Selector, Chapter 14.

multidimensional data, Chapter 5.

Relational Access Manager, Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s 
Guide.

ways to create tables, the following topics in the Help system:

“AddMeasures Method”

“Copying Objects”

“Creating Tables and Graphs”

“Creating Views from Other Views”

“Deriving Objects”

“Populating Tables and Graphs with Data”
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Comparing Tables with Other Data Presentations

Oracle Express Objects tables and SQL tables
In Oracle Express Objects, tables are views of data, while SQL tables are units of 
data storage.

Oracle Express Objects tables and SQL reports
There are two main differences between Oracle Express Objects tables and SQL 
reports, as shown here.

Tables and grid objects
The following table shows the differences between a table and a grid object.

Oracle Express Objects Tables SQL Reports

Data is live Data may have changed after report is run

Table is multidimensional Report is two-dimensional

Table Characteristics Grid Characteristics

Designed for analysis Designed for presentation only

Multidimensional Two-dimensional

Has an ongoing connection to the database Has no ongoing connection to the database

Can be populated during design Can be populated only at runtime

Has data fetched automatically Is populated with data that you must fetch 
by calling Express
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Analysis Features in Tables

Dimension Bar
The Dimension Bar, at the top of each table, allows you to rearrange the data in the 
table and to view different pages of data. The following figure shows the Dimension 
Bar for a table.

You can also drag the labels to move dimensions from one edge to another in a 
table. You can view different pages of data in a table when the ShowPages property 
is set to Yes.

Selector
The Selector allows you to choose different data to display. You can select different 
dimension values; you can even select a different measure to display. You can also 
use the Selector to sort dimension values.

The Selector is available from the Selector button in the Dimension Bar and from the 
table’s right mouse popup menu.

Drilling in hierarchical data
You can drill in table data to show more or less detailed data. Drill icons (plus and 
minus signs) appear in the row labels to indicate whether you can show more 
detail. You simply click the drill icon to drill in the data. You can also drill by 
choosing Drill down or Drill up from the table’s right mouse popup menus. 
Drilling is available for any dimension that has a hierarchy defined for it.

Displays the Selector
Controls whether data is refreshed automatically

Displays Help Edge icon
Dimension names

Drag edge icons or dimension names to rearrage data.
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Aggregating data
You can display aggregated values, such as a total or an average, instead of 
individual data values. Aggregation is accessible through the right mouse popup 
menu for a dimension name in the Dimension Bar.

Related information
For more information about table analysis features, see the following topics in the 
Help system:

“Aggregating Data”
“Changing the Layout of Tables”
“Displaying Different Pages of Data”
“Drilling in Tables”
“Exchanging Edges in Tables and Graphs”
“Moving and Exchanging Dimensions in Views”
“Using the Dimension Bar”
“Using the Selector”

Adding and Replacing Features

Limiting access to analysis features
You can prevent your users from accessing analysis features. The following table 
lists features and properties that control their availability.

Adding features
You can add analysis features to a table by writing Express Basic code or by using 
QuickActions. For example, you can use the Create View QuickAction to allow a 
user to create a graph with the same data that a table displays. Or you could write 

Feature Limiting Access

Dimension Bar ShowDimensionBar

Remove or customize popup menu

Selector EnableSelectData

Drilling EnableDrilling

Aggregation EnableAggregation
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Express Basic code that displays a graph showing the last three months’ Sales for a 
product when a user selects the label in the table for that product.

You can set up a table for what-if analysis by populating the table with appropriate 
data and setting properties of the CellEditing property set, as described in 
“Enabling What-If Analysis” on page 10-17.

Replacing features
You can also replace analysis features, using QuickActions or Express Basic code. 
For example, you can disable the default drilling feature and provide a button that 
lets users drill in the data. You can use the Show Drill Tool QuickAction to handle 
the button’s AfterClick event, or you can call the table’s Drill method.

Related information
Consult the following table to find more information.

Structure of a Table

Definition: Component
Components are the contents of tables and graphs.

A component is like an object in that you and your users can change its appearance 
by setting properties. Each component has its own right mouse popup menu.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

what-if analysis, “Enabling What-If Analysis” on page 10-17.

using Express Basic to build features 
into a table, 

Chapter 18.

available QuickActions, “List of QuickActions” topic in the Help system.

disabling features, the following topics in the Help system:

“EnableAggregation Property”

“EnableDrilling Property”

“EnableSelectData Property”

“PopupMenuAttributes Object”

“ShowDefaultPopup Property”
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Unlike objects, a component cannot be derived, duplicated, or deleted. You can, 
however, hide a component by setting its Visible property to No. Table components 
cannot be moved. You cannot add properties, events, or methods to a component.

The names of components cannot be changed. When you are programming a table, 
you can always refer to components by their names (such as Table1!Databody).

Table components
The following figure identifies the seven table components.

The following table describes the components of an Oracle Express Objects table.

Component Description

Column edge

Row edge

Page edge

Display dimension value labels. These components correspond 
to the DataCube edges. For more information, see “Table 
Components and the DataCube” on page 10-10 later in this 
chapter.

Title
Subtitle

Page edge
Row edge

Footnote
Databody

Column edge
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Related information
For more information about table components, search for the following topics in the 
Help system. You can jump from each component topic to a list of the component’s 
properties:

“Table Column Edge Component”
“Table Databody Component”
“Table Footnote Component”
“Table Page Edge Component”
“Table Row Edge Component”
“Table Subtitle Component”
“Table Title Component”

Table Components and the DataCube

Basic relationships
As described in Chapter 16, the DataCube specifies the content and the structure of 
the data that is displayed in a view. The table edges correspond to the edges in the 
DataCube, as follows. 

Dimension value labels from each of the dimensions in a DataCube edge appear in 
the corresponding table component. For example, if the DataCube’s column edge 
contains an edge node that represents the PRODUCT dimension, then labels for 
selected PRODUCT values appear in the table’s column edge.

Databody Displays measure values.

Title

Subtitle

Footnote

Display textual information about the table. These components 
are invisible by default. 

DataCube Edge Table Component

Column Column edge

Row Row edge

Page Page edge

Component Description
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Multiple edge nodes in an edge
When a DataCube edge has more than one edge node, the order of the edge nodes 
in the edge determine where in a table the dimension value labels appear. The first 
edge node in the edge appears as the “outer” set of labels in the table edge. These 
dimension value labels appear fewer times in the edge than the dimension labels for 
other edge nodes in the edge. Dimension value labels for other edge nodes appear 
more often in the table. 

Example: Multiple edge nodes in an edge
In the following figure, the edge nodes in the row edge of the DataCube represent 
Geog. Area and Time, in that order. The Time dimension values appear once for 
each geographical area. The edge nodes in the column edge represent the Measure 
dimension and the Channel dimension. The edge node that represents the Measure 
dimension is first in the edge, so the Channel dimension values are repeated for 
each Measure value.

You can use the Dimension Bar to edit the DataCube. You can, for example, 
exchange the Time and Geog. Area dimensions and move the Channel dimension to 
the page edge, as shown in the next figure. In the page edge, the dimension value 

Outer dimension Inner dimension

Inner dimension Outer dimension
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labels for the first edge node in the edge (Channel) appear above the dimension 
value labels for the second edge node (Product). 

Formatting a Table

What you can format
By changing properties of the table and of its components, you can exert fine control 
over the table’s appearance.

The following table directs you to the appropriate topic in the Help system for the 
different ways that you can format a table.

IF you want to . . . THEN see the Help topic . . .

control the size of table cells, “Sizing Table Cells.”

change font characteristics, “Formatting Text.”

change the format of numeric and currency 
data,

“Formatting Numbers and Currency in 
Views.”

control what happens to empty data cells, “Controlling the Display of Empty Table 
Cells.”

manage indentation of dimension labels on 
the table’s row edge,

“Using Indentation in Table Labels.”
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Measure-specific formatting is covered in “Formatting Measures in Tables” on page 
10-14.

How table-wide formatting relates to component formatting
The table object has properties that control the appearance of an entire table. Each 
property of a table component affects, in general, only that component. 

display long labels or short labels for 
dimension values,

“Displaying Dimension Values in Views.”

display or hide table gridlines, “Displaying Gridlines in Tables.”

change the appearance of the borders 
around table cells,

“Specifying Borders for Table Labels.”

“Specifying Line Styles for Table Databody 
Cells.”

limit the number of rows and columns that 
appear in the table,

“Displaying a Portion of Your Data.”

IF you want to . . . THEN see the Help topic . . .
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Sometimes the table and a table component have the same property. For example, 
the table has a FillColor property, and each table component has a FillColor 
property. The following rules govern formatting in a table when the table and a 
component have the same property.

Formatting Measures in Tables

What you can format
You can specify different formatting for each measure that you display in a table. 
You can also create formulas in Administrator to set formatting information based 
on the data values in the measure.

Rule Example

When you set the table property, the 
component property is set for all 
table components

Note: This happens whether you 
have previously set a component 
property or not. This rule is different 
from the rules of inheritance, where 
a child’s value settings can override 
a parent setting.

Circumstances:

FillColor for the row edge is set to yellow.

FillColor for the databody is set to light blue.

You set the table FillColor to white.

Result:

FillColor for all table components is set to white, 
and all components in the table are white.

When you set a component property, 
the table property value does not 
change. The component property 
value takes precedence.

Circumstances:

FillColor for the table is set to white.

You set the FillColor for the databody to green.

Result:

The FillColor for the databody is set to green. The 
databody cells are green, but the table edges and 
any other visible components are white.
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The following table directs you to the appropriate topic in the Help system for the 
different ways that you can format a measure.

IF you want to . . . THEN see the Help topic . . .

display all values in a measure using the 
same font characteristics,

“Formatting Text.”

display all values in a measure in the same 
color,

“Formatting Measures in Tables.”

set number formatting information for a 
measure,

“Formatting Numbers and Currency in 
Views.”

“Setting the Number Format for a Measure 
in a Table.”

use colors to flag data values in two or three 
ranges,

“Using Color Coding for Measures in 
Tables.”

specify the height or width of the cells that 
hold a measure’s data values,

“Using Measure-Specific Cell Sizing.”

use a data-driven format that has been 
created using Administrator,

“Using Data-Driven Formatting.”

undo measure-specific formatting, “Undoing Measure-Specific Formatting.”
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How measure-specific formatting relates to table formatting
The following rules govern how measure-specific formatting relates to table 
formatting.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For information about using Express Basic to format measures in tables, see 
Chapter 18.

■ For information about creating a data-driven formatting formula, refer to the 
Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.

Rule Example

Measure-specific formatting 
takes precedence over 
table-wide information.

Circumstances:

DecimalDigits for the table is set to 2.

DecimalDigits for the Sales measure is set to 3.

Result:

Three decimals appear for the Sales measure; two decimals 
appear for any other measures in the table.

Within measure-specific 
formatting, the more 
specific formatting takes 
precedence over less 
specific formatting 
information.

Circumstances:

Font color for the measure is set to green.

The measure has been color-coded to have positive values 
appear in blue and negative values appear in red.

Result:

Positive values appear in blue, negative values appear in red.

Within the same level of 
detail, formatting specified 
in Oracle Express Objects or 
Express Analyzer takes 
precedence over formatting 
specified in the Express 
database.

Circumstances:

The DBA has set NumberType for a measure to Currency.

In Oracle Express Objects, you set NumberType to Number.

Result:

NumberType is Number.
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Enabling What-If Analysis

Definition: What-If analysis
What-if analysis is data analysis in which users test hypothetical situations by 
changing the values of variables in a table. For example, a user might want to know 
what would happen to revenues if sales increased by 20 percent in the next two 
quarters. 

Requirements for what-if analysis
What-if analysis has the following requirements.

You can create variables and formulas in Administrator. You and your users can 
also create formulas in Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer. These 
formulas are called custom measures.

You should identify the table cells that contain the variable so that your users will 
know which cells they can edit. The CellEditing property set contains properties 
that let you specify a different background color for cells that can be edited. You can 
also use a banner or an OLE object to give instructions for what-if analysis.

Database protection
When users change the values that are displayed in a table, they actually make 
changes to the database. The changes do not become permanent unless the database 
is updated (that is, saved); however, users are prompted to update when they 
detach the database or exit the product.

When working with shared databases, only one user at a time can have write access. 
If you allow users to change a database, you do not have to worry about someone’s 
changes being lost.

Requirement Description

At least one variable for the user to 
modify.

The variable holds raw data. It must be in a table, so 
that the user can edit it.

A formula that uses that variable. The formula is calculated based on the data in the 
variable. You can display this formula in the same 
table that displays the variable, in a different table, or 
in a graph.
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You can prevent users from updating the database by doing either of the following.

Procedure: Preparing the database for what-if analysis
Before creating a table that can be used for what-if analysis in Oracle Express 
Objects or Express Analyzer, you must use Administrator to prepare the database. 

To prepare the database, complete the following steps:

1. Create any needed variables that are not already in the database.

2. Create any formulas that should be permanently stored in the database.

3. Implement database protection, as needed. 

Procedure: Preparing a briefing or application for what-if analysis
After the database has been prepared, perform the following steps in Oracle Express 
Objects:

1. Define any custom measures that you need only for the current application or 
briefing.

2. Create a table that is populated with variables and formulas that are designed 
for what-if analysis.

3. Set the color properties in the CellEditing property set to distinguish the cells 
that can be edited in the table.

4. Set the AllowCellEditing property to allow a user to edit table cells.

5. Provide information about the cells that can be edited.

IF you want to protect . . . THEN . . .

the entire database, make the database read-only.

parts of the database, use Express PERMIT commands to specify read-only 
access.
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How a user performs what-if analysis
A person running the application or briefing can perform the following tasks:

■ Edit the table databody cells that hold variable values. 

■ Examine the results of the changes in cells that hold formula values.

Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer updates any cells containing values 
of a formula that uses the edited variable. In addition, other tables or graphs 
that are affected are also updated. Users can prevent the updating of an open 
table or graph by clicking on its Lightbulb button in the Dimension Bar, which 
sets the AutoRefreshData property.

■ Update the database to make the changes permanent if the database is 
read/write. 

No automatic rollup
Because Oracle Express Objects databases generally use embedded totals, editing 
the cells for lower-level values in a dimension hierarchy will not automatically 
update higher-level values. For example, if a table displays values for each month 
and a total value for the year, then changing the value for a month will not change 
the value for the year in either the variable being edited or the formula that uses the 
variable. Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer do offer on-the-fly 
aggregation as a separate operation, as described in Chapter 19.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about aggregation and about embedded totals, see 
Chapter 19.

■ For more information about enabling and using what-if analysis, search for the 
following topics in the Help system:

“Arranging for What-If Analysis”
“Creating Custom Measures”
“Detaching Databases”
“Displaying Changes Made During What-If Analysis”
“Editing Table Cells During What-If Analysis”
“Keeping or Discarding Changes Made During What-If Analysis”
“Performing What-If Analysis”
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11
Introducing Graphs

Chapter summary
This chapter introduces you to graphs in Oracle Express Objects. For information 
about programming graphs, see Chapter 18. For information about each of the 
different graph types, see Chapter 12.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Is a Graph?

■ Characteristics of Graph Data

■ Analysis Features in Graphs

■ Adding and Replacing Features

■ Structure of a Graph

■ Graph Components and the DataCube

■ Formatting a Graph

What Is a Graph?

Definition: Oracle Express Objects graph
An Oracle Express Objects graph is a view (that is, a presentation) of the 
multidimensional data that is stored in an Express database, arranged as the data is 
defined in a DataCube. The graph presents data in the form of a picture, where 
individual values appear as bars, lines, pie slices, and the like.
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Oracle Express Objects graphs are designed for data analysis. Graph features allow 
users to arrange the data in a number of ways so that they can see its different 
aspects. 

Example: Graph
The following figure shows a typical graph. This graph shows Sales values. The 
Dimension Bar at the top of the graph shows the arrangement of the data.
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The next figure shows the same graph, but with a layout that shows the sales over 
time.

Related information
For more information, search for the following topic in the Help system:

“Graph Object”

You can jump from this topic to lists of the graph object’s properties, events, 
methods, and components.

Characteristics of Graph Data

Data that a graph can display
Graphs can display numeric data.

Where the data is stored
In most cases, data is stored in an Express database or is calculated on the fly. A 
DataCube object specifies the structure and the content of the data that you display 
in a graph.
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If you are using Relational Access Manager, you can also display relational data in a 
graph. This data is cached in Express as you access it, but it is stored in the 
relational database.

How current the data is
Graphs display live data. Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer fetches data 
from the Express database each time a user runs the briefing or application that 
contains the graph.

Graphs have an ongoing connection to the Express database. Whenever the product 
fetches data, it fetches the most up-to-date data.

Graph data is multidimensional
The data in Oracle Express Objects graphs is multidimensional. It is arranged in 
rows, columns, and pages.

You can see several rows and columns of data at once, but graphs display only one 
page of data at a time. 

Related information
Consult the following table to find more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

the DataCube, Chapter 16.

the Selector, Chapter 14.

multidimensional data, Chapter 5.

Relational Access Manager, Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s 
Guide.

ways to create graphs, the following topics in the Help system:

“AddMeasures Method”

“Copying Objects”

“Creating Tables and Graphs”

“Creating Views from Other Views”

“Deriving Objects”

“Populating Tables and Graphs with Data”
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Analysis Features in Graphs

Dimension Bar
The Dimension Bar, at the top of each graph, allows you to rearrange the data in the 
graph and to view different pages of data. The following figure shows the 
Dimension Bar for a graph.

Selector
The Selector allows you to choose different data to display. You can select different 
dimension values; you can even select a different measure to display. You can also 
use the Selector to sort dimension values.

The Selector is available from the Selector button in the Dimension Bar and from the 
graph’s right mouse popup menu.

Drilling in hierarchical data
You can drill in graph data to show more or less detailed data, by choosing Drill 
down, Drill up, or Drill from right mouse popup menus. Drilling is available for 
any dimension that has a hierarchy defined for it.

Aggregating data
You can display aggregated values, such as a total or an average, instead of 
individual data values. Aggregation is accessible through the right mouse popup 
menu for a dimension name in the Dimension Bar.

Displays the Selector
Controls whether data is refreshed automatically

Displays Help Edge icon
Dimension names

Drag edge icons or dimension names to rearrange data.
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Related information
For more information about graph analysis features, see the following topics in the 
Help system:

“Aggregating Data”
“Displaying Different Pages of Data”
“Drilling in Graphs”
“Exchanging Edges in Tables and Graphs”
“Moving and Exchanging Dimensions in Views”
“Using the Dimension Bar”
“Using the Selector”

Adding and Replacing Features

Limiting access to analysis features
You can prevent your users from accessing analysis features. The following table 
lists features and properties that control their availability.

Adding features
You can add analysis features to a graph by writing Express Basic code or by using 
QuickActions. For example, you can use the Create View QuickAction to allow a 
user to create a table with the same data that a graph displays. Or you could write 
Express Basic code that displays a table showing the last three months’ Sales for a 
product when a user selects the marker for that product.

Replacing features
You can also replace analysis features, using QuickActions or Express Basic code. 
For example, you can disable the default drilling feature and provide a button that 

Feature Limiting Access

Dimension Bar ShowDimensionBar 

Remove or customize popup menu

Selector EnableSelectData

Drilling EnableDrilling

Aggregation EnableAggregation
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lets users drill in the data. You can use the Show Drill Tool QuickAction to handle 
the button’s AfterClick event, or you can call the graph’s Drill method.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about using Express Basic to build features into a graph, 
see Chapter 18.

■ For a list of QuickActions, search for the following topic in the Help system:

“List of QuickActions”

■ For more information about disabling features, search for the following topics 
in the Help system:

“EnableAggregation Property”
“EnableDrilling Property”
“EnableSelectData Property”
“PopupMenuAttributes Object”
“ShowDefaultPopup Property”

Structure of a Graph

Definition: Component
Components are the contents of tables and graphs.

A component is like an object in that you and your users can change its appearance 
by setting properties. Each component has its own right mouse popup menu.

Unlike objects, a component cannot be derived, duplicated, or deleted. You can, 
however, hide a component by setting its Visible property to No. You cannot add 
properties, events, or methods to a component.

The names of components cannot be changed. When you are programming a graph, 
you can always refer to components by their names (such as Graph1!Subtitle).
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Graph components
The following figure shows the basic parts of a graph. Not every component is 
included: These are the components that apply to most graph types. 

The following table describes the basic graph components.

Component Description

Axes Lines that show either columns of data or regular intervals of values so 
that it is easy to see the value of a marker.

Plot area The area where the data is displayed (or “plotted”).

Subtitle Text that identifies the page of data that is shown in the graph.

Tick marks Lines that mark off intervals along the axes.

Labels Text used to label parts of the graph. A graph may display labels for tick 
marks or, in pie graphs, for slices and pies.

Tick label
Y1-axis
  (down)

Tick mark

Subtitle

Plot area

Legend marker

Legend text Tick label

Legend area X-axis
(across)
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Graph components and property values
A graph can have several instances of the same component. For example, in many 
graph types, an X tick label appears for each column of data in the graph.

When a graph has more than one of a certain component, these components share 
some property values. For example, in a bar graph all 2-D markers in the same row 
of data share the same FillColor property. This allows you to identify the markers in 
the same row by their color.

The Help topics that describe each component tell you whether a property is shared 
with other components.

Related information
For more information about graph components, search for the following topics in 
the Help system. The “Graph Components” topic lists all the possible graph 
components. You can jump from this list to a description of the component. From 
the component description, you can jump to a list of the component’s properties:

“Graph Components”
“Viewing Contents”

Legend The key to the graph. Each legend marker corresponds to a row of data 
and is the same color as the markers in the corresponding row. Legend 
text identifies the dimension value that each row represents. Legend 
markers and text appear in the legend area.

Markers Shapes on the graph that actually represent data. Markers can be bars, 
lines, small squares, circles, pie slices, or (in some cases) one of a number 
of shapes. All markers in the same data row have the same color and 
shape. In general, different graph types use different shapes.

Component Description
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Graph Components and the DataCube

Basic relationships
As described in Chapter 16, the DataCube specifies the content and the structure of 
the data that is displayed in a view. The graph edges correspond to the edges in the 
DataCube, as follows. 

Dimension value labels from each of the dimensions in a DataCube edge appear in 
the corresponding graph component. For example, in a pie graph, if the DataCube’s 
column edge contains an edge node that represents the PRODUCT dimension, then 
labels for selected PRODUCT values appear as the graph’s pie labels.

Multiple edge nodes in an edge
When a DataCube edge has more than one edge node, the order of the edge nodes 
in the edge determine where in a graph the dimension value labels appear. The 
labels for the first edge node in an edge appear first in the combination of 
dimension value labels. Also, these labels change less often than labels for 
subsequent edge nodes.

Example: Multiple edge nodes in an edge
In the following figure, the edge nodes in the row edge of the DataCube represent 
Geog. Area and Time, in that order. The time value changes first, because Time is 
the second dimension represented in the edge. The edge nodes in the column edge 
represent the Measure dimension and the Channel dimension, in that order. The 

DataCube Edge Graph Components

Column Most graphs: X tick labels

Pie graphs: pie labels

3-D graphs: Z tick labels

Row Most graphs: Legend markers, legend text

Pie graphs: slice labels

3-D graphs: X tick labels

Page Subtitle
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edge node that represents the Channel dimension is second in the edge, so the 
Channel dimension values change more often in the graph.

You can use the Dimension Bar to edit the DataCube. You can, for example, 
exchange the Time and Geog. Area dimensions and move the Channel dimension to 
the page edge, as shown in the next figure. In the subtitle, the dimension value label 

First dimension
Second dimension

First dimension
Second dimension
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(Direct) for the first edge node in the edge appears before the dimension value label 
(Total Prod) for the second edge node. 

Related information
For more information about how data appears in the different graph types, see 
Chapter 12.

Formatting a Graph

What you can format
By changing properties of the graph and of its components, you can exert fine 
control over the graph’s appearance.
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The following table directs you to the appropriate topic in the Help system for the 
different ways that you can format a graph.

IF you want to . . . THEN see the Help topic . . .

change colors of graph components, “Changing Colors of Graph Components.”

limit the number of rows and columns that 
appear in the graph,

“Displaying a Portion of Your Data.”

change the format of numeric and currency 
labels,

“Formatting Numbers and Currency in 
Views.”

fine-tune the appearance of an axis, “Managing Axes.”

fine-tune the appearance of the legend area, “Managing Legends.”

fine-tune the appearance of markers, “Managing Markers on Bar, Line, Area, 
Scatter, and Bubble Graphs.”

“Managing Markers on Pie Graphs.”

fine-tune the appearance of data labels, “Managing Slice Labels.”

“Managing Tick Marks and Tick Labels.”

change the appearance of tick marks, “Managing Tick Marks and Tick Labels.”

display long labels or short labels for 
dimension values,

“Displaying Dimension Values in Views.”

fine-tune the appearance of a 3-D graph, “Refining the Appearance of 3-D Graphs.”

display a line to show a trend in the data, “Using Fitlines.”

use images or washes to give your graph a 
polished look,

“Using Images in Graphs.”

“Using Washes in Graphs.”
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Effect of setting component properties
A graph component’s property setting can affect one or more components, as listed 
in the following table.

How graph-wide formatting relates to component formatting
Generally, when the graph and a graph component have the same property, the 
property values are treated independently. For example, the graph’s Border 
property setting has no effect on a 2-D marker’s Border property, and the Border 
property setting of the 2-D marker has no effect on the graph Border property 
setting.

Effect of Property Setting Example

That instance of that component only Rectangle properties of the subtitle affect only the 
subtitle.

All instances of the component that 
are in the same row

FillColor property of a data marker affects all data 
markers in the row.

Note: You can apply the DataLineType, Explode, 
and SliceTextType properties to all rows at once by 
setting the graph’s ApplyPropsToAllRows property 
to Yes.

All instances of the component BorderColor property of a data marker affects all 
data markers.

Related components TickLabelSkipMode property of a graph axis affects 
the tick labels.
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In the case of number formatting properties, however, the graph property settings 
and the components’ settings interact according the following rules.

Saving row formatting
If your graph displays more than 16 rows of data, you will probably change the 
colors for the rows whose colors are repeated by default. If you want to save these 
new colors, set the SavedRowProperties property before you save the graph. 

The SavedRowProperties property specifies the number of rows for which you want 
to save row properties. By default, the graph saves properties for 16 rows of data. 
When you add more colors to a graph, set SavedRowProperties to the number of 
rows for which you want to have separate colors. For example, if your graph 
displays 20 rows of data, and you have changed the colors of markers for the last 4 
rows, set SavedRowProperties to 20.

Each saved data row requires about 120 bytes of disk space to save row-specific 
properties, such as MarkerShape, MarkerType, MarkerTextType, AssignToY2, 
FillPattern, FillTransparent, and DataLineType.

Rule Example

When you set the graph property, 
the component property is set for 
all graph components

Note: This happens whether you 
have previously set a component 
property or not. This rule is 
different from the rules of 
inheritance, where a child’s value 
settings can override a parent 
setting.

Circumstances:

NumberType for the Y1-axis is set to Number.

NumberType for the Y2-axis is set to Currency.

You set the graph NumberType property to 
Currency.

Result:

NumberType for all components is set to Currency, 
and all numeric values appear as currency values.

When you set a component 
property, the graph property value 
does not change. The component 
property value takes precedence.

Circumstances:

NumberType for the graph is set to Currency.

You set the NumberType for the Y1-axis to Number.

Result:

The Y1-axis NumberType is Number, but all other 
numbers in the graph appear as currency values.
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about formatting graphs, see the topics listed under 
“Refining Graph Appearance” in the Contents of the Help system.

■ For more information about row formatting, search for the following topics in 
the Help system:

“ApplyPropsToAllRows Property”
“SavedRowProperties Property”
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12
How Different Graph Types Display Data

Chapter summary
This chapter describes how data is presented in each graph type.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Introduction to Graph Types

■ Bar Graphs

■ Line Graphs

■ Area Graphs

■ Radar Graphs

■ Dual-Y Graphs

■ Combined Type Graphs

■ Three-Dimensional Graphs

■ Pie Graphs

■ Pie-Bar Graphs

■ Scatter Graphs

■ Polar Graphs

■ Bubble Graphs

■ Stock Market Graphs
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Introduction to Graph Types

Why different graph types?
Different types of graphs show different aspects of your data. For example, a pie 
graph shows percentage information while line graphs are better for showing 
trends over time.

Available graph categories
The following graph categories are available:

■ Standard Graphs with Axes

■ Bar 

■ Line

■ Area

■ Radar

■ Combined types

■ Dual-Y 

■ 3-D 

■ Pie Graphs

■ Pie 

■ Ring

■ Complex Graph Types

■ Scatter 

■ Polar

■ Bubble 

■ Stock market 

■ Pie-Bar 
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Choosing a graph type
The following table describes different aspects of data and identifies appropriate 
graph types for emphasizing these aspects.

Aspect of Data Example Graph Types

The difference between 
items over time or at the 
same point in time

Which products are selling best in 
which stores?

Clustered bar

3-D 

Trends over time Is our market share increasing or 
decreasing?

Absolute line

Stacked area 

Cyclical trends over time Have the sales of this product 
peaked in March consistently over 
the past three years?

Absolute line radar 
graph

Rate of data change How fast is our market share 
increasing?

Absolute line

Stacked area

Percentage or changes in 
percentage

How much of our revenue comes 
from each product line? 

Is our big seller bringing in the 
same percentage of revenue as it 
did last year at this time?

Pie 

Percentage bar, line, or 
area 

Relationship of parts to the 
whole

Which products’ sales are most 
closely related to our total sales? 
Which products’ sales follow the 
trend of the total sales? Which 
ones do not?

Pie

Percentage bar, line, or 
area

Stacked bar, line, or 
area graph.

Relationship of parts to the 
whole, with more detail for 
one of the parts

Which product line accounts for 
the highest percentage of sales? 
Within that product line, which 
districts make up the most sales?

Pie-bar

Changes in all parts of a 
whole

Do the products that bring the 
most revenue to the entire 
company bring in the most 
revenue for each district?

Multiple pie 

Stacked bar, line, or 
area 

Relationships between two 
variables

Do sales increase when we spend 
more on marketing?

Scatter or Polar 

Relationships between three 
variables

Do sales and profits increase 
proportionally when we spend 
more on marketing?

Bubble 
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Bar Graphs

Definition: Bar graph
A bar graph is a graph in which data is represented as a series of bars.

Standard use of a bar graph
Use bar graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Available varieties of bar graphs
The following types of bar graphs are available:

■ Clustered bar graph — Each cluster of bars represents a column of data, for 
easy comparison of the values in a column.

■ Stacked bar graph — Bars are “stacked”: each row’s values are added to the 
previous row’s values. The size of the stack represents a cumulative total.

■ Percentage bar graph— Bars are stacked and show the row’s percentage of the 
cumulative total of all rows.

Aspect of Data Example

Trends over time Sales for the last 12 months

Comparisons of items at the 
same time

Sales for different product divisions in several regions

Percentage or changes in 
percentage

How much revenue comes from each product line

Whether last year’s big seller provides the same 
percentage of revenue as it did last year at this time 

Relationship of parts to the 
whole

Which products’ sales are most closely related to total 
sales

Which products’ sales follow the trend of total sales

Changes in all parts of a whole The rate of revenue growth for all products in the fastest 
growing division
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These types can also have the following axis arrangements:

■ Single Y-axis — Uses a single Y-axis.

■ Dual Y-axis — Uses two Y-axes that can have different scales.

■ Split dual Y-axis — Splits the plot area into two graphs with independently 
scaled Y-axes.

The following table shows which of the axis arrangements are available for the 
different bar graph types.

Data structure of a bar graph
The following figure shows the data structure of a clustered bar graph.

Single Y-Axis Dual Y-Axis Split Dual Y-Axis

Clustered Clustered Clustered

Stacked Stacked Stacked

Percentage — —

One column (Sales Europe)

One row (Audio Div)
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The data structure for bar graphs is as follows.

Data guidelines for bar graphs
Bar graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Percentage bar graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that the 
measure with which you populate the graph has no negative numbers.

Line Graphs

Definition: Line graph
A line graph is a graph in which data is represented as a line, as a series of data 
points, or as data points that are connected by a line.

Standard use of a line graph
Use line graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Item Representation Label Location

Column A cluster or stack of bars An X tick label (such as Sales Europe)

Row All the markers of the same 
color

Legend text (such as Audio Div)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels)

Aspect of Data Example

Trends over time Sales for the last 12 months

Comparisons of items at the 
same time

Sales for different product divisions in several regions

Rate of data change How fast the market share is increasing

Percentage or changes in 
percentage

How much revenue comes from each product line

Whether last year’s big seller provides the same 
percentage of revenue as it did last year at this time 
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Available varieties of line graphs
The following types of line graphs are available:

■ Absolute line graph — Each data marker reflects the data values in the column.

■ Stacked line graph — Lines are “stacked”: each row’s values are added to the 
previous row’s values. The size of the stack represents a cumulative total.

■ Percentage line graph — Lines are stacked, and each line shows the row’s 
percentage of the cumulative total of all rows.

These types can also have the following axis arrangements:

■ Single Y-axis — Uses a single Y-axis.

■ Dual Y-axis — Uses two Y-axes that can have different scales.

■ Split dual Y-axis — Splits the plot area into two graphs with independently 
scaled Y-axes.

The following table shows which of the axis arrangements are available for the 
different line graph types.

Relationship of parts to the 
whole

Which products’ sales are most closely related to total 
sales

Which products’ sales follow the trend of total sales

Changes in all parts of a whole The rate of revenue growth for all products in the fastest 
growing division

Single Y-Axis Dual Y-Axis Split Dual Y-Axis

Absolute Absolute Absolute

Stacked Stacked Stacked

Percentage — —

Aspect of Data Example
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Data structure of a line graph
The following figure shows the data structure of an absolute line graph.

The data structure for line graphs is as follows.

Data guidelines for line graphs
Line graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Percentage line graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that the 
measure with which you populate the graph has no negative numbers.

Item Representation Label Location

Column A marker of each color in line 
with the X tick label

An X tick label (such as Sales World).

Row A line, all the markers of the 
same color, or both

Legend text (such as Video Div).

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels).

One column (Sales Americas)

One row (Video Div)
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Area Graphs

Definition: Area graph
An area graph is a graph in which data is represented as a filled-in area.

Standard use of an area graph
Use area graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Available varieties of area graphs
The following types of area graphs are available:

■ Absolute area graph — Each area marker reflects the data values in the column.

■ Stacked area graph — Area markers are “stacked”: each row’s values are added 
to the previous row’s values. The size of the stack represents a cumulative total.

■ Percentage area graph — Area markers show the row’s percentage of the 
cumulative total of all rows.

These types can also have the following axis arrangements:

■ Single Y-axis — Uses a single Y-axis.

■ Dual Y-axis — Uses two Y-axes that can have different scales.

■ Split dual Y-axis — Splits the plot area into two graphs with independently 
scaled Y-axes.

Aspect of Data Example

Trends over time Sales for the last 12 months

Rate of data change How fast the market share is increasing

Percentage or changes in 
percentage

How much revenue comes from each product line

Whether last year’s big seller provides the same 
percentage of revenue as it did last year at this time 

Relationship of parts to the 
whole

Which products’ sales are most closely related to total 
sales

Which products’ sales follow the trend of total sales

Changes in all parts of a whole The rate of revenue growth for all products in the fastest 
growing division
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The following table shows which of the axis arrangements are available for the 
different area graph types.

Data structure of an area graph
The following figure shows the data structure of a stacked area graph.

The structure of an area graph is as follows.

Single Y Axis Dual Y-Axis Split Dual Y-Axis

Absolute Absolute Absolute

Stacked Stacked Stacked

Percentage — —

Item Representation Label Location

Column A position along the X-axis that 
runs through all area markers

An X tick label (such as Sales 
Americas)

Row An area marker Legend text (such as Audio Div)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels)

One  column
(Sales Americas)

One row
(Audio Div)
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Data guidelines for area graphs
Area graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Area graphs must have at least two columns of data. Make sure that at least one 
dimension in the column edge has two values selected.

■ Percentage area graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that the 
measure with which you populate the graph has no negative numbers.

Radar Graphs

Definition: Radar graph
A radar graph is a circular line or area graph.

Standard use of a radar graph
Use radar graphs to show patterns that occur in cycles, such as monthly sales for 
the last three years.

Available varieties of radar graphs
The following types of radar graphs are available:

■ Absolute area radar graph — Each area marker reflects the data values in the 
column.

■ Stacked area radar graph — Area markers are “stacked”: each row’s values are 
added to the previous row’s values. The size of the stack represents a 
cumulative total.

■ Absolute line radar graph — Each line reflects the data values in the column.
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Data structure of a radar graph
The following figure shows the data structure of an absolute line radar graph.

The structure of a radar graph is as follows.

Data guidelines for radar graphs
Radar graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Area radar graphs must have at least two columns of data. Make sure that at 
least one dimension in the column edge has two values selected.

Item Representation Label Location

Column A position along the X-axis (that 
is, around the circle) that runs 
through all area markers

An X tick label (such as Sales Jan97)

Row An area marker Legend text (such as Mtl Cassette)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as World All 
Channels)

One column (Sales Jan97)

One row (Mtl Cassette)
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Dual-Y Graphs

Definition: Dual-Y graph
A dual-Y graph is a graph that has two Y-axes. Different rows of data are assigned 
to each axis.

Standard use of a dual-Y graph
You use dual-Y graphs to show data of different magnitudes on the same graph. For 
example, for durable goods such as automobiles, you might assign Sales values to 
one Y-axis and Unit values to the other Y-axis.

Graph categories with dual-Y varieties
The following graph categories have dual-Y graph varieties:

■ Bar

■ Line

■ Area 

■ Scatter

■ Stock market

Available varieties of dual-Y graphs
The following varieties of dual-Y graphs are available:

■ Nonsplit — Rows assigned to the different Y-axes appear side by side.

■ Split — The plot area is split into two sections, so that rows assigned to the 
different Y-axes appear in different parts of the plot area.

Data structure of a dual-Y graph
The structure of a dual-Y graph is the same structure as its root graph. The only 
difference is that some rows are assigned to the Y1-axis and other rows are assigned 
to the Y2-axis.
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Data guidelines for dual-Y graphs
In addition to any requirements for the graph type (such as an area graph, which 
must have at least two columns of data), dual-Y graphs must have at least two rows 
of data. 

How rows are assigned to the different axes
The AssignToY2 property of any marker in a row specifies whether the row uses the 
Y1- or the Y2-axis. When AssignToY2 is set to Yes, the row is assigned to the 
Y2-axis. When AssignToY2 is set to No, the row is assigned to the Y1-axis.

When you set the graph’s type to a dual-Y variety, the graph automatically assigns 
at least one row to each Y-axis, unless you have already done so.

Example: Dual-Y graph data
The following figure shows a dual-Y graph that is populated with one measure 
(Sales). The rows that represent totals are assigned to the Y2-axis.

The following figure shows two measures (Sales and Promotional Expense) in a 
dual-Y graph. The rows that represent Sales are assigned to the Y1-axis and appear 

Y1-axis Y2-axis
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in the top half of the graph. The rows that represent Promotional Expense are 
assigned to the Y2-axis and appear in the bottom half of the graph.

Combined Type Graphs

Definition: Combined type graph
Combined type graphs are bar, line, or area graphs that have more than one kind of 
marker.

For example, a bar-line graph is a bar graph in which one or more rows of data 
appear as a line.

Combined type graphs are not a separate graph category. They are bar, line, or area 
graphs in which the MarkerType property has been changed for one or more rows 
of data.

Standard use of combined graph types
You use combined type graphs to emphasize one or more rows of data.

Y1-axis

Y2-axis
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Available varieties of combined type graphs
You can create a combined graph type from any combination of bar, line, and area 
graph. For example, you might create a bar-line graph by creating a bar graph and 
setting the MarkerType property for a row to Line. Or you might create a 
bar-line-area graph by creating a bar graph, setting MarkerType for one row to Line, 
and setting MarkerType for another row to Area.

Data structure of a combined type graph
The structure of a combined type graph is the same structure as its root graph. The 
only difference is that some rows have a different marker type.

Data guidelines for combined type graphs
Combined type graphs have the same requirements as their root graph types. For 
example, an area-line graph requires at least two columns of data.

Three-Dimensional Graphs

Definition: 3-D graph
A three-dimensional (3-D) graph is a graph in which data is represented as a series 
of three-dimensional bars.

Standard use of a 3-D graph
Use 3-D graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Available varieties of 3-D graph
Only one variety of 3-D graph is available.

Aspect of Data Example

Trends over time Sales for the last 12 months

Comparisons of items at the 
same time

Sales for different product divisions in several regions
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Data structure of a 3-D graph
The following figure shows the data structure of a 3-D graph.

The data structure of a 3-D graph is as follows.

Data guidelines for 3-D graphs
All graphs show numeric data only; do not populate a graph with a relation. There 
are no other restrictions for a 3-D graph.

You may notice that some 3-D markers are difficult to see because the markers 
around them are much larger and block the view. To fix this problem, you can use 
the Dimension Bar or the Selector to arrange the data so that all of it is easy to see. 
Or you can use the 3-D Graph Designer to rotate the graph.

Item Representation Label Location

Column One box (3-D marker) of each 
color, running from the left wall 
to the lower-right edge of the 
graph

A Z tick label (such as Sales 
Australia)

Row Boxes of the same color An X tick label (such as Audio Div)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels)

One row
(Video Div)

One column
(Sales Australia)
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Pie Graphs

Definition: Pie graph
A pie graph is a graph in which data is represented as sections of one or more 
circles, making the circles look like sliced pies.

Standard use of a pie graph
Use pie graphs to show the following aspects of data.

Available varieties of pie graphs
The following varieties of pie graphs are available:

■ Pie graph — The center of each pie is full.

■ Ring graph — The center of each pie is empty.

These varieties can also come in the following arrangements:

■ Single pie or ring — Displays first column of data.

■ Multiple pie or ring — Displays all columns of data; each pie or ring is the same 
size.

■ Multiple proportional ring — Displays all columns of data; the size of each pie 
or ring reflects the size of the cumulative column total.

Aspect of Data Example

Percentage or changes in 
percentage

How much revenue comes from each product line

Whether last year’s big seller provides the same percentage of 
revenue as it did last year at this time 

Relationship of parts to 
the whole

Which products’ sales are most closely related to total sales

Which products’ sales follow the trend of total sales

Changes in all parts of a 
whole

The rate of revenue growth for all products in the fastest 
growing division
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Data structure of a pie graph
The following figure shows the data structure of multiple pie graph.

The data structure of a pie graph is as follows.

If you have only one column of data, only one pie appears on the graph, even if you 
select a multiple pie graph type.

If any column has all zero or NA data, that pie does not appear on the graph; in a 
single pie graph, if the first column of data has all zero or NA data, the graph is 
blank.

Item Representation Label Location

Column One pie or ring A pie label (such as Sales Asia)

Row All slices of the same color Legend text (such as Video Div)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels)

One column
(Sales Asia)

One row
(Audio Div)
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Data guidelines for pie graphs
Pie graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Pie graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that the measure with 
which you populate the graph has no negative numbers.

Pie-Bar Graphs

Definition: Pie-bar graph
A pie-bar graph is a graph in which data is represented as slices of a pie, and the 
data that one of the pie slices shows is represented in more detail by a percentage 
bar connected to the slice. Each slice represents a total; the markers in the 
percentage bar represent the values that make up the total shown in one of the 
slices.

Standard use of a pie-bar graph
Pie-bar graphs are useful in showing the relationship of parts to the whole, while 
showing more detail for one of the parts. 

For example, the pie or ring might show which product line accounts for the highest 
percentage of sales, and the bar might show the sales in that product line for each of 
the different districts. 

Available varieties of pie-bar graphs
The following varieties of pie-bar graphs are available:

■ Pie-bar graphs — The center of the pie is full.

■ Ring-bar graphs — The center of the pie is empty.
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Data structure of a pie-bar graph
The following figure shows the data structure of a pie-bar graph.

The data structure of a pie-bar graph is as follows.

Data guidelines for pie-bar graphs
Pie-bar graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Pie-bar graphs cannot have negative numbers. Make sure that the measure with 
which you populate the graph has no negative numbers.

Item Representation Label Location

Column The pie or ring (last column 
only) or one marker in the stack 
of bars

The pie label (total) and marker text 
(such as Sales World, Sales Australia)

Row One slice of each color (and, for 
one row, the entire stack of bars)

Legend text and the X tick label (such 
as Audio Div)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels)

Column 4

Column 3
Column 2
Column 1

Pie represents last column    a total (Sales World)

Stack of bars represents first row (Audio Div)
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■ Pie-bar graphs require at least two columns of data. Make sure that at least one 
dimension in the column edge has two values selected.

■ The last column must be the total of the other columns. Use the Selector to 
select and sort data so that the last dimension value in the column dimension is 
a total of the other values. Use a hierarchical dimension.

■ Pie-bar graphs require at least two rows of data. Make sure that at least one 
dimension in the row edge has two values selected.

■ The first row of data is the row for which detail shows by default. Do one of the 
following to specify the row for which you want detail:

■ Sort the row dimension to put that value first.

or

■ Set the Explode property for that slice.

Example: Pie-bar graph data
This example shows pie-bar data.

Column 4

Column 3
Column 2
Column 1

Pie represents last column    a total (Sales World)

Stack of bars represents first row (Audio Div)
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This example shows the same data in a table.

Scatter Graphs

Definition: Scatter graph
A scatter graph is a graph in which data is represented by the location of data 
markers.

Standard use of scatter graphs
You use scatter graphs to show correlations between:

■ Two different measures

■ Two dimension values in the same measure

Scatter graphs are especially useful when you have a number of data items and you 
want to see the general relationships.

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Pie shows these values, which
are totals of the other columns
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Example: Standard use of a scatter graph
You could use a scatter graph to plot the length of commute and absenteeism for 
your work force. 

If there is a strong correlation between length of commute and frequency of 
absence, most of the data markers will fall along a diagonal line from the lower-left 
to the upper-right corner. If not, data markers will not fall into this pattern.

Available varieties of scatter graphs
The following types of scatter graphs are available:

■ Single-Y — Has one Y-axis.

■ Dual-Y — Has two Y-axes.

Short commute
Many absences

Long commute
Many absences

Short commute
Few absences

Long commute
Few absences

A
b
s
e
n
c
e
s

Length of Commute

Strong correlation

People with shorter commute
have fewer absences

Weak correlation

People with shorter commute
do not have fewer absences
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Data structure of a scatter graph
The following figure shows the data structure of a scatter graph. This graph is a 
single-Y scatter graph, populated with the Promotional Expense and Sales measures 
(in that order).

The data structure for scatter graphs is as follows.

Each data marker in a scatter graph represents two column values.

Item Representation Label Location

2-column set A data marker Marker text (not visible by default)

Row All the markers of the same 
color

Legend text (such as Audio Div)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels)

Measure or Dimension 
Value Column Value Representation

first in selection X value the marker’s location along the X-axis

second in selection Y value the marker’s location along the Y-axis
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Data guidelines for scatter graphs
Scatter graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Scatter graphs require at least two columns of data. Either populate the graph 
with two measures or make sure that the last dimension in the column edge has 
at least two values selected.

Example: Scatter graph data
The following scatter graph is populated with the Sales and Units measures, in that 
order. For simplicity in this example, each row of data has only one marker in it. 
Normally, scatter graphs have a number of markers.

Y value =
2,744

X value = 4,734,985
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The following table shows the same data as the graph. Notice that there are two 
columns of data for each marker in the graph.

Polar Graphs

Definition: Polar graph
A polar graph is a circular scatter graph. In a polar graph, as in a scatter graph, data 
is represented by the location of data markers. In a polar graph, the plot area, where 
the markers appear, is circular. 

Standard use of a polar graph
You use polar graphs to show correlations between:

■ Two different measures

■ Two dimension values in the same measure

Like scatter graphs, polar graphs are especially useful when you have a number of 
data items and you want to see the general relationships. Use polar graphs rather 
than scatter graphs when the data might have a cyclical pattern.

X value Y value
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Data structure of a polar graph
The following figure shows the data structure of a scatter graph. This graph is 
populated with the Promotional Expense and Sales measures (in that order).

The data structure for scatter graphs is as follows.

Each data marker in a scatter graph represents two column values.

Item Representation Label Location

2-column set A data marker Marker text (not visible by default)

Row All the markers of the same 
color

Legend text (such as Audio Div)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels)

Measure or Dimension 
Value Column Value Representation

first in selection X value the marker’s location along the X-axis

second in selection Y value the marker’s location along the Y-axis
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Data guidelines for polar graphs
Polar graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Polar graphs require at least two columns of data. Either populate the graph 
with two measures or make sure that the last dimension in the column edge has 
at least two values selected.

Example: Polar graph data
The following polar graph is populated with the Promotional Expense and Sales 
measures, in that order. For simplicity in this example, each row of data has only 
one marker in it. Normally, polar graphs have a number of markers.

X value (around the circle, counterclockwise) = 48,170

Y value (distance from center) = 8,769,594
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The following table shows the same data as the graph. Notice that there are two 
columns of data for each marker in the graph.

Bubble Graphs

Definition: Bubble graph
A bubble graph is a graph in which data is represented by the location and size of 
round data markers (bubbles).

Standard use of a bubble graph
You use bubble graphs to show correlations among three measures, especially when 
you have a number of data items and you want to see the general relationships.

X value Y value
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Example: Standard use of a bubble graph
You could use a bubble graph to plot salaries, years of experience, and productivity 
for your work force. You expect higher salaries for more experienced employees, 
and you expect these employees to be more productive. 

If this is true, your bubble graph would show large bubbles in the upper-right 
quadrant of the graph. If, however, you find that most of the large bubbles appear 
in the lower-left quadrant, you might want to look at your salary structure or your 
definition of productivity.

Available varieties of bubble graphs
Only one variety of bubble graph is available.

Low salary
Many years of experience

Low salary
Few years of experience

High salary
Many years of experience

High salary
Few years of experience

E
x
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e

Salary

You expect
more of the big
bubbles
(high productivity)
in this quadrant

Good Bad

Experienced, well-paid
people show most productivity

Most productive people are
inexperienced and underpaid
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Data structure of a bubble graph
The following figure shows the data structure of a bubble graph.

The data structure for bubble graphs is as follows.

Each data marker in a bubble graph represents three column values.

Item Representation Label Location

3-column set A bubble Marker text (not visible by default)

Row All the markers of the same 
color

Legend text (such as Audio Div)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Jan97 All 
Channels)

Measure Column Value Representation

First in selection X value Marker’s location along the X-axis

Second in selection Y value Marker’s location along the Y-axis

Third in selection Z value Marker’s size
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Data guidelines for bubble graphs
Bubble graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Bubble graphs require at least three columns of data. Place the Measure 
dimension alone in the column edge; populate the graph with three measures.

■ The Z column cannot have negative numbers. Make sure the third measure has 
no negative values.

Example: Bubble graph data
The following bubble graph is populated with the Sales, Units, and Quota 
measures, in that order. For simplicity in this example, each row of data has only 
one marker in it. Normally, bubble graphs have a number of markers.

Y value =
2,744

X value = 4,734,985 Z value = 307,454
(bubble size)
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The following table shows the same data as the graph. Notice that there are three 
columns of data for each marker in the graph.

Stock Market Graphs

Definition: Stock market graph
A stock market graph is a graph in which data is represented by a marker that has 
separate indicators for four separate values: high, low, open, and close.

Standard use of a stock market graph
You use stock market graphs to show stock prices. Stock market graphs show the 
high, low, opening, and closing values of a stock share for each day.

Available varieties of stock market graphs
The following types of stock market graphs are available:

■ Single-Y — Has one Y-axis.

■ Dual-Y — Has two Y-axes.

X value Y value Z value
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Data structure of a stock market graph
The following figure shows the data structure of a stock market graph.

The data structure for stock market graphs is as follows.

Each data marker in a stock market graph represents four column values.

Item Representation Label Location

4-column set A stock market marker An X tick label (with an extraneous 
“High” label — e.g. Dec 1, 94 High)

Row All the markers of the same 
color

Legend text (such as OK Audio 
Equip.)

Page (The entire graph displays one 
page of data)

The subtitle (such as Stock Price)

Dimension value Column value Representation

First in selection High value Top of the stock market marker

Second in selection Low value Bottom of the stock market marker

Third in selection Open value Left arm of the stock market marker

Fourth in selection Close value Right arm of the stock market marker
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Data guidelines for stock market graphs
Stock market graph data has the following guidelines:

■ Do not display relations in graphs. Graphs display numeric data only.

■ Stock market graphs require at least four columns of data. The last dimension in 
the column edge must have these (and only these) four values:

■ HIGH — Highest price of stock

■ LOW — Lowest price

■ OPEN — Opening price

■ CLOSE — Closing price

Example: Stock market graph data
The following figure shows stock market graph data.

High = 45.45 Close = 42.21

Open = 40.72 Low = 37.18
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The following table shows the same data as the graph. Notice that there are four 
columns of data for each marker in the graph.
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13
Dimension List Boxes

Chapter summary
This chapter introduces you to important concepts about dimension list boxes. 

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Is a Dimension List Box?

■ Structure of a Dimension List Box

■ Displaying Dimension Values

■ Controlling and Responding to Users’ Highlighting Values

■ Updating Selections and Lists

■ Linking Dimension List Boxes to Other Objects

■ Example: Using a Dimension List Box to Set Table Dimension Values

■ Example: Linking a Dimension List Box to Views

■ Using Relations with Dimension List Boxes

■ Example: Using Two Dimension List Boxes to Show Related Dimensions

■ Example: Using a Dimension List Box to Display Information About Graph 
Data
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What Is a Dimension List Box?

Definition: Dimension list box
A dimension list box is a control that displays the values of a single Express 
dimension. 

Example: Dimension list box
The following figure shows a typical dimension list box, which is displaying values 
of a product dimension.

Purpose of a dimension list box
Like other list boxes, a dimension list box allows you to:

■ Display items for a user

■ Let a user choose from these items

In a dimension list box, the items are Express dimension values.

Common use of a dimension list box
Normally, you use a dimension list box to give users some control over the data that 
they want to view. Users highlight the dimension value or values that they are 
interested in, and you use this information to display the data that they want to see.
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You write Express Basic code to set up the data that you will display, or you simply 
connect the dimension list box to another data-aware control (such as a table or a 
graph).

Related information
For more information about the dimension list box object, search in the Help system 
for the following topic:

“Dimension List Box Object”

You can jump from this topic to lists of the dimension list box object’s properties, 
events, and methods.

Structure of a Dimension List Box

Selection objects that are associated with a dimension list box
A dimension list box has two selection objects that are associated with it. Each 
selection object corresponds to a list of values that are displayed in the dimension 
list box. Properties of the dimension list box specify the selection object for each list.

The selection objects that are associated with a dimension list box are as follows.

Data selection object
The selection object that is specified in the DataSelection property identifies the 
values that will appear in the dimension list box. For convenience, this is called the 
data selection. The data selection is an input selection; that is, you use it to specify 
what goes into the dimension list box.

Highlight selection object
The selection object that is specified in the HighlightSelection property identifies the 
dimension values that are highlighted. For convenience, this is called the highlight 
selection. It is generally an output selection, in that it identifies the values a user has 
chosen.

Selection Object List Property

Data selection Available list DataSelection

Highlight selection Highlighted list HighlightSelection
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How selection objects are associated with the dimension list box
When you populate a dimension list box, the data selection and the highlight 
selection are automatically created for you.

You can also specify an existing selection object as a data selection or a highlight 
selection.

Related information
For more information about selection objects, see Chapter 17 or search in the Help 
system for the following topic:

“Selection Object”

You can jump from this topic to lists of the selection object’s properties and 
methods.

Displaying Dimension Values

Specifying values that will be available to the user
To specify the dimension values that will appear in the list of available values, you 
populate the dimension list box and then determine which values from the data 
selection you want to display.

Populating the dimension list box
When you populate a dimension list box, you specify the Express dimension whose 
values will be listed.

You can populate the dimension list box in one of these ways:

■ Set the DataSelection property.

■ Call the SetDefaultSelection method.

■ Drag a dimension from the Database Browser onto the dimension list box.
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Filtering out dimension values
After you have populated the dimension list box, set the AvailableValues property 
to specify which of the dimension’s values to display. You can display:

■ All the values in the dimension

■ Only the values in a particular hierarchy (if the dimension has a hierarchy)

■ Only the values that are included in the data selection (as specified in the 
selection object’s StatusScript property)

Controlling a user’s ability to change the available list
When the AvailableValues property is set to Selection (dlbAVLSelection in Express 
Basic), users can change the list of available values by editing the selection object in 
one of the following ways:

■ Using the Selector to select values

■ Drilling in hierarchical dimensions to see more or less detail

You can control users’ ability to edit the data selection by setting the following 
properties.

Displaying hierarchical dimensions
When you display hierarchical dimensions, you can enhance the display of the 
dimension values in the dimension list box by setting one of the following 
properties to Yes.

IF you want to limit . . . THEN set . . .

the use of the Selector, EnableSelectData to No.

drilling, EnableDrilling to No.

Property Effect

EnableDrilling Allows users to click drill icons (+ or -) to see more or less detail

ShowIndentation Indents dimension values according to their level in the hierarchy

ShowLevels Splits the dimension list box lengthwise, identifying the hierarchical 
levels on one side and displaying the values on the other side

Tip: When you set ShowLevels to Yes, you might want to set the 
DimLabelAreaWidth property to adjust the width of the area for 
dimension labels in the dimension list box.
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Properties that control the display of dimension values
The following properties control the display of dimension values.

Example: Displaying dimension values
The following figure shows a dimension list box that displays a hierarchical 
dimension. ShowDimValues is set to show both values and short labels, and 
ShowLevels and ShowIndentation are set to Yes. This picture shows the properties 
that govern each area of the dimension list box.

Property Description

ShowDimValues Sets how to display dimension values:

■ Values

■ Short labels

■ Long labels

■ Values and short labels

■ Values and long labels

DimLabelAreaWidth Sets the width of the area that shows labels, values, or both

DimValueAreaWidth Sets the width of the area that shows values, when both values 
and labels are shown

DimLabelAreaWidth

DimValueAreaWidth

EnableDrilling
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Related information
For procedural information about using dimension list boxes, see the following 
topics in the Help System:

“Displaying Hierarchical Dimensions in a Dimension List Box”
“Managing the Display of Dimension Values in a Dimension List Box”
“Populating Dimension List Boxes”

Controlling and Responding to Users’ Highlighting Values

Controlling a user’s ability to highlight values
In general, users highlight dimension values by using standard Windows 
techniques: by clicking on the values, by using Ctrl+click and Shift+click, or by 
dragging the mouse over several values.

This table describes how you can control a user’s ability to highlight values.

Responding to a user’s highlighting values
To respond immediately after users highlight values, write code in the dimension 
list box’s AfterHighlight event.

To respond only after users tell you that they are ready for you to do something 
with the highlighted values, write code in the AfterClick event of a button.

IF you want to specify whether users can . . . THEN set the . . .

highlight data at all, EnableHighlighting property.

use the Selector to highlight values, EnableHighlightData property.

highlight one dimension value or more than one 
dimension value at a time,

ListboxType property.

highlight all values or clear all highlighting at once, EnableHighlightButtons 
property.
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Finding a highlighted value or label
When the ListboxType property is set to any value except Extended Highlight, you 
can easily find the item that a user has selected, by getting the value of either of the 
following properties.

When the ListboxType property is set to Extended Highlight, you can get a value 
from the list of highlighted values by calling the GetNth method. The call below 
gets the first value from the highlighted list. 

strVal = dlbGeog.GetNth(dlbLSTHighlight, 0, dlbRETValue)

The GetNth method allows you to get a value, a label, or an index into the 
dimension in Express.

Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Help system:

“AfterHighlight Event”
“EnableHighlightButtons Property”
“EnableHighlightData Property”
“EnableHighlighting Property”
“FocusLabelText Property”
“FocusValueText Property”
“GetNth Method”

Updating Selections and Lists

When selection objects are updated automatically
Each selection object that is associated with a dimension list box is updated 
automatically only when the Selector is used to edit the selection. Users can invoke 
the Selector at runtime from the following popup menu items:

■ Select Data — Invokes the Selector to edit the data selection

■ Highlight Data — Invokes the Selector to edit the highlight selection

Property Description

FocusValueText Holds the single highlighted value

FocusLabelText Holds the label for the single highlighted value
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The highlight selection does not automatically change each time a user highlights 
values. Changes to the highlight selection require interaction with the Express 
database; automatically changing the selection each time a user clicks on a value 
would degrade your application’s performance. 

Likewise, the data selection does not automatically change each time that the user 
drills in a hierarchical dimension.

How to update selections
Call the RefreshSelection method to update the data selection, the highlight 
selection, or both. Calling this method sets the StatusScript property of the specified 
selection. The selection’s StatusScript property will then specify the values in the 
corresponding list. For example, the following call sets the StatusScript for the 
highlight selection to match the highlighted values: 

call RefreshSelection(dlbSELHighlight)

When lists are automatically updated 
The AutoRefreshData property of the dimension list box controls when the 
dimension list box is updated automatically, as described in the following table.

How to update lists
Call the RefreshListBox method to update either the available list, the highlighted 
list, or both. After you call this method, the list that you specified will reflect the 
values in the corresponding selection.

IF AutoRefreshData is set 
to . . .

THEN the dimension list box is automatically 
updated . . .

Yes, when the corresponding selection is:

■ edited or replaced in Express Basic

or

■ edited using the Selector.

No, only when the corresponding selection is edited using the 
Selector.
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Minimizing the refreshing of the dimension list box
By default, the dimension list box refreshes (that is, repaints) itself whenever you 
change one of its properties or one of the selection objects that is associated with it. 

If you are making several changes to the dimension list box and you do not want it 
to refresh itself after each change, set the AutoRefreshData property to No. 

When AutoRefreshData is set to No, changes to the selection objects are not 
automatically reflected in the dimension list box. Setting the property to Yes 
automatically refreshes the display.

Refreshing the display when AutoRefreshData is set to No
You can call several methods that refresh the dimension list box display, even when 
AutoRefreshData is set to No. These methods include:

■ Highlighting methods (HighlightAll, HighlightData, HighlightNone, 
SetHighlight, SetNthHighlight)

■ Scrolling methods (Scroll, ScrollToDimValue, ScrollToFirstHighlightedValue)

■ Refreshing methods (Refresh, RefreshListBox)

Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Help system:

“AutoRefreshData Property”
“Dimension List Box Methods”
“RefreshListBox Method”
“RefreshSelection Method”
“Using the Selector”

Linking Dimension List Boxes to Other Objects

Objects that can be linked to a dimension list box
You can link a dimension list box to any of the following objects:

■ Tables

■ Graphs

■ Other dimension list boxes
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How dimension list boxes are linked to other objects
You link a dimension list box to other objects by sharing the selection objects that 
are associated with the dimension list box. 

When you use a dimension list box to allow users to choose values, you can share 
the highlight selection with the object that you want to affect. You must call the 
RefreshSelection method to update the highlight selection with the values that the 
user has highlighted.

When you use a dimension list box only to display values, you can share the data 
selection with another object. Users can choose values in the other object (such as a 
table), and the dimension list box displays these values or related values.

Related information
For more information, search in the Help system for the following topic:

“Linking Objects Through Property Values”
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Example: Using a Dimension List Box to Set Table Dimension Values

What is happening in this example
The following figure shows a dimension list box (dlbGeog) that is connected to a 
table (tbSales); the dimension list box shows Geography values. When users 
highlight values, the table is updated to display only the highlighted values. 

Linking the dimension list box with the table
The following code initializes the dimension list box. Most of the code handles the 
AfterRun event of the page, although some selections are coded as module 
variables so that they will also be available to the BeforeStop event of the page.

’selection objects for restoring original table values
dim selOrigGeog as selection
dim selRestore as selection
Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
’prevent repaint of DimLB
dlbGeog.AutoRefreshData = No
call dlbGeog.SetDefaultSelection("GEOGRAPHY")

dlbGeog displays Geography values
tbSales displays the Sales measure
   (dimensioned by Geography)

dlbGeog and tbSales share the Geography selection
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’save original table Geog. selection for cleanup
set selOrigGeog = tbSales.GetSelection("GEOGRAPHY")
set selRestore = selOrigGeog.Duplicate()
’link the DimLB and the table
’by sharing a Geography selection
set dlbGeog.HighlightSelection = tbSales.GetSelection("GEOGRAPHY")
’allow repaint of DimLB
dlbGeog.AutoRefreshData = Yes
End Sub

Applying the user’s choice
The code that updates the shared Geography selection, in the AfterHighlight event 
of the dimension list box, looks like this:

Sub AfterClick ()
call dlbGeog.RefreshSelection(dlbSELHighlight)
End Sub

Cleaning up
The following code handles the BeforeStop event of the page. This code clears the 
dimension list box and resets the table’s Geography selection to its original values.

Sub BeforeStop ()
’restore original Geography selection in table
call tbSales.SetSelection("GEOGRAPHY", selRestore)
’clear the DimLB
call dlbGeog.SetDefaultSelection("")
End Sub

Related information
For more information about module variables, see Chapter 6.

Example: Linking a Dimension List Box to Views

What is happening in this example
This example links a graph, dimension list box, and a table. The graph’s Product 
values are also shown in the dimension list box. Users highlight values in the 
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dimension list box to specify the values they want to see in the table. Then they click 
btnUpdateTable to apply their choice to the table. 

dlbProduct tblSalesQuota

grSales btnUpdateTable
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Design time setup
During design, the following actions were taken to set up this page:

■ The objects were created.

■ The views were populated.

■ The AvailableValues property of the dimension list box was set to Selection, to 
display only the selection’s values as the available list of values.

Linking the views to the dimension list box
The following code links the table and the graph to the dimension list box, sharing 
selections as shown in this figure.

The graph’s Product selection is shared with the dimension list box’s data selection, 
so that the dimension list box always displays the Product values that are displayed 
in the graph.

The table’s Product selection is shared with the dimension list box’s highlight 
selection, so that users can highlight Product values that they want to see in the 
table. 

The following code handles the AfterRun event of the page pgLinkDimLBViews, 
although the selections are declared as module variables so that they will be 
available to the handlers for both the AfterRun event and the BeforeStop event.

’for saving original table Product selection
dim tbSelOrig as selection
dim tbSelRestore as selection
Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
’save table Product selection for restoring later
set tbSelOrig = tbSalesQuota.GetSelection("PRODUCT")
set tbSelRestore = tbSelOrig.Duplicate()
’turn off updating of DimLB -- prevents flashing
dlbProduct.AutoRefreshData = No

DataSelection

HighlightSelection

dlbProduct

shared with tbSalesQuota

shared with grSales
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’link the graph and the DimLB by sharing 
’the DimLB’s data selection and 
’the graph’s Product selection
set dlbProduct.DataSelection = grSales.GetSelection("PRODUCT")
set dlbProduct.HighlightSelection = tbSalesQuota.GetSelection("PRODUCT")
’turn on updating of DimLB
dlbProduct.AutoRefreshData = Yes
End Sub

Applying the user’s choice
This code applies the user’s choice of Products to see in the table. It handles the 
AfterClick event of btnUpdateTable button. The code simply updates the dimension 
list box’s highlight selection so that it includes only the currently highlighted 
values. The table shares the highlight selection. Because the selection changes, the 
table is automatically refreshed.

Sub AfterClick ()
call dlbProduct.RefreshSelection(dlbSELHighlight)
End Sub

Cleaning up
The following code handles the BeforeStop event of the page. This code restores the 
table’s original Product selection and clears the dimension list box. The tbSelRestore 
selection is declared in the page’s code module, above the AfterRun event handler. 
The AfterRun handler duplicates the original table selection for use here.

Sub BeforeStop ()
call tbSalesQuota.SetSelection("PRODUCT", tbSelRestore)
call dlbProduct.SetDefaultSelection("")
End Sub

Related information
For more information about module variables, see Chapter 6.

Using Relations with Dimension List Boxes

Definition: Relation
A relation is an Express object that describes a correspondence between the values 
of one dimension and the values of another dimension in a database. 
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Example: Relation
If you have a Country dimension and a City dimension in the database, a 
COUNTRY.CITY relation would define which cities are in each country. The values 
of the COUNTRY.CITY relation would look like this:

The City dimension is likely to have more values than the Country dimension, with 
several City values for each Country value. This is commonly the case with 
relations.

Where relations are created
Database administrators create relations in Administrator.

Why use a relation?
You can use a relation to allow users to select a value of one of the dimensions and 
then see one or more related values in the related dimension.

For example, with COUNTRY.CITY, you might show values by country in a 
dimension list box, and then allow a user to highlight a country in order to display 
the city values for the selected country in a table or graph. You would use a relation 
to make this possible.
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Procedure: Using a relation with a dimension list box
To find the values related to a particular value and display them in a dimension list 
box, complete the following steps:

1. Set the StatusScript property of the data selection object to a LIMIT command 
that limits the dimension to the current status of the relation.

Notes: You can do this in the Object Inspector or in Express Basic code. You 
might need to set the AvailableValues property of the dimension list box to 
Selection.

Example: Use the following statement to limit CITY to the current values of 
COUNTRY.CITY.

dlbCity.DataSelection.StatusScript = "LIMIT CITY TO COUNTRY.CITY"

2. In Express, set the status of the dimension that has the fewer values.

Note: You can use an ExpressCommand object to do this, or you can call the 
SetExpressStatus method of the dimension list box or of the selection.

Example: If you have COUNTRY.CITY, set the status of the COUNTRY 
dimension.

3. Force re-evaluation of the selection for the dimension that has more values, by 
setting the selection’s AutoRefreshData property to No and then to Yes.

Example: With COUNTRY.CITY, force re-evaluation of the CITY selection.

4. If you set the dimension list box’s AutoRefreshData to No, refresh the 
dimension list box that displays the values of the dimension with more values.

Example: The following call refreshes the City dimension list box.

call dlbCITY.RefreshListBox(dlbSELData)

Related information
Consult the following table to find more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

defining relations, the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.

setting status in Express, Chapter 15 or search for the following topics in 
the Help system:

“Express Command Object”

“SetExpressStatus Method”
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Example: Using Two Dimension List Boxes to Show Related 
Dimensions

What is happening in this example
In the following figure of part of a page, the dlbDivision dimension list box lists the 
values of the Division of Product dimension. This dimension is related to the 
Product dimension. The dlbProduct dimension list box displays the values of the 
Product dimension that are related to the Division that is highlighted in 
dlbDivision. 

Setting the dlbProduct to use the relation
The StatusScript property for dlbProduct’s data selection is set to the following 
string. This limits the values of the Product dimension to those that are related to 
the Division values in status in Express.

LIMIT PRODUCT TO DIV.PRODUCT

dlbDivision lists values of Division of Product dimension

dlbProduct lists Product values that
are related to the selected Division value
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Initializing dlbProduct
The handler for the AfterRun event of the page initializes the Product dimension list 
box by running the handler for the AfterHighlight event of dlbDivision.

Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
call dlbDivision.AfterHighlight()
End Sub

Setting dlbProduct from dlbDivision’s highlighted value
The following code handles the AfterHighlight event for dlbDivision. This code sets 
the Division dimension’s status and refreshes the dlbProduct display.

Sub AfterHighlight ()
dim selProduct as selection
call dlbDivision.SetExpressStatus(dlbSELHighlight)
’force evaluation of Product’s data selection
set selProduct = dlbProduct.DataSelection
selProduct.AutoRefreshData = No
selProduct.AutoRefreshData = Yes
’refresh the available list in dlbProduct
call dlbProduct.RefreshListbox(dlbSELData)
End Sub

Example: Using a Dimension List Box to Display Information About 
Graph Data

What is happening in this example
The following figure shows a graph and a dimension list box in a page. The graph 
shows a Sales by City measure. The City dimension has been aggregated to Area. 
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When a user clicks a pie slice (selects an area), the dimension list box displays the 
values of the City dimension that are related to the selected area value.

Setting up the dimension list box during design
The following properties have been set in the Object Inspector:

■ The dimension list box’s AutoRefreshData is set to No, to prevent unnecessary 
refreshing.

■ The data selection’s StatusScript property is set to the following command:

LIMIT CITY TO AREA.CITY

dblCity grSalesbyCity
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The AREA.CITY relation connects the Area and City dimensions. This 
command sets the data selection to include only the City values that are related 
to the Area value in status in Express.

Responding to user input
The following code allows users to display the City values in the dimension list box. 
The code handles the AfterSelect event of the graph.

Sub AfterSelect (SelectType As Integer, Component As Object, ObjectClass As 
Integer, Row As Long, Column As Long)
dim xpGetArea as new ExpressCommand
dim strArea as string
dim selDimLBData as selection
’ignore the selected component if it does not have 
’a definite row and column
if (ObjectClass <> vwOCDataBody) or (Row < 1) or Column < 1) then

exit sub
else

’ignore it if the graph is not a pie graph
if (GraphType >= grGTPie) and (Graphtype <=grGTMultiRingProp) then

’get selected area
strArea =  GetDimValues (ObjectClass, Row, Column, "AREA")
’in Express, limit Area to the selected value
xpGetArea.CommandString = "LIMIT AREA TO " & strArea
call xpGetArea.Execute()
’force the DimLB data selection to be evaluated
set selDimLBData = dlbArea.DataSelection
selDimLBData.AutoRefreshData = No
selDimLBData.AutoRefreshData = Yes

’display the newly-evaluated selection
call dlbArea.RefreshListBox(dlbSELData)
end if ’GraphType

end if ’ObjectClass
End Sub
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14
The Selector

Chapter summary
This chapter describes the Selector, which is a powerful query and analysis tool.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Is the Selector?

■ Accessing the Selector

■ Forms of the Selector

■ The Selector and the Selector Object

■ Some Effects of the Selector

■ Displaying the Selector from Express Basic

■ Main Selector

■ Mini-Selector

■ Selector Tools

■ Working with Custom Measures

■ Working with Saved Selections
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What Is the Selector?

Description: Selector
The Selector is a powerful query and analysis tool for a particular table, graph, or 
dimension list box. It consists of one or more dialog boxes that let you specify 
criteria for including dimension values in a selection, for sorting dimension values, 
for creating custom measures, and so on.

Use of the Selector
You can use the Selector to:

■ Change the data that appears in a table or graph by:

■ Choosing other dimension values.

■ Choosing another measure from the measure dimension. The measure 
dimension includes the names of the measures that the DBA installed in the 
database and the names of any measures that you create.

■ Highlight values or specify the values that appear in a dimension list box.

■ Sort dimension values.

■ Work with custom measures.

■ Work with saved selections.

As you build applications and briefings, you can provide your end users with 
access to the Selector. The Selector functions that they can perform will depend on 
the form of the Selector that you give them and how you customize it.

Related information
Consult the following sources for more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

the data that appears in tables, graphs, 
and dimension list boxes, 

Chapter 5

the forms of the Selector, “Forms of the Selector” on page 14-4.

customizing the Selector, “Customizing the Main Selector” on page 14-13.

“Customizing the Mini-Selector” on page 14-16.
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Accessing the Selector

Ways to access the Selector
Oracle Express Objects provides a number of ways for you to access the Selector. 
Some of the common ways are:

■ The Selector button on the Selector toolbar

■ Any of the tools buttons on the Selector toolbar

■ The Selector button on the Dimension Bar

■ The Select Data menu item on the right mouse popup menus of views, view 
components, dimension names on the Dimension Bar, and dimension list boxes

■ The Highlight Data menu item on the right mouse popup menu of dimension 
list boxes

■ Express Basic code

Preventing access to the Selector
As you build applications and briefings, you might want to prevent your end users 
from having access to the Selector. The following table describes how to prevent 
access to the Selector.

Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Oracle Express Objects 
Help system:

“Dimension Bar”
“EnableHighlightData Property”

IF you want to prevent access through . . . THEN set the object’s . . .

the Select Data menu item from the right mouse 
popup menu of a dimension list box or an edge 
node,

EnableSelectData property to No.

the Select Data menu item from the right mouse 
popup menu and the Selector button on the 
Dimension Bar of a view,

EnableSelectData property to No.

the Highlight Data menu item from the right 
mouse popup menu of a dimension list box,

EnableHighlightData property to 
No. 
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“EnableSelectData Property”
“Selector Toolbar”

Forms of the Selector

Different forms of the Selector
The Selector can appear in different forms as described in the following table.

Form Description

Main Selector Consists of the Selector dialog box and other related dialog 
boxes. It lets you specify criteria for including dimension values 
in a selection, for sorting dimension values, for creating custom 
measures, and so on.

For more information about the Main Selector, see “Main 
Selector” on page 14-11.

Mini-Selector Consists of the Dimension dialog box, where Dimension is the 
name of the dimension from which you are selecting a value. It 
lets you choose values for a single dimension.

For more information about the Mini-Selector, see 
“Mini-Selector” on page 14-15.
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Specifying the form of the Selector
You specify the form that the Selector takes for a particular table, graph, or 
dimension list box by setting the SelectorType property of the Selector object that is 
specified in the Selector property of the table, graph, or dimension list box. (For 
more information about the Selector object, see “The Selector and the Selector 
Object” on page 14-6.) 

You can specify one of these forms: the Main Selector, the Mini-Selector, an 
individual Selector tool, or the Custom Measures dialog box.

When you set the SelectorType property, the form that you specify takes effect 
whenever the Selector is accessed through:

■ The Selector button on the Selector toolbar

■ The Selector button on the Dimension Bar

■ The Select Data menu item on the right mouse popup menu

One of these Selector 
tools:

■ All tool

■ List tool

■ Match tool

■ Level tool

■ Family tool

■ Attribute tool

■ Exception tool

■ Top/Bottom tool

■ Range tool

■ Saved Selection tool

■ Sort tool

Consists of one or more dialog boxes for the particular tool. It 
lets you specify criteria for including dimension values in a 
selection or for sorting dimension values.

For more information about the Selector tools, see “Selector 
Tools” on page 14-16.

Custom Measures dialog 
box

Consists of the Custom Measures dialog box. It lets you see the 
custom measures that are defined for a database and create, 
copy, and edit custom measures.

For more information about custom measures, see “Working 
with Custom Measures” on page 14-19

Form Description
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■ The Highlight Data menu item on the right mouse popup menu

■ Express Basic code

Note: Whenever the Selector is accessed through one of the tools buttons on the 
Selector toolbar, it takes the form of that particular Selector tool.

Determining which form of the Selector to specify
To determine which form of the Selector to specify for a particular table, graph, or 
dimension list box, you need to think about how you or your end users will be 
working with the data.

For example, suppose you are creating a table for end users who will be performing 
ad-hoc or what-if analysis. Because they probably will need the full functionality of 
the Selector, you would provide them with the Main Selector form of the Selector. 

On the other hand, suppose you are creating a table for end users who mainly will 
be viewing the data but, on occasion, might want to sort the data. Because they will 
need only the ability to sort, you would provide them with the Sort Tool form of the 
Selector.

The Selector and the Selector Object

Definition: Selector object
A Selector object defines how the Selector is displayed for a particular table, graph, 
or dimension list box. It functions as the value of the Selector property of the table, 
graph, or dimension list box. 

How a Selector object is created
A Selector object is created in these ways:

■ Automatically by a table, graph, or dimension list box — When you display the 
Selector, the table, graph, or dimension list box from which it is displayed 
automatically creates a Selector object.

■ Programmatically in Express Basic — You can create a Selector object as the 
Main Selector, Mini-Selector, an individual Selector tool, or the Custom 
Measures dialog box. Then you can set the Selector object that you create as the 
value of the Selector property for any table, graph, or dimension list box.
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Example: Relationship between the Selector and the Selector object
The following figure shows the Selector property for a table named tbTable1. The 
value of the Selector property is the Selector object named slcSelector1, which 
defines the characteristics of tbTable1’s Selector.

This figure shows the properties of slcSelector1. The SelectorType property’s value 
of 1 specifies the Main Selector as the form of the Selector. The DimLabels property, 
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the MaxDimValueCount property, and the properties of the SelectorMain property 
set specify the appearance of the Main Selector.
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This figure shows the resulting Selector for tbTable1.

Related information
For more information on the Selector object, search for the following topics in the 
Oracle Express Objects Help system:

“Selector Object”
“SelectorType Property”

Some Effects of the Selector

Effects of the Selector on the current selection
When you use the Selector, you can affect the current selection in one of these ways:

■ Replace the current selection with new values. For example, if you were 
responsible for sales in Canada, you might want to replace the current 
Geography selection with Canada only.

■ Add new values to the current selection. For example, you might want to add 
the cities in Canada to the current selection.

■ Keep newly chosen values in the current selection and discard the others. For 
example, after selecting all the products in a hierarchy, you might keep only 
those products that sell well in a particular geographical area.
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■ Remove newly selected values from the current selection and keep the others. 
For example, you might want to remove the top value of the Geographical Area 
dimension based on Sales.

Effect of the Selector on the selection object
When you use the Selector to select dimension values, you are editing the selection 
object for the dimension. The selection object, which identifies which of a 
dimension’s values are currently selected, is contained by the Data Selection 
property of an edge node.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about replacing and refining selections, search for 
“Replacing or Refining Selections” in the Oracle Express Objects Help system.

■ For more information about the selection object, see Chapter 17.

Displaying the Selector from Express Basic

Approaches for displaying the Selector from Express Basic
There are two approaches for displaying the Selector from Express Basic:

■ SelectData method

■ Run method

Note: Before you call the Run method, set the Selector’s DataSource property as 
follows:

■ For a view, set it to reference the DataCube property of the view.

■ For a dimension list box, set it to reference the DataSelection property or 
HighlightSelection property of the dimension list box.

Example: Using the SelectData method to display the Selector
The following line of Express Basic code in the AfterClick event of a button displays 
the Selector for table tbTable1.

call tbTable1.SelectData()
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Example: Using the Run method to display the Selector
The following example demonstrates an event procedure that creates and display a 
new Selector for table tbTable1.

dim slcSelector1 as new Selector
set slcSelector1.DataSource = tbTable1.DataCube
’displays your Selector
call slcSelector1.Run()

Related information
For more information on the Selector object, search for the following topics in the 
Oracle Express Objects Help system:

“DataCube Property”
“DataSelection Property”
“DataSource Property”
“Run Method”
“SelectData Method”

Main Selector

Description: Main Selector
The Main Selector consists of the Selector dialog box and other related dialog boxes. 
It lets you:

■ Use more than one Selector tool to specify criteria for selecting or sorting 
dimensions before updating a table, graph, or dimension list box

■ Work on more than one dimension’s selection before updating a table or graph

■ Access the selection library, where you can save a selection to use again

■ Create custom measures

■ Set options for the appearance of the Selector dialog box

Components of the Selector dialog box
The following table describes the components of the Selector dialog box. 
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Note: For some components, you can specify whether they will appear in the 
Selector dialog box for a particular table, graph, or dimension list box. See 
“Customizing the Main Selector” on page 14-13.

Component Description

The toolbar Contains buttons that represent the Selector tools. 

Not all Selector tools are available for all dimensions. When a 
tool is not available for the selected dimension, the button is 
dimmed.

Dimensions option 
buttons or list box

Lists the dimensions that appear in the table or graph from 
which you displayed the Selector. 

One dimension appears selected by default. The dimension that 
is selected depends on how and where the Selector is displayed. 
For example:

■ If the Selector is displayed by double-clicking the 
Geographical Area dimension on the Dimension Bar, then 
the Geographical Area dimension is the selected dimension. 

■ If the Selector was created and displayed through Express 
Basic, then the dimension that is specified in the 
DefaultDimension property of the Selector object is the 
selected dimension.

Dimension selection 
script box

Displays the complete script that describes the criteria that is 
used to determine which dimension values are included in the 
selection and how these values are sorted.

Dimension selection 
values box

Lists the dimension values that are currently in the selection for 
the dimension.

Custom button Displays the Custom Measures dialog box, where you see the 
custom measures that are defined for a database and create, 
copy, and edit custom measures.

Library button Displays the Selection Library dialog box, where you create, 
rename, and delete saved selections.

Options button Displays the Selector Options dialog box, where you set 
preferences for the appearance of the Selector dialog box for the 
current table, graph, or dimension list box.
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Example: Selector dialog box
The following figure is an example of the Selector dialog box.

Customizing the Main Selector
You can customize the Main Selector for a particular table, graph, or dimension list 
box. Specifically, you can:

■ Hide or display these components in the Selector dialog box:

■ Custom button

■ Library button

■ Options button

■ Dimension selection values box

■ Dimension selection script box

■ Individual Selector tools on the toolbar

■ Specify whether dimension names appear as option buttons or appear in a list 
box in the Selector dialog box

■ Specify the form (either long labels, short labels, or dimension values) in which 
to display dimension values

■ Specify the maximum number of dimension values allowed in a selection
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Approaches to customizing the Main Selector
To customize the Main Selector, you can use either of these two approaches:

■ Set properties (either in the Object Inspector or programmatically) of the 
Selector object that is specified in the Selector property of the table, graph, or 
dimension list box.

■ Set options in the Selector Options dialog box. You access the Selector Options 
dialog box through the Options button in the Selector dialog box.

The following table identifies the properties and options that you can set to 
customize the Main Selector.

IF you want to . . . THEN set the . . .

hide or display the Custom 
button,

ShowCustomMeasure property or the Allow custom 
measure functionality option.

hide or display the Library 
button,

ShowLibrary property or the Allow access to saved 
selection library option.

hide or display the Options 
button,

ShowOptions property.

hide or display the Dimension 
selection values box,

ShowSelectionValues property or the Show selection 
values option.

hide or display the Dimension 
selection script box,

ShowSelectionScript property or the Show selection 
script option.

hide or display individual 
Selector tools on the toolbar,

AvailableTools property or the check boxes in the 
Available Tools box.

specify whether dimension 
names appear as option 
buttons or appear in a list box,

ShowDimsListbox property or Use list box to represent 
dimensions.

specify the form (either long 
labels, short labels or 
dimension values) in which to 
display dimension values,

DimLabels property or one of the options in the Show 
dimension values as box.

specify the maximum number 
of dimension values allowed 
in a selection,

MaxDimValueCount property or the Maximum 
dimension values in a selection box.
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Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Oracle Express Objects 
Help system:

“Customizing the Selector for a View”
“Selector Dialog Box”

Mini-Selector

Description: Mini-Selector
The Mini-Selector consists of the Dimension dialog box, where Dimension is the name 
of the dimension from which you are selecting a value. It lets you choose values for 
a single dimension.

Example: Mini-Selector
The following figure is an example of the Mini-Selector.
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Customizing the Mini-Selector
You can customize the Mini-Selector for a particular table, graph, or dimension list 
box. For example, you can modify the text that appears above the dimension list 
box in the Dimension dialog box.

To customize the Mini-Selector, you set the properties (either in the Object Inspector 
or programmatically) that are members of the SelectorMini property set of the 
Selector object that is specified in the Selector property of the table, graph, or 
dimension list box.

Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Oracle Express Objects 
Help system:

“Dimension Dialog Box”
“SelectorMini Property Set”

Selector Tools

Description: Selector Tools
The following table describes each Selector tool.

Tool Description

All Lets you select all the values in a dimension or select all the dimension 
values in a hierarchy.

List Lets you select dimension values individually from a list of all available 
values.

Match Lets you select dimension values that contain a specified string of 
characters. For example, you could search for all Geographical Area 
dimension values that contain “amer”.

Level Lets you select all the dimension values at one or more levels in a hierarchy.

Note: The Level tool is available only when the selected dimension has a 
hierarchy.

Family Lets you select a family of values in a dimension hierarchy. For example, 
you might want to select Canada and all the cities in Canada.

Note: The Family tool is available only when the selected dimension has a 
hierarchy.
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Attribute Lets you select values based on a common attribute. For example, you 
might use a shoe color attribute to select all boots, sneakers, and slippers 
that share the same color.

Note: The Attribute tool is available only when attributes have been 
defined for the current dimension.

Exception Lets you select dimension values based on the values of a measure that 
uses the dimension. For example, you might select the cities whose Sales 
values are greater than $1,000,000. You can also use the Exception tool to 
base your selection on the comparison of two different measures. For 
example, you might select the products whose Sales were more than 5 
percent above Forecast.

Note: The Exception tool is not available for the Measure dimension.

Top/Bottom Lets you select the dimension values with the greatest or least data values 
in a particular measure. For example, you might select the top 10 cities in 
Sales of Audio Division products in Quarter 1. Or you might select cities in 
the bottom 30 percent in Sales of all products for the year.

Note: The Top/Bottom tool is not available for the Measure dimension.

Range Lets you select a range of time values. For example, you might select the 
range of months between January and June of last year. Using the Range 
tool, you could also select all months from January of this year to date, or 
you could select the last three months.

Note: The Range tool is available only for time dimensions that have a 
hierarchy defined.

Saved 
Selection

Lets you select dimension values in a saved selection. 

Sort Lets you specify the following information: 

■ Sorting method to use to sort dimension values

■ Whether to sort dimension values automatically

Tool Description
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Related information
For more information about the Selector tools, search for the following topics in the 
Oracle Express Objects Help system.

Tool Topic

All “Select All Dialog Box”

 “Using the All Tool”

List “List Dialog Box”

 “Using the List Tool”

Match “Select by Matching Characters Dialog Box”

 “Using the Match Tool”

Level “Select by Level Dialog Box”

 “Using the Level Tool”

Family “Select by Family Dialog Box”

 “Using the Family Tool”

Attribute “Select by Attribute Dialog Box”

 “Using the Attribute Tool”

Exception “Select by Exception Dialog Box”

 “Using the Exception Tool”

Top/Bottom “Select Top/Bottom Dialog Box”

 “Using the Top/Bottom Tool”

Range “Select by Range Dialog Box”

 “Using the Range Tool”

Saved Selection “Saved Selection Dialog Box”

 “Using Saved Selections”

Sort “Sort Selection Dialog Box”

 “Using the Sort Tool”
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Working with Custom Measures

Definition: Custom measure
The databases that you use with Oracle Express Objects contain base measures that 
were created by your DBA. Base measures, such as Volume Sales and Dollar Sales, 
are always available.

While building a project or briefing or running a project or briefing, you might also 
want to create your own measures (such as Volume Share Year Ago) using base 
measures. A measure that you create using base measures is called a custom 
measure.

Availability of custom measures
Once you create a custom measure, it is available whenever you attach the database 
in which you created it. When you distribute a project that contains custom 
measures, end users can use any custom measure that is defined for the databases 
that the project uses.

Where the definition of a custom measure is stored
The definition of a custom measure is stored in:

■ Any project or briefing that you create that uses the database in which the 
custom measure is defined.

■ Your system project. Each copy of Oracle Express Objects has a system project 
file named xobjects.xpj, and each copy of Express Analyzer has a system 
project file named xanalyze.xpj.

Using the Custom Measures dialog box to work with custom measures
The Custom Measures dialog box lets you see the custom measures that are defined 
for a database and lets you create, copy, and edit custom measures. How you access 
the Custom Measures dialog box depends on the form of the Selector:

■ If the form of the Selector is the Main Selector, then you access it through the 
Custom button on the Selector dialog box.

■ If the form of the Selector is the Custom Measures dialog box, then you can 
access it in the usual ways that you access the Selector.
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Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Oracle Express Objects 
Help system:

“Copying Custom Measures”
“Creating Custom Measures”
“Custom Measures Action Dialog Box”
“Custom Measures Dialog Box”
“Defining Expressions for Custom Measures”
“Deleting Custom Measures”
“Editing Custom Measures”
“Performing Ad-Hoc Analysis”
“Performing What-If Analysis”

Working with Saved Selections

Definition: Saved selection
A set of dimension values that has been saved for re-use. A saved selection can be 
static or dynamic:

■ A static saved selection has the same values whenever you use it. For example, 
you might have a static saved selection of cities, such as “Austin,” “Houston,” 
and “San Antonio.” A static saved selection is sometimes referred to as a list.

■ A dynamic saved selection uses a single criterion for selecting dimension 
values, but the dimension values themselves can be different at different times. 
For example, you might have a dynamic saved selection of the previous three 
months. When you use this selection in April, the values are January, February, 
and March; when you use this selection in September, the values are “June,” 
“July,” and “August.” A dynamic saved selection is sometimes referred to as a 
script.

Availability of saved selections
Once you create a saved selection, it is available whenever you attach the database 
in which you created it. When you distribute a project that contains saved selections 
to your end users, they can use any saved selection that is defined for the database 
that the project uses.
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Where the definition of a saved selection is stored
The definition of a saved selection is stored in:

■ Any project or briefing that you create that uses the database in which the saved 
selection is defined.

■ Your system project. Each copy of Oracle Express Objects has a system project 
file named xobjects.xpj, and each copy of Express Analyzer has a system 
project file named xanalyze.xpj.

The DBA can also create saved selections in Administrator. These saved selections 
are stored in the Express database.

Using the Selection Library dialog box to work with saved selections
The Selection Library dialog box lets you create, rename, and delete saved 
selections. You access the Selection Library dialog box through the Library button 
on the Selector dialog box when the form of the Selector is the Main Selector.

Related information
For more information, search for the following topics in the Oracle Express Objects 
Help system:

“Creating Saved Selections”
“Deleting Saved Selections”
“Renaming Saved Selections”
“Replacing Saved Selections”
“Selection Library Dialog Box”
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15
Communicating with Express

Chapter summary
This chapter describes ways in which you can use Express Basic code to 
communicate with Express. It assumes that you have a working knowledge of the 
Express language. It does not give instructions for performing particular tasks in 
Express.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Objects for Communicating with Express

■ Connecting to Express

■ Attaching Databases

■ Detaching Databases

■ Getting Information About Objects in Express Databases

■ Creating Custom Measures in Express Basic

■ Using Lists of Database Objects

■ Executing Express Commands

■ Fetching Data

■ Examples: Two Ways to Fetch Data into Two Grids
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Objects for Communicating with Express

List of objects for communicating with Express
The following objects are designed to facilitate communication with Express Server 
or Personal Express.

Object Description

Express object Manages the connection to Express

Express command object Lets you issue a command in Express and store the result; 
used especially for fetching data

Express output object Lets you issue a command in Express and display output

DatabaseFile Represents an Express database

DatabaseIterator Lets you loop over Express database objects

DatabaseList Contains each DatabaseFile that a saved project or briefing 
requires

DataDictionary object Allows communication with the Data Dictionary

Dimension Represents an Express dimension

Formula Represents an Express formula

Relation Represents an Express relation

Variable Represents an Express variable

DataCube Defines the structure and content of the data that appears in 
a view

Edge object Represents a location for data in a view

Edge node Represents a dimension displayed in a view

Selection object Represents the set of dimension values that will appear in a 
view or dimension list box
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How objects for communicating with Express are created
The following table describes how each of the objects for communicating with 
Express is normally created.

Object Creation

Express object Automatic. There is only one Express object for each session.

Express command object Express Basic declaration (using the New keyword).

Express output object Visual creation or Express Basic declaration.

DatabaseFile DataDictionary object’s AttachDatabase method.

DatabaseIterator DatabaseFile’s GetDatabaseIterator method or 
GetCustomIterator method.

DatabaseList Automatic when you save a project with a database 
attached. There is only one DatabaseList per project.

DataDictionary object Automatic. There is only one DataDictionary object for each 
session.

Dimension GetDatabaseObject method of the DataDictionary object or 
of a DatabaseFile.

Formula GetDatabaseObject method of the DataDictionary object or 
of a DatabaseFile.

Relation GetDatabaseObject method of the DataDictionary object or 
of a DatabaseFile.

Variable GetDatabaseObject method of the DataDictionary object or 
of a DatabaseFile.

DataCube Automatic during design time when you populate a view. 
At runtime, declaration.

Edge object Automatic when you populate a view or call a DataCube’s 
AddMeasures method.

Edge node Automatic when you populate a view or call a DataCube’s 
AddMeasures method.

Selection object Automatic when you populate a view or a dimension list 
box, and when you call a DataCube’s AddMeasures method; 
explicitly by declaration
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Testing communication with Express as you design applications
As you design applications, you might want to issue a command in Express and to 
see the results immediately, rather than seeing the results as you run the 
application. To issue Express commands and get immediate results, use the Express 
Window.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

Connecting to Express

Varieties of Express connections
Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer can connect to:

■ Personal Express

■ Express Server 6.x

■ Relational data, through Relational Access Manager

When you connect to relational data through Relational Access Manager, the 
connection automatically attaches the appropriate database as well.

Any project or briefing that displays data or allows users to manipulate data 
requires a connection to Express.

IF you want more information about . . . THEN see . . .

each of the objects that are described in this 
topic,

the corresponding topic in the Help system.

the DataCube, Chapter 16.

selection objects, Chapter 17.

the Express Window the following topic in the Help system:

“Express Window”
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Where Express connections are set up
Information about each Express connection is stored in a file that uses an .xcf 
extension.

You use the Oracle Express Connection Editor to create and edit XCF files.

When connecting to Express is automatic
Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer automatically connect to Express 
whenever you open a project or briefing in which any of the following objects are 
saved:

■ A populated dimension list box

■ A populated view

■ A DataCube to which a measure has been added

Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer also automatically connect to Express 
whenever you attach a database.

Effect of automatic connection on startup time
When the Express connection is automatic, the connection occurs as your user starts 
your application or briefing. This increases startup time.

If the first page of your briefing or application does not present data to your users, 
you might want to delay the connection to Express until you display data.

Delaying the connection to Express
To delay the connection to Express until you actually display data, follow these 
guidelines:

■ Write code to populate each view and dimension list box at runtime, as 
described in Chapter 18. 

■ If you save any views or dimension list boxes in a project or briefing, save them 
without data.
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■ Before you populate the first view or dimension list box that is displayed, do 
one of the following in order to connect to Express:

Call the Connect method of the Express object.

or

Call the AttachDatabase method of the DataDictionary object.

Getting information about a connection
The properties of the Express object contain information about the connection to 
Express. All of the following properties are read-only.

Disconnecting from Express
When Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer automatically connects to 
Express, it also automatically disconnects from Express on exit. If the original 
connection to Express invoked Express, exiting the product shuts down Express.

When you explicitly connect to Express in Express Basic code, you should explicitly 
break the connection by calling the Express object’s Disconnect method. Before 
disconnecting, however, you should remove the data from each table or graph in 
the application or briefing and detach all databases.

Property Description

Connected Specifies whether the product is connected to Express.

DomainName Identifies the name of the domain for your remote Express 
connection.

ServerDescription Specifies a textual description of the current Express connection.

ServerType Specifies whether the current Express connection is local or remote.

ServerVersion Represents the version of Express to which you are currently 
connected.

UserId Contains the last user ID that you entered for a specific Express 
Server connection.
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Related information
Consult the following table for more information.

Attaching Databases

Databases that you can attach
You can attach any Express database. You can access relational databases through 
Relational Access Manager, if the relational databases have been set up in Relational 
Access Administrator for use with Express. 

When databases are attached automatically
Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer automatically attach the appropriate 
database whenever you open a project or briefing in which any of the following 
objects are saved:

■ A populated dimension list box

■ A populated view

■ A DataCube to which a measure has been added

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

Express connections, Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express Analyzer 
Installation Guide

or 

the Oracle Express Connection Editor Help 
system.

populating views programmatically, Chapter 18.

populating dimension list boxes, Chapter 13.

Express object, the following topic in the Help system:

“Express Object”

From this topic, you can jump to lists of the 
Express object’s properties and methods. From 
these lists, you can jump to a description of each 
property or method.
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Note: If you want to change the database to which all the views, DataCubes, and 
dimension list boxes reference in a project, then use the Replace Database Wizard to 
change all of the references.

Effect of automatic attachment on startup time
When Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer automatically attaches a 
database, the connection to Express occurs as your user starts your application or 
briefing. This increases startup time.

If the first page of your briefing or application does not present data to your users, 
you might want to attach the database at runtime, when you actually want to 
display data.

Using the AttachDatabase method to attach a database
To attach a database at runtime, call the AttachDatabase method of the 
DataDictionary object. You pass the name of the database that you want to attach. If 
you do not specify a full path name, the product uses the standard search order as it 
looks for the database.

The AttachDatabase method returns an object reference to the DatabaseFile that 
represents the database in Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer. You use 
the DatabaseFile to get references to objects in the database.

Calling Express to attach a database
If you do not need references to any objects in a database, you can issue an Express 
command to attach the database, using the Execute method of the Express 
command object. 

When you call Express directly, no DatabaseFile is created, so you cannot reference 
any of the objects in the database in Express Basic code. Also, Express searches for 
databases only in the working folder and in the folders specified as the search path 
for databases. Express does not look for databases in any folders for Oracle Express 
Objects or Express Analyzer.
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Example: Using the Attach method to attach a database
The following code handles the AfterRun event of a page. The page contains a 
blank table, which this code populates. This page is the only page in this project that 
will display data from the XADEMO database. 

Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
dim dbfDemo as DatabaseFile
dim dcSales as New DataCube
dim iTest as integer
’attach database; Express connection will be automatic
set dbfDemo = DataDictionary.AttachDatabase("XADEMO")
’add a measure to the DataCube
iTest = dcSales.AddMeasures("F.SALES")
if iTest then
   assign the DataCube to the table
   set tbSales.DataCube = dcSales
end if
End Sub

Example: Calling Express to attach a database
The following code attaches the KECODE database to get access to the 
KE_SAMEDIMS program. This program gets a list of measures that have the same 
dimensions as a passed measure. Because the code database is only attached to gain 
access to this program, this event procedure uses an Express command object to call 
Express to attach the database.

The code handles the AfterHighlight event of a dimension list box (dlbMeasures). 
This dimension list box displays measure values in the XADEMO database, which 
is already attached. The page that contains dlbMeasures also contains a list box 
(lstMeas2). This code uses a DatabaseIterator to fill the list box with descriptions of 
the measures that KE_SAMEDIMS returns.

Sub AfterHighlight ()
dim dbfDemo as DatabaseFile
dim dbiMeas as DatabaseIterator
dim xpCmd as new ExpressCommand
dim strMeasName as string
dim strMeasList as string
’get databasefile
set dbfDemo = DataDictionary.GetDatabase("XADEMO")
’find the item that is selected in this list
strMeasName = FocusValueText
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’attach the code database
’KECODE must be in a folder that Express searches
call xpCmd.Execute("dtb attach KECODE")
’get custom iterator
set dbiMeas = dbfDemo.GetCustomIterator _
  "call KE_SAMEDIMS (’" & strMeasName & "’)")
’fill lstMeas2 with measures of same dimensionality
strMeasList = dbiMeas.GetDescription(-1)
call lstMeas2.SetItems(strMeasList,,Yes)
End Sub

Do not attach databases in an AUTOGO program
When databases are attached automatically, and when you use the AttachDatabase 
method to attach a database, the Express DATABASE command is called with the 
ATTACH keyword. Because of this, any AUTOGO program in your database is not 
called. If your AUTOGO program attaches other databases that are necessary for 
your application, these databases will not be attached.

If you want an Express program to attach databases automatically, then store the 
program in the first database that your application attaches. In Administrator, 
specify the program in the Post-Attach Program property of that first database.

Writing to attached databases
Users can write to an attached database in the following circumstances:

■ The database must be attached with read/write access. When users access a 
database on a LAN, only one user at a time can attach the database as 
read/write.

■ The database must not have permissions that restrict the user. Permissions are 
set by using the PERMIT command in Express.

Related information
Consult the following table for more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

database search order, Chapter 20.

detaching databases the topic “Detaching Databases” on page 15-11.
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Detaching Databases

When databases are automatically detached
Whenever a database is attached automatically, it is automatically detached when 
the project or briefing stops running.

Detaching databases programmatically
You can detach a database in either of the following ways.

Before you detach a database, you should make sure that no views or dimension list 
boxes are displaying data from the database.

If you put the code that detaches the database in a handler for the BeforeStop event 
of a project, remember to set the routing for the BeforeStop events on all the pages 
in the project to None, so that the project’s BeforeStop event handler does not run 
when a page stops.

Example: Detaching a database
The following code handles the BeforeStop event of a page. This page is the only 
page in the project that displays data. This code clears the table, so that it does not 

the DatabaseFile object and attaching 
databases,

the following topics in the Help system:

“AttachDatabase Method”

“Attaching Databases”

“DatabaseFile Object”

accessing relational data, the Oracle Express Relational Access Manager User’s 
Guide. 

IF you attached the database by . . . THEN detach it by . . .

calling the AttachDatabase method, calling the DetachDatabase method of the 
DatabaseFile or of the DataDictionary object.

executing a DATABASE ATTACH command 
in Express,

executing a DATABASE DETACH command 
in Express.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .
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display data; then the code detaches the XADEMO database and disconnects from 
Express.

Sub BeforeStop ()
’clear the table
set tbSales.DataCube = Nothing
’detach the database
call DataDictionary.DetachDatabase("XADEMO")
’disconnect from Express, to prevent automatic
’connection at startup the next time the project runs
call Express.Disconnect()
End Sub

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about the DatabaseFile object and detaching databases, 
search for the following topics in the Help system:

“DatabaseFile Object”
“DetachDatabase Method”
“Detaching Databases”

■ For more information about event propagation, see Chapter 2.

Getting Information About Objects in Express Databases

Where information about dimensions is set and stored
When DBAs use Administrator to creates dimensions in Express, they create labels 
for the dimensions and their values and for measures. DBAs also can create 
hierarchies and saved selections for dimensions. Information about a dimension’s 
labels and hierarchies is stored in the database in which the dimension is defined.

Getting references to objects in Express databases
In many cases, you must get an object reference in Express Basic before you can get 
information about an object that resides in an Express database.

To get a reference to an object in an Express database, call the GetDatabaseObject 
method. 
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The following code, in the code module of a page that contains a dimension list box 
(dlbLink) initializes the dimension list box. This procedure uses GetDatabaseObject 
to get the dimension object to pass to the SetDefaultSelection method. 

Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
dim dimLine as Dimension
set dimLine = DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject("LINE")
call dlbLink.SetDefaultSelection(dimLine)
End Sub

Getting the values of the Measure dimension
One dimension in the Data Dictionary lists all of the user-visible measures 
(variables, formulas, and relations) in a database. This dimension is named 
XP_MEASUREDIM. You use this dimension mostly in tables and graphs. For 
example, to get the Measure value for a selected data value, you would call a view’s 
GetDataValue method, passing XP_MEASUREDIM in the DimNameOrEdgeNode 
argument.

If you want just a list of variables and formulas, consider using a DatabaseIterator. 
By default, the XP_MEASUREDIM dimension lists all of the user-visible measures 
in a database. If you want to present only a list of formulas, for example, using a 
DatabaseIterator is more straightforward than using the XP_MEASUREDIM 
dimension.

Getting alternate names for dimensions and measures
The following properties of a dimension provide alternate names for the dimension.

Property Description Sample Value

LD Long description Geography Dimension Values

LongPlurName Long plural name Geographic Areas

ShortName Short name Geog. Area

ShortPlurName Short plural name Geog. Areas
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The following properties of variables, formulas, and relations provide alternate 
names for the measure.

Getting label information for dimensions
Call the dimension object’s GetValueLabel method to get a label. 

For example, the following code handles the AfterSelect event of a table. The page 
that contains the table also contains a list box (lstDimValLabels). This code finds the 
Product dimension value that a user has clicked on in the table and displays its 
short label in the list box. 

Sub AfterSelect (SelectType As Integer, Component As Object, ObjectClass As 
Integer, Row As Long, Column As Long)
dim strValName as string
dim strValLabel as string
dim dimProd as Dimension
’make sure user clicked on data
if ObjectClass <> vwOCDataBody then
     exit sub
end if
’get an object reference
set dimProd = DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject("PRODUCT")
’find the Product value that the user clicked on
strValName = GetDimValues ObjectClass, Row, Column, "PRODUCT")
’get the label and display it in the list box
strValLabel = dimProd.GetValueLabel(strValName, dimLBLShort)
call lstDimValLabels.AddItem(strValLabel)
End Sub

Property Description Sample Value

LD Long description Average Price

ShortName Short name Avg. Price
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Getting hierarchy information for a dimension
The following properties and methods of the dimension object provide information 
about the dimension’s hierarchies.

Getting the dimension information for a measure or conjoint dimension
To find out which dimensions are defined for a measure or conjoint dimension, call 
the GetDimensions method on the object. The method returns a DatabaseIterator, 
which is a list of objects in the Express database.

For example, the following code displays the dimensions of the F.SALES measure in 
a list box. The code handles the AfterClick event of a button. The page that contains 
this button also contains the list box (lstDims). 

Sub AfterClick()
dim dbiDims as DatabaseIterator
dim varSales as Variable
set varSales = DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject("F.SALES")
set dbiDims = varSales.GetDimensions()
call lstDims.SetItems dbiDims.GetDescription(-1), , Yes)
End Sub

Getting saved selections
To get a reference to a saved selection for a dimension, call the GetSelection object of 
the dimension or of the DataDictionary object.

Property or Method Description

HierCount property The number of hierarchies that are defined for the 
dimension

HierDefault property The default hierarchy that is specified for the dimension

GetHierDescription method Gets the description of a hierarchy

GetHierName method Gets the name of a hierarchy

GetLevelCount method Gets the number of levels that are defined for a specified 
hierarchy

GetLevelDescription method Gets the description of a hierarchy level

GetLevelName method Gets the name of a hierarchy level
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For example, the following code gets the saved Product selection “Top3”, which 
lists the top three products based on World Sales for the last three months. 

Dim selTop3 as Selection
set selTop3 = DataDictionary.GetSelection("PRODUCT", "Top3")

Related information
Consult the following table for more information.

Creating Custom Measures in Express Basic

What are custom measures?
Custom measures are formulas that are created in Oracle Express Objects or in 
Express Analyzer. They are not normally stored in the Express database. Instead, 
they are stored in the following two places:

■ In your system project file (xobjects.xpj for Oracle Express Objects, 
xanalyze.xpj for Express Analyzer). This makes the custom measure 
available to you no matter what project you are using.

■ In any project or briefing file that uses the selection. This makes the custom 
measure available to your users without having to distribute another file.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

the objects in Oracle Express Objects 
and Express Analyzer that represent 
objects in Express,

the following topics in the Help system:

“Dimension Object”

“Formula Object”

“Relation Object”

“Variable Object”

From these topics, you can jump to lists of the 
objects’ properties and methods.

saved selections, Chapter 17.

creating objects in an Express database 
and configuring them for use with 
Oracle Express Objects and Express 
Analyzer,

the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide.
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When to use custom measures
Use a custom measure when you want to store a formula in the project or briefing 
rather than in the database.

When you want to store a formula in the Express database, you can use an Express 
command to define the formula (as long as the database is attached as read/write). 
If you do so, you must also call the UpdateMeasures method of the DataDictionary 
object, to inform the Data Dictionary about the new formula.

Procedure: Creating a custom measure in Express Basic
To create a custom measure, complete the following steps:

1. Create a formula object.

2. Set the following properties of the formula object:

■ Database

■ Description

■ Formula

■ Name 

■ ShortName

3. Call the formula object’s DefineServerObject method to define its corresponding 
formula in the Express database.

Example: Creating a custom measure in Express Basic
The following code creates a custom measure. 

dim forCustom as new Formula
dim iTest as integer
forCustom.Database = "XADEMO"
forCustom.Description = "Sales plus 10 percent"
forCustom.Formula = "F.SALES * 1.1"
forCustom.Name = "SalesPlus10Pct"
forCustom.ShortName = "Sales + 10%"
iTest = forCustom.DefineServerObject()

Deleting custom measures in Express Basic
To delete a custom measure, call the formula’s DeleteServerObject method.
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Displaying the Custom Measures dialog box
The Custom Measures dialog box allows users to create, edit, and delete custom 
measures. When you display this dialog box, you do not have to write Express Basic 
code to manage the custom measures. 

You can display the Custom Measures dialog box in any of the following ways:

■ Call the EditCustomMeasures method of the DataDictionary object (optionally 
allows deletion)

■ Use the Define Custom Measures QuickAction (does not allow deletion)

■ Allow access to a Selector object whose ShowCustomMeasure property is set to 
Yes (allows deletion)

Related information
For more information about custom measures, search for the following topics in the 
Help system:

“Creating Custom Measures”
“Custom Measures Dialog Box”
“Define Custom Measure QuickAction”
“DefineServerObject Method”
“DeleteServerObject Method”
“Deleting Custom Measures”
“EditCustomMeasures Method”
“Formula Properties”
“ShowCustomMeasure Property”
“Selector Object”
“UpdateMeasures Method”

Using Lists of Database Objects

What is a DatabaseIterator?
The DatabaseIterator is a list of objects in an Express database that satisfy criteria that 
you specify. You can use it to loop over the contents of a database and obtain 
information about the objects in the list.

You might, for example, want to display a list of variables and formulas in a list box 
and allow a user to select from the list box the formula or variable to display in a 
graph. If you were to display the values of the XP_MEASUREDIM dimension in a 
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dimension list box, you would have to explicitly change the selection so that it does 
not include relations. Relations are not usually numeric data, and so cannot be 
displayed in a graph.

How to create a DatabaseIterator
To create a DatabaseIterator, you can call one of the following methods of the 
DatabaseFile:

■ Call the GetDatabaseIterator method to get a simple list of objects that are in the 
database. This method limits the database’s NAME dimension according to the 
arguments that you specify.

■ Call the GetCustomIterator method to specify more complex criteria for the 
items in the DatabaseIterator. When you call GetCustomIterator, you limit the 
NAME dimension in Express.

Procedure: Displaying a list of database objects in a list box
To use a DatabaseIterator to display a list of objects in a list box, complete the 
following steps:

1. Get a reference to a DatabaseFile object by calling the GetDatabase method of 
the DataDictionary object.

2. Create a DatabaseIterator by calling the DatabaseFile’s GetDatabaseIterator 
method.

3. Display names or descriptions of items in the DatabaseIterator.

4. Call the list box’s SetItems method to populate the list box. Pass the string 
returned from the GetName or GetDescription method as the Items argument.

IF you want to display . . . THEN call . . .

the names of the database 
objects, 

the DatabaseIterator’s GetName method, passing -1 as 
the Index argument.

the descriptions of the 
database objects,

the DatabaseIterator’s GetDescription method, passing 
-1 as the Index argument.
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Example: Using a DatabaseIterator to populate a list box
This code uses a DatabaseIterator to present a list of measures in the list box 
(lstMeas1). 

’get iterator for filling lstMeas1
set dbfDemo = DataDictionary.GetDatabase("XADEMO")
set dbiMeas = dbfDemo.GetDatabaseIterator((dbiOTFormula or _

dbiOTVariable), dbiOBJUserData , dbiSTDescription)
’get the descriptions of the objects in the iterator
strMeasList = dbiMeas.GetDescription(-1)
’fill the list box with the descriptions
call lstMeas1.SetItems(strMeasList,,Yes)

Related information
For more information about DatabaseIterators, search for the following topics in the 
Help system:

“DatabaseIterator Object”
“GetCustomIterator Method”
“GetDatabaseIterator Method”

Executing Express Commands

Express command objects and the Express object
The Express command object allows you to execute Express commands, handle 
errors, and access the data that results from the commands.

The Express object also allows you to execute Express commands; when you do, an 
Express command object is automatically created. If you call the Express object’s 
Execute method, assign the return value to an Express command object.
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Specifying Express commands
When you use an Express command object to execute Express commands, you can 
specify the commands in one of these ways:

■ As the value of the Express command object’s CommandScript property

■ As the Command argument of the Express command object’s Execute method

■ As the Command argument of the Express object’s Execute method (assign the 
return value to an Express command object)

Performance and interaction with Express
Each transaction with the Express database has an impact on performance. When 
you execute Express language commands, you can minimize the number of 
database transactions by:

■ Submitting a string of Express language commands, using a semicolon as a 
separator.

■ Calling an Express language program rather than executing a series of 
commands.

Example: Issuing an Express command
The following code handles the AfterClick event of a button. The code applies a 
context that was created using the dimension list box’s SetExpressStatus method. 
The page that contains this button also contains two dimension list boxes, 
dlbProduct and dlbDivision. A user clicks on the dlbDivision box. When a user 
chooses the button, the dlbProduct dimension list box displays products that are 
related to the selected division. 

Sub AfterClick ()
’get the saved Division status by applying context
dim xpGetContext as new ExpressCommand
’
xpGetContext.CommandString = "Context ’DIV.CONTEXT’ Apply"
if xpGetContext.Execute () then

’set Product selection status script in case user has used
’the Selector or drilled in dlbProduct
dlbProduct.DataSelection.StatusScript = "LIMIT PRODUCT TO DIVISION"
’refresh the selection
dlbProduct.DataSelection.AutoRefreshData = Yes
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’refresh the dimension list box
call dlbProduct.RefreshListBox(dlbSELData)

end if
End Sub

Related information
From either of these topics, you can jump to a list of the object’s properties and 
methods.

For more information about executing Express commands, search for the following 
topics in the Help system:

“Express Object”
“Express Command Object”

Fetching Data

When data is fetched automatically
Any data that appears in a view or dimension list box is fetched automatically. You 
do not need to fetch data explicitly for data-aware objects.

When to fetch data explicitly
You fetch data explicitly to present Express data in ways other than in a table, 
graph, or dimension list box. For example, you might fetch data to:

■ Fill a grid object with Express data 

■ Fill a list box or combo box with one-dimensional data

■ Pass Express data to an OCX control, such as a tree control

How to fetch data explicitly
To fetch Express data explicitly, use an Express command object to call the Express 
FETCH command. The FETCH command is a central component of the Structured 
N-Dimensional Application Programming Interface (SNAPI). This command 
retrieves data from Express and packs the binary data into a data block for 
transmission to Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer.

The Express command object allows you to access the binary data that is retrieved 
by the FETCH command. 
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General steps for fetching data explicitly
The general steps for fetching data are as follows:

1. If you are fetching multidimensional data, call Express to limit the dimensions 
of any measures whose data you want to fetch.

2. Use the Express command object to issue a FETCH command in Express.

3. Use the methods and properties of the Express command object to get 
information about the data and to copy the data into the grid object or other 
data storage mechanism.

Blocks, cells, and fields
Each FETCH command produces a single block of data that is transmitted to Oracle 
Express Objects or Express Analyzer.

For each combination of dimensions in the data that is fetched, there is one cell of 
one or more data values. For example, if you fetch a measure that is dimensioned by 
MONTH, PRODUCT, and REGION, and there are two months, three products, and 
three regions in status, the block of data will have 18 cells.

Each cell of data in a data block has a field for each expression in the FETCH 
command. For example, if you fetch the BUDGET and ACTUAL measures in a 
single FETCH command, each data cell will have two fields: one for BUDGET and 
one for ACTUAL.

The following table shows sample FETCH commands and the resulting number of 
blocks and fields.

Getting data values
You get data values only from the current data cell in the current block of data. To 
fill another object, such as a grid, with the data that you fetched, you loop through 
the cells of data (and through blocks of data, if you fetched more than one) and get 
each data value separately.

FETCH command Number of Blocks Number of Fields

FETCH LINE BUDGET ACTUAL 1 3

FETCH LINE BUDGET;FETCH ACTUAL 2 First block: 2 fields

Second block: 1 field
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You call the GetData method of the Express command object to get a single data 
value. You specify the field of data in the FieldIndex argument. The NumFields 
property of the Express command object specifies the number of fields in the block 
of data.

Navigating in fetched data
The CurrentBlock property of the Express command object contains the value of the 
current data block.

The following methods of the Express command object allow you to set the current 
cell and the current block.

Data cells, dimensions, and edges
Data cells are grouped by dimension. When you call the NextCell method, you can 
specify the next cell for the dimension in which you are interested. For example, if 
you are filling a grid with PRODUCT data, you can advance to the data cell for the 
next value of the PRODUCT dimension. 

To specify a dimension, you pass a dimension index. Use the GetDimIndex method 
to get the index for the dimension whose data you are using.

The Oracle Express SNAPI Guide refers to groups of cells as edges, but to avoid 
confusion with the edges in an Oracle Express Objects DataCube object, this user’s 
guide refers to these groups as dimensions.

Method Description

NextCell Advances the current cell of the current data block along the 
dimension specified by the Dimension argument

ResetCell Resets the cell pointer to the beginning of the dimension identified 
by the Dimension argument

NextDataBlock Advances the current data block by one

ResetDataBlock Makes the first data block the current data block
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Handling error messages from Express
The following properties of the Express command object allow you to handle error 
messages from Express.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about the Express command object, search for the 
following topic in the Help system:

“Express Command Object”

From this topic, you can jump to a list of the object’s properties and methods.

■ For information about SNAPI and the structure of data that is transmitted 
through a FETCH command, see the Oracle Express SNAPI Guide. For the syntax 
of the FETCH command, search in the Express Language Help system for the 
following topic:

“FETCH Command”

Examples: Two Ways to Fetch Data into Two Grids

Example 1: Using one FETCH command to fill two grids
The following code handles the AfterClick event of a button. The page that contains 
the button also contains two grids: grdBudget and grdActual. This code fills a 
column in one grid with BUDGET data and a column in the other grid with 
ACTUAL data. 

Property Description

ErrorCode Indicates whether an error occurred

ErrorText Contains the text of the Express error message, if ErrorCode indicates that 
an error occurred

PushError Specifies whether the message is displayed in Oracle Express Objects and 
Express Analyzer
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This code uses one FETCH command, which results in one block of data. The 
BUDGET data and the ACTUAL data are contained in separate fields of each data 
cell in the block. 

Sub AfterClick ()
dim xpFetch as ExpressCommand
dim iLineIndex as integer
dim iNumLineItems as integer
dim iCounter as integer
dim vBudgetValue as variant
dim vActualValue as variant

’limit dimensions 
’you can combine all these commands in one call, for better performance;
’they are in multiple calls here for easier reading
set xpFetch = Express.Execute("limit division to ’videodiv’")
set xpFetch = Express.Execute("limit time to last 1")
set xpFetch = Express.Execute("limit line to first 8")

’get one block with two fields
set xpFetch = Express.Execute("fetch budget actual")

’get Index for Line dimension
iLineIndex = xpFetch.GetDimIndex("LINE")

’how many LINE values were fetched?
iNumLineItems = xpFetch.GetDimNumValues(iLineIndex)

’reset current cell to first cell
call xpFetch.ResetCell()

’go to first data cell in the grid
grdBudget.ActiveCol = 1
grdBudget.ActiveRow = 1
for iCounter = 1 to iNumLineItems

’get the data value in the budget field of the current cell
’first arg to FETCH is field index 0
vBudgetValue = xpFetch.GetData(0)
’move to cell for next line item
call xpFetch.NextCell(iLineIndex)
’put the value into the current cell of the grid
grdBudget.Text = vBudgetValue
’move to next row of grid, unless at last row
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if grdBudget.ActiveRow < iNumLineItems then
grdBudget.ActiveRow = grdBudget.ActiveRow + 1

end if
next iCounter
’reset current cell to first cell
call xpFetch.ResetCell()

’fill the actual grid
’go to first data cell in the grid
grdActual.ActiveCol = 1
grdActual.ActiveRow = 1
for iCounter = 1 to iNumLineItems

’get the data value in the actual field of the current cell
’second arg to FETCH is field index 1
vActualValue = xpFetch.GetData(1)
’move to cell for next line item
call xpFetch.NextCell(iLineIndex)
’put the value into the current cell of the grid
grdActual.Text = vActualValue
’move to next row of grid, unless at last row
if grdActual.ActiveRow < iNumLineItems then

grdActual.ActiveRow = grdActual.ActiveRow + 1
end if

next iCounter
End Sub

Example 2: Using two FETCH commands to fill two grids
The following code handles the AfterClick event handler of a button. The page that 
contains this button also contains two grids: grdBudget and grdActual.

As in the previous example, this code fills a column in one grid with BUDGET data 
and a column in the other grid with ACTUAL data. In this example, instead of 
fetching the data into one data block and accessing the different fields of each cell, 
the code calls two different FETCH commands, which creates two blocks of data, 
each with one field. The code fills the grdBudget grid from the first block and the 
grdActual grid from the second block. 

Sub AfterClick ()
dim xpFetch as ExpressCommand
dim iLineIndex as integer
dim iNumLineItems as integer
dim iCounter as integer
dim vBudgetValue as variant
dim vActualValue as variant
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’limit dimensions
’you can combine all these commands in one call for better performance; 
’they are in multiple calls here for easier reading
set xpFetch = Express.Execute("limit division to ’videodiv’")
set xpFetch = Express.Execute("limit time to last 1")
set xpFetch = Express.Execute("limit line to first 8")

’get two blocks
set xpFetch = Express.Execute("fetch budget;fetch actual")
’get index for Line dimension
iLineIndex = xpFetch.GetDimIndex("LINE")
’how many LINE values were fetched?
iNumLineItems = xpFetch.GetDimNumValues(iLineIndex)
’reset the data block for budget grid
call xpFetch.ResetDataBlock()
’reset current cell to first cell
call xpFetch.ResetCell()
’go to first data cell in the grid
grdBudget.ActiveCol = 1
grdBudget.ActiveRow = 1
for iCounter = 1 to iNumLineItems

’get the data value from current cell
’only arg to FETCH is field index 0
vBudgetValue = xpFetch.GetData(0)
’move to cell for next line item
call xpFetch.NextCell(iLineIndex)
’put the value into the current cell of the grid
grdBudget.Text = vBudgetValue
’move to next row of grid, unless at last row
if grdBudget.ActiveRow < iNumLineItems then

grdBudget.ActiveRow = grdBudget.ActiveRow + 1
end if

next iCounter
’NOW MOVE TO NEXT DATA BLOCK AND NEXT GRID
call xpFetch.NextDataBlock()
’reset current cell to first cell
call xpFetch.ResetCell()
’fill the actual grid
’go to first data cell in the grid
grdActual.ActiveCol = 1
grdActual.ActiveRow = 1
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for iCounter = 1 to iNumLineItems
’get the data value from current cell
’only arg to FETCH is field index 0
vActualValue = xpFetch.GetData(0)
’move to cell for next line item
call xpFetch.NextCell(iLineIndex)
’put the value into the current cell of the grid
grdActual.Text = vActualValue
’move to next row of grid, unless at last row
if grdActual.ActiveRow < iNumLineItems then

grdActual.ActiveRow = grdActual.ActiveRow + 1
end if

next iCounter
End Sub
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16
The DataCube

Chapter summary
This chapter describes the DataCube and how to create and edit it. For information 
about programming tables and graphs, see Chapter 18.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Is a DataCube?

■ Structure of a DataCube

■ Examples of DataCubes and Views

■ Creating a DataCube

■ Ways to Edit a DataCube

■ Guidelines for Editing DataCubes

■ Moving and Exchanging Edges and Edge Nodes
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What Is a DataCube?

Definition: DataCube
A DataCube is a multidimensional structured data query. It defines the content and 
structure of the data that a view (table or graph) displays, as shown in the following 
table.

Purpose of a DataCube
The DataCube allows you to share the structure and content of the data among 
separate views. 

For example, you can have a table and a graph that share a DataCube. When a user 
changes the data in one view, the change is automatically apparent in the other 
view.

Defined item Description Example

Content Which measures appear in the view Sales, Profit

Which dimension values appear in the 
view

Chicago and Boston

Structure How the data is arranged Whether geography values 
appear as column labels or 
as row labels
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Structure of a DataCube

DataCube structure diagram
The following diagram shows the structure of a DataCube. Boxes represent objects, 
a box inside another box represents containership, and lines represent property 
relationships.

This table describes the objects in a DataCube.

Relationships among views and DataCube objects
The following relationships exist among the objects in a DataCube and a view:

■ The DataCube is the value of the view’s DataCube property. 

■ Edges are content items of the DataCube. 

■ Edge nodes are content items of the edges. 

■ Each edge node represents a dimension. The dimension is specified in the edge 
node’s Dimension property.

Object Description

Edge Represents a location for a group of dimensions in the view

EdgeNode Represents a dimension in the measure that appears in the view

Selection Specifies the dimension values that will appear in the view

DataCube

Edge1 (Column)

EdgeNode
EdgeNode

Edge2 (Row)

EdgeNode

Edge3 (Page)
EdgeNode

EdgeNode

Selection

Selection

Selection

Selection

Selection

View

Data Cube
property
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■ Each edge node also has a selection object associated with it. The selection 
object is the value of the edge node’s DataSelection property. The selection 
object determines which of the dimension’s values will be displayed in the 
view.

Definition: Edge
An edge is an object that represents a data location in a view. This table shows 
which view components represent each edge in a DataCube.

Edge requirements
The column edge and the row edge must each have at least one edge node. The 
page edge can be empty.

Definition: Edge node
An edge node is an object that represents a dimension. The number of edge nodes 
in a DataCube varies according to the number of dimensions in the measures that 
the DataCube references.

Definition: Selection
A selection is an object that identifies which of a dimension’s values are currently 
selected. For example, a selection for a geography dimension might specify Boston, 
San Francisco, and Tokyo as the only three geographical areas whose data will 
appear in the view.

Edge Object Table Component Graph Components

Column edge Column edge Clusters or stacks of bars, lines, or area markers

Pies in a pie graph

Markers in a scatter, bubble, or stock market 
graph

Both the pie and the bars in a pie-bar graph

Row edge Row edge Legend 

Groups of markers of the same color

Page edge Page edge Subtitle (as long as the Text property is Null)
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DataCube object names
Oracle Express Objects names the DataCube and its edges, edge nodes, and 
selections automatically, in the order that the objects are created. You do not have to 
know the names of these objects. You use methods to get object references to edges 
and edge nodes in Express Basic, as described in the topic “Ways to Edit a 
DataCube” on page 16-11.

You can rename edges and edge nodes. However, you should avoid giving edges 
and edge nodes position-specific names, such as “RowEdge”. When you exchange 
edges in a view, the position of the edge changes in the DataCube, so your 
“RowEdge” edge might then be the page edge. 

Example: Sales DataCube
The following diagram shows a sample DataCube for a view populated with the 
Sales measure.

DataCube1

Edge1 (Column)

EdgeNode1 (Measure)

EdgeNode2 (Geog. Area)

Edge2 (Row)

EdgeNode3 (Product)

Edge 3 (Page)
EdgeNode5 (Time)

EdgeNode4 (Channel)

View1

DataCube
property

Selection1 (Sales)

Selection2 (World, etc.)

Selection3 (Total prod., etc.)

Selection5 (Jan 97, etc.)

Selection4 (TotChannel, etc.)
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more detailed information about where edges are represented in different 
graph types, see Chapter 12.

■ For more information about DataCubes, edges, and edge nodes, search for the 
following topics in the Help system:

“DataCube Object”
“Edge Object”
“Edge Node Object”

Examples of DataCubes and Views

Example: DataCube and a table
This diagram identifies the DataCube edges and their corresponding table 
components. This is easy because the table edges have the same names as the 
DataCube edges.

Edges represent locations in the view
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Example: The DataCube and a bar graph
This picture shows the locations of DataCube edges in a bar graph.

Other graph types display data in different arrangements. See Chapter 12 for more 
information.

Creating a DataCube

Ways to create a DataCube
You can create a DataCube:

■ Visually, by dragging a measure or measures to an existing view or by creating 
a view and populating it at the same time

■ Programmatically, by declaring the DataCube and calling its AddMeasures 
method

■ Visually or programmatically, by duplicating or deriving from existing 
DataCubes

Page edge labels in subtitle

Row edge labels in legend

Column edge labels
in X tick labels
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Derivation of a DataCube
When you derive a DataCube, only the DataCube itself and the selections are 
derived. The edges and edge nodes are copied. This means that rotation in the 
parent DataCube does not cause rotation in the child.

Performance Tip: Using derived DataCubes allows you to set the status of a 
dimension in all of a DataCube’s children with one Express Basic command, as long 
as the properties of the child selections have not been overridden.

Implications of creating DataCubes visually
When you populate a view by dragging a measure to it from the Database Browser, 
you automatically create a DataCube. When you save the project, the DataCube is 
saved as well. Creating DataCubes visually provides an easy way to arrange the 
data as you want to display it.

When you start an application or briefing that contains a saved DataCube, the 
product:

■ Automatically connects to Express

■ Automatically attaches the Express database that contains the measure or 
measures specified in the DataCube’s Measure dimension.

Performance Tip: This automatic connection to Express increases startup time. 
Unless the first page of your briefing or application displays a populated table or 
graph, you should consider creating all your DataCubes programmatically.

Creating DataCubes programmatically
You can easily create a DataCube programmatically. You simply declare the 
DataCube to create the DataCube. Then you call its AddMeasures method to specify 
the data that it displays.

If you do not save any DataCubes in your project or briefing, you will need to 
attach any databases that contain the measures that you want to display, before you 
call the AddMeasures method. Otherwise the AddMeasures method will fail.

Before the project or briefing stops running, you should clean up by setting the 
DataCube property for all views to Nothing, detaching all databases, and 
disconnecting from Express.
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How edges, edge nodes, and selections are created
The objects in a DataCube are created automatically. This creation takes place when 
you do either of the following:

■ Populate a view visually

■ Call the DataCube’s AddMeasures method

Removing measures from a DataCube
The following table describes when and how to remove a measure from a populated 
DataCube.

Example: Removing measures from a DataCube
The following code handles the AfterClick event of a button. The page that contains 
the button also contains a table (tbSalesQuota) and a dimension list box 
(dlbMeasures). The dimension list box displays a list of the measures that appear in 
the table. 

Note: All of the measures that are displayed in tbSalesQuota have the same 
dimensions.

This code gets the value that the user selected in the dimension list box and checks 
to make sure that it is not the only measure in the DataCube that the table displays. 
If it is not the only measure in the DataCube, then the code calls the XP_SLLIMIT 
program to remove the selected measure from the DataCube.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim selMeasures as selection
dim strMeasureToRemove as string
dim strTest as string

IF . . . THEN . . .

there is only one measure in the DataCube, do not remove the measure. Instead, set the 
value of the DataCube property to 
NOTHING.

all of the measures in the DataCube have the 
same dimensionality,

set the StatusScript property of the 
XP_MEASUREDIM selection to a call to the 
XP_SLLIMIT program.

measures in the DataCube have different 
dimensions,

do not remove measures programmatically. 
Instead, provide access to the Selector.
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set selMeasures = tbSalesQuota.getSelection("XP_MEASUREDIM")
strMeasureToRemove = Express.FormatTextArg(dlbMeasures.FocusValueText)
if dlbMeasures.FocusValueText = _
        dlbMeasures.DataSelection.GetValues(dimLBLDimValues) then
   msgbox "Cannot delete last measure"
   exit sub
end if
selMeasures.StatusScript = selMeasures.StatusScript & Chr$(13)+Chr$(10) & _
       "call XP_SLLIMIT(’XP_MEASUREDIM’, ’DELETE’, " & _
       strMeasureToRemove & ")"
End Sub

Related information
Consult the following sources:

IF you want more information about . . . THEN see . . .

connecting to Express and attaching 
databases,

Chapter 15 or the following topics in the Help 
system:

“AttachDatabase Method”

“Connect Method”

“DetachDatabase Method”

“Disconnect Method”

creating and populating views, Chapter 18 or the following topics in the Help 
system:

“AddMeasures Method”

“DataCube Property”

the XP_SLLIMIT program, the XP_SLLIMIT Help system. This system is 
accessible from the main contents of the 
Oracle Express Objects Help system. In the 
main contents, expand the Working with Data 
book. Then expand the Selecting Data book.
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Ways to Edit a DataCube

Ways to edit a DataCube visually
You can edit the DataCube visually, through a view that uses the DataCube, in any 
of the following ways.

Ways to edit a DataCube programmatically
To edit the DataCube programmatically, you can call methods of the DataCube or of 
any view that uses the DataCube, as described in the following table.

IF you want to . . . THEN use the . . .

move or exchange dimensions, or exchange edges, Dimension Bar.

edit selection objects (that is, choose different dimension 
values to consider),

Selector.

move or exchange dimensions, table object.

IF you want to . . . THEN . . .

move or exchange edge nodes, call the Rotate method of the view or DataCube.

exchange edges, call either of the following methods of the view or 
DataCube:

■ Rotate

■ RotateEdges

edit selection objects, set the selection’s properties

or

call the SetValues method of the selection or the 
SetSelection method of the view.

replace selection objects, call the SetSelection method of the view.

display the Selector (to allow a user to 
edit selection objects),

call the SelectData method of the view, DataCube, 
edge node, or selection.
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What happens when you edit a DataCube
The order of events that occur when the DataCube fetches data is as follows:

1. Someone (you or an end user) edits the DataCube. Any events associated with 
the DataCube edit are triggered.

2. The DataCube sets the status of each dimension of any measure that is 
displayed in the view, based on information in the DataCube.

3. The DataCube determines the number of rows, columns, and pages of data.

4. The AfterEvaluate event is triggered.

5. The DoRefreshData event is triggered.

6. The DataCube fetches data from an Express database.

7. The AfterRefreshData event is triggered.

Example: Series of events when you rotate a DataCube
The order of events when you call the Rotate method, of a DataCube or of a view, is 
as follows:

1. You call the Rotate method.

2. The DoRotate Event is triggered.

3. The DataCube is rotated.

4. The AfterRotate Event is triggered. 

5. The DataCube sets the status of each dimension of any measure that the view 
displays, based on information in the DataCube.

6. The DataCube determines the number of rows, columns, and pages of data.

7. The AfterEvaluate event is triggered.

8. The DoRefreshData event is triggered.

9. The DataCube fetches data from an Express database.

10. The AfterRefreshData event is triggered.
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about editing selections, see Chapter 17.

■ For more information about visually editing the DataCube, search for the 
following topics in the Help system:

“Using the Dimension Bar”
“Using the Selector”

Guidelines for Editing DataCubes

Where to edit a DataCube
The Run method of a page fetches data for any saved, populated views in the page. 
For this reason, where you should put the code to edit a DataCube depends on 
whether you populate the view at runtime or at design time, as described in the 
following table.

Guideline for editing a DataCube programmatically
Use the DataCube methods to create and edit the DataCube, rather than relying on 
the content and property relationships. The structure of the DataCube may change 
in future releases of Oracle Express Objects, in order to provide new functionality. If 
you use the DataCube methods to manipulate the DataCube, your code will 
continue to work after the structure changes.

Indications that you are depending on the current DataCube structure are:

■ The use of the Index method of a DataCube or edge

■ The use of the Item method of a DataCube or edge

■ References that use the containership symbol (!)

IF you populated the view . . . THEN put the code that edits it . . .

at design time (visually), in the event procedure for the BeforeRun event of the 
page that contains the view.

at runtime (programmatically), in the event procedure that populates the view.

Performance Tip: Edit the DataCube before you 
assign it to the view’s DataCube property.
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If you find any of these indications in your code, look at the lists of DataCube and 
edge methods in the Object Inspector or in the Help system. These methods allow 
you to get object references to edges and edge nodes and to edit the DataCube.

Example: Getting a reference to an edge node
To get a reference to an edge node in an existing DataCube, call the GetEdgeNode 
method of a DataCube or edge object. The following code assumes that a table 
named tbSales is populated and is in the same container as the object whose module 
has this code. 

dim dcSales as DataCube
dim enProduct as EdgeNode
set dcSales = tbSales.DataCube
set enProduct = dcSales.GetEdgeNode("PRODUCT")

Moving and Exchanging Edges and Edge Nodes

Moving and exchanging edge nodes
To move an edge node or to exchange two edge nodes programmatically, call the 
view’s or DataCube’s Rotate method. The Rotate method allows you to exchange 
(or swap) edge nodes or to move an edge node before or after another edge node.

For example, the following code exchanges the Product edge node and the 
Geography edge node. Then it moves the Time edge node after the Product edge 
node. 

call dcSales.Rotate(dcROSwap, "PRODUCT", "GEOGRAPHY")
call dcSales.Rotate(dcROAfter, "TIME", "PRODUCT")

Handling errors when moving edge nodes
If you try to move the last edge node from the row or column edge, an error will 
occur. Use the On Error statement to handle the error. In the error handler, either do 
not perform the rotation, or swap the edge node rather than moving it. This will 
ensure that the row and column edges each have at least one edge node.

For example, the following code attempts to move the Time edge node after the 
Product edge node. If enTime is the last edge node in the row or column edge, this 
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will generate an error. If this occurs, the following code handles the error by 
swapping the Time and Product edge nodes. 

dim enTime as edgenode
set enTime = dcSales.GetEdgeNode("TIME")
’an error will occur if you try to move the last
’dimension from the row or column edge
On Error goto RotateError
call dcSales.Rotate(dcROAfter, enTime, "PRODUCT")
exit sub
’if could not move Measure dimension, swap it
RotateError:
call dcSales.Rotate(dcROSwap, enTime, "PRODUCT")
resume next

Exchanging edges
Programmatically, you can very simply exchange all the edge nodes on one edge 
with all the edge nodes on another edge, keeping the same order. To do this, use the 
RotateEdges method. 

For example, this code exchanges the row and column edges.

call dcSales.RotateEdges(dcERow, dcEColumn)

Editing an edge node’s selection
You edit a selection to specify the values that will be displayed for a dimension or to 
sort the dimension values.

End users edit selections through the Selector. You can also edit a selection 
programmatically by calling the view’s SetSelection method.

For example, this code edits the Product selection of a DataCube. 

call tbSales.SetSelection("PRODUCT", _
    "LIMIT PRODUCT TO TOTALPROD, AUDIODIV, VIDEODIV, ACCDIV")
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about editing selections, see Chapter 17.

■ For more information about the methods and properties that are mentioned in 
this topic, search for the following topics in the Help system:

“AddMeasures Method”
“GetEdgeNode Method”
“GetEdgeNodeCount Method”
“Rotate Method”
“RotateEdges Method”
“SetSelection Method”
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17
Working with Selection Objects

Chapter summary
This chapter describes selection objects and how to work with them in Express 
Basic. For information about the DataCube, see Chapter 16. For information about 
the dimension list box, see Chapter 13.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Is a Selection?

■ Creating and Editing Selections

■ Sharing Selections

■ Saving and Using Selections in Express Basic

■ Example: Saving and Restoring a Selection

What Is a Selection?

Definition: Selection
A selection is an object that identifies which of a dimension’s values are currently 
selected and the order in which these values appear in a table, graph, or dimension 
list box. For example, a selection for a geography dimension might specify Boston, 
San Francisco, and Tokyo as the only three geographical areas whose data will 
appear in a view or dimension list box.
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How selections are associated with data-aware controls
Views and dimension list boxes use selections. For a selection to be useful, it must 
be a value of one of the following properties:

■ The DataSelection property of a dimension list box or of a DataCube’s edge 
node

■ The HighlightSelection property of a dimension list box

Purpose of a selection
Because selections are separate from dimension list boxes and edge nodes, you can:

■ Share a selection among views and dimension list boxes

■ Save selections and restore them later

How selections specify dimension values
The following properties of the selection determine which dimension values will 
appear in a view or dimension list box.

In addition, the values of the following properties affect the SortScript property 
value.

Property Description

StatusScript Specifies which values are included in the selection

SortScript Specifies the order in which the values will appear

Script Combination of the StatusScript and the SortScript values

Property Description

SortDataDimensions Specifies the qualifying dimensions when you sort by data value

SortDataDimValues Specifies the value of each qualifying dimension when you sort by 
data value

SortDataMeasure Specifies the measure to use when you sort by data value

SortHierarchy Specifies the hierarchy to use when you sort by hierarchy
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How changes to the selection are broadcast
The AutoRefreshData property controls whether views and dimension list boxes 
that use a selection are notified when the selection changes.

When AutoRefreshData is set to No, the changes that you make to a selection are 
not broadcast to the views or dimension list boxes that use the selection. When 
AutoRefreshData is set to Yes, the views and dimension list boxes are notified.

In addition, DataCubes and dimension list boxes have AutoRefreshData properties. 
If any of the AutoRefreshData properties is set to No, the view or dimension list box 
will not reflect the change made to the selection.

Example: Layers of AutoRefreshData values
For this example, suppose that you have a selection (selProduct) for a product 
dimension. A table (tbSales) uses this selection, as does a dimension list box 
(dlbProduct).

The following table shows the effects of different settings of AutoRefreshData.

SortOrder Specifies the order in which to arrange sorted values, such as top 
to bottom or bottom to top

SortType Specifies the method to use for sorting dimension values, such as 
alphabetical or by hierarchy

Selection Other Objects Effect

AutoRefreshData = No Value of AutoRefreshData 
does not matter

Change in selection is not 
reflected anywhere

AutoRefreshData = Yes DataCube’s 
AutoRefreshData = No

View does not show change

AutoRefreshData = Yes DataCube’s 
AutoRefreshData = Yes

View shows change

AutoRefreshData = Yes Dimension list box’s 
AutoRefreshData = No

Dimension list box does not 
show change

AutoRefreshData = Yes Dimension list box’s 
AutoRefreshData = Yes

Dimension list box shows 
change

Property Description
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Related information
Consult the following table for more information.

Creating and Editing Selections

Creating selection objects
In most cases, you do not have to create a selection object. When you populate a 
view or dimension list box visually, the necessary selections are created for you 
automatically. Likewise, when you populate a view or dimension list box 
programmatically, you do not need to create a selection. Selections are created 
automatically when you do either of the following:

■ Call the DataCube’s AddMeasures method to populate a view

■ Call the dimension list box’s SetDefaultSelection method

You can create selections independently, however. To do so, complete these steps:

1. Create a new selection object as you would any object.

Example:

Dim selMySelection as new selection

2. Initialize the selection by calling the selection’s SetDefaultSelection method. 
Pass either a dimension name or a dimension object.

Example:

call selMySelection.SetDefaultSelection("PRODUCT")

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

edge nodes, Chapter 16.

programming tables and graphs, Chapter 18. 

dimension list boxes, Chapter 13.

properties of a selection, the following topic in the Help system:

“Selection Properties”

From this topic, you can jump to topics that 
describe each of the selection’s properties.
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When a selection is automatically edited
A selection is edited automatically any time that you:

■ Use the Selector or any of the Selector tools on the selection

■ Drill in the dimension in a view or dimension list box (including calls to Drill 
methods)

■ Synchronize the aggregation chain during aggregation (including calls to 
Aggregate methods where the Synchronize argument is Yes)

■ Select a hierarchy level in the Change Selection dialog box, during aggregation

Ways that you can edit a selection
You can edit a selection in either of the following ways:

■ Set the selection’s properties

■ Call the selection’s SetValues method (useful if you are setting the selection 
from a user’s choice in a regular list box)

You can also replace a selection by calling the SetSelection method of a DataCube or 
view.

Related information
For more information about creating and editing selections, search for the following 
topics in the Help system:

“Aggregate Method”
“Aggregating Data”
“Creating Objects”
“Drill Method”
“Drilling in Graphs”
“Drilling in Tables”
“Selection Properties”
“SetValues Method”
“Synchronizing Aggregation Chains”
“Using the Selector”
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Sharing Selections

Why share selections?
Sharing selections allows you to link:

■ Two views

■ Two dimension list boxes

■ A view and a dimension list box

Linking views and dimension list boxes gives you an easy way to get input from a 
user that affects another view. For example, you can present products in a 
dimension list box and allow users to highlight the values that they want to appear 
in a connected table or graph.

How to share a selection 
To share a selection, you set one object’s selection to be used by another object. 

The following table shows how to get and set selections in different objects.

Procedure: Sharing a selection between two views
To share a selection between two views, complete these steps:

1. Create and populate both views. (They must share at least one dimension.)

2. Call the GetSelection method of one view to get its selection. You can pass the 
edge node or a dimension name.

3. Call the SetSelection method of the other view to assign the same selection to 
the two views. You pass the edge node or dimension name. If you used a 
dimension name in Step 2, use the same dimension name in this step.

Object Getting a Selection Setting a Selection

DataCube or view Call the GetSelection method. Call the SetSelection method.

Dimension list box Get the value of the DataSelection 
property or of the 
HighlightSelection property.

Set the value of the DataSelection 
property or of the 
HighlightSelection property.
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Example: Sharing a selection between two views
Suppose you have these objects and conditions:

■ tbSales is populated with the Sales measure.

■ grQuota is populated with the Quota measure.

■ Sales and Quota have the same dimensions.

Use code like the following to share a selection between the table and the graph. 

dim selShared as selection
set selShared = tbSales.GetSelection("PRODUCT")
call grQuota.SetSelection("PRODUCT", selShared)

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about sharing selections with dimension list boxes, see 
Chapter 13.

■ For more information about getting and setting selections, search for the 
following topics in the Help system:

“GetSelection Method”
“SetSelection Method”

Saving and Using Selections in Express Basic

Definition: Saved selection
A saved selection is a selection that has been saved so that it can be retrieved for use 
later.
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Where saved selections are stored
Each saved selection that is created in Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer is 
stored in two places:

■ In your system project file (xobjects.xpj for Oracle Express Objects, or 
xanalyze.xpj for Express Analyzer). This makes the saved selection available 
to you no matter what project you are using.

■ In any project or briefing file that uses the selection. This makes the saved 
selection available to your users without having to distribute another file.

DBAs can also use Administrator to save selections. When they do, specifications 
for the saved selections are saved in the xpdddata.db database.

Avoiding conflicts when naming saved selections
Because each saved selection is saved in more than one place, it is possible to have 
more than one saved selection with the same name. For example, if you had a saved 
selection named “MYCITIES”, and someone sent you a project that also has a saved 
selection named “MYCITIES”, you would have a problem. Oracle Express Objects 
and Express Analyzer display an error message in such cases; the selection that is 
delivered in the project is not used.

In order to avoid naming conflicts, each saved selection should have a unique 
identifier.

When you create a saved selection programmatically, Oracle Express Objects 
automatically assigns a unique identifier to the saved selection, as the value of the 
UniqueID property. You can use this property to refer to the saved selection, to 
avoid naming conflicts.

When users who run your briefing or application use the Selector to create saved 
selections, they should assign names that are unique.

How to save a selection in Express Basic
To save a selection programmatically, you add it to the selection library by calling 
the selection’s AddToLibrary method.

For easy access to the selection, you might want to store the value of the UniqueID 
property in a place that you can access from other objects.
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How to use a saved selection
To use a saved selection, you get the selection from the library by calling the 
GetSelection method of the dimension or of the DataDictionary object. 

The technique that you use for setting the selection depends on the object that uses 
the selection, as described in the following table.

Deleting saved selections
To delete a saved selection, you simply remove it from the selection library, by 
calling the selection’s RemoveFromLibrary method.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For information about using the Selector to work with saved selections, search 
for the following topics in the Help system:

“Creating Saved Selections”
“Deleting Saved Selections”
“Using Saved Selections”

■ For more information about saving and restoring selections programmatically, 
search for the following topics in the Help system:

“Adding and Modifying User-Defined Properties”
“AddToLibrary Method”
“GetSelection Method”
“RemoveFromLibrary Method”
“SetSelection Method”

Object Technique for Setting Selection

DataCube or view Call the SetSelection method.

Dimension list box Set the value of the DataSelection property or of the 
HighlightSelection property.
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Example: Saving and Restoring a Selection

What is happening in this example
The following figure shows a page that contains a table (tbSales) and two buttons 
(btnSave and btnRestore). The btnSave button saves the table’s Product selection in 
the selection library, and the other button restores the saved selection in the table 
after a user has changed the Product selection. This allows a user to return a 
selection to a previous state.

The page has a user-defined property named SelUID. This will hold the UniqueID 
property value for the selection so that btnRestore can find the name of the 
selection.

Saving the Product selection
The following AfterClick event handler for the btnSave button saves the Product 
selection.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim selSave as selection
set selSave = tbSales.GetSelection("PRODUCT")

tbSales

btnSave    saves the selection
btnRestore    uses the saved selection
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selSave.Description = "Saved Product Selection"
call selSave.AddToLibrary()
’store the unique ID
’in the page’s user-defined property
Container.SelUID = selSave.UniqueID
End Sub

Restoring the selection
The following code, in the AfterClick event handler for the btnRestore button, 
restores the saved selection to the tbSales table.

Sub AfterClick ()
Dim selRestore as selection
Dim strUID as string
’get the unique ID that was stored in the 
’page’s user-defined property
strUID = Container.SelUID
set selRestore = DataDictionary.GetSelection("PRODUCT", strUID , Yes)
call tbSales.SetSelection ("PRODUCT", selRestore)
End Sub
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18
Programming Tables and Graphs

Chapter summary
This chapter describes common tasks that are involved in programming tables and 
graphs. For more general information about tables and graphs, see Chapter 10 and 
Chapter 11. Information about the DataCube is in Chapter 16.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Creating Views

■ Populating Views

■ Sharing DataCubes

■ Responding to User Selections

■ Getting Dimension Values of Selected Components

■ Getting and Setting Selected Data Values

■ Example: Getting a Selected Measure Value from a Graph

■ Working with Ranges of Selected Table Cells

■ Formatting Measures in Tables

■ Working with Multiple-Column Graph Components

■ Example: Getting and Setting Data Values for Multiple-Column Components
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Creating Views

Implications of creating views visually
When you create a view using a Toolbox icon, you can easily change the view’s 
format until it looks just as you want it to look. When you save the project, the table 
or graph is saved as well.

Each table or graph that is saved in the project slows the project’s startup 
somewhat; it also increases the size of the project.

Tip: Create a template view
You can create a table or graph visually and change its appearance during design. 
Then you can use this view as a template for other views, either duplicating or 
deriving it at runtime as needed.

Where to create a view programmatically
Create the view in the AfterRun event of the page in which it will be displayed.

Ways to create a view programmatically
The following table lists ways that you can create a view programmatically. The 
examples assume that the project contains a base page that contains a template 
table. The example code would be in the AfterRun event of the page in which the 
table is displayed. 

When you create a view programmatically, remember to add the view to the page.

Technique Example

Duplicate an existing 
view

dim tbSales as table
set tbSales = _
   pgBase!tbBase.Duplicate()
call Add(tbSales)
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Deleting views before stopping the page
If you create views programmatically, you should delete each view before the 
project stops running. Otherwise, the view that you create programmatically will be 
saved with the project.

One place in which you might delete a view is in a handler for the BeforeStop event 
of the page to which you add the view. In order to allow the event handler to be 
able to reference the view, you can declare the view as a module variable, as shown 
in the following code. 

dim tbDisplay as Table
Sub AfterRun(Flags)
set tbDisplay = pgBase!tbBase.Duplicate()
call Add(tbDisplay)
End Sub
Sub BeforeStop()
call tbDisplay.Delete()
End Sub

Allowing a user to create a temporary view
The Create View QuickAction allows users to create a new view from an existing 
view. This view appears in a temporary stand-alone page.

Derive the view from an 
existing view

dim tbSales as table
set tbSales = _
   pgBase!tbBase.Derive()
call Add(tbSales)

Declare the view, using 
the New operator

dim tbSales as new table
tbSales.Top = 360
tbSales.Left = 480
tbSales.Height = 8175
tbSales.Width = 3255
call Add(tbSales)

Technique Example
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about creating views visually, search for the following 
topics in the Help system:

“Copying Objects”
“Creating Tables and Graphs”
“Creating Views from Other Views”
“Deriving Objects”

■ For more information about creating views programmatically, search for the 
following topics in the Help system:

“Add Method”
“AfterRun Event”
“Create View QuickAction”
“Derive Method”
“Duplicate Method”
“Rectangle Property Set”

Populating Views

Implications of populating views visually
When you populate a view by dragging a measure to it from the Database Browser, 
you automatically create a DataCube. When you save the project, the DataCube is 
saved as well. Creating DataCubes visually provides an easy way to arrange the 
data as you want to display it.

When you start an application or briefing that contains a saved DataCube, the 
product:

■ Automatically connects to Express.

■ Automatically attaches the Express database that contains the measure or 
measures that are specified in the DataCube’s Measure dimension.

Performance Tip: This automatic connection to Express increases startup time. 
Unless the first page of your briefing or application displays a populated table or 
graph, you should consider populating all your views programmatically.
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Implications of populating views programmatically
If you do not save any DataCubes in your project or briefing, starting a project or 
briefing will not automatically connect to Express and attach any databases. You 
will need to attach any databases that contain the measures that you want to 
display, before you call the AddMeasures method. Otherwise the AddMeasures 
method will fail.

Before the project or briefing stops running, you should clean up by setting the 
DataCube property for all views to Nothing, detaching all databases, and 
disconnecting from Express.

Ways to populate views programmatically
The following table lists ways that you can populate a view programmatically. The 
examples assume that the project contains a base page, and that base page contains 
a table that is populated with a Sales measure. 

Where to populate the view programmatically
Whether you create the view visually or programmatically, you can put code that 
populates the view in the AfterRun event of the page that contains the view.

Technique Example

Duplicate an existing 
DataCube

dim dcSales as DataCube
set dcSales = _
   pgBase!tbSales.DataCube.Duplicate()
set tbSales.DataCube = dcSales

Derive the DataCube from an 
existing DataCube

Note: Only the DataCube 
and the selections are 
derived. The edges and edge 
nodes are copied.

dim dcSales as DataCube
set dcSales = _
pgBase!tbSales.DataCube.Derive()
set tbSales.DataCube = dcSales

Share (link to) an existing 
DataCube

dim dcSales as DataCube
set dcSales = pgBase!tbSales.DataCube
set tbSales.DataCube = dcSales

Declare the DataCube, using 
the New operator

dim dcSales as new DataCube
’assumes database is attached
call dcSales.AddMeasures("F.SALES")
set tbSales.DataCube = dcSales
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Simple example: Populating a view
The following example creates a DataCube, adds the Sales measure to it, and 
displays the data in an existing table named tbSales. 

dim dcSales as new DataCube
call dcSales.AddMeasures("F.SALES")
set tbSales.DataCube = dcSales

Example: Editing the DataCube before populating the view
The following example populates a view, but it makes sure that the Time dimension 
is the last dimension in the column edge before displaying the data in the view. The 
view (grSales) already exists in the page, and the database is already attached.

Sub AfterRun(Flags)
dim dcSales as new DataCube ’ create DataCube
dim enTime as EdgeNode
dim enLastInCol as EdgeNode
dim edgColumn as Edge
dim iCountEN as Integer
call dcSales.AddMeasures("F.SALES")
set edgColumn = dcSales.GetEdge(dcEColumn)
iCountEN = edgColumn.GetEdgeNodeCount()
set enLastInCol = edgColumn.GetNthEdgeNode(iCountEN-1)
if not (enLastInCol.Dimension = "TIME") then
   ’find the Time dimension
    set enTime = dcSales.GetEdgeNode("TIME")
   ’an error will occur if you try to move the last
   ’dimension from the row edge
    On Error goto RotateError
    call dcSales.Rotate(dcROAfter, enTime, enLastInCol)
end if ’Time is not last dimension in column edge
’load and populate the view
set grSales.DataCube = dcSales
grSales.Visible = Yes
’handle error for rotate
exit sub
RotateError:
call dcSales.Rotate(dcROSwap, enTime, enLastInCol)
resume next
End Sub
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For information about connecting to Express and attaching databases, see 
Chapter 15. 

■ For more information about editing the DataCube, see Chapter 16.

■ For tips on improving your application’s performance, see the Performance Tips 
for Oracle Express Objects Help system.

Sharing DataCubes

What it means to share a DataCube
You can have more than one view display the same data in the same locations by 
having the views share a DataCube. This is one way to connect two views, allowing 
user interaction to affect both views simultaneously.

Effects of shared DataCubes
When a user interacts with a view to edit the DataCube, all the views that share the 
DataCube reflect the change. For example, if a table and a graph share a DataCube, 
and a user exchanges two dimensions in the table, the two dimensions will be 
exchanged in the graph as well.

Which object contains the shared DataCube
When more than one view shares a DataCube, the first view that uses the DataCube 
contains it. All other views link to that DataCube. 

You can delete any view that links to the DataCube. However, if you delete the view 
that contains the DataCube, you delete the DataCube as well. Any other views that 
are linked to the DataCube can no longer display the data.
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Synchronizing the pages that are displayed when views share a DataCube
Three properties interact to determine the page of data that is displayed when 
views share a DataCube.

When the view’s SyncDataPage property is set to Yes, the DisplayPage and 
DataPage properties are affected as follows:

■ The view’s DisplayPage property matches the DataCube’s DataPage property.

■ Changing the DisplayPage property of the view automatically changes the 
DataPage property. 

■ Changing the DataPage property automatically changes the value of the 
DisplayPage property in the views. 

■ The last setting is the setting in effect.

The SyncDataPage property is set to Yes by default. This allows linked views 
continually to display the same page of data.

Effect of the AutoRefreshData property on shared DataCubes
The AutoRefreshData property specifies whether changes that you make to the 
DataCube are immediately reflected in the views that use the DataCube.

When AutoRefreshData is set to Yes, each time that you make a change to the 
DataCube, the data is fetched from Express, and the view is refreshed in order to 
display the new data arrangement.

If you have several changes that you want to make to the DataCube, you can set 
AutoRefreshData to No in order to postpone fetching the data until you have made 
all the changes that you want to make.

The lightbulb on the Dimension Bar provides user access to the AutoRefreshData 
property. When the lightbulb appears lit, AutoRefreshData is set to Yes. When the 
lightbulb is dimmed, AutoRefreshData is set to No.

Property Object Description

DisplayPage View Specifies the view’s current page of data

DataPage DataCube Specifies the DataCube’s current page of data

SyncDataPage View Specifies whether changes in the view’s DisplayPage 
property affect the DataPage property and the other way 
around
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Procedure: Sharing a DataCube programmatically
To share a DataCube, complete these steps:

1. Populate one of the views.

2. Set the DataCube property for another view to the value of the first view’s 
DataCube. You can do this visually or programmatically.

Example: set grSales.DataCube = tbSales.DataCube

3. Repeat Step 2 for each view that will use the DataCube.

Example: Sharing a DataCube programmatically
In this example, a page contains two views — tbSales and grSales. Both views are 
populated at runtime. The example code handles the AfterRun event of the page. 

Sub AfterRun(Flags)
dim dcShared as new DataCube
’populate the DataCube
call dcShared.AddMeasures("F.SALES" & Chr$(10) & "F.QUOTA")
’populate the table
’the table will contain the DataCube
set tbSales.DataCube = dcShared
’then link the graph
’the graph will link to the DataCube
set grSales.DataCube = dcShared
End Sub

Responding to User Selections

Introduction
You may want to write code that performs some action when your end user clicks 
on a component of a table or graph. This topic introduces ways to do this. 
Subsequent topics describe how to work with selected data.

Where to put the code
You can respond to a user’s interaction with a view in any event handler from 
which you can reference the view. The most direct place to put such code is in the 
view’s AfterSelect event.
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How to get information about the user’s selection
This table describes where to get information about a user’s selection, depending on 
where you put your code.

The following table lists the information that you can get about the user’s selection, 
along with the arguments that give you this information. The arguments are the 
same for the AfterSelect event and the GetSelectedObjectInfo method, except where 
noted.

Finding out whether a user has selected measure or dimension values
The ObjectClass argument of the AfterSelect event or of the GetSelectedObject 
method tells you whether the user has selected an object that has data (that is, 
measure values) or dimension values associated with it. The following table shows 
you which ObjectClass values to test for in order to find measure or dimension 
values.

IF your code handles . . . THEN get information from . . .

the view’s AfterSelect event, the AfterSelect event.

any other event, the view’s GetSelectedObject method.

Argument Description

SelectType (AfterSelect event 
only)

Whether the user selected a component, the entire view, 
or a range of table cells

Component The name of the selected component

ObjectClass Whether data is associated with the selection

Row Depends on the value of ObjectClass

Column Depends on the value of ObjectClass

Information Table ObjectClass Value Graph ObjectClass Value

Measure value vwOCDataBody vwOCDataBody

Dimension value vwOCDataEdge vwOCDataBody (if row or column 
value is 0)

vwOCPage (page edge)
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Getting the selected component
The Component argument of the AfterSelect event or of the GetSelectedObject 
method tells you which component a user has selected.

If you do not plan to change any of the component’s properties, you might not need 
to know the value of the Component argument. If you are really interested in the 
kind of data that a user has selected, use the ObjectClass argument.

You might want to test the Component argument if you want to respond only if a 
user has selected a particular component. For example, if you want to respond only 
if the user selects a dimension value in the row edge of a table, then you test the 
value of the Component argument.

Getting Dimension Values of Selected Components

Finding out whether a user has selected data
The ObjectClass argument of the AfterSelect event or of the GetSelectedObject 
method tells you whether the user has selected an object that has data or dimension 
values associated it. 

The following values of ObjectClass indicate that a user has selected data or 
dimension values:

■ vwOCDataBody

■ vwOCDataEdge (table only)

■ vwOCPage (graph only)

Getting dimension values
To get one or all of the selected component’s dimension values, call the view’s 
GetDimValues method. You can get a single dimension value or the values of all the 
dimensions, as described in this table.

IF you want . . . THEN . . .

more than one of the selected item’s 
dimension values,

omit the DimNameOrEdgeNode argument.

the value of a single dimension, specify the DimNameOrEdgeNode argument, passing 
a dimension name or an edge node.
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Procedure: Getting a dimension value in a table edge
In a table, each edge component can represent more than one dimension, though 
users can select only one of the dimension values in the edge. For example, if the 
row edge component displays a product dimension and a geography dimension, a 
user can select either a product dimension value or a geography dimension value.

To get the dimension value that a user has selected in a table edge, follow these 
steps:

1. Call the GetSelectedEdgeNode method to find out the dimension that the user 
has selected.

2. Pass the edge node to the GetDimValues method, in the DimNameOrEdgeNode 
argument.

Displaying labels instead of values
The GetDimValues method returns dimension values as they appear in the Express 
database. You might want to display a more descriptive label instead of the 
dimension value. To do this, complete the following steps:

1. Get the name of the dimension whose values you want to display, in one of the 
following ways.

2. Call the GetDatabaseObject method of the DatabaseFile or of the 
DataDictionary to get a reference to the dimension object.

3. Call the dimension object’s GetValueLabel method to get the label. Pass the 
actual dimension value.

Example: Getting a dimension value in a table’s row edge
The following code handles the AfterSelect event of a table. If the user has selected 
the table’s row edge, then the event procedure gets the selected edge node and 

IF you called GetDimValues . . . THEN use . . .

with a string as the DimNameOrEdgeNode argument, the same string.

with an edge node as the DimNameOrEdgeNode 
argument,

the edge node’s Dimension 
property value.
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passes that to GetDimValues to find the value that the user has selected. It then 
displays the dimension value label in a message box. 

Sub AfterSelect (SelectType As Integer, Component As Object, ObjectClass As 
Integer, Row As Long, Column As Long)
dim strDimValue as string
dim enNode as EdgeNode
dim strDimName as string
dim strDimValLabel as string
dim dimDimObj as dimension
if Component is tbSales!RowEdge then

’get the edge node that is selected
set enNode = GetSelectedEdgeNode()
’get the selected dimension value for that edge node
strDimValue = GetDimValues(ObjectClass, Row, Column, enNode)
’get the long label for the selected value
strDimName = enNode.Dimension
set dimDimObj = DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject(strDimName)
strDimValLabel = dimDimObj.GetValueLabel(strDimValue, dimLBLLong)
msgBox strDimValLabel

else
msgBox "Click in the Row Edge"

end if
End Sub

Displaying a dimension description
How you get a descriptive label for a dimension depends on whether you have the 
dimension object or an edge node object.

Example: Displaying a dimension description
The following code fragment shows how to display a longer description for the 
PRODUCT dimension. 

dim dimDimension as dimension
set dimDimension = DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject("PRODUCT")
msgBox dimDimension.Description

Label type EdgeNode Property Dimension Property

Short description DimShortName ShortName

Longer description DimDescription Description
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Getting and Setting Selected Data Values

Finding out if the user has selected a data value
The ObjectClass argument of the AfterSelect event or of the GetSelectedObject 
method tells you whether the user has selected an object that has data associated it. 

In a table, if the ObjectClass is vwOCDataBody, the user has selected a cell, and that 
cell has data in it; or, the user has selected a range of cells, and the first cell in the 
range has data in it. For more information about ranges of cells, see the topic 
“Working with Ranges of Selected Table Cells” on page 18-19. 

In a graph, if ObjectClass is vwOCDataBody, the user has selected one of a number 
of components that are associated with data. The selected component represents a 
measure value only if the component has a specific row and column value. For 
example, a data marker has a specific row and column value, and it represents a 
measure value. On the other hand, the legend marker represents a specific row of 
data, but all of the columns in that row. When a user selects the legend marker, the 
Column argument of the AfterSelect event or of the GetSelectedObject method has a 
value of zero.

You usually do not need to know the component that the user has selected. The 
Row and Column arguments of the AfterSelect event or GetSelectedObject method 
tell you whether the selected component has a specific row and column value.

Example: Testing for a measure value in a table
The following code, in the table’s AfterSelect event handler, tests the ObjectClass 
value to make sure that the user has selected a measure value. 

if objClass <> vwOCDataBody then
exit sub

end if

Example: Testing for a measure value in a graph
The following code, in the graph’s AfterSelect event handler, tests the ObjectClass 
value to make sure that the user has selected a component that has data associated 
with it. The code then tests the value of the AfterSelect’s Row and Column 
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arguments to find out whether the component has a measure value (with a definite 
row and column) or a dimension value (with either a row or column value of zero). 

if (ObjectClass <> vwOCDataBody) or (Row < 1) or (Column < 1) then
exit sub

end if

Getting the selected measure value
Once you have determined that the user has selected a measure value, you can call 
the GetDataValue method to get the measure value. You pass the number of the row 
and column that the user has selected (in the Row and Column arguments), and the 
method returns the selected data value.

If the view is populated with measures of different data types, then you can declare 
the storage variable as a variant. The following code fragment declares the variable 
and calls GetDataValue:

Dim varDataValue as variant
varDataValue = grSalesUnits.GetDataValue(Row, Column)

In a graph, you can often pass the Row and Column values directly from the 
arguments of the AfterSelect event or of the GetSelectedObject method. If the graph 
type is one that displays more than one column of data per marker, then you will 
need to determine which column value to pass to GetDataValues. For more 
information, see the topic “Working with Multiple-Column Graph Components” on 
page 18-26.

When you work with ranges of selected table cells, you must convert the arguments 
from the AfterSelect event or the GetSelectedObject method. For more information, 
see the topic “Working with Ranges of Selected Table Cells” on page 18-19.

Formatting floating point values
When you get a floating point data value from Express, the data value might be 
precise to several digits to the right of the decimal point, depending on the size of 
the number. The data may appear to the user to be precise to only two or three 
decimal places because of the number formatting that is applied by the view.

If you intend to display the floating point data — in a grid or a text box, for example 
— you must convert the value to a string. You might also want to format the value 
before you display it. Use the Format function to format the data. 
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The following call displays a data value (DataValue) in a message box, in a standard 
format, with two decimal digits to the right of the decimal point.

MsgBox Format$(varDataValue, "Standard")

Setting the data value
Call the view’s SetDataValue method to set the data value. SetDataValue takes a 
row and a column value.

Guidelines for setting data values
When you set a data value, you set the value in Express, though the change is not 
permanent unless the database is updated. Follow these guidelines when setting 
Express data:

■ Do not try to store data values when ObjectClass is not vwOCDatabody.

■ You cannot store values in a formula.

■ Store data as the appropriate data type. For example, if the variable displayed 
in a view has an integer data type, do not try to store decimal data in the 
variable.

Procedure: Testing to see if you can write to the measure
To find out if you can write to the selected measure, find out if the measure is a 
formula by completing the following steps:

1. Call the GetDimValues method to get the selected measure dimension value.

2. Call the GetDatabaseObject method (of the DataDictionary or of the 
DatabaseFile) to get the selected measure object.

3. Check the value of the measure’s ObjType property. If it is “dbiOTFormula”, 
you cannot write to the measure.

Example: Testing to see if you can write to a measure
The following code fragment tests the selected measure value. If the measure is a 
formula, the code exits the procedure. 

’get the measure dimension value
strMeasVal=vwMyView.GetDimValues(ObjectClass, Row, Column, "XP_MEASUREDIM")
’get an object reference
objMeas = DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject(strMeasVal)
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’test object’s ObjType property
if (objMeas.ObjType = "dbiOTFormula") then

exit sub
end if 

Data types in Express and in Express Basic
When you get a data value, you can assign the value to a variable with a variant 
data type. When you set a data value, the data value that you pass to SetDataValue 
must correspond to the data type of the Express variable or relation in which you 
are storing the data. So, when you set a data value, use an explicit data type, not a 
variant data type.

For each data type that a view can display, the following table correlates Express 
data types with Express Basic data types.

Procedure: Testing the measure’s Express data type
In Express Basic code, you can check the value of the measure’s Express data type 
by completing the following steps:

1. Call the GetDimValues method to get the selected measure dimension value.

2. Call the GetDatabaseObject method (of the DataDictionary or of the 
DatabaseFile) to get the selected measure object.

3. Test the value of the DataType property of the measure.

Express Data Type Express Basic Data Type

INTEGER Long

SHORTINTEGER Integer

DECIMAL Double

SHORTDECIMAL Single

TEXT String (table only)

ID String (limit: 8 characters; table only)

BOOL Integer (table only)
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Example: Testing the measure’s Express data type
The following code fragment gets an object reference to the selected measure and 
tests its data type.

strMeas = GetDimValues(ObjectClass, Row, Column, "XP_MEASUREDIM")
set objMeas = DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject(strMeas)
if (objMeas.DataType = cdoDTDecimal) then

’store double value
End if

Related information
Consult the following table to find more information.

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

getting and setting data values in scatter, 
bubble, and stock market graphs,

the topic “Working with Multiple-Column 
Graph Components” on page 18-26.

getting data values in tables, the topic “Working with Ranges of Selected 
Table Cells” on page 18-19.

the properties, events, and methods that are 
discussed in this topic,

the following topics in the Oracle Express 
Objects Help system:

“AfterSelect Event”

“DataType Property”

“GetDatabaseObject Method”

“GetDataValue Method”

“GetDimValues Method”

“GetSelectedObject Method”

“Name Property”

“Parent Property”

the circumstances in which users can update 
a database,

Chapter 15.

formatting data values, the following topic in the Express Basic Help 
system:

“Format Function”
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Example: Getting a Selected Measure Value from a Graph

What is happening in this example
In this example, a page contains a graph and a text box (txtDataValue). The event 
procedure that handles the graph’s AfterSelect event gets the selected data value 
and displays it in the text box.

AfterSelect event handler
The following code handles the AfterSelect event of the graph. 

Sub AfterSelect (SelectType As Integer, Component As Object, ObjectClass As 
Integer, Row As Long, Column As Long)
’ignore the selected component if it is not a data 
’marker with a definite row and column
if (ObjectClass <> vwOCDataBody) or (Row < 1) or (Column < 1) then

exit sub
else

’ignore it if marker can have more than one column
if (GraphType < grGTScatter) then

’put the formatted data value in the text box
txtDataValue.Text = Format$(GetDataValue(Row, Column), "Standard")

end if ’GraphType
end if ’ObjectClass
End Sub

Working with Ranges of Selected Table Cells

Definition: Selected range
A selected range is a group of contiguous, selected cells in the table databody 
component.
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Example: Selected ranges
The following figure shows two selected ranges of table cells. The first range is the 
World column. The second range is the set of six cells in the Australia and Europe 
columns from AudioDiv to Aud Comps.

Finding out if any databody cells are selected
Put code in the table’s AfterSelect event, or call the table’s GetSelectedObject 
method to find out if a user has clicked on any part of a table. In your event handler, 
test the value of the GetSelectedObject’s Component argument to see if the table’s 
databody is the selected component in the table.

Finding out how many ranges are selected
Use the GetSelectedObjectCount method to find out how many ranges of cells a 
user has selected.

Getting information about a range
Call the GetSelectedObjectInfo method to get the following information about a 
range.

Information Argument

Whether the user has clicked in the databody Component

The coordinates of the first selected table cell Row, Column

First selected range Second selected range
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Table rows and columns versus data rows and columns
The table object identifies each cell in its databody component by the cell’s position 
in the databody — its row and its column. The DataCube also identifies its data by 
row and column; however, the row and column coordinates in the DataCube are 
often not the same row and column coordinates in the table databody. This 
difference happens when you have more than one edge node in an edge.

The following figure shows the table coordinates of the table databody cell and the 
DataCube coordinates of the data in that cell. 

How to get data coordinates from table coordinates
Use the ConvertToDataSpace method to convert the table’s positional row and 
column values into data row and column values. You pass the row and column 
values that you get from the AfterSelect event, from the GetSelectedObject method, 
or from the GetSelectedObjectInfo method.

There is currently no way to translate data row and column values into positional 
row and column values.

Example: Looping through selected table cells
The following code handles the AfterClick event of a button. The page that contains 
the button also contains a table and a grid. This code loops through the last selected 

Number of rows in the selection RowCount

Number of columns in the selection ColumnCount

Information Argument

Table row 1, column 1

Data row 1, column 1

Table row 2, column 1
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range of cells in the table, finds out if there is data in each cell, and, if there is data, 
copies the data value to the grid. 

Sub AfterClick()
dim iSelCount as integer
dim objTblComp as object
dim iObjectClass as integer
dim lTblRow as long
dim lTblCol as long
dim lTblRowCnt as long
dim lTblColCnt as long
dim lTblRowEnd as long
dim lTblColEnd as long
dim lRowLoop as long
dim lColLoop as long
dim lDataRow as long
dim lDataCol as long
dim iGridRow as integer
dim iGridCol as integer
dim iTest as integer
dim strCell as string
dim strClearRow as string
dim strClearAll as string
dim strDelimit as string
’first, flush the grid
strDelimit = Chr$(13) + Chr$(10)
strClearRow = Chr$(9) + Chr$(9)
strClearAll = strClearRow + strDelimit + strClearRow
call grdTarget.SetItems(strClearAll, strDelimit, TRUE)
’get the last selected range in the table’s list
iSelCount = tbSource.GetSelectedObjectCount()
if iSelCount <= 0 then

exit sub
end if
iTest = tbSource.GetSelectedObjectInfo((iSelCount-1), _

objTblComp, iObjectClass, lTblRow, lTblCol, lTblRowCnt, lTblColCnt)
if not iTest then

exit sub
end if

’if the last selected range is not in the table DataBody, then do nothing
if iObjectClass <> vwOCDataBody then

exit sub
end if
’size the grid for the selected range
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’the grid has one fixed row and one fixed column
’we are going to skip them
grdTarget.TotalCols = lTblColCnt + 1
grdTarget.TotalRows = lTblRowCnt + 1

’ Compute the end points of the range
lTblRowEnd = lTblRow + lTblRowCnt - 1
lTblColEnd = lTblCol + lTblColCnt - 1
’loop over rows
iGridRow = 1 ’skip the fixed row
for lRowLoop = lTblRow to lTblRowEnd

’loop over columns
iGridCol = 1 ’skip the fixed column
for lColLoop = lTblCol to lTblColEnd

iTest = tbSource.ConvertToDataSpace(lRowLoop, lColLoop, iObjectClass, _
lDataRow, lDataCol)

if not iTest then
exit for

end if
’if the cell does not correspond to a data cell, then skip it
if iObjectClass <> vwOCDataBody then

exit for
end if
’pass converted row and column values
strCell = Format$(tbSource.GetDataValue(lDataRow, lDataCol), _

"Currency")
call grdTarget.SetCellText(iGridCol, iGridRow, strCell)
iGridCol = iGridCol + 1 ’ advance grid column

next lColLoop ’ end - Column loop
iGridRow = iGridRow + 1 ’ advance grid row

next lRowLoop ’ end - Row loop 
End Sub

Related information
For more information about finding out about a table range, see the following topics 
in the Help system:

“AfterSelect Event”
“ConvertToDataSpace Method”
“GetSelectedObject Method”
“GetSelectedObjectCount Method”
“GetSelectedObjectInfo Method”
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Formatting Measures in Tables

Definition: Format object
A format object is a hidden object that specifies formatting for a measure in a table. 
It is contained by the table and is associated with a single measure. 

Procedure: Formatting a measure in Express Basic
In Express Basic, follow this procedure to apply measure-specific formatting:

1. Get a format object by calling the table’s GetFormatObject method.

2. Set formatting properties of the format object.

3. Call the RefreshFormats method to apply the formats.

Formatting a measure that you populate programmatically
When you populate a table programmatically and format one of the measures in the 
table, you must populate the table before you can apply measure formatting.

To prevent repeated painting of the table, you can set the table’s Visible property to 
No while you populate and format the table, then set the property back to Yes when 
the table is ready to be displayed.

Example: Formatting a measure in a table
The following code is in the code module for a page. This code creates a table, 
populates it with the Sales and Quota measures, applies color-coding to the Sales 
measure, and displays the table. The BeforeStop event handler deletes the table.

’declare table as module-level variable so it can
’be deleted in BeforeStop event handler
dim tbSalesQuota as Table

Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
dim dcSalesQuota as new DataCube
dim fmtSales as object
’add measures to the DataCube
call dcSalesQuota.AddMeasures("F.SALES" & Chr(10) & "F.QUOTA")
’derive from built-in table
set tbSalesQuota = Table.Derive()
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’set the size of the table
tbSalesQuota.Top = 360
tbSalesQuota.Left = 480
tbSalesQuota.Height = 5555
tbSalesQuota.Width = 8175
’make the table visible while populating and formatting
tbSalesQuota.Visible = No
’populate the table
’table must be populated before calling GetFormatObject
set tbSalesQuota.DataCube = dcSalesQuota
’get a format object, creating if necessary
set fmtSales = tbSalesQuota.GetFormatObject("F.SALES")
’test for the success of the GetFormatObject call
if fmtSales is Nothing then

exit sub
end if
’set the formatting
fmtSales.FontBold = Yes
fmtSales.ColorCodingEnabled = Yes
fmtSales.ColorHiValue = 4000000.00
fmtSales.ColorLowValue = 1000000.00
’update the table’s formatting
call tbSalesQuota.RefreshFormats()
’add the table to the page
call Add(tbSalesQuota)
’make the table visible
tbSalesQuota.Visible = Yes
End Sub
Sub BeforeStop ()
’delete the table so that it will not be saved with project
call tbSalesQuota.Delete()
End Sub

Removing measure-specific formatting in Express Basic
To remove measure-specific formatting in Express Basic, call the table’s 
DefaultFormat method. Pass the name of the measure for which you want to 
remove formatting.

Example: Removing measure-specific formatting in Express Basic
The following code handles the AfterClick event of a button. The page that contains 
the button also contains a table (tbSalesQuota), which has measure-specific 
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formatting for the Sales measure. This code removes the measure-specific 
formatting.

Sub AfterClick ()
call tbSalesQuota.DefaultFormat("F.SALES")
End Sub

Related information
For more information about formatting measures in Express Basic, see the following 
topics in the Help system:

“DefaultFormat Method”
“Format Object”
“Format Object Properties”
“GetFormatObject Method”
“RefreshFormats Method”

Working with Multiple-Column Graph Components

When components have multiple columns
Certain graph components can represent more than one column at a time. When the 
graph is a scatter graph, polar graph, bubble graph, or stock market graph, each 
marker represents more than one column of data.

The following table lists the number of columns that the selected component 
represents, depending on the graph type.

IF the GraphType is . . . AND the user selects . . .
THEN the component 
represents . . .

grGTScatter, 
grGTScatter2Y, or 
grGTPolarAbs,

a data marker, two columns of data.

grGTBubble, a data marker, three columns of data.

grGTStockMarket,

 grGTStockMarket2Y,

a stock market marker, four columns of data.
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Column arguments and multiple-column components
When you call any view method that takes a column value (such as GetDataValue 
or GetDimValues), you pass a single column value. If the selected marker has more 
than one column value, you must pass the appropriate column value to the method. 

When the selected marker represents more than one column of data, the Column 
argument from the AfterSelect event or from the GetSelectedObject method does 
not give you the column value that you need to pass to other methods.

How to get column values in a scatter, polar, or bubble graph
When the graph type is a scatter, polar, or bubble graph type, use the following 
properties of the selected component to get column values.

How to get other column values in a stock market graph
In a stock market graph, use the following properties of the selected component to 
get column values.

Getting data values in a multiple-column graph type
For any component, you can call the GetDataValues method of the graph, passing 
the value of the appropriate ItemColumns property. For example, in a scatter graph, 
you could use the following code.

FirstColVal = GetDataValue(Row, Component.ItemColumnX)
SecondColVal = GetDataValue(Row, Component.ItemColumnY)

Property Column

ItemColumnX First column

ItemColumnY Second column

ItemColumnZ Third column (bubble 
graphs only)

Property Column

ItemColumnHigh First column

ItemColumnLow Second column

ItemColumnOpen Third column

ItemColumnClose Fourth column
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In addition, all marker components have a DataValue property. Markers that 
represent multiple columns of data have a DataValue property for each column; 
these properties are in the DataValues property set. If you want to test for the value 
of the component, you can use the appropriate property from the DataValues 
property set to get the data value. For example, in a scatter graph, you could use the 
following code.

if (Component = DataMarker) then
   FirstColVal = Component.DataValueX
   SecondColVal = Component.DataValueY
else
   ’user has clicked on a component that does
   ’not have a DataValue property;
   ’call the GetDataValue method
end If

Testing for a multiple-column GraphType value
To determine whether the user’s selection can have more than one column value, 
test the value of the GraphType property.

Related information
For more information about scatter graphs, bubble graphs, and stock market 
graphs, see Chapter 12.

For more information about the GraphType, DataValues, and ItemColumn 
properties, search for the following topics in the Help system:

“DataValues Property Set”
“GraphType Property”
“ItemColumns Property Set”

IF you want to . . . THEN . . .

ignore graph types that have 
multiple-column markers,

use an If statement and the comparison operators.

Example:

If (GraphType >= grGTScatter) and _ 
    (GraphType <= grGTStockmarket2Y)

handle each graph type, use a Select Case statement.
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Example: Getting and Setting Data Values for Multiple-Column 
Components

What is happening in this example
This example lets users set data values for data markers in a scatter graph. The 
figure below shows the pgSales page, which shows Sales data in a graph.

pgSales grSales
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When users click a data marker, they see the following dialog box:

Design-Time setup
The following tasks were completed at design time:

■ All the objects in this example were created visually, with their Name property 
and any Text properties set appropriately.

■ The graph was populated with the Sales measure and the data arranged in a 
way that is appropriate for a scatter graph.

■ The graph type was set to Scatter.

■ Two new properties were added to the graph:

■ NewXValue — Holds the new X value from the dialog box

■ NewYValue — Holds the new Y value from the dialog box

■ The PageBorder property of the pgDataDlgScatter page was set to Dialog.

■ The btnOK button’s PageResult property was set to OK.

■ The btnCancel button’s PageResult property was set to Cancel.

pgDataDlgScatter
lblCurrXData

lblCurrYData

txtNewXData

txtNewYData

btnOK btnCancel
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AfterSelect event handler of the grSales graph
The following code handles the AfterSelect event of the graph. This code 
determines which marker was selected and puts its current data values into the 
appropriate labels in the dialog box page (pgDataDlgScatter). Then it displays that 
page as a modal dialog box. After the dialog box is closed, it takes the data from the 
user-defined properties NewXValue and NewYValue and sets the data values.

Sub AfterSelect (SelectType As Integer, Component As Object, ObjectClass As 
Integer, Row As Long, Column As Long)
dim lCurrXDataValue as long
dim lCurrYDataValue as long
dim iXColumn as integer
dim iYColumn as integer
’data values can only be set for DataBody components 
’with both a specific Row and a specific Column value
if ObjectClass <> vwOCDataBody or Row < 1 or Column < 1 then

exit sub
end if
’if it’s a scatter graph
if GraphType >= grGTScatter and GraphType <= grGTScatter2Y then

’place current values in appropriate labels
lCurrXDataValue = Component.DataValueX
pgDataDlgScatter!lblCurrXData.Text = str$(lCurrXDataValue)
lCurrYDataValue = Component.DataValueY
pgDataDlgScatter!lblCurrYData.Text = str$(lCurrYDataValue)
’display the dialog box and set data from result
if pgDataDlgScatter.ShowModal() = pgPROK then

’find the Column values
iXColumn = Component.ItemColumnX
iYColumn = Component.ItemColumnY
’NewXValue and NewYValue are user-defined properties of grSales
call SetDataValue(Row, iXColumn, NewXValue)
call SetDataValue(Row, iYColumn, NewYValue)

end if
end if
End Sub

DoPageResult handler of the btnOK button in pgDataDlgScatter
The following code handles the DoPageResult of the btnOK button in the 
pgDataDlgScatter page, which is a dialog box. This code tests for values in the two 
text boxes that are provided for user input. If there are values, then the code stores 
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these values in the user-defined properties of the graph, NewXValue and 
NewYValue.

Sub DoPageResult (TopPage As Object, EnableDefault As Integer)
’test for data
if txtNewXData.Text = "" then

msgbox "Please enter a new X value"
EnableDefault = No

else
’NewXValue is a user-defined property of the graph
pgSales!grSales.NewXValue = clng(txtNewXData.Text)

end if
’test for data
if txtNewYData.Text = "" then

msgbox "Please enter a new Y value"
EnableDefault = No

else
’NewYValue is a user-defined property of the graph
pgSales!grSales.NewYValue = clng(txtNewYData.Text)

end if
End Sub
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19
Aggregating Data

Chapter summary
This chapter describes aggregation and its related concepts.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ What Is Aggregation?

■ Example: Simple Aggregation

■ Aggregating Hierarchical Dimensions

■ Example: Aggregating a Hierarchical Dimension

■ Breaking Out Aggregations

■ Example: Breaking Out an Aggregation

■ Understanding the Aggregation Chain

■ How Aggregation Effects the DataCube

■ Aggregating Data in Express Basic

■ Example: Breaking Out an Aggregation in Express Basic

■ Example: Aggregating Hierarchical Dimensions in Express Basic
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What Is Aggregation?

Definition: Aggregation
Aggregation is the substitution of a single, calculated data value for a group of data 
values. For example, instead of displaying Sales values for individual products, you 
can display a single Sales total for all products. 

Example: Table with aggregation
The table in the following figure uses aggregation to find an average stock price for 
each day. The Price Level dimension has been aggregated to a single value. The 
table shows a single average price for each day.

Available types of aggregation
The following aggregation types are available in Oracle Express Objects and 
Express Analyzer:

■ Total

■ Average

■ Smallest
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■ Largest

■ Median

■ Standard deviation

Comparing aggregation with embedded total hierarchies
Hierarchical dimensions have some aggregation built into them. Each level in a 
hierarchy holds the total for its children’s data. For example, in a hierarchical Time 
dimension, each Year value holds totals for the Month values. 

The embedded-total structure of hierarchical dimensions differs from aggregation in 
the following ways.

Displaying sets of aggregated values
When you aggregate some dimensions, you can break out the aggregation by 
category instead of aggregating to a single value. For example, instead of displaying 
a single average of sales values for all the months, you could display an average for 
each quarter. See “Breaking Out Aggregations” on page 19-9.

Embedded Totals Aggregation

Must be set up in the design of the Express 
database

Performed in Oracle Express Objects and 
Express Analyzer

Calculated by the DBA (rollup) Calculated through Oracle Express Objects 
and Express Analyzer

Calculates total only Offers one of several different aggregation 
types

Calculated results are stored in the Express 
database

Results are calculated as needed based on 
specifications that are stored in the briefing 
or application

Dimension must be hierarchical Dimension can be nonhierarchical
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Aggregation guidelines
When you aggregate data, keep in mind the following guidelines:

■ You can aggregate any dimension except the Measure dimension. 

■ If you aggregate the last dimension in an edge, you remove the dimensionality 
of the edge; the DataCube is rotated. To prevent automatic rotation, arrange the 
dimensions before you aggregate.

■ You cannot move or exchange an aggregated dimension.

Undoing aggregation
You can disaggregate data that you have aggregated.

Effects of aggregation
When you aggregate a dimension, the following changes can remain after you 
disaggregate:

■ The DataCube might be automatically rotated to preserve its integrity

■ Selections of the dimensions that you aggregate might have changed. (See the 
topic “Understanding the Aggregation Chain” on page 19-13.)

Disabling end-user access to aggregation
You can limit some or all access to aggregation, by setting the EnableAggregation 
property to No.

When EnableAggregation is set to No, the Aggregate, Disaggregate, and 
Synchronize items do not appear on the right mouse popup menus in the 
Dimension Bar.

You can use the Aggregate, Disaggregate, and Synchronize methods when 
EnableAggregation is set to No. Using these methods, you could provide alternate 
access to aggregation. 

IF you want to disable Aggregation for . . . THEN set . . .

just one dimension, the edge node’s EnableAggregation 
property to No.

an entire view, the view’s EnableAggregation 
property to No.
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Related information
For instructions on aggregating data, search for the following topics in the Help 
system:

“Aggregating Data”
“Undoing Aggregation”

Example: Simple Aggregation

Stock Price table before aggregation
The following table displays the Stock Price measure, without any aggregation. The 
Price Level dimension has two values in the current selection: High and Low. As 
usual, each row in the databody has a data value for each dimension value in the 
Price Level dimension.

Stock Price table showing average price
The next table uses aggregation to find an average stock price for each day. When 
you aggregate the Price Level dimension, only one data value appears in each row, 
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instead of individual high and low values. The single data value is the average of 
the high and low values that appear in the previous table.

Aggregating Hierarchical Dimensions

Why hierarchical dimensions are different
In Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer, hierarchical dimensions already 
include levels of aggregation, such as City, Country, Region, and a Total for all 
geographical areas. Dimension values at all levels except the lowest level contain 
totals for their child values. For example, the geography dimension value Canada is 
a total of values for all the cities in Canada. Totals that are built into the database are 
embedded totals, because the total values are embedded in the dimension.

Preventing distorted results
When you aggregate a hierarchical dimension, you must take care not to use more 
than one level of embedded totals in your aggregation. Doing so can distort the 
aggregation results.
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The Aggregate Dimension dialog box warns you of the possible distortion. There are 
two ways to avoid distorted results:

■ Before you aggregate the data, use the Selector to select dimension values at 
only one level. The Level tool and the Family tool allow you to select dimension 
values at a single level. If you do this, it is safe to ignore the embedded totals 
warning.

■ In the Aggregate Dimension dialog box, choose Change Selection. In the 
Change Selection dialog box, select all the values at one level of an embedded 
total hierarchy. 

Effect of changing the selection during aggregation
Changing the selection as you aggregate is like using the Level tool in the Selector. 
Disaggregating the dimension does not return it to its previous selection.

Related information
Search for the following topics in the Help system:

“Aggregating Hierarchical Dimensions”
“Changing Selections During Aggregation”
“Using the Family Tool”
“Using the Level Tool”
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Example: Aggregating a Hierarchical Dimension

Geography dimension before aggregation
Suppose you have a selection for a hierarchical geography dimension, and that 
selection has dimension values at more than one level, as shown in the following 
figure.

Distorted results
The following figure shows the distorted results that occur when you include more 
than one level of a hierarchical dimension in an aggregation. All the values in the 
Sales column are twice what they should be. Each value in the Sales column 
includes a total for each region and the World geography dimension value, which is 
already the total for the different regions. 
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Corrected results
In the following figure you see the results of the aggregation after you change the 
selection to include only one level, removing the World dimension value.

Breaking Out Aggregations

What it means to break out aggregations
Given certain database requirements, you can choose to display a smaller set of data 
values rather than a single value for the entire dimension. For example, instead of 
aggregating the Sales values for all the months into a single value, you could 
display aggregated values for each quarter or each year. 
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Database requirements for breaking out aggregations
Breaking out aggregations by category requires these database objects.

Example: Breaking Out an Aggregation

Option settings
The aggregation in this example uses the following option settings in the Aggregate 
Dimension dialog box:

■ Aggregate to All Areas is selected.

■ Automatically synchronize the aggregation chain is selected.

Express Database Object Sample Name Sample Information

The dimension that you 
want to aggregate

CITY Chicago

Los Angeles

San Diego

San Francisco

A second dimension, with 
fewer values

This is the related dimension 
or aggregation dimension

STATE Illinois

California

A relation that defines a 
relationship between the two 
values.

STATE.CITY Chicago goes with Illinois

Los Angeles goes with California

San Diego goes with California

San Francisco goes with California
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Sales by City graph before aggregation
The following graph displays the Sales by City measure before aggregation.
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Sales by City graph after aggregating to Area
The following figure shows the Sales by City graph after aggregating the City 
dimension. Instead of a single value, this aggregation shows values by Area. Each 
total is a total of all of the cities that are related to the area.
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Sales by City graph after disaggregating Area
The following figure shows the Sales by City graph after disaggregating Area. There 
are now 57 cities in the selection; this is a side effect of aggregating to all areas and 
synchronizing the aggregation chain.

Understanding the Aggregation Chain

Definition: Aggregation chain
An aggregation chain is a chain of related dimensions in an aggregation.

The bottom of the chain is the original dimension, and the top of the chain is the 
dimension that is used to break out the aggregation.
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Example: Aggregation chain
Suppose you have three time dimensions: Month, Quarter, and Year. The following 
example describes what happens to the aggregation chain as you aggregate each 
dimension to the values of the related dimension:

1. Month is not aggregated. There is no aggregation chain at this point.

2. You aggregate Month to Quarter. The aggregation chain now has the following 
dimensions:

Quarter
Month

3. You aggregate Quarter to Year. Now the aggregation chain has the following 
dimensions:

Year
Quarter
Month

4. You disaggregate Year. Once again, the aggregation chain has the following 
dimensions:

Quarter
Month

5. You disaggregate Quarter. There is no longer any aggregation chain.

Selections and the aggregation chain
When you use a related dimension to break out aggregated values, there is a 
selection for each dimension in the aggregation chain.

When you perform the aggregation, you can change one or more of the selections. 
For example, if you aggregate Month to Quarter, you can change the Month 
selection, the Quarter selection, or both.

■ Aggregating to all the values of the aggregation dimension changes the 
selection of the aggregation dimension (such as Quarter).

■ Synchronizing the aggregation chain changes the selection of the original 
dimension (such as Month). 

These changes are permanent. The selections do not automatically revert to their 
previous state when you disaggregate.
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Example: Aggregating to all aggregation dimension values
Suppose you have a table that displays the following Month values:

August 1996
October 1996
December 1996

If you aggregate Month by Quarter, the Quarter selection depends on whether you 
aggregate to all Quarters, as shown in the following table.

Synchronizing the aggregation chain
To synchronize the aggregation chain is to match the selections of the dimensions in 
the chain. For example, if after aggregating Month to Quarter, you synchronize the 
aggregation chain, the Month selection will include all the months in any quarters 
in the current Quarter dimension.

Example: Synchronizing the aggregation chain
Suppose you have a Month dimension that has only December 1995 in the selection, 
and you have a related Quarter dimension. Then suppose you aggregate Month to 
Quarter, choosing automatic synchronization of the aggregation chain as you 
aggregate. If you use the Selector to select Quarter 3, 1995, Quarter 4, 1995, and 
Quarter 1, 1996, the selection for Month changes to include all the months from July 
1995 through March 1996. If you did not choose automatic synchronization, when 
you change the Quarter selection, the Month selection does not change. 

IF you . . . THEN the Quarter selection includes . . .

aggregate to all Quarters, all the values of the QUARTER dimension.

do not aggregate to all Quarters, only Quarter 3, 1996 and Quarter 4, 1996.
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The following table shows the difference that synchronizing the aggregation chain 
makes.

If you then aggregate Quarter to Year, the Year dimension becomes the top of the 
aggregation chain. If you do not choose automatic synchronization as you 
aggregate, and then use the Selector to select only 1996 as the Year dimension, then 
the selections on Quarter and Month will not match the Year dimension. 

When you manually synchronize the new chain, all the less aggregate dimensions 
that are related to Year will have their selections changed to match Year. The 

Dimension
Selection Before 
Synchronization

Selection After 
Synchronization

Quarter Quarter 3 1995

Quarter 4 1995

Quarter 1 1996

Quarter 3 1995

Quarter 4 1995

Quarter 1 1996

Month December 1995 July 1995

August 1995

September 95

October 1995

November 1995

December 1995

January 1996

February 1996

March 1996
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following table shows what happens when you synchronize the new aggregation 
chain if the selection for the Year dimension includes only 1996.

When not to synchronize the aggregation chain
As important as synchronization can be, there are occasions in which you might not 
want to synchronize the aggregation chain. For example, suppose you are averaging 
Month values by Quarter. For the last quarter in the selection you only have valid 
data for two months, and the third month has all zeros. You would not want to 
include the month with zero data.

In general, any time you have built a complicated selection for a dimension, you 
should be careful about synchronizing the aggregation chain. Synchronization 
changes the selection for the dimension that you are aggregating. If the selection 
that you are changing required several steps to create, then you might not want to 
synchronize the aggregation chain when you aggregate.

Dimension
Selection Before 
Synchronization Selection After Synchronization

Year 1996 1996

Quarter Quarter 3 1995

Quarter 4 1995

Quarter 1 1996

Quarter 1 1996

Quarter 2 1996

Quarter 3 1996

Quarter 4 1996

Month July 1995

August 1995

September 1995

October 1995

November 1995

December 1995

January 1996

February 1996

March 1996

January 1996

February 1996

March 1996

April 1996

May 1996

June 1996

July 1996

August 1996

September 1996

October 1996

November 1996

December 1996
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Tip: Save the original selection before aggregating
You can save a dimension’s selection before you begin aggregating the dimension.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about breaking out aggregations, search for the following 
topics in the Help system:

“Aggregating Data Using a Related Dimension”
“Synchronizing Aggregation Chains”

■ For more information about saving and restoring selections, see “Aggregating 
Data in Express Basic” on page 19-20 and search for the following topics in the 
Help system:

“Creating Saved Selections”
“Using Saved Selections”

How Aggregation Effects the DataCube

Aggregation’s effect on selections
Aggregation automatically edits selections in any of the following cases:

■ A user selects a level in the Change Selection dialog box.

■ A user selects Aggregate to all aggregation dimension values in the Aggregate 
dimension dialog box, or you call the Aggregate method and pass Yes as the 
AllValues argument.

■ A user selects Automatically synchronize aggregation chain in the Aggregate 
dimension dialog box, or you call the Aggregate method and pass Yes as the 
Synchronize argument.

■ A user synchronizes the aggregation chain, or you call the Synchronize method.

When aggregation edits a selection, the change is lasting. It does not revert to its 
previous state when the data is disaggregated.

When you aggregate data programmatically, you might want to save the selection 
before aggregating, then replace the saved selection after disaggregating.
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Aggregation’s effects on rotation
When the last edge node in the row or column edge is aggregated, the DataCube is 
automatically rotated, in order to ensure that the DataCube has at least one 
dimension each in the row and column edges. This rotation remains, even after the 
data is disaggregated.

Edge nodes and the aggregation chain
Each dimension in an aggregation chain has an edge node that represents it. 
Originally, the edge node for the dimension with the least aggregate values (such as 
Month) is contained by the edge.

When you aggregate to a related dimension, the edge node for the related 
dimension replaces the original edge node in the edge. The original edge node is 
kept in a collection object that is contained by the new edge node.

When you disaggregate, the original edge node is once again contained by the edge. 
The collection and the new edge node disappear.

Example: Edge nodes and the aggregation chain
In this example, suppose you have the dimensions Month, Quarter, and Year, with 
relations between Month and Quarter and between Quarter and Year. The following 
process describes what happens when you aggregate Month to Quarter, then 
Quarter to Year, and then you undo each aggregation. For simplicity’s sake, assume 
that the Month dimension starts out as the first dimension in the Column edge:

1. Original state: Edge1 contains EdgeNode1, which represents Month. The view 
displays a value for each Month.

2. You aggregate Month to Quarter.

3. Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer creates EdgeNode6 and 
Collection2, and the containership is as follows:

■ Edge1 contains EdgeNode6.

■ EdgeNode6 contains Collection2.

■ Collection2 contains EdgeNode1.

■ The view displays a value for each quarter.

4. You aggregate Quarter to Year.
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5. Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer creates EdgeNode7 and moves 
Collection2. The containership is now as follows:

■ Edge1 contains EdgeNode7.

■ EdgeNode7 contains Collection2.

■ Collection2 contains EdgeNode6 and EdgeNode1.

■ The view displays a value for each year.

6. You disaggregate Year.

7. Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer destroys EdgeNode7. The 
containership is now as it was in Stage 3:

■ Edge1 contains EdgeNode6.

■ EdgeNode6 contains Collection2.

■ Collection2 contains EdgeNode1.

■ The view displays a value for each quarter.

8. You disaggregate Quarter.

9. Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer destroys EdgeNode6 and 
Collection2. EdgeNode1 is once again contained by Edge1. The view displays a 
value for each Month.

Related information
For general information about the DataCube, see Chapter 16.

Aggregating Data in Express Basic

Why use Express Basic for aggregation
You might want to spare the users the details about aggregation by disabling the 
default access to aggregation and using methods to present aggregation to the 
users.
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Methods and properties for aggregation
The following methods allow you to provide aggregation in Express Basic code.

The following edge node properties provide information about aggregation.

Aggregating to a single dimension value
When you aggregate to a single dimension value, you use only the following 
arguments of the Aggregate method.

Method Object Description

Aggregate DataCube, edge node, view Aggregates data over a dimension

Disaggregate DataCube, edge node, view Disaggregates a previously aggregated 
dimension

Synchronize DataCube, edge node, view Synchronizes the aggregation chain

Property Description

AggAutoSynch Specifies whether to automatically synchronize the aggregation chain 
when the selection changes on an aggregation dimension

AggDimension Holds the name of the aggregation dimension when you aggregate a 
dimension to a related dimension

AggFunction Specifies the type of aggregation, such as Total

AggRelation Holds the name of the relation between the aggregated dimension 
and the aggregation dimension, when you aggregate a dimension to a 
related dimension

AggSequence Identifies the order of the aggregations that have been performed on a 
DataCube (-1 means that the edge node is not aggregated)

Argument Description

EdgeNode Specifies the edge node to aggregate (only necessary when you call the 
view method)

AggFunction Specifies the type of aggregation to perform (such as Average)
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Example: Aggregating to a single dimension value
This code aggregates the STKMEAS (Price Level) dimension: 

dim enAgg as edgenode
set enAgg = tbTable.Aggregate("STKMEAS", dcAGGAverage)

Aggregating hierarchical dimensions
When you aggregate a hierarchical dimension, you should edit the selection (or 
allow the user to do so) so that you do not include any embedded totals in the 
aggregation. 

To allow a user to edit a selection, call the edge node’s SelectData method.

To edit the selection programmatically, set the StatusScript property of the selection 
to a call to the Express XP_SLLIMIT program. Use a call like the following. 

CALL XP_SLLIMIT(’GEOGRAPHY’, ’LEVEL’, ’SELECT’, ’STANDARD’, ’L2’)

Breaking out aggregations
When you use a related dimension to break out an aggregation, you use the 
following arguments of the Aggregate method.

Argument Description

EdgeNode Specifies the edge node to aggregate (only necessary when you call the 
view method)

AggFunction Specifies the type of aggregation to perform (such as Average)

Dimension Specifies the aggregation dimension

Relation Specifies the relation; if you specify a dimension, you must specify the 
relation

Synchronize Specifies whether to synchronize the aggregation chain automatically 
whenever a selection changes in the chain (sets AggAutoSync to Yes)

AllValues Specifies whether to change the selection of the aggregation dimension 
to include all values
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Example: Breaking out an aggregation
The following call totals the values of the CITY dimension, breaking out the totals 
by Area, using the AREA.CITY relation. The call synchronizes the aggregation chain 
and aggregates to all Area values. 

dim enAgg as edgenode
set enAgg = tbAggCity.Aggregate("CITY", dcAGGTotal, _

"AREA", "AREA.CITY", Yes, Yes)

Saving and restoring selections as you aggregate data
When an aggregation will edit the dimension’s selection, you might want to save 
the original selection before aggregating and restore the selection after 
disaggregating. Saving and restoring the selection frees your users from having to 
understand about synchronization.

To save and restore a selection as you aggregate data, follow these steps:

1. Add a property for the name of the selection. Add the property to an object that 
is accessible to the event procedures that aggregate and disaggregate the 
dimension. The property should have the String data type.

Example: If you have an aggregate button and a disaggregate button in a page 
that contains the view that you are aggregating, then add the property to the 
page.

2. Call the view’s GetSelection method to get the selection of the dimension that 
you will be aggregating.

3. Call the selection’s AddToLibrary method to save the selection.

4. Store the selection’s UniqueID property in the property that you added in 
Step 1.

5. Aggregate the edge node.

6. After you disaggregate, call the DataDictionary’s GetSelection method to get the 
saved selection. Pass the UniqueID value that you stored in Step 4.

7. Pass the returned selection to the view’s SetSelection method. This restores the 
saved selection to the view.

8. Before you stop running the project, call the dimension’s RemoveFromLibrary 
method to remove the saved selection from the selection library.
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Related information
Consult the following table for more information.

Example: Breaking Out an Aggregation in Express Basic

Objects in this example
The following figure shows the page pgBreakingOutAgg. The btnAggCity button 
saves the City selection and aggregates City to Area, synchronizing the aggregation 

IF you want information about . . . THEN see . . .

the aggregation methods, the following topics in the Help system:

“Aggregate Method”

“Disaggregate Method”

“Synchronize Method”

saving and restoring selections, Chapter 17 or the following topics in the Help 
system:

“Adding and Modifying User-Defined Properties”

“AddToLibrary Method”

“DataDictionary GetSelection Method”

“RemoveFromLibrary Method”

“SetSelection Method”

getting level information, the following topics in the Help system:

“DataCube, Edge Node, and Views GetSelection 
Method”

“GetDatabaseObject Method”

“GetLevelCount Method”

“GetLevelDescription Method”

“Hierarchy Property”
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chain. The btnDisaggArea button disaggregates Area and restores the original City 
selection. This hides the synchronization from the end user. 

Added property
The pgBreakingOutAgg page has a UID property that was added to it during 
design. This property is a string property; it holds the value of the UniqueID 
property of the selection that the buttons save and restore. 

Adding the property to the page makes its value available to both buttons.

Code for aggregating
The following code example handles the AfterClick event of the btnAggCity button.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim enAgg as EdgeNode
dim selSave as Selection
’prevent user from aggregating again
Enabled = No
’get the current City selection
set selSave = tbAggCity.GetSelection("CITY")

pgBreakingOutAgg btnAggCity btnDiaggArea

tbAggCity
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’save the UniqueID in the UID property of page
call selSave.AddToLibrary()
Container.UID = selSave.UniqueID
’aggregate
set enAgg = tbAggCity.Aggregate("CITY", dcAGGTotal, AREA", _

"AREA.CITY", Yes, Yes)
’enable disaggregation button
btnDisaggArea.Enabled = Yes
End Sub

Code for disaggregating
The following code handles the AfterClick event of the btnDisaggArea button.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim enDisagg as EdgeNode
dim strSelID as string
dim selReplace as Selection
’keep the DataCube from fetching data
’until we are done setting things up
tbAggCity.DataCube.AutoRefreshData = No
’disaggregate the edge node
set enDisagg = tbAggCity.Disaggregate("AREA")
’get the selection created during aggregation
’find its UniqueID
strSelID = Container.UID
’get the selection
set selReplace = DataDictionary.GetSelection("CITY", strSelID, Yes)
’restore the saved selection from the library
call tbAggCity.SetSelection("CITY", selReplace)
’update the DataCube
tbAggCity.DataCube.AutoRefreshData = Yes
’remove the selection from the library -- clean up
call selReplace.RemoveFromLibrary()
’allow user to aggregate again
btnAggCity.Enabled = Yes
End Sub
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Initialization and cleanup
The following code is in the pgBreakingOutAgg page’s code module. This code 
disables the disaggregation button as the page runs and enables the aggregation 
button before it stops running.

Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
btnDisaggArea.Enabled = No
End Sub
Sub BeforeStop ()
btnAggCity.Enabled = Yes
End Sub

Example: Aggregating Hierarchical Dimensions in Express Basic

Why use Express Basic for this aggregation
Suppose that you know the data that will be displayed in a table. You also know 
that your users want to find averages for groups of geographic areas. You can use 
the code in this example to make the aggregation simple for your users. 

Tasks that this example illustrates
This topic illustrates how to perform the following tasks:

■ Display a dialog box in which users select the Geog. Area level whose values 
they want to average. 

■ Set the Geog. Area selection to include all of the dimension values at the 
selected level.

■ Save and restore the original selection so that the change in the aggregated 
selection does not remain after disaggregation.
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Dialog box page
The following figure shows the page pgLevel, which is a dialog box that allows a 
user to select a level.

pgLevel

btnOK

btnCancel

lstDescriptions
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Main aggregation page
The following figure shows the page pgAggHierDim. The buttons aggregate and 
disaggregate the Geog. Area dimension.

Added properties
The following properties have been added to pgAggHierDim during design.

Code for setting the level and aggregating
The following code handles the AfterClick event for the btnAggregate button.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim enAgg as new EdgeNode
dim selSave as Selection
dim iIndex as integer
dim dimGeog as Dimension

Property Description

UID String property for storing the saved selection’s UniqueID value

LevIndex Integer property for storing the user’s level selection

pgAggHierDim btnAggregate btnDisagg

tbAggCity
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dim strHier as string
dim strLevName as string
dim strExpLevName as string
dim strExpHier as string
dim strLimit as string
’do not let user click again until disaggregated
Enabled = No
’get the selection
set selSave = tbAggCity.GetSelection("GEOGRAPHY")
’save the selection and store the UniqueID
call selSave.AddToLibrary()
Container.UID = selSave.UniqueID
if (pgLevel.ShowModal() <> pgPROK) then
     ’no level has been selected
     msgbox "No level selected"
     exit sub
end if
’keep the DataCube from fetching data
’until we are done setting things up
tbAggCity.DataCube.AutoRefreshData = No
’get args for XP_SLLIMIT
iIndex = Container.LevIndex
set dimGeog = _
     DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject("GEOGRAPHY")
strHier = selSave.Hierarchy
strLevName = dimGeog.GetLevelName(strHier, iIndex)
strExpHier = Express.FormatTextArg(strHier)
strExpLevName = Express.FormatTextArg(strLevName)
’set string to call XP_SLLIMIT
strLimit = "CALL XP_SLLIMIT(’GEOGRAPHY’, ’LEVEL’, ’SELECT’, " & strExpHier _
     & "," & strExpLevName & ")"
selSave.StatusScript = strLimit
’aggregate
set enAgg = tbAggCity.Aggregate("GEOGRAPHY", _dcAGGAverage)
’now update the DataCube
tbAggCity.DataCube.AutoRefreshData = Yes
’enable disaggregate button
btnDisagg.Enabled = Yes
End Sub
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Code that displays the levels in the dialog box
The following code handles the AfterRun event of the pgLevels page. This code fills 
the lstDescription list box with descriptions of the Geog. Area levels in the current 
hierarchy.

Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
dim dimGeog as dimension
dim selGeog as selection
dim strHier as string
dim iLevCount as integer
dim strLevDesc as string
dim i as integer
set dimGeog = DataDictionary.GetDatabaseObject("GEOGRAPHY")
set selGeog = pgAggHierDim!tbAggCity.GetSelection("GEOGRAPHY")
strHier = selGeog.Hierarchy
iLevCount = dimGeog.GetLevelCount(strHier)
for i = 0 to (iLevCount - 1)
     strLevDesc = dimGeog.GetLevelDescription(strHier, i)
     call lstDescriptions.AddItem(strLevDesc)
next i
End Sub

Code for disaggregating
The following code handles the btnDisaggregate button. This code disaggregates 
the dimension and restores the previous selection.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim enDisagg as edgenode
dim strSelID as string
dim selReplace as selection
’keep the DataCube from fetching data
’until we are done setting things up
tbAggCity.DataCube.AutoRefreshData = No
’disaggregate the edge node
set enDisagg = tbAggCity.Disaggregate("GEOGRAPHY")
’get the selection created before aggregation
’find its UniqueID
strSelID = Container.UID
’get the selection from the library
set selReplace = DataDictionary.GetSelection("GEOGRAPHY", strSelID, Yes)
’restore the original selection to the view
call tbAggCity.SetSelection("GEOGRAPHY", selReplace)
’
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’update the DataCube
tbAggCity.DataCube.AutoRefreshData = Yes
’remove the selection from the library-- clean up
call selGeog.RemoveFromLibrary()
’allow user to aggregate again
btnAggregate.Enabled = Yes
End Sub

Initialization and cleanup
The following code is in the pgAggHierDim page’s code module. This code disables 
the disaggregation button as the page runs and enables the aggregation button 
before it stops running.

Sub AfterRun (Flags As Integer)
btnDisagg.Enabled = No
End Sub
Sub BeforeStop ()
btnAggregate.Enabled = Yes
End Sub
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20
Printing Objects

Chapter summary
This chapter summarizes the printing features that are available in Oracle Express 
Objects.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Comparison of Printing Approaches

■ Controlling the Layout of Printed Output

■ Using the Printer Object

■ Example: Using the StartPrintJob Method
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Comparison of Printing Approaches

Default printing at runtime
At runtime, the following default printing is available to end users and does not 
require developer action.

Default printing during design
During design, the following kinds of default printing are available.

How to print code
The following table lists the ways that you can print code during design.

Objects to be Printed How to Display the Print Dialog Box

Briefings that have the Briefing toolbar enabled. 
You can print all pages in the briefing, a range of 
pages, or a table or graph

Click the Printer icon on the Briefing 
toolbar.

Views (tables and graphs) in a briefing or a 
standard project.

From the right mouse popup menu for 
the view, choose Print.

Objects to be Printed How to Display the Print Dialog Box

Projects From the File menu, choose Print.

Briefings Use either of the following techniques:

■ Click the Printer icon on the Briefing Editor 
toolbar.

■ From the File menu, choose Print.

Pages, tables, graphs, and splitters From the right mouse popup menu, choose Print.

Approach Comments

In the Print dialog box, select the Code 
button in the Output box.

Prints the procedures for each object that is 
included in the containers that are specified by 
the Print What box.

In the Express Basic Editor, choose Print 
from the File menu.

Prints the procedures that are related to the 
code module or library module in the Active 
code window.
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How developers provide printing capability
You can use the following techniques to provide printing capabilities in either a 
briefing or a standard project.

When to use the printer object
Use the printer object when you want to accomplish custom printing tasks such as 
the following ones:

■ Change the orientation of individual pages

■ Use drawing methods such as putting a border on a page

■ Print to a file

■ Direct printed output to a specific printer

Related information
For additional information about printing approaches, consult the following topics 
in the Help system:

“Associating QuickActions with Objects”
“Print Method”
“Print QuickAction”
“Printing Objects”

Printing Technique
Is Programming 

Required? Comments

Use the Print QuickAction 
object.

No Allows the following options:

■ Display the Print dialog box or 
the Print Preview dialog box.

■ Enter programming code to 
customize printing. 

Call the Print method of an 
object.

Yes An optional argument for the Print 
method is the name of a Printer object.

Use the Printer object directly. Yes Requires creating a printer object and 
writing programming code to call the 
appropriate methods to perform 
custom printing.
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Controlling the Layout of Printed Output

Definition: PrintLayout object
The PrintLayout object stores header, footer, margin, orientation, and page 
rendering options for printing.

How PrintLayout objects are associated with other objects
Containers such as the application object, project, briefing, page, table, and graph 
have a PrintLayout property that specifies the PrintLayout object for the container. 
The PrintLayout property is an ambient property. This means that it is passed down 
to lower-level containers unless they have an explicit setting for their PrintLayout 
property.

Important: Behavior of ambient properties that are objects
If the data type of an ambient property is object, then each property of that object is 
passed down individually to lower-level containers. The following table shows a 
possible scenario for the settings of the properties in the Header property set for the 
PrintLayout objects in a single project. Notice that these properties are set at 
different levels of the containership hierarchy.

When page pgTotal is printed, its header contains the Company Name, the Briefing 
Name, and the Date. Other pages in briefing brfStats do not display the Date.

Container (Example)
HeaderLeft 

Property
HeaderCenter 

Property
HeaderRight 

Property

Project (pjSales) Company Name Project Name --

Briefing (brfStats) -- Briefing Name --

Page (pgTotal) -- -- Date
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Specifying print layout information during design
The following process outlines the basic steps to use when you want to specify print 
layout information:

1. Decide at what level (application object, project, briefing, page, or view) you 
want each type of print layout information to be specified. 

Note: If you want to specify print layout information at the application object 
level, then you can do this only by writing code that sets the PrintLayout 
property.

2. Set the PrintLayout property of the container or containers that you want to 
control layout settings. 

Tip: The custom inspector for the PrintLayout property can be displayed by 
double-clicking in the Value column of the Object Inspector when the container 
is selected.

Specifying print layout information at runtime
At runtime, users can specify print layout information by choosing Layout in the 
Print dialog box. This action displays the Layout Settings dialog box.

Specifying header and footer text
The Layout Settings dialog box, which is the custom inspector for the PrintLayout 
property, lets you enter up to three text fields for headers and three text fields for 
footers as follows: 

■ Left text

■ Center text

■ Right text
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In each text field, you can enter the exact text that you want to appear on your 
printed output, a replacement field, or both text and a replacement field. The 
following table lists the replacement fields that are available for use as header or 
footer text.

In the custom inspector for the PrintLayout property, if you insert a replacement 
field in a header or footer text area, then you have the option of specifying a format 
for the field in the appropriate format box: 

■ Date Format

■ Time Format

■ Page No. Format

What is the render style option?
Render style is an option in the Layout Settings dialog box, which determines 
whether your printout will be rendered as a report or as a screen. The following 
table describes these options.

Because printout that is rendered as a screen is of higher quality than printout that 
is rendered as a report, screen printing is slower than report printing.

Replacement Field Description

$D Current date

$T Current time

$P Current page number

IF the Render Style option is . . . THEN the printed output includes . . .

screen, screen features such as scroll bars.

report, no screen features.
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Default settings for the render style option
The default settings for the render style option depend on the object that you are 
printing, as shown in the following table.

Report is used as the default option for printing views, because it allows users to 
print multiple data pages in the view.

Related information
For more information about controlling the layout of printed pages, see the 
following topics in the Help system:

“Layout Settings Dialog Box”
“PrintLayout Object”
“PrintLayout Property”
“Specifying Headers and Footers for Printing”
“Specifying Margins for Printing”

Using the Printer Object

Definition: Printer object
The printer object specifies the characteristics of a print job. Its properties are a 
collection of printer settings that can be overridden by the end user. The printer can 
be either the user’s default printer or a printer that you allow the user to select from 
the Print Setup dialog box. 

IF the object being printed is . . . THEN the default render style option is . . .

a project, briefing, or a page, screen.

a view (that is, a table or graph), report.
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Determining the printer that is associated with a printer object
Before it can accomplish printing, the printer object must obtain a handle to a 
Windows device context (hDC) that is created from a printer. You provide this 
information by calling any of the printer object methods that are listed in the 
following table.

Printing using the printer object 
The following approaches are available to perform printing using the printer object:

■ The printer object can drive the printing process by calling the StartPrintJob 
method.

■ The developer can take responsibility for driving the printing process by calling 
elementary methods of the printer object.

Approaches for Obtaining the 
Printer hDC Comments

Call the ShowDialog method with 
no argument specified.

Displays the Print dialog box.

Call the ShowDialog method with 
its ShowSetup argument set to Yes.

Displays the Print Setup dialog box, which lets the 
user choose a printer.

Call the StartPrintJob method. If the printer hDC is not established, then 
StartPrintJob calls the GetDefaultDC method 
automatically to obtain information from the default 
printer.

Call the GetDefaultDC method. Obtains information from the default printer.
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The following table compares these two approaches to printing with the printer 
object.

Taking advantage of printer object events
The following table lists the printer object events that are triggered automatically 
when the StartPrintJob method is called. These events are listed in the sequence that 
they occur with suggestions for their use.

Characteristics of the 
Approach

Printer Object Drives 
the Printing Process

Developer Drives the Printing 
Process

Printer object methods 
that must be called.

Call the StartPrintJob 
method once.

Call the following methods in correct 
sequence:

■ StartDoc — Once at the start of 
the document.

■ StartPage — Each time you want 
to begin a new page.

■ EndPage — Each time you want 
to end a page.

■ EndDoc — Once at the end of the 
document.

Printer object events 
(except for 
AfterCancel).

Triggered automatically. Is not triggered; event handlers are 
ignored.

Identification of the 
object to be printed.

In the printer object’s 
DoPrint event handler, 
call the Print method of 
the object that you want 
to print.

In another object’s event handler, after 
you call the StartPage method of the 
printer object, call the Print method of 
the object that you want to print. 

Printer Object Event Description

AfterBeginDoc Triggered when the print job has started.

BeforeNewPage Triggered when a new page is about to be printed. Use this 
event if you want to change the setting of the printer object’s 
Orientation property or PrintQuality property in order to affect 
the current page that you will print in the DoPrint event.
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Automatic processing that is accomplished by the StartPrintJob method
When you call the StartPrintJob method of the printer object, all of the following 
items happen automatically in sequence:

1. The StartDoc method is called internally.

2. The AfterBeginDoc event is triggered.

3. The BeforeNewPage event is triggered.

4. The StartPage method is called internally.

5. The DoPrint event is triggered.

6. The EndPage method is called internally.

7. The EndDoc method is called internally.

8. The AfterEndDoc event is triggered.

Related information
For examples that use the methods of the printer object, search for the Help topic 
“Printer Object Methods” and click the method topic of interest. In the method 
topic, you can click Example.

DoPrint Triggered when you can call the Print method of the object that 
is to be printed. Before calling the Print method, you can call 
one of the draw methods (such as DrawRectangle).

AfterEndDoc Triggered when the print job that is specified by a printer 
object has finished.

Printer Object Event Description
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Example: Using the StartPrintJob Method

Setting up the example
This example shows how to use the StartPrintJob method of the printer object to 
accomplish printing. Only the following two procedures are required for the 
example:

■ AfterClick event handler for a button — Initiates the print job that is specified 
by the printer object prnPrinter1

■ DoPrint event handler for the printer object prnPrinter1 — Prints the first two 
pages of the project

AfterClick event handler from the button module
The following code is the AfterClick event handler from the button module.

Sub AfterClick ()
’Display the Print dialog box.
’Exit if the user presses Cancel.
If (Not prnPrinter1.ShowDialog ()) then exit sub
’Initiate the print job
call prnPrinter1.StartPrintJob()
End Sub

DoPrint event handler for the printer object
The following code is the DoPrint event handler for printer object prnPrinter1.

Sub DoPrint(PageNum as Integer, CopyNum as Integer,
   EnableDefault as Integer)
’Prints only pages 1 and 2
if (PageNum = 1) then
call pgPage1.Print()
else if (PageNum = 2) then
call pgPage2.Print()
end if
End Sub 
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21
Deploying Applications

Chapter summary
This chapter discusses the process of deploying Oracle Express Objects applications. 
It presents the Deployment Wizard and end-user requirements for running 
applications.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Deployment Process

■ Programs and Files for Running Applications

■ Troubleshooting Names of Custom Measures and Saved Selections

Deployment Process

Using the Deployment Wizard
The Deployment Wizard lets you concentrate on deploying an entire application 
rather than deploying several related projects separately. The only requirement for 
an application is that you have one main project, whose Run method will be 
invoked to start the application. There can be any number of other associated 
projects that are initiated directly or indirectly from the main project.

The Deployment Wizard assists you in performing the following kinds of tasks for 
an application:

■ Packaging the projects and external files that an application requires

■ Compiling all the projects in an application
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■ Copying all required files to a deployment directory that you specify

■ Ensuring that picture objects are saved in project files

■ Specifying application identification such as title, icon, and splash screen

Structure and contents of the deployment directory
The Deployment Wizard packages an application in a single output directory that is 
referred to as the deployment directory. It is important that this directory be 
separate from the directory that stores your source projects. Separate source and 
deployment directories are essential because you cannot edit deployed projects that 
have their source code stripped or have been merged in the case of a 
multiple-project application. Preserve your original projects in a source directory so 
that you will be able to make future edits and enhancements to them.

The deployment directory contains the following entities:

■ All project files that are associated with the application.

■ All external files that are associated with the application. You have the option of 
grouping external files into subdirectories.

■ An icon for running the application. (Optional)

■ A customized splash screen file. (Optional)

Output specifications for the Deployment Wizard
The Deployment Wizard requests the following output information that is related to 
the deployment directory:

■ The full path name of the deployment directory.

■ Specification of whether external files should be copied to the deployment 
directory. If you have run the Deployment Wizard previously for the same 
directory, then the option exists to copy only new files or none of the external 
files. 
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Associated projects
To create a multiple-project application, you must associate projects with the main 
project of the application. The following approaches are available for associating 
projects with the main project of the application: 

■ During design, you can establish associations by completing the Associated 
Projects tab of the Edit Associations dialog box. If you use this approach, then 
you have the advantage of specifying that you want all the projects of an 
application to be opened automatically when you open the main project even 
during design.

■ During deployment, you can also establish associations in the List of Associated 
Projects that is displayed by the Deployment Wizard. The disadvantage of 
waiting until this time to set up associations is that your specifications will be 
saved only if the deployment process completes successfully; otherwise you 
will have to re-establish the associations.

If you have previously established the associated projects for an application, 
then the Deployment Wizard offers you an opportunity to review the list of 
associated projects and to update it as necessary.

Saving pictures in their project files
If you save all your picture objects in their respective project files, then you will not 
have to separately identify each picture object as an external file to be copied to the 
deployment directory.

If you have projects with picture objects that were not saved in the project file, then 
the Deployment Wizard offers to scan the projects and save all unsaved pictures. 
The wizard lets you specify the projects on which you want this operation to be 
performed.

Associated external files
To create a complete application, associate external files, if any exist, with the 
appropriate project in the application. The following approaches are available for 
associating external files with the appropriate projects of the application:

■ During design, you can establish external file associations by completing the 
External Files tab of the Edit Associations dialog box. 

■ During deployment, you can also establish associations in the List of External 
Files that is displayed by the Deployment Wizard. The disadvantage of waiting 
until this time to set up associations is that your specifications will be saved 
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only if the deployment process completes successfully; otherwise you will have 
to re-establish the associations.

If you have previously associated external files with the projects of your 
application, then the Deployment Wizard offers you an opportunity to review 
the list of associated files and to update it as necessary.

Example: External files
The external files that can be associated with a project include any of the following:

■ Picture images that were not stored in the project

■ Picture images that are used by the graph object for special effects

■ INI files that contain application specific settings

■ Custom Help files and the Runtime Help file that is provided with the product

■ The runtime version of any OLE controls and any other supporting files 
required by the OLE control

■ Other application-specific files

Application identification
To identify your application, the Deployment Wizard requests the following 
information:

■ Application title — Identifies the title that appears in the Windows task bar and 
the Alt+Tab list.

■ Icon file name — Identifies the name of a picture file, which must be an ICO 
file, for use as an icon to start the application.

■ Splash screen file name — Identifies the name of a picture file, which must be a 
BMP file, to be used as a custom splash screen for the application.

Options for packaging an application
The Deployment Wizard provides the following options for protecting the structure 
and logic of the projects that the wizard puts in the deployment directory:

■ Merge all projects into a single run-only project.

■ Mark the individual deployed projects as run-only.

■ Strip the Express Basic source code from the deployed projects.
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Additionally, the wizard provides compilation options to specify whether you want 
your application to be run with the /Z command line switch. This switch shortens 
startup time for applications because it provides deferred object loading.

The compile options let you specify whether the wizard should take the following 
actions:

■ Force a recompile of all Express Basic source code in an application.

■ Open all projects before compiling because projects are interdependent.

Related information
For additional information, search in the Help system for the following topics:

“Associating External Files with Projects”
“Associating Projects with the Main Project of an Application”
“Deploying Applications”
“Edit Associations Dialog Box ”

Programs and Files for Running Applications

Programs that end users need to access
End users must have access to Express Analyzer and to Express (Express Server or 
Personal Express) in order to run an application or briefing. You can install Express 
Analyzer on each end user’s PC or install Express Analyzer on a LAN and give 
users local access to it.

Files that are related to database access
If your users need to access databases, then they also need access to the following 
files:

■ Data Dictionary information that is stored in xpdddata.db for databases that 
have been configured for use by Oracle Express Objects

■ Express connection files that let users connect to Express so that the appropriate 
databases can be attached.
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Search order for database files
Express Analyzer and Oracle Express Objects use the following search order when 
locating database files:

1. The directory and file that are specified by the PathName property of the 
DatabaseFile that represents the database.

2. The directory in which it found the database when the briefing or project using 
it was last saved. This applies only to databases that were attached 
automatically when you opened an application.

3. The directory that was specified by the DBA through the setup utility for the 
database.

4. The current working directory for the product.

5. The directories that are listed in the Database Path box of the Options dialog 
box.

6. The current working directory for Express, only if you are using Personal 
Express.

7. For Personal Express, the directories that are specified in the Express PCXPATH 
setting; for Express Server, the directories that are specified by the 
EXPRESS_DATABASE environment variable.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For details about Express Connection files and Data Dictionary information, see 
Oracle Express Objects and Oracle Express Analyzer Installation Guide.

■ For information about installing Express Analyzer, see Oracle Express Objects and 
Oracle Express Analyzer Installation Guide.

Troubleshooting Names of Custom Measures and Saved Selections

Avoiding naming conflicts
Because users can create their own custom measures and saved selections, you must 
be wary of naming conflicts. To avoid naming conflicts, consider using unique 
identifiers in the names of the custom measures or saved selections. For example, 
you could include your initials or the date in the name.
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Example: Custom measure naming conflict
For example, suppose you have defined a measure called MYPROFITS and you 
distribute it as part of the briefing file. If one of your users has also defined a 
measure called MYPROFITS and runs your distributed briefing, that user will not 
see your measure. The user’s system project file (xobjects.xpj or 
xanalyze.xpj) takes precedence and the briefing or application uses the measure 
definition stored in that file. The user then sees an error message that states that 
MYPROFITS is invalid because the name already exists.

Procedure: Resolving naming conflicts
Instruct your users to take the following steps if they see a message about a naming 
conflict for a custom measure. Similarly, if a conflict with the name of a saved 
selection is encountered, it must be renamed:

1. Close the briefing or project.

2. Rename the conflicting custom measure by taking the following steps:

a. In the Custom Measures Action dialog box, find the measure with the 
conflicting name in the custom measure list.

b. Copy the custom measure and give it a unique name.

c. Delete the original custom measure name.

3. Re-open the project or briefing.
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22
Providing Help for Applications

and Briefings

Chapter summary
This chapter describes how to provide customized Help for applications and 
briefings that you have created in Oracle Express Objects.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Providing Help for Briefings

■ Providing Help for Applications

■ What Is Context-Sensitive Help?

■ Providing Context-Sensitive Help

■ Delivering Custom Help Files

Providing Help for Briefings

Default runtime Help system
Express Analyzer provides a runtime Help system for briefings. This Help system, 
runtime.hlp, documents the basic information about navigating in a briefing and 
looking at data in a table or graph. 

If you do not provide a customized Help system for your briefings, then the default 
runtime Help system will run when your end users display Help.
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The source files for runtime.hlp are shipped with Express Analyzer in Rich Text 
Format (that is, as RTF files). This allows you to edit the files as you find necessary.

When you should edit the default runtime Help
The default runtime Help system documents only the basics of running a briefing 
and viewing data. It does not cover advanced analytical topics such as aggregating 
data or performing what-if analysis. You should edit the default runtime Help 
system in the following cases:

■ You disable default functionality, such as setting the ShowDefaultPopup 
property to No.

■ You provide alternate access to functionality, such as setting the EnableDrilling 
property to No but providing a button that allows users to drill.

■ You add functionality to an object, such as adding a property that appears on 
the right mouse popup menu.

■ You want to provide information about how to perform tasks that are not 
covered in the runtime Help system, such as aggregation.

■ You want to describe a task that is covered in the runtime Help system in a 
different way, such as naming the data that appears in all your tables.

Location of source files for the runtime Help 
The source files for the default runtime Help system are in the 
win32\xanalyze\helpsrc folder on the product CD. They are not installed 
when you install the product.

Procedure: Editing the default runtime Help system
To change the runtime Help system, complete these steps.

1. Edit the source RTF files for the runtime Help system. Use any publishing 
package that can read Rich Text Format files. 

Tip: Several vendors provide tools to make this process easier.

2. If you add context-sensitive Help for your briefing, edit the runhelp.h file 
that is shipped with Express Analyzer. For more information, see “Providing 
Context-Sensitive Help” on page 22-6.
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3. Compile the Help system, using a Windows Help compiler.

4. Deliver your Help system with your briefing. See “Delivering Custom Help 
Files” on page 22-9 for information about how Express Analyzer finds Help 
files.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For information about adding context-sensitive Help, see “Providing 
Context-Sensitive Help” on page 22-6.

■ For information about delivering your Help files, see “Delivering Custom Help 
Files” on page 22-9.

■ For information about compiling Help, see the documentation for your Help 
authoring tool or the documentation for your Windows Help compiler.

Providing Help for Applications

Creating Help files
When you use Oracle Express Objects to create an application, you should provide a 
Help system that documents your application.

The source documents for Help are stored as Rich Text Format (RTF) files. You use a 
Windows Help compiler (such as hcw.exe) to compile the RTF files. Several 
vendors provide tools for authoring and compiling Help systems.

Displaying Help contents from a menu option
To display the contents of your Help system from a menu, use the Show Help 
QuickAction to handle the command item’s AfterItemClick event. In the 
QuickAction Definition dialog box, specify the Help file name but not a context 
identifier or a search keyword.

Help topics for built-in dialog boxes
A number of dialog boxes in Express Analyzer appear at runtime. For example, by 
default the Graph Type dialog box is available to end users from any graphs that 
you include in your application.
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Express Analyzer comes with a runtime Help system for briefings. This Help 
system is named runtime.hlp. The source files for this Help system are in the 
win32\xanalyze\helpsrc folder on the CD.

You can use the dialog box topics in the source files for the runtime Help system. 
The runhelp.h header file that is shipped with Express Analyzer maps the context 
strings with the appropriate integer context identifiers for these dialog boxes.

Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about context-sensitive Help, see “Providing 
Context-Sensitive Help” on page 22-6. 

■ For information about delivering your Help system, see “Delivering Custom 
Help Files” on page 22-9.

■ For information about compiling a Help system, see the documentation for 
your Help authoring tool or the documentation for your Windows Help 
compiler.

What Is Context-Sensitive Help?

Definition: Context-Sensitive Help
Context-sensitive Help is Help that applies to a user’s particular situation, or 
context. For example, when you choose the Help button in a dialog box, a Help topic 
appears that describes that dialog box.

Access to context-sensitive Help
You can provide access to Help in an event handler for any event of any object. 
Commonly, users get context-sensitive Help by choosing a Help button or menu 
option or by pressing F1.

The topic that appears when users access context-sensitive Help is determined in 
one of two ways:

■ By an integer, called a context identifier

■ By a search keyword (not available for F1)
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How a context identifier maps to a Help topic
Each object in your briefing or application has a HelpContextID property. The value 
of this property is the context identifier for the object. The HelpContextID property 
is an ambient property, so each item in a container initially shares the container’s 
HelpContextID value. You can give any object a new value for HelpContextID.

Each topic in a Help system has a unique context string, which identifies the topic to 
the Help compiler. The context string for each topic is specified in a footnote for the 
topic in the source file.

A map file associates each context identifier to the appropriate context string. This is 
only necessary for context-sensitive Help; there can be more topics in the Help 
system than those whose context strings are mapped in the map file.

You specify the map file when you build the Help system.

Example: Default context identifier for the graph object
The following diagram shows how the default context identifier for a graph object 
is mapped to its Help topic.

By default, every graph object has the same context identifier, so the same topic is 
displayed for every graph in a briefing or application.

What is a Graph?

hlp_rt_what_is_a_graph

Help topic

RUNHELP.H

#define HLP_RT_WHAT_IS_A_GRAPH 1003

HelpContextID = 1003

Column 1
Column 2

Column 3
Column 4

Row 1 Row 2 Row 3

Graph object

Page 1
50

40

30

20

10

0
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Example: Context identifier for a dialog box
The following diagram shows how the Help context identifier for the dialog box is 
mapped to its Help topic. The HelpContextID property is an ambient property, so 
each button in the dialog box also has the HelpContextID value 20005.

Providing Context-Sensitive Help

How to use built-in context identifiers
The HelpContextID property specifies a default context identifier for each object. 
This default identifier is the same value for many objects, using the ambient value 
of the project’s HelpContextID property.

For example, a briefing, a page, and an Express output object all have the same 
context identifier. When a user presses F1 on any of these objects, the topic “What is 
a Briefing” is displayed.

A table has its own context identifier, as does a graph. For example, the table 
object’s context identifier is 1003. 

The context identifiers are mapped in the runhelp.h file, which is shipped with 
Express Analyzer.

map.h

#define HLP_DLG_MYDIALOG 20005Help topic

My Dialog Box

hlp_dlg_mydialog
OK

Cancel

Help

pgMyDialog

HelpcontextID = 20005
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To use these context identifiers, all you have to do is provide a Help topic that uses 
the context string that is identified in the runhelp.h file and use the runhelp.h 
file as the map file when you compile your Help system.

The source files for the Express Analyzer runtime Help system already contain 
topics that use the appropriate context strings. You are free to edit these files as you 
like. You can also copy and paste text from either xanalyze.hlp or 
xobjects.hlp into your runtime Help system. Be sure to specify runhelp.h as 
the map file when you compile your Help system.

Note: You do not have to use the default Help topics
You do not have to use the mappings in runhelp.h. You can create your own 
source files for Help and your own map file. If you do, then be sure to copy the 
context identifier definitions for the built-in dialog boxes from runhelp.h and to 
use these context strings in topics that you write for the dialog boxes.

Procedure: Providing custom context-sensitive Help for an object
Suppose you have an object that you customize for a particular purpose, such as a 
table that is designed for what-if analysis. You might want to provide Help that is 
appropriate for that table only.

To provide context-sensitive Help for a particular object, complete the following 
steps.

1. Change the value of the HelpContextID property for that object. Set the 
property to a value above 20000 to avoid conflicts with existing objects.

2. Add a Help topic for the object to your Help source file.

3. Map the context identifier to the context string of the appropriate Help topic, as 
described in “Procedure: Mapping context identifiers to context strings” on 
page 22-8.

Using a button to provide context-sensitive Help
To display a Help topic from a button, do one of the following:

■ Associate the Show Help QuickAction with the button’s AfterClick event

or

■ Call the application object’s ShowHelp method in an event procedure for the 
button’s AfterClick event
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With both the Show Help QuickAction and the ShowHelp method, you can use 
either a context identifier or a search keyword to identify the Help topic.

If you specify neither a context identifier nor a search keyword, then the button 
displays the Help file’s contents screen.

Procedure: Mapping context identifiers to context strings
To map a context identifier to a context string, complete these steps.

1. Create a map file.

or

Use runhelp.h as the map file. The runhelp.h file already has mappings for 
the default context identifiers of all the objects that appear at runtime. The 
context strings map to those in the source files for runtime Help.

2. In your source Help file, create the Help topic that you want to use. Write down 
the context string that you use.

Note: If you use runhelp.h as your map file, then use the source files for the 
runtime Help.

3. Edit the map file, adding a statement that maps the context string to the context 
identifier. Save the map file.

Example: Use a statement such as the following.

#define hlp_obj_whatif_table    20001

4. Compile the Help system, specifying your map file for the Help compiler.

IF you use . . . THEN the Help topic must . . .

a search keyword, have the same string in its list of search keywords.

a context identifier, have a context string that is mapped to the specified context 
identifier.
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about mechanisms for providing context-sensitive Help, 
search in the Help system for the following topics:

“HelpContextID Property”
“HelpFile Property”
“Show Help QuickAction”
“ShowHelp Method”

■ For basic information about context-sensitive Help, see “What Is 
Context-Sensitive Help?” on page 22-4.

■ For information about compiling Help, see the documentation for your Help 
authoring tool or the documentation for your Windows Help compiler.

Delivering Custom Help Files

Specifying which Help file to open
Express Analyzer uses one of the following values to determine which Help file to 
look in for a topic.

Specifying the location of the Help file
The HelpFile property of a project specifies the name of the Help file for your 
briefing or application. If you include a path specification in the HelpFile property, 
then Express Analyzer looks for the named Help file in the specified path only.

IF you use the . . . THEN Express Analyzer looks in . . .

Show Help QuickAction and specify a file 
name,

the file that you specify in the QuickAction.

ShowHelp method and specify a file name, the file that you specify in the method.

either the Show Help QuickAction or the 
ShowHelp method and do not specify a file 
name,

the file that is specified in the project’s 
HelpFile property.

HelpContextID property and expect the user 
to click F1, 

the file that is specified in the project’s 
HelpFile property.
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If you specify only the Help file name and not a path, then Express Analyzer looks 
for the named Help file in the folder in which the project is stored.

Related information
For more information about creating customized Help files, see the following topics:

“Providing Help for Briefings” on page 22-1
“Providing Help for Applications” on page 22-3
“Providing Context-Sensitive Help” on page 22-6
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23
Localization of Projects

Chapter summary
This chapter explains the process of localizing a project and the roles of the various 
participants in the process.

List of topics
This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Understanding the Localization Process

■ Application Developer’s Role in Localization

■ Project Manager’s Role in Localization

■ Translator’s Role in Localization

■ Optimizing a Language-Specific Version of an Application

■ Updating Resource Objects

Understanding the Localization Process

Overview of the localization process
The following list presents the stages of the localization process for a project in 
Oracle Express Objects:

1. Developers extract strings for the original language of the project.

2. The project manager prepares for the addition of a new language to the project.

3. Translators convert strings to the new language.
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4. The project manager applies translated strings to the project.

5. The project manager optimizes a language-specific version of a project.

What objects do I use in the localization of a project?
In order to localize a project, use the objects listed in the following table.

How many Resource objects are there in a project?
There is a separate Resource object for the original language of the project and for 
each language into which the project is translated. 

Comparison of Resource objects
The Resource object for the original language of the project has characteristics that 
differ from the Resource objects for translation languages. The following table 
compares these Resource objects.

Objects Description

Resource object Holds the strings of a project for a particular language. 
These strings include property strings and Express Basic 
strings from StringTables. The Name property of the 
Resource object is set automatically to the language that 
the object represents.

ResourceRespository Contains all the Resource objects in a project.

StringTable Allows developers to isolate strings from their Express 
Basic code to facilitate translation.

Characteristic
Original LanguageResource 

Object
Translation LanguageResource 

Objects

OriginalLanguage 
property

OriginalLanguage = Yes. OriginalLanguage = No.

When the object is 
created

Must be the first Resource object 
that is created. Its creation also 
results in the automatic creation 
of the ResourceRepository.

Cannot be created until the 
original language Resource object 
is created.
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How many StringTables are there in a project?
A project can contain any number of StringTables. For example, some developers 
might choose to have a StringTable for their constants and a separate StringTable for 
their error messages.

Extracting strings from a project automatically
In Oracle Express Objects, when you create a Resource object for the original 
language of a project, the following strings are extracted automatically:

■ All string properties that are overridden. A string property is overridden when 
you enter a value in it that differs from the corresponding property of the 
built-in object.

■ Express Basic strings from all the StringTables that are contained in the project.

Related information
For more information about localization, search for the following topics in the Help 
system:

“Localizing Projects”
“Resource Object”
“ResourceRepository Object”
“StringTable Object”

How the object is 
created

From the project’s popup menu 
of the project, choose Create 
Resource Object.

From the popup menu of the 
ResourceRepository, choose Add 
a Language and specify another 
Resource object to be used as a 
template.

How to delete the 
object

Must delete the entire 
ResourceRepository.

Can delete an individual object.

Characteristic
Original LanguageResource 

Object
Translation LanguageResource 

Objects
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Application Developer’s Role in Localization

Preparing for translation
Developers must take the following steps to prepare for the translation of a project:

1. When starting to develop a project, create StringTable objects for storing 
Express Basic strings.

2. During development, add Express Basic strings to StringTables for translation.

3. After all development and testing is completed, create a Resource object that 
contains the strings for the original language of the project.

4. Annotate strings for the original language in preparation for translation.

Creating StringTables
Developers must use StringTables to store their Express Basic strings so that the 
strings will be available for the Resource object to extract for translation. Developers 
can use the StringTable icon in the Toolbox to create as many StringTables as they 
require for a project. 

Adding Express Basic strings to StringTables
Every time developers use a new string in their code, they should create an entry 
for it in a StringTable. Since the custom inspector for the StringTable is a modeless 
dialog box, developers can keep it open on the desktop while they are writing code.

For each string in a StringTable, a developer enters the following information:

■ A string literal that serves as an identifier

■ The value of the string

■ A comment that describes the context in which the string is used

How to reference a string that is stored in a StringTable
In Express Basic, you cannot reference a string in a StringTable directly. Instead, you 
must use the GetString method to convert a string identifier in a StringTable to a 
string that can be used in Express Basic code.
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Example: Using a string from a StringTable 
Assume that you entered a string with the identifier Error_Attach in a StringTable 
named stMessages. The following Express Basic code demonstrates how you can 
display this string.

Sub AfterClick ()
dim strError as string
’Use the GetString method to return a valid string
’for Error_Attach 
strError = stMessages.GetString ("Error_Attach")
msgbox strError
End Sub 

Extracting strings for the original language of the project
When a project is fully completed, developers can create the Resource object for the 
original language of the project from the project’s popup menu. This Resource 
object extracts property strings and all the strings stored in StringTables for 
translation.

If additional development occurs on the project after the Resource object is created, 
then developers must use an update process for the Resource object. For 
information about the update process, see “Updating Resource Objects” on page 
23-9.

Annotating strings in preparation for translation
To assist the translators, developers should enter comments for each string in a 
project to identify the context in which the string is used. Developers can 
accomplish this task by using the custom inspector for the Resource object. This 
custom inspector makes it possible to step through each string in the project.

Related information
For more details about the developer’s role in localization, search for the following 
topics in the Help system:

“GetString Method”
“Isolating Express Basic Strings for Translation”
“Preparing a Project for Translation”
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Project Manager’s Role in Localization

Who is the project manager?
The project manager might be a senior developer or whoever is responsible for 
managing the localization process for a project. The localization tasks performed by 
the project manager do not involve writing code.

Tasks performed in preparation for translation
Project managers must take the following steps before the translators can begin 
work:

1. Add a Resource object for the new language. 

2. Export the strings of the Resource object to an ASCII text file for translation.

Adding a Resource object for a new language
The project manager uses the popup menu of the ResourceRepository to add a 
Resource object for the new language. While performing this task, the project 
manager identifies another Resource object, such as the Resource object for the 
original language, as a template. This causes the comments for the strings to be 
included in the Resource object for the new language.

Exporting a project’s strings for translation
From the popup menu of a Resource object, the project manager can export the 
strings of a project to an ASCII file for translation. This file is identified by a header 
that contains the information listed in the following table.

Header Information Purpose

Project name Provides user information only

Language Allows validation when the file is imported; this language should 
agree with the language of the target Resource object during the 
import

Version Identifies the structure of an export file
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Tasks performed after translation
The project manager must take the following steps after the translators return the 
file that contains the translated strings:

1. Import the translated strings into the appropriate Resource object. 

2. Resize objects to accommodate the translated strings.

Importing translated strings
After the translator returns the ASCII file with the translated strings, the import 
process can take place. During import, the project manager must reference the 
Resource object for the correct language.

The language specified in the header record of the ASCII file is checked against the 
value of the Name property of the target Resource object. If there is a discrepancy 
between these languages, an error message such as the following is displayed: “You 
are importing Italian into French, results may be unpredictable. Do you want to 
continue?”

Resizing objects to accommodate translated strings
The Resource object stores not only string properties but also the coordinates of the 
objects associated with those properties. After importing a translated ASCII file, 
objects usually need to be resized to accommodate the length of the translated 
strings. 

The project manager should follow this process in order to store the appropriate 
coordinates in the Resource object for the translated language:

1. Change the setting of the Language property of the project to the language of 
the desired Resource object.

2. Resize the objects on each page in the project to accommodate the length of the 
translated strings.

3. Save the project to store the updated coordinates for the objects whose size has 
changed.

Managing multiple languages for a project
In some applications there are several languages into which the project is translated. 
Once the project manager resizes the objects for a given language and saves the 
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project, the Resource object for that language is updated with the coordinates that 
relate to the text for that language. 

To switch between translations of a given project, simply change the setting of the 
project’s Language property.

Related information
For more information about the tasks performed by the project manager, search the 
Help system for the following topics:

“Adding New Languages to Projects”
“Applying Translated Strings to a Project”
“Exporting Resource Objects for Translation”

Translator’s Role in Localization

Two approaches available for translation
There are two possible approaches for translating the strings of a project:

■ Edit the strings in an ASCII text file that was created by exporting the Resource 
object.

■ Enter the translation in the Translated String box of the custom inspector for the 
Resource object associated with the desired language.

Advantage of translating strings in an ASCII text file
When translators work on a file that has been exported from the Resource object, 
they do not have direct access to the project file. This guarantees that they do not 
accidentally change anything in the project.

Tip: Strings in the ASCII text file require double quotes
The strings in the ASCII text must be surrounded with double quotes. After 
completing the translation, translators should check the file to be certain that they 
have not accidentally removed the quote marks from any string. Missing quote 
marks can cause information to be lost.
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When to use the custom inspector
The custom inspector of the Resource object provides a convenient way to step 
through the strings in a project and to change the translation of individual strings. 
This approach is most useful when a small number of changes or corrections are 
needed. 

Ideally these changes might be entered by an application developer or project 
manager rather than a translator, to protect the project from unintentional changes.

Optimizing a Language-Specific Version of an Application

Benefits of optimization
When a project has been translated into a number of different languages, it has a 
Resource object for the original language and for each translation language. If a 
given version of the project needs the translated strings from only one language, 
then you can reduce the size of the project by updating it with the appropriate 
language and eliminating all resource objects.

Creating a language-specific project
To create a language-specific version of the project, follow these steps:

1. Save the project under a new file name so that you keep the original project 
complete with all the translations.

2. Set the Language property of the new project file to the desired language.

Results: All string properties and control coordinates in the project are updated 
to reflect the new language. 

3. Delete the ResourceRepository.

Results: All Resource objects and the ResourceRepository are eliminated from 
the project.

Updating Resource Objects

When do you update the resource object?
If you perform additional development after localizing a project, then you must 
update the Resource objects in the project in order to add any new strings.
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Requirements for updating Resource objects
You must perform the update on the original language Resource object. This means 
that the Language property of the project must be set to the language of the original 
language Resource object.

Overview of the update process
The following steps describe the basic process for updating the Resource object.

1. Developers choose Update Resource Object from the right mouse menu of the 
project.

2. Developers annotate the new strings that were added to the Resource object.

3. Project manager exports the new Resource object to an ASCII file for translation.

4. Translators convert strings to the new language.

5. Project manager applies translated strings to the project.

6. Project manager optimizes a language-specific version of a project.

What happens during the update?
During the update, new strings are added to the original language Resource object 
and made available to all the Resource objects in the project. You also have the 
option of deleting unused strings during the update. 

What Resource objects are updated during the annotation of new strings?
As developers annotate the new strings in the original language Resource object, 
their comments are made available automatically to all Resource objects in the 
project.

Related information
For detailed information about adding new strings to Resource objects, search for 
the Help topic “Updating Resource Objects.”
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A
Using Aggregation Functions in Formulas

Appendix summary
This appendix explains how Express formulas that use aggregation functions are 
displayed in Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer and presents ways to set 
the status on the aggregated dimension. You do not need to read this appendix if 
you are using the standard aggregation feature in Oracle Express Objects or Express 
Analyzer.

List of topics
This appendix includes the following topics:

■ Problem with Aggregation Functions in Views in Oracle Express Objects and 
Express Analyzer

■ Technique 1: Using the BeforePage Property

■ Technique 2: Using an Express Program

■ Technique 3: Optimizing Technique 2

Problem with Aggregation Functions in Views in Oracle Express 
Objects and Express Analyzer

When there is problem
The information in this appendix is relevant when you define formulas — either in 
the Express database or as custom measures — that use aggregation functions, such 
as AVERAGE and TOTAL.
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If you are using the aggregation feature described in Chapter 19, you do not need to 
worry about the information in this appendix. 

Aggregating data in Express
The numbers that an aggregation function returns depends on the status of the 
dimension over which you aggregate. For example, if you want to show totals over 
a time dimension, the number of months in status will affect the totals.

When you aggregate data in Express, you use LIMIT commands to set the status of 
the aggregated dimensions.

For example, suppose a database contains a SALES variable that is dimensioned by 
MONTH, PRODUCT, and DISTRICT, and you want to view SALES totals over 
MONTH for each product and district. In Express, you do this by defining a 
formula TOTSALES.PD that uses the TOTAL function to total over MONTH.

->define totsales.pd formula decimal <product district>
->eq total(sales, product, district)

To display the totals in Express, you first limit the MONTH dimension, then report 
the formula.

->limit month to all
->report totsales.pd

Dimension status in views in Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer
Tables and graphs in Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer maintain status 
information about all the dimensions of the data displayed in them. Each table or 
graph checks the status of these dimensions before it retrieves data from Express. 
Because different tables and graphs can use different sets of values for the same 
dimension, each table or graph must set the status of the dimensions it displays 
before getting data.

Formulas that use aggregation functions are not dimensioned by the dimension that 
is being aggregated. For this reason, the views that display the formula do not set 
the status of the aggregated dimension.

To ensure that the table or graph displays the aggregations you want, you must set 
the status for the aggregated before the table or graph gets its data from Express.
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Techniques for setting the status of the aggregated dimension
There are three ways to set the status of the aggregated dimension when you use an 
aggregation function. The following table summarizes the benefits and limitations 
of each technique.

Related information
For more information about creating custom measures, search in the Help system 
for the following topics:

“Creating Custom Measures”
“Defining Expressions for Custom Measures”

For more information about aggregation functions, search in the Express Language 
Help system for the following topics:

“ANY Function”
“AVERAGE Function”
“COUNT Function”
“EVERY Function”

Technique Benefits Limitations

Technique 1: Use the 
page’s BeforePage 
property

Easy — You do not have to 
write an Express program. 

You can create the formula and 
set the dimension status in 
Oracle Express Objects or 
Express Analyzer.

Only one page can be open at 
a time.

The page that displays the 
aggregation formula can have 
only that table or graph in it.

Technique 2: Limit the 
aggregated dimension in 
a program

This technique works 
anywhere.

This technique requires an 
Express program.

Technique 3: Optimize 
Technique 2 by calling 
the limiting program 
only once

You can have more than one 
page open at a time.

You can have more than one 
table or graph on the page that 
displays the aggregation 
formula.

This technique provides better 
performance than Technique 2.

The table or graph that 
displays the aggregation 
formula cannot display any 
other measures dimensioned 
by the aggregated dimension.

A table or graph cannot 
display two aggregation 
formulas that aggregate over 
the same dimension.

This technique requires an 
Express program. 
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“LARGEST Function”
“MEDIAN Function”
“SMALLEST Function”
“TOTAL Function”

Technique 1: Using the BeforePage Property

When to use the BeforePage property
You can use this technique only in the following circumstances.

■ If the page that contains the table or graph with the aggregated data is never 
open when any other briefing pages are open. In a running briefing, only one 
page is displayed at a time. However, you can display more than one page 
when you are designing a briefing.

■ If the page that contains the table or graph with the aggregated data does not 
contain any other tables or graphs. There are two reasons for this rule.

■ If the page contains another table or graph that displays a measure with the 
same dimensionality as the aggregation formula, the other table or graph 
can change the status of the aggregated dimension. 

■ If you have another table or graph on the page, users can bring up the 
Selector from that table or graph to display any measure in the database or 
to change the status of the aggregated dimension.

What using the BeforePage property involves
To set the status of the dimension as you run the page, set the page’s BeforePage 
property to a LIMIT command that sets the aggregated dimension’s status. 

Every time you open the page for design or run the page, the Express LIMIT 
command runs before the table or graph gets data.

The aggregation formula can be created in Express or as a custom measure in Oracle 
Express Objects or Express Analyzer.
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Related information
For information about setting the BeforePage property, search in the Help system 
for the following topics:

“BeforePage Property”
“Specifying Express Commands for Pages”

Technique 2: Using an Express Program

When to use an Express program
Technique 2 is the most robust of all the techniques described in this chapter. You 
can use it under any circumstance without worrying about what other measures a 
user will display on a page with the aggregation formula. 

What this technique involves
In Technique 2, you define a program that limits the aggregated dimension before it 
calls the aggregation function. You use the TEMPSTAT and DO/DOEND 
commands to allow a LIMIT command within a loop. 

In this technique, the formula that you create simply returns the results of the 
program.

Example: Using an Express program to limit an aggregated dimension
The code in this example defines a program that limits MONTH an returns sales 
totals for each product and district. This example assumes a SALES variable that is 
dimensioned by MONTH, PRODUCT, and DISTRICT,

DEFINE TOTSALES.PD.PRG PROGRAM DECIMAL
PROGRAM
tempstat month                 "allows setting of status 
do                             "within a loop
limit month to all             "sets status of MONTH
return total(sales, product, district)
doend                          "end of do statement
END
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The formula that calls this program is defined as follows:

DEFINE TOTSALES.PD FORMULA DECIMAL <PRODUCT DISTRICT>
LD Formula for total Sales
EQ totsales.pd.prg

Example: Using Technique 2 when you aggregate to a related dimension
You can also use Technique 2 to perform aggregations using relations between 
dimensions, as in the following example in which there is a YEAR dimension 
related to MONTH.

DEFINE YEAR.MONTH RELATION YEAR <MONTH>
LD Year for each month

Although SALES is dimensioned by MONTH rather than YEAR, you can create 
formulas dimensioned by YEAR. These formulas can use aggregation functions. To 
calculate totals over the months in MONTH and get a value for each year, you 
would use the TOTAL function.

total(sales, year, product, district)

Using Technique 2 to set the status of MONTH, you would define the following 
formula and program.

DEFINE TOTSALES.YPD FORMULA DECIMAL <YEAR, PRODUCT, DISTRICT>
LD Aggregation formula using a relation
EQ totsales.ypd.prg
DEFINE TOTSALES.YPD.PRG PROGRAM DECIMAL
PROGRAM
tempstat month                       "allows setting of status 
do                                   "within a loop
limit month to all
return total(sales, year, product, district)
doend
END

Because the TOTSALES.YPD formula is dimensioned by YEAR, tables and graphs 
will automatically set the status for YEAR before getting data from Express. The 
program must limit MONTH because MONTH is not a dimension of the 
TOTSALES.YPD formula.
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Technique 3: Optimizing Technique 2

When to use this technique
Technique 2 is the most robust way to set the status of an aggregated dimension. 
However, because the formula calls the program for every value that a table or 
graph displays, it can be slower than necessary in some cases. 

If the formula that calls an aggregation function will be displayed as the only 
measure in a table or graph, you can optimize Technique 2 by calling the limiting 
program only once. 

Do not use Technique 3 if either of the following is true.

■ The aggregation formula will be displayed in the same table or graph with 
another measure dimensioned by any aggregated dimensions. 

For example, if a user drags the TOTSALES.PD formula and the SALES 
measure to a table, Oracle Express Objects or Express Analyzer will display an 
error, because both measures are dimensioned by MONTH. 

■ Two formulas that aggregate over the same dimension will appear in the same 
table or graph. 

For example, if you have two formulas that aggregate over MONTH, displaying 
these two formulas on the same table or graph will result in an error.

You have little control over what a user can do, but if you use Technique 3, be sure 
to communicate these limitations to any briefing designer who uses the database.

Effect of table write-back on formulas
In briefings and applications that enable table write-back (for what-if analysis), it is 
possible to have the write-back variable in one table and the affected formula in 
another. The changes made in the variable will affect the formula, even though they 
are in different tables.

What this technique involves
When you plan to call the limiting program only once, you use the Express 
STATRANK function in the formula instead of using the TEMPSTAT and 
DO/DOEND commands.

Using the STATRANK function allows the program to be run only once, the first 
time the aggregation function is called. Once the program sets the status of the 
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aggregated dimension, the formula does not need to call the program again; it 
simply calls the aggregation function.

Example: Limiting the aggregated dimension only once
The code in this example defines a program that limits MONTH an returns sales 
totals for each product and district. This example assumes a SALES variable that is 
dimensioned by MONTH, PRODUCT, and DISTRICT.

DEFINE TOTSALES.PD.PRG PROGRAM DECIMAL
PROGRAM
limit month to all           "sets status of MONTH
return total(sales, product, district)
END

The following code describes the formula that calls TOTSALES.PD.PRG.

DEFINE TOTSALES.PD FORMULA DECIMAL <PRODUCT DISTRICT>
LD Formula for total Sales
EQ   if statrank(product) ne 1 -
  or statrank(district) ne 1 -
  then total(sales, product, district) -
  else totsales.pd.prg

Using technique 3 with relations
As with Technique 2, you can use Technique 3 with relations, as shown below.

DEFINE TOTSALES.YPD FORMULA DECIMAL <YEAR, PRODUCT, DISTRICT>
LD Aggregation formula using a relation
EQ   if statrank(year) ne 1 or -
   statrank(product) ne 1 or -
   statrank(district) ne 1 -
   then total(sales, year, product, district) -
   else totsales.ypd.prg
DEFINE TOTSALES.YPD.PRG PROGRAM DECIMAL
PROGRAM
limit month to all
return total(sales, year, product, district)
END
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B
Using Express Data in an OCX

Appendix summary
This appendix describes the way that Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer 
pass data to an OCX.

List of topics
This appendix includes the following topics:

■ How Express Data is passed to an OCX

■ Structure of the Primary Cursor

■ Structure of the Columns Cursor

■ Example 1: DataCube with Two Dimensions in the Page Edge

■ Example 2: DataCube with Two Dimensions in the Row Edge

■ Example 3: DataCube with Two Dimensions in the Column Edge

How Express Data is passed to an OCX

Multidimensional versus relational data
Express data is multidimensional, while OCXs generally deal with relational data. 
For this reason, the multidimensional data must be restructured in a standard 
relational (that is, tabular) format.
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OLE Data Binding Protocol
Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer use the OLE Control Data Binding 
Protocol to expose the data contained in a DataCube to third party OCXs through a 
standard interface.

Data Binding Cursors
Oracle Express Objects and Express Analyzer use two cursors to pass information to 
an OCX:

■ The primary cursor contains the bulk of the data from the DataCube. It also 
contains information about row dimension values in the DataCube.

■ The columns cursor contains information about each column in the primary 
cursor.

Relationships of the DataCube and the cursors
The following figure illustrates how the DataCube and the cursors are related.
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Related information
Consult the following sources:

■ For more information about OCX data binding, consult the programmer’s 
guide of Microsoft’s OCX Data Binding SDK.

■ For information about an alternative way to get a two-dimensional form of 
Express multidimensional data, see the topic “Fetching Data” in Chapter 15.

■ For more information about the DataCube structure, see Chapter 16.

Structure of the Primary Cursor

Rows in the primary cursor
The primary cursor contains one row for each row in the DataCube. The DataCube 
has one row for each combination of dimensions in the row edge. 

Columns in the primary cursor
The primary cursor has a variable number of columns, depending on the columns 
in the DataCube and the number of dimensions in the row edge of the DataCube.

Each primary cursor has the following columns.

Column Description

Row name The short label of the dimension value for the row (if there is a 
single dimension in the row edge)

or

The concatenation of short labels of the dimension values for 
each row (if there is more than one dimension in the row edge)

For each dimension in the row edge, the following metadata columns:

Values Dimension values for each row

Short labels Short labels for each row

Long labels Long labels for each row

For each data column, the following column:

Data value The column’s data value for each row
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Structure of the Columns Cursor

Rows in the columns cursor
The columns cursor contains one row for each column in the primary cursor. For 
example, for a DataCube that has one dimension in the row edge and four data 
columns, the primary cursor has eight columns, and the columns cursor has eight 
rows.

Columns in the columns cursor
The columns cursor has the following columns.

Column Comment or Description

COLUMN_COLUMNID Required by OLE Data Binding Protocol

COLUMN_TYPE Required by OLE Data Binding Protocol

COLUMN_BINDTYPE Required by OLE Data Binding Protocol

COLUMN_ENTRYIDMAXLENGTH Required by OLE Data Binding Protocol

COLUMN_MAXLENGTH Required by OLE Data Binding Protocol

COLUMN_DATACOLUMN Required by OLE Data Binding Protocol

COLUMN_UPDATABLE Required by OLE Data Binding Protocol

COLUMN_NAME Optional, defined by OLE Data Binding 
Protocol

XPCOLUMN_VALUE Depends on the primary cursor column (the 
columns cursor row): 

Row Name Identifies the DataCube’s current page of data 

Metadata DB_UNKNOWN

Data Identifies the DataCube column

XPCOLUMN_SHORTLABEL Depends on the primary cursor column (the 
columns cursor row): 

Row Name Short labels for the DataCube’s current page of 
data

Metadata DB_UNKNOWN

Data Short labels for the DataCube column
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If the DataCube has more than one dimension in the edge that a column describes, 
the values or labels are concatenated, with a space between values or labels.

Example 1: DataCube with Two Dimensions in the Page Edge

DataCube with two dimensions in the page edge
The following figure shows a table that displays a small DataCube. The DataCube 
has one dimension (Line) in the row edge and one dimension (Time) in the column 
edge. This DataCube has two dimensions (Measure and Div. of Product) in the page 
edge.

XPCOLUMN_LONGLABEL Depends on the primary cursor column (the 
columns cursor row): 

Row Name Long labels for the DataCube’s current page of 
data.

Metadata DB_UNKNOWN

Data Long labels for the DataCube column

Column Comment or Description
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Primary cursor for two dimensions in the page edge
The following figure shows the primary cursor for the previous DataCube.

Columns cursor for two dimensions in the page edge
The following figure shows the columns cursor for the previous primary cursor.

Example 2: DataCube with Two Dimensions in the Row Edge

DataCube with two dimensions in the row edge
The following figure shows a table that displays a small DataCube. The DataCube 
has with two dimensions (Division and Line ) in the row edge and one dimension 
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(Time) in the column edge. This DataCube has one dimension (Measure) in the page 
edge.

Primary cursor for two dimensions in the row edge
The following figure shows the primary cursor for the previous DataCube.
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Columns cursor for two dimensions in the row edge
The following figure shows the columns cursor for the previous primary cursor.

Example 3: DataCube with Two Dimensions in the Column Edge

DataCube with two dimensions in the column edge
The following figure shows a table that displays a small DataCube. The DataCube 
has with one dimension (Line) in the row edge and two dimensions (Time and 
Division) in the column edge. This DataCube has one dimension in the page edge.
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Primary cursor for two dimensions in the column edge
The following figure shows the primary cursor for the previous DataCube.

Columns cursor for two dimensions in the column edge
The following figure shows the columns cursor for the previous primary cursor.
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C
Windows Events

Appendix summary
This document describes all the Windows Events available in Oracle Express 
Objects.

List of topics
This appendix includes the following topics:

■ Oracle Express Objects Events for Windows Events

■ Windows Event List and Code Sample

Oracle Express Objects Events for Windows Events

How Oracle Express Objects events relate to Windows events
Oracle Express Objects provides a number of Windows Do events that relate 
directly to Windows messages. You can add any of these events to your objects by 
using the Add Events dialog from the Object Inspector.

All the Windows events have a one-to-one correspondence with predefined 
Windows messages. An event will be triggered by the system only when the control 
(that is, an object that has a window) to which the event has been added receives 
the corresponding message from Windows. This means that the Windows events 
will be triggered automatically by the system for controls. For example, if you add 
Windows events to a FileDialog object, the system has no knowledge of when the 
event should be triggered.
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Using Windows events for “subclassing”
You can think of the Windows events as a “subclassing capability” that is built into 
Oracle Express Objects. For other rapid application development tools, you must 
buy a third-party VBX or OCX to “subclass” the windows in order to gain access to 
the messages. In Oracle Express Objects, you simply have to add the appropriate 
event to a control, and Oracle Express Objects will automatically trigger the event 
when the control receives the message from Windows.

Avoiding side effects
The Windows events are a powerful feature of Oracle Express Objects. You must use 
the Windows Do events with caution, because some of the events can have serious 
side effects. In general, you should avoid using message boxes in events, especially 
in the following situations:

■ When a window is getting activated or deactivated with the DoWMActivate or 
DoWMActivateApp events.

■ When a window is getting or losing focus with the DoWMSetFocus or 
DoWMKillFocus events.

Syntax for Windows events

Syntax and return value
All the Windows events have the following syntax, and their return value is always 
a Long value.

Function DoMessageName (arguments, 
EnableDefault as Integer ) as Long

arguments
Correspond to the arguments for the associated Windows message.

EnableDefault
Specifies whether the system should continue to process the message. 
EnableDefault is set to True before the event is triggered. If EnableDefault is set to 
False in the Express Basic code, the system halts processing of the message and 
returns the value from the Express Basic code to Windows. This allows you to 
provide your own behavior in place of the default behavior provided by the control. 
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If you leave EnableDefault set to True in Express Basic code, you have extended the 
default behavior provided by the control, because the system will pass the message 
to the control after it executes the Express Basic code.

Figure: Handling WM_SETCURSOR
The following figure shows how the WM_SETCURSOR message might be handled 
in the system in conjunction with the DoWMSetCursor event.

Does the control have the
DoWMSetCursor event?

Enable Default
argument is evaluated.

Windows sends the WM_SETCURSOR
message to a control.

DoWMSetCursor event is fired in
Express Basic. You can show your

own cursor here.

Control handles the WM_SETCURSOR
and displays the cursor.

Appropriate return value returned to
Windows to finish the processing of

WM_SETCURSOR.

Yes

True

Control returns a value to Windows.

Return value comes from the event.

False

No
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Windows Event List and Code Sample

List of Windows events
The following table lists the Windows events that you can use in Express Basic.

Event Name Arguments

DoWMActivate State
Integer. Specifies whether the window is being 
activated or deactivated. See the Windows SDK to 
obtain the list of possible values.

HWndOther
Long. Specifies the handle of the window that is being 
activated or deactivated.

Minimized
Integer. Specifies the minimized state of the window 
that is being activated or deactivated.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMActivateApp Active
Integer. Specifies whether the window is being 
activated or deactivated.

HTask
Long. Specifies a task handle.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMClose EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMCommand ItemID
Integer. Specifies the identifier of the menu item or 
control.

HWndCtl
Long. Identifies the control if the message is from a 
control.

NotifyCode
Integer. Specifies the notification message if the 
message is from a control. If the message is from an 
accelerator, this argument is 1. If the message is from a 
menu, this argument is 0.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.
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DoWMEnable Enabled
Boolean. Specifies whether the window has been 
enabled (TRUE) or disabled (FALSE).

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMKillFocus HWndNew
Long. Identifies the window that receives the focus. 
This value can be 0.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMMove XPos
Integer. Specifies the new x-coordinate of the upper-left 
corner of the client area of the window. 

YPos
Integer. Specifies the new y-coordinate of the 
upper-left corner of the client area of the window.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMPaint EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMQueryEndSession EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMSetCursor HWndCursor
Integer. Specifies the handle of the window that 
contains the cursor.

HitTestCode
Integer. Specifies the hit-test area code. (See 
WM_HITTEST in the Windows SDK for more 
information.)

MouseMsgNum
Integer. Specifies the number of the mouse message.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMSetFocus HWndOld
Long. Specifies the handle of the window that loses the 
input focus. This value can be 0.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

Event Name Arguments
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DoWMShowWindow Visible
Integer. Specifies the visible state of the window: TRUE 
if the window is being shown and FALSE if the 
window is being hidden.

Status
Integer. Specifies the status of the window that being 
shown. (See the Windows SDK for more information.)

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMSize SizeType
Integer. Specifies the type of resizing that is requested. 
(See the Windows SDK for more information.)

cx
Integer. Specifies the new width of the client area. 

cy
Integer. Specifies the new height of the client area.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMSysColorChange EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMSysCommand CmdType
Integer. Specifies the type of system command that is 
requested. (See the Windows SDK for more 
information.)

XPos
Integer. Specifies the x-coordinate of the cursor, if the 
user chooses a Control menu command with the 
mouse. Otherwise, this argument is not used.

YPos
Integer. Specifies the y-coordinate of the cursor, if the 
user chooses a Control menu command with the 
mouse. Otherwise, this argument is not used.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMTimer TimerID
Integer. Specifies the identifier of the timer.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

Event Name Arguments
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DoWMWindowPosChanged HWnd
Long. Identifies the window.

HWndInsertAfter
Long. Identifies the window behind which this 
window is placed.

x
Integer. Specifies the position of the left edge of the 
window.

y
Integer. Specifies the position of the right edge of the 
window.

cx
Integer. Specifies the width of the window.

cy
Integer. Specifies the height of the window.

flags
Integer. Specifies window-positioning options. (See the 
Windows SDK for more information.)

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

Event Name Arguments
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Code sample: Stopping a control from getting focus
To stop a control from getting focus, you can use the DoWMSetFocus event. This 
event is triggered when Windows sends a WM_SETFOCUS message to the window 
that is about to receive the focus. By overriding the DoWMSetFocus event, you can 
detect that a control is about to become the active window before the control itself 
gets the message. With this early detection, you can set the focus to another window 
and instruct Oracle Express Objects not to pass the message to the control.

DoWMWindowPosChanging (Exactly like DoWMWindowPosChanged, but all 
arguments except the first two are by reference.)

HWnd
Long. Identifies the window.

HWndInsertAfter
Long. Identifies the window behind which this 
window is placed.

x
Integer. Specifies the position of the left edge of the 
window.

y
Integer. Specifies the position of the right edge of the 
window.

cx
Integer. Specifies the width of the window.

cy
Integer. Specifies the height of the window.

flags
Integer. Specifies window-positioning options. (See the 
Windows SDK for more information.)

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

DoWMWinINIChange Section
String. Specifies the section of the win.ini file that 
has changed.

EnableDefault
Integer. By Reference.

Event Name Arguments
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The following example is a code excerpt for a DoWMSetFocus event that was added 
to a text box control. The example assumes that you have a control named 
lstSomething somewhere on the same page.

Function DoWMSetFocus (...) as Long
’Try to set the focus to the list box.
if (lstSomething.SetFocus()) then
’SetFocus was successful.
EnableDefault = False
DoWMSetFocus = True
end if
End Function
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data guidelines, 12-17
data structure, 12-17
described, 12-16
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ActiveTabIndex property, 9-20
ActiveX controls, 1-3
Add method, 7-10, 7-11, 18-3
AddItem method, 2-23, 7-14
AddLink method, 2-14, 7-10, 7-14
AddMeasures method, 16-8, 17-4, 18-5
AddToLibrary method, 17-8, 19-23
AfterActivate event, 8-20
AfterBeginDoc event, 20-9
AfterDeactivate event, 8-20
AfterEndDoc event, 20-9
AfterEvaluate event, 16-12
AfterExecute event, 2-16
AfterHighlight event, 13-7
AfterItemClick event, 9-12
AfterItemSelect event, 9-12, 9-13
AfterPage property, 8-20
AfterPaint event, 8-20
AfterRefreshData event, 16-12
AfterRun event, 8-9, 8-20
AfterSelect event, 18-9
AggAutoSynch property, 19-21
AggDimension property, 19-21
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Aggregate method, 17-5, 19-21

aggregating data, 19-2, 19-21
aggregation chains

defined, 19-13
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aggregation dimension, 19-9
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BeforePage property, A-4
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defined, 19-2
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limiting access, 10-7, 11-6, 19-4
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setting status, A-3
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structure, 8-3
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opening all projects at once, 8-10
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providing Help, 22-3
running, 3-2, 21-5
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named, 6-17
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arrays, 6-8
AssignToY2 property, 12-14
AttachDatabase method, 15-6, 15-8
attaching databases, 15-7 to 15-11
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AUTOGO program, 15-10
AutoRefreshData property

dimension list boxes, 13-10
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tables, 18-8
views, 18-8

AvailableValues property, 13-5
AVERAGE function, A-2
averages, finding, 19-2
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bar graphs
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data structure, 12-5
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bar-line graphs, 12-15
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BeforeShow event, 8-20
BeforeStop event, 8-9, 8-20, 15-11
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briefings
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embedded pages, 8-18
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programming, 8-16
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Run Window, 8-15
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BroadcastEvent statement, 2-22
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cells of fetched data, 15-23
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choosing a graph type, 12-3
code modules

default object, 7-6
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dispatch binding, 6-17
object references, 6-7
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contents, 7-13
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color dialog object, 9-15
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combo boxes
displaying Express data, 15-22
displaying lists of Express database 

objects, 15-18 to 15-20
command items, 9-11
comments, formatting, 6-18
comparison operators, 6-15
components

defined, 10-8, 11-7
multiple-column, 18-26
responding to selection, 18-11

concatenating strings, 6-15
Connect method, 15-6
connecting to Express

delaying connection, 15-5
in Express Basic, 15-5
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getting content members, 7-10
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hierarchy, 2-10
looping over content members, 7-12
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rules, 2-11
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converting data types, 6-13
ConvertToDataSpace method, 18-21
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CreateDefaultTabs property, 9-20
CurrentBlock property, 15-24
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storage, 14-19
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allowing users to create, 15-18
avoiding naming conflicts, 21-6
creating, 15-17
defined, 10-17, 15-16
deleting, 15-17
storage, 15-16
using aggregation functions, A-2

customizing objects, 2-4
Cycle method, 7-14

D
data

aggregating, 19-2, 19-21
automatically fetched, 15-22
displaying fetched data, 15-23
fetching, 15-22 to 15-29
formatting floating point, 18-15
formatting in tables, 10-14
getting selected in tables and graphs, 18-14
in 3-D graphs, 12-17
in area graphs, 12-10, 12-12
in bar graphs, 12-5
in bubble graphs, 12-32
in line graphs, 12-8
in pie graphs, 12-19
in pie-bar graphs, 12-21
in scatter graphs, 12-25, 12-28
in stock market graphs, 12-35
in tables, 16-6
querying, 16-2
rearranging, 16-11
selecting, 14-2
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storage, 10-3, 11-3
unexpected results in aggregations, 19-8, 19-15
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data blocks in fetched data, 15-23
data cells in fetched data, 15-23
data fields in fetched data
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data guidelines
3-D graphs, 12-17
area graphs, 12-11, 12-12
bar graphs, 12-6
bubble graphs, 12-33
dual-Y graphs, 12-14
line graphs, 12-8
pie graphs, 12-20
pie-bar graphs, 12-21
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scatter graphs, 12-26, 12-29
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conversion, 6-13
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records, 6-11
restrictions on passing, 6-17
strings, 6-11
variants, 6-12
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selecting, 14-2, 16-4, 16-15
sorting, 14-2
synchronizing in related dimensions, 19-15

dimension values, defined, 5-5
dimensionality, defined, 5-5
dimensions

defined, 5-5
example, 5-6
finding for measure, 15-15
getting number of hierarchies, 15-15

DimLabelAreaWidth property, 13-6
DimValueAreaWidth property, 13-6
Disaggregate method, 19-21
Disconnect method, 15-6
disconnecting from Express, 15-6
DisplayPage property, 18-8
DoExecute event, 2-16
DoPageResult event, 8-24
DoPrint event, 20-9
DoRefreshData event, 16-12
DoRotate event, 16-12
DoRun event, 8-9, 8-25
Drilling

editing selections, 17-5
drilling

limiting access, 10-7, 11-6
dual-Y graphs

data guidelines, 12-14
described, 12-13
how rows are assigned to each axis, 12-14

Duplicate method, 18-2

E
edge nodes

created automatically, 16-9
defined, 16-4
exchanging, 16-11, 16-14
moving, 16-11, 16-14
names, 16-5

edges
created automatically, 16-9
defined, 16-4
exchanging, 16-11, 16-15
names, 16-5
requirements, 16-4, 16-14

EditCustomMeasures method, 15-18
embedded pages, 8-18
embedded-total hierarchies, 19-6
EnableAggregation property, 10-7, 11-6, 19-4
Enabled property, 9-5
EnableDrilling property, 10-7, 11-6, 13-5
EnableHighlightButtons property, 13-7
EnableHighlightData property, 13-7
EnableHighlighting property, 13-7
EnableSelectData property, 10-7, 11-6, 13-5
encapsulation, 2-6
ErrorCode property, 15-25
ErrorText property, 15-25
event sequences

for displaying pages, 8-20
for editing the DataCube through a view, 16-12

events
adding support, 9-3
defined, 2-2
handling, 2-15, 2-17
names of handlers, 3-6
propagation, 2-22
propagation example, 2-23
qualifiers, 2-15
routing code, 2-22
standard Windows events, 2-15
triggered explicitly, 2-22

Exception tool, 14-17
exchanging edge nodes, 16-11, 16-14
exchanging edges, 16-11, 16-15
Execute method, 15-20
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executing Express commands, 15-20 to 15-22
Express

connecting, 15-4
disconnecting, 15-6
effect of automatic connection on startup 

time, 15-5
executing commands, 15-20 to 15-22
necessary for applications and briefings, 21-5
objects for communicating, 15-2

Express Basic
data types, 6-10
formatting comments, 6-18
formatting line continuations, 6-19
It variable, 2-24, 7-7
Me variable, 7-6, 7-7
name scoping algorithm, 7-2
named arguments, 6-17
names for properties that are objects, 6-6
names for the members of an object, 6-5
names of elements in a record, 6-6
naming conventions, 6-4
passing arguments, 6-16
programming conventions, 6-18, 6-19
referencing containers, 7-9
referencing parent objects, 7-8
reserved words, 6-5
resolving object references, 7-2
scope of variables, 7-5
setting properties, 6-8

Express command objects
defined, 15-20
executing Express commands, 15-20 to 15-22
fetching data, 15-22 to 15-29

Express commands
executing, 15-20 to 15-22
FETCH, 15-22
LIMIT, 4-3

Express database objects
getting Express Client references, 15-12
testing data type, 18-16
using DatabaseIterators to display 

lists, 15-18 to 15-20
Express object

executing Express commands, 15-20
getting information about the Express 

connection, 15-6
Express output object, 2-16
Express/EIS

transition to Oracle Express Objects, 4-1
expressions

comparison operators, 6-15
defined, 6-13
logical operators, 6-15
numeric operators, 6-14
precedence order, 6-14
string operators, 6-14

F
families, defined, 5-10
Family tool, 14-16
FETCH command, 15-22
fetching data, 15-22 to 15-29
fields of fetched data

defined, 15-23
finding number, 15-24

file dialog object, 9-15
file system controls

constructing path name, 9-16
example, 9-17

FireEvent statement, 2-22
floating point data

displaying, 18-15
FocusLabelText property, 13-8
FocusValueText property, 13-8
font dialog object, 9-15
Format function, 18-16
format objects, 18-24
formatting

graphs, 11-12
measures, 10-14
tables, 10-12

formulas
creating, 15-17
creating custom measures, 15-17
using aggregation functions, A-2

formulas, defined, 5-6
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G
GetActiveItem method, 7-14
GetBriefing method, 8-15
GetCustomIterator method, 15-19
GetData method, 15-24
GetDatabaseIterator method, 15-19
GetDatabaseObject method, 15-12
GetDataValue method, 15-13
GetDescription method, 15-19
GetDimValues method, 18-11
GetHierDescription method, 15-15
GetHierName method, 15-15
GetLevelCount method, 15-15
GetLevelDescription method, 15-15
GetLevelName method, 15-15
GetName method, 15-19
GetNth method, 13-8
GetPageIndex method, 8-16
GetPageNumber method, 8-16, 8-17
GetSelectedEdgeNode method, 18-12
GetSelectedObject method, 18-10, 18-20
GetSelectedObjectCount, 18-20
GetSelectedObjectInfo method, 18-20
GetSelection method, 17-6, 17-9
GetString method, 23-4
GetValueLabel method, 15-14
global data

user-defined properties, 8-27
using the BaseObject, 8-27

global modules, 6-2, 8-8
GoToPage method, 8-17
graphs

3-D, 12-16
analysis features, 11-5
area, 12-9
bar, 12-4
bubble, 12-30
choosing a type, 12-3
combined type, 12-15
components, 11-7
creating, 18-2
defined, 11-1
deleting, 18-3
dual-Y, 12-13

formatting, 11-12
getting selected dimension values, 18-11
implications of creating visually, 18-2
implications of populating 

programmatically, 18-5
implications of populating visually, 18-4
limiting access to analysis features, 11-6
line, 12-6
list of available graph categories, 12-2
pie, 12-18
pie-bar, 12-20
populating, 18-5
responding to component selection, 18-11
responding to user selections, 18-9
responding to user’s selecting data, 18-14
saving row colors, 11-15
scatter, 12-23
setting data values, 18-16
sharing DataCubes, 18-7
stock market, 12-34
structure, 11-7
supported data types, 11-3
synchronizing pages of data, 18-8
testing for multiple-column graph type, 18-28
three-dimensional, 12-16
where to create, 18-2
where to populate, 18-5
working with multiple-column 

components, 18-26
grid objects

compared with tables, 10-5
displaying Express data, 15-22

H
Help systems

providing for applications, 22-3
providing for briefings, 22-1

HelpContextID property, 22-5
HelpFile property, 22-9
hierarchies

defined, 5-8
multiple, 5-10
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hierarchies, dimension
getting default, 15-15
getting descriptions, 15-15
getting level descriptions, 15-15
getting level names, 15-15
getting names, 15-15
getting number defined for a dimension, 15-15
getting the number of levels, 15-15

HierCount property, 15-15
HierDefault property, 15-15
HighlightSelection property, 13-3, 17-2
hotspots, 9-19

I
Index method, 7-10, 8-17, 16-13
inheritance, 2-6, 2-7, 2-9
installing objects, 1-3
IsDerivedFrom function, 3-6
IsNew method, 8-12
It variable, 2-24, 3-7, 7-7, 7-9
Item method, 7-10, 7-12, 16-13
ItemColumnClose property, 18-27
ItemColumnHigh property, 18-27
ItemColumnLow property, 18-27
ItemColumnOpen property, 18-27
ItemColumnX property, 18-27
ItemColumnY property, 18-27
ItemColumnZ property, 18-27
ItemState property, 9-11
ItemStyle property, 9-11

J
JavaBeans, 1-3

K
keyboard shortcuts, 9-6

L
labels for dimension values, getting, 15-14
Language property, 23-9
largest values, finding, 19-3

Let statement, 6-8
Level tool, 14-16
levels

defined, 5-9
getting descriptions, 15-15
getting names, 15-15
getting the number defined for a dimension 

hierarchy, 15-15
in multiple hierarchies, 5-10

library modules
defined, 6-2
direct binding, 6-17
names, 6-4
procedures, 6-4
rules, 7-9

LIMIT commands, 4-3
line continuations, formatting, 6-19
line graphs

data guidelines, 12-8
data structure, 12-8
described, 12-6

line-area graphs, 12-15
line-area-bar graphs, 12-15
line-bar graphs, 12-15
linking

dimension list boxes and views, 13-10
objects, 2-13
techniques, 2-14
views, 18-7

list boxes
compared, 9-21
displaying Express data, 15-22
displaying lists of Express database 

objects, 15-18 to 15-20
List tool, 14-16
ListboxType property, 13-7, 13-8
ListIndex property, 9-22
ListViews, 9-21
localization

comparing resource objects, 23-2
exporting strings, 23-6
importing translated strings, 23-7
optimizing resource objects, 23-9
process, 23-1
resource object, 23-2
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ResourceRepository object, 23-2
StringTable, 23-2, 23-3
tasks for developers, 23-4
tasks for project managers, 23-6
tasks for translators, 23-8
updating resource objects, 23-9

logical operators, 6-15

M
Match tool, 14-16
Me variable, 7-6, 7-7
measures

dimension that lists measures, 15-13
formatting in tables, 10-14, 18-24
listing dimensions, 15-15
selecting, 14-2

Measures dimension, 15-13
measures, defined, 5-7
median, finding, 19-3
menus

adding commands, 9-8, 9-10
menu bars, 9-7
popup menus, 9-8, 9-13
programming, 9-12

metadata guidelines, 4-7
methods

call method code, 2-21
defined, 2-2
propagation, 2-20
propagation example, 2-23
replacing or extending, 9-3

Mini-Selector, 14-15
mnemonic keys, 9-6
modules

comparsion, 6-3
defined, 6-2
storage, 6-2
using code modules, 6-3, 7-6
using library modules, 6-4, 7-9

moving edge nodes, 16-14
multidimensional data

access, 5-4
aggregation, 5-8

defined, 5-2
storage, 5-3

MultipleRows property, 9-20

N
NAME dimension, 15-19
Name property, 3-6
name scoping algorithm, 7-2
names

elements in a record, 6-6
fully qualified, 6-6
members of an object, 6-5
objects in containers, 2-11
properties that are objects, 6-6

naming conflicts
global modules, 8-9
saved selections, 17-8

naming conventions, 6-4
New method, 8-12, 8-13
NewProject method, 8-12
NextCell method, 15-24
NextDataBlock method, 15-24
numeric operators, 6-14
NumFields property, 15-24

O
Object Inspector, 2-3
object references

containers, 7-9
parent object, 7-8
resolving, 7-2

object-oriented programming, 1-2, 2-4
objects

ActiveX control, 1-3
application object, 8-2, 8-3
available, 1-2
BaseControl, 9-19
BaseObject, 8-2, 8-27
briefing, 8-2, 8-14
built-in, 1-2
check box, 7-12
collection, 7-13
color dialog object, 9-15
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combo box, 9-21
command item, 9-8, 9-11
creating, 2-7, 9-3
customizing, 2-4
default object, 7-6
defined, 2-2
deriving, 2-7
directory list box, 9-16
drive combo box, 9-16
duplicating, 2-7
Express output object, 2-16
file dialog object, 9-15
file list box, 9-16
font dialog object, 9-15
graph, 11-1
inspecting, 2-3
installing, 1-3
JavaBeans, 1-3
linking, 2-13
list box, 2-23, 9-21
ListView, 9-21
members of an object, 2-2
menu, 9-7
names, 7-2
OLE control, 1-3
page, 8-2, 8-18
picture object, 9-18
PopupMenuAttributes object, 9-14
printer object, 20-7
printing, 20-2
PrintLayout object, 20-4
programming, 1-3
project, 8-2, 8-6
QuickAction object, 2-17
references to Express database objects, 15-12
resource object, 23-2
ResourceRepository object, 23-2
Selector object, 14-6
StringTable, 23-2
structure of an object, 2-2
TabControl, 9-20
table, 10-2
toolbar, 9-9
TreeNode, 9-24
TreeView, 9-24

OCXs displaying Express data, 15-22
OLE controls, 1-3
OLTP, defined, 5-1
On Error statement, 16-14
Open method, 8-11
OpenProject method, 8-11
operators

comparison, 6-15
logical, 6-15
numeric, 6-14
string, 6-14

OriginalLanguage property, 23-2

P
pages

adding to briefings, 8-16
briefing, 8-18
briefing pages, 8-16
controlling navigation, 8-22
creating dialog boxes, 8-23
defined, 8-2
displaying, 2-19, 8-22
embedded, 8-18
event sequence, 8-20
Express commands, 8-20
running, 8-23
structure, 8-18
top-level, 8-18

PageType property, 8-18
Parent property, 7-8
passing arguments, 6-16
performance

deriving DataCubes, 16-8
guidelines for creating objects, 9-4
implications of creating DataCubes 

visually, 16-8
implications of creating views visually, 18-2
implications of populating views visually, 16-8, 

18-4
minimizing the number of Express 

transactions, 15-21, 16-13
Performance Tips Help system, 1-3
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reducing startup time, 15-5, 15-8
using Express commands to attach code 

databases, 15-8
persistent containers, 2-11
picture boxes, 9-19
picture objects

defined, 9-18
saving in projects, 21-3
usage, 9-18

pie graphs
data guidelines, 12-20
data structure, 12-19
described, 12-18

pie-bar graphs
data guidelines, 12-21
data structure, 12-21
described, 12-20

polymorphism, 2-6, 9-10
populating tables and graphs, 18-5
PopupMenuAttributes objects, 9-14
Post-Attach Program property 

(Administrator), 15-10
printer objects, 20-10
printing

code, 20-2
defaults, 20-2
headers and footers, 20-5
printer hDC, 20-8
StartPrintJob example, 20-11
using QuickActions, 20-3
using the Print method, 20-3
using the printer object, 20-7
using the PrintLayout object, 20-4

PrintLayout objects, 20-4
PrintLayout property, 20-4
procedures

defined, 6-2
in code modules, 6-3
in library modules, 6-4

programs necessary for applications and 
briefings, 21-5

programs, using for aggregations, A-5
projects

adding objects, 9-2
contents, 8-8

defined, 8-2
deploying, 21-1
initial page display, 8-25
key events, 8-9
localizing, 23-1
merging, 21-4
navigating among pages, 2-19
password dialog box, 8-25
purpose, 8-6
running, 8-10, 8-11, 21-5
runtime creation, 8-12
saving picture files, 21-3
storing, 2-11
structure, 8-6
types, 8-7

Projects collection, 8-4, 8-10
ProjectType property, 8-7
propagation

applied to events, 2-21
applied to methods, 2-20
defined, 2-20

properties
ambient, 2-12, 2-13, 20-4
defined, 2-2, 2-11
object, 2-12, 6-6
property sets, 2-12
setting, 6-8, 9-3
typed, 2-11
user interface, 9-5
user-defined, 2-24, 9-3

PushError property, 15-25

Q
QuickAction objects

categories, 2-17
creating, 2-18
customizing, 2-18
defined, 2-17

QuickActions
Define Custom Measures, 15-18
Execute Action List, 2-19
GoToPage, 8-23
Run, 2-19, 8-10, 8-23
Show Custom Inspector, 2-18
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Show Help, 22-7
Stop, 2-19

R
Range tool, 14-17
records

data types, 6-11
elements, 6-6

RefreshSelection method, 13-9
Relational Access Administrator, 15-7
Relational Access Manager, 15-7
relational data

access, 5-4
aggregation, 5-7
in Oracle Express Objects, 5-2
storage, 5-3

relational databases, 5-1
relations

defined, 13-16
synchronizing dimension values, 19-15
using in aggregations, 19-9
using with dimension list boxes, 13-16

relations, defined, 5-7
Remove method, 7-10
RemoveFromLibrary method, 17-9
RenderStyle property, 20-6
RequestClose event, 8-20
reserved words, 6-5
ResetCell method, 15-24
ResetDataBlock method, 15-24
Resource objects, 23-2
ResourceRepository objects, 23-2
rollup in what-if analysis, 10-19
Rotate method, 16-11, 16-12, 16-14
RotateEdges method, 16-11, 16-15
Run method, 8-11, 14-10, 16-13

S
Saved selection tool, 14-17
saved selections

avoiding naming conflicts, 17-8, 21-6
defined, 14-20, 17-7
deleting, 17-9

getting from dimension object, 15-15
storage, 14-21, 17-8
using, 17-9

SavedRowProperties property, 11-15
scatter graphs

data guidelines, 12-26, 12-29
data structure, 12-25, 12-28
described, 12-23
getting column values, 18-26

scope of LIMIT commands, 4-3
Script property, 17-2
Select Case statement, 2-24
SelectData method, 14-10, 16-11
Selections

editing programmatically, 17-5
selections

changing during aggregation, 19-7
created automatically, 16-9, 17-4
creating, 17-4
defined, 16-4, 17-1
editing, 14-2, 14-10, 16-11, 16-15
effect of aggregation, 19-18
for dimension list boxes, 13-3
linking objects, 17-6
replacing, 16-11
saving, 17-7
saving and restoring for aggregation, 19-23
sharing, 17-6
specifying for DataCubes and dimension list 

boxes, 17-2
storage for saved, 17-8
when automatically edited, 17-5

Selector, 5-4
accessing, 14-3
customizing, 14-13
defined, 14-2
displaying, 16-11
editing selections, 17-5
forms, 14-4
limiting access, 10-7, 11-6, 13-5, 14-3
running, 16-11
running in Express Basic, 14-10

Selector objects, 14-6
Selector Tools, 14-16
SelectorType property, 14-5
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Set statement, 2-12, 6-8
SetDataValue method, 18-16
SetDefaultSelection method, 13-4, 17-4
SetFocus method, 8-26
SetItems method, 3-6, 15-19
SetSelection method, 16-11, 16-15, 17-6
SetValues method, 16-11, 17-5
Show Help QuickAction, 22-7
ShowCustomMeasure property, 15-18
ShowDimValues property, 13-6
ShowHelp method, 22-7
ShowIndentation property, 13-5
ShowLevels property, 13-5
ShowModal method, 8-22, 8-25
smallest values, finding, 19-2
Sort tool, 14-17
SortDataDimensions property, 17-2
SortDataDimValues property, 17-2
SortDataMeasure property, 17-2
SortHierarchy property, 17-2
SortOrder property, 17-3
SortScript property, 17-2
SortType property, 17-3
SQL reports compared with Express Client 

tables, 10-5
SQL tables compared with Express Client 

tables, 10-5
standard deviation, finding, 19-3
StartPrintJob method, 20-9, 20-10
startup time

effect of automatic database attachment, 15-8
implications of creating views visually, 18-2
implications of populating views visually, 18-4

StatusScript property, 17-2
stock market graphs

data guidelines, 12-36
data structure, 12-35
described, 12-34
getting column values, 18-26

string operators, 6-14
strings

concatenating, 6-15
data type, 6-11

StringTables
adding strings, 23-4

example, 23-5
use, 23-2

subscripts for arrays, 6-8
SyncDataPage, 18-8
Synchronize method, 19-21
synchronizing aggregation chains, 19-15, 19-21
Syntax Coding option, 6-5

T
TabControls, 9-20
TabIndex property, 9-5
tables

analysis features, 10-6
compared with grid objects, 10-5
compared with SQL reports, 10-5
compared with SQL tables, 10-5
components, 10-8
creating, 18-2
data rows, 18-21
defined, 10-2
deleting, 18-3
formatting, 10-12
formatting measures, 18-24
getting selected dimension values, 18-11
implications of creating visually, 18-2
implications of populating 

programmatically, 18-5
implications of populating visually, 18-4
limiting access to analysis features, 10-7
populating, 18-5
positional rows, 18-21
responding to component selection, 18-11
responding to user selections, 18-9
responding to user’s selecting data, 18-14
setting data values, 18-16
sharing DataCubes, 18-7
structure, 10-8
supported data types, 10-3
synchronizing pages of data, 18-8
where to create, 18-2
where to populate, 18-5
working with selected ranges, 18-19

TabStop property, 9-5
Text property, 9-5, 9-6
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three-dimensional graphs
data guidelines, 12-17
data structure, 12-17
described, 12-16

toolbars
adding buttons, 9-10
characteristics, 9-9

Toolbox, 1-2, 9-2
Top/Bottom tool, 14-17
top-level pages, 8-18
TOTAL function, A-2
totals

embedded, 19-6
finding, 19-2

TreeNodes, 9-24
TreeViews, 9-24
TreeViewStyle property, 9-24
TypeOf function, 3-6

U
UniqueID property, 17-8

V
variables

defined, 5-5
dimensionality, 5-6
It, 2-24, 7-7, 7-9
Me, 7-6, 7-7
scoping, 7-5

variant data type, 6-12
VB bridging

adding object members, 3-6
applications, 3-2
creating objects, 3-5
forms and pages, 3-2
triggering of events, 3-4

views
creating, 18-2
deleting, 18-3
getting selected dimension values, 18-11
implications of creating visually, 18-2
implications of populating 

programmatically, 18-5

implications of populating visually, 18-4
linking, 18-7
populating, 18-5
responding to component selection, 18-11
responding to user selections, 18-9
responding to user’s selecting data, 18-14
setting data values, 18-16
sharing DataCubes, 18-7
synchronizing pages of data, 18-8
where to create, 18-2
where to populate, 18-5

Visible property, 9-5

W
what-if analysis

defined, 10-17
enabling, 10-12 to 10-18
no automatic rollup, 10-19
performing, 10-19
preventing users from updating 

databases, 10-17
requirements, 10-17

write-back, preventing users from updating 
databases, 10-17

X
XP_MEASUREDIM dimension, 15-13, 15-18
XP_SLLIMIT program, 4-7
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